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This qualitative study examines the educational, professional, and life trajectories 

of twenty Latina/o Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) beneficiaries pursuing 

careers as educators. The dissertation explores the participants’ rationales for pursuing 

careers as educators, the roles they ascribe to educators, their perspectives on education, 

and expressions of precariousness amongst DACA beneficiaries. The participants in this 

study met the following criteria: Latina/o, DACA beneficiary, pre- or in-service educator. 

The ages of the recruited participants ranged between 19 and 32 years old, and included 

undergraduate students majoring in education, student teachers, graduate students in 

education, and in-service pre-K-16 educators. The participants were asked to narrate their 

educational trajectories, career choices, and initial experiences working in public schools 

as educators. These narratives provide insight into the motivations that compelled Latina/o 

DACA beneficiaries for pursuing careers in education, and the intricacies of adjustment to 

the profession as novice educators. I draw from Critical Race Theory, Latina/o Critical 

Theory, and theories of figured worlds and multiplicity to advance the concept of vivencias, 

that is, a lens to examine the conditions of existence generated by the participants in relation 

to everyday struggles under conditions of precariousness. I use various methods, including 
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life history interviews, ethnographic interviews, and participant observations to create 

biographical counterstories that simultaneously reveal histories of oppression and 

resistance. The findings of the study are presented in chapter 4 and 5. Chapter 4 presents 

the biographical counterstories of five participants that display the overall themes of the 

study: educational trajectories, rationale for pursuing careers as educators, perceived roles 

of educators, perspectives on education, and expressions of precariousness. Chapter 5 

further elaborates on these themes by drawing on the life history interviews of the rest of 

the participants. The findings of this study highlight the need for further studies with 

college educated Latina/o DACA beneficiaries and their experiences transitioning to 

professional careers. The insights of Latina/o DACA professionals can provide colleges 

and universities with valuable information as to how best serve undocumented immigrant 

college students in their academic and professional preparation.   
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CHAPTER 1-INTRODUCTION  

Introduction 

On June 15, 2012, President Barrack Obama issued Deferred Action for 

Childhood Arrivals (DACA), a directive that would stop the deportation processes of 

eligible undocumented immigrants. In his announcement, he referred to undocumented 

youth and students, the primary beneficiaries of DACA, as “Americans in their heart, in 

their minds, in every single way but one: on paper” (Preston and Cushman, 2012). That 

same day, U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Secretary, Janet Napolitano, 

announced that DACA, or deferred action as it is commonly known, would not only 

provide relief from deportation to eligible undocumented immigrants but authorization to 

work in the country. To be eligible, potential beneficiaries needed to meet all of the 

following criteria: 1. Demonstrate that they were physically present in the United States 

and under 31 years old on June 15, 2012; 2. Have entered the country before the age of 

16; 3. Resided continuously in the United States since June 15, 2007; 4. Enrolled in 

school, have graduated from high school, obtained a GED, or an honorable discharge 

from the armed forces; and 5. Have not been convicted for felonies or pose threats to 

national security (Batalova & Mittelstadt, 2012; Passel & Lopez, 2012). DACA provided 

temporary relief to beneficiaries as it originally needed to be renewed every two years 

indefinitely during the duration of the program, and did not offer a path to legal residency 

or citizenship (Batalova & Mittelstadt, 2012; Passel & Lopez, 2012). It was initially 

estimated that about 1.76 million undocumented immigrants that migrated to the United 
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States as children could potentially benefit from DACA (Batalova & Mittelstadt, 2012; 

Passel & Lopez, 2012). 

President Obama did not issue DACA out of the goodness of his heart. He did so 

as a result of pressure exerted on him by activist undocumented youth and students who 

go by the name of DREAMers1 (Nicholls, 2013).  In the spring of 2012, right in the 

middle of presidential election campaigns, DREAM activist organizations launched a 

series of coordinated actions to pressure President Obama to pass some sort of relief for 

undocumented youth and students. The primary strategy of the DREAMers was to 

occupy President Obama’s campaign offices. The pressure placed on his campaign and 

his fears of losing the Latino vote if he did not take action forced his administration to 

issue the directive for deferred action. The direct action campaigns of the DREAMers 

scored a victory for the undocumented immigrant rights movement.  

The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) began receiving DACA 

applications on August 15, 2012 (Batalova & Mittelstadt, 2012; Passel & Lopez, 2012). 

In the first year of the program, more than 500,000 applications were processed with a 

close to 75% approval rate and about 6000 applications, 1%, rejected (López and 

                                                
 
1The ‘DREAMer’ identity label was adopted by undocumented students organizing and mobilizing their 
peers, immigrant rights organizations, and allies to pass the Development, Relief, and Education for Alien 
Minors (DREAM) Act that would essentially provide a path to documented residency for undocumented 
youth and students. Heretofore, drawing from Nicholls (2013), I will refer as DREAMer any activist youth 
and students that refer to themselves as DREAMers and that have participated in one way or another in 
advancing the rights of undocumented youth and students, and communities. One of the purposes of this 
project would be to highlight how DACA beneficiaries have embodied the identity of DREAMer and if the 
status of nonstatus (Heeren, 2015) afforded them by President Obama’s directive has had an impact in such 
conception of the self.     
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González-Barrera, 2013; Singer & Prchal Svajlenka, 2013). The first group of approved 

DACA applicants received their deportation deferrals and work permits the week of 

September 12, 2012 (Bennet, 2012). As of the second anniversary of DACA in 2014, 

about 642,000 applications had been accepted and processed with a 96% approval rate 

(Cavendish et al., 2014).  

On November 20th, in the immediate aftermath of the mid-term elections of 2014, 

President Barack Obama announced an expansion to the DACA program in a nationally 

broadcasted address. However, prior to the presidential address, four major national 

television networks, including ABC, NBC, CBS, and FOX, announced they were not 

going to broadcast the address (Hart, 2014; Kamisar et al., 2014). Despite the 

significance of the address, the networks decided not to interrupt their prime time shows 

to broadcast President Obama’s announcement. Unlike these networks, Univision 

interrupted the live broadcast of the Latin Grammys to cover the address. In his speech, 

President Obama made two major announcements: 1. The creation of Deferred Action for 

Parents of American and Lawful Permanent Residents (DAPA) that would expand the 

temporary relief of DACA to include the parents of U.S. citizens and legal residents; and 

2. Expansion of the DACA requirements to include potential beneficiaries that had been 

left out of the original directive due to age limits or date of entry to the country. The 

eligibility requirements for DAPA are the following: 1. Be the parent of a U.S. citizens or 

legal resident; 2. Have lived in the U.S. since January 1, 2010; 3. Have been present in 

U.S. on November 20, 2014; and 4. Have no felonies or pose a threat to national security. 
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The eligibility requirements for DACA remained the same with two changes: 1. The 

elimination of the age limits stipulated in the 2012 directive; and 2. Proof of continuous 

residency in the U.S. since January 1, 2010 instead of June 15, 2007 as established in the 

2012 version of DACA. Both programs were slated to be temporary and renewable after 

three years instead of the two years provided in the original DACA. It was expected that 

4.4. million people would benefit from the expansions to the 2012 deferred action 

directive (National Immigration Law Center, 2015).  

The DAPA and the new DACA were to become public on February 18, 2015, that 

is, potential beneficiaries could begin applying for the new programs on that date. 

However, U.S. District Judge Andrew Hanen issued an injunction temporarily derailing 

the implementation of the new programs. Essentially, Judge Hanen ruled in favor of a 

lawsuit presented by 25 states, including Texas, that sought to prevent DAPA and DACA 

from going into effect. President Obama and his administration retaliated by affirming 

that they would defend the directive and that they were confident a higher court would 

also defend its constitutionality. Immigrant rights organizations, including the ones led by 

youth and students, have issued numerous statements, both in the formal mass media and 

through memes in social media, reassuring potential beneficiaries that the halt to DAPA 

and the expansions to DACA are temporary. In November of 2015, days before President 

Obama’s DAPA announcement, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the Obama 

administration did in fact overstep its legal authority in seeking to expand the benefits of 

DACA. The Justice Department immediately announced that it would appeal, most likely 
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moving the case to the Supreme Court.  

One of the main benefits of DACA and DAPA is the authorization to work legally 

in the country. As more applicants are granted deferred action from deportation, it is of 

the utmost importance to document their experiences entering the labor force to examine 

the impacts of immigration policy on their everyday experiences. For many, especially 

college graduates, the work permit allows them to pursue professional careers from 

which they were previously barred due to their immigration status. This study specifically 

focuses on the trajectories and experiences of Latina/o deferred action beneficiaries 

pursuing careers in education, and how these processes shape their perspectives of 

education and perceived roles as educators.  

* 

“Esther2, ya llegamos3.” As the door opened Peewee, our cat, ran up the door to 

rub his body against my leg and to greet Manuel.  

“¡Pásenle! ¿Qué crees? I just received a letter from San José State and I passed 

my MA examinations! I now have a master’s degree in Spanish!” Esther greeted us in the 

middle of the living room with a tortilla in her hand.  

                                                
 
2 Esther was an undocumented student during her first years in college. She was able to attend college on a 
scholarship to play the string bass for the university orchestra and jazz ensembles, and her father’s credit 
cards. Eventually, she became a resident due to her father, a farm worker, obtaining his residence through 
IRCA. Esther holds an MA in Spanish and works as a Spanish high school teacher in East San José. Esther 
immigrated to the San Joaquín Valley as a ten-year-old in 1992.  
3 The conversations and recuento of these interwoven testimonios were conducted primarily in Spanish. 
Some of the emotions conveyed by the words of the subjects will be lost in translation. See Elisabeth 
Burgos-Debray’s preface to Me llamo Rigoberta Menchú y así me nació la conciencia (1985) for a 
discussion of what might be lost when a testimonio is transcribed and translated. 
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“¡Felicidades!” Manuel dropped his umbrella and backpack and proceeded to 

give her a hug. I closed the door, petted Peewee, and hugged and kissed Esther.  

“¡Que chido! I guess we can say we are now the last drops of water in the 

Chicana/o educational pipeline4 described in that reading from the Monday class I was 

telling you about. You have a master’s degree and I have a teaching credential. ¡Muchas 

felicidades! ¿Te ayudamos en algo?”  

Once the food was prepared and the table set up, we sat down to eat. As we ate, 

our conversations revolved around education, cultural capital, and the dialect variations 

of Spanish spoken by Mexicans in the U.S. At one point, the conversation returned to the 

Chicana/o educational pipeline I had mentioned and I produced an image of the pipeline 

from my book. Manuel saw it and begun to retrace his experience through the pipes of 

educational institutions. 

- 

 During the fall semester Manuel and I had taken a Chicana/o History course. For 

the class presentation and term papers, we chose to research the work of Maestro José 

Montoya, a person that had a strong influence in our lives, and the ways in which history 

is transmitted through popular means in the process of becoming a collective memory. As 

part of our project, we decided to drive to Sacramento to take pictures of the murals 

painted by the Royal Chicano Air Force (RCAF), and of the permanent serigraph exhibit 

                                                
 
4 See Yosso, T. J. (2006a). Critical race counterstories along the Chicana/Chicano educational pipeline. 
New York: Routledge. 
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at the CSU, Sacramento library. On our drive from Stockton to Sacramento, Manuel and 

I talked about our experiences in the school system, political and social movements, and 

as poetas. That day my car became un confecionario, a safe space in which we spoke 

with open hearts about our lives. As we drove up the 99 highway, I told Manuel about the 

time I walked next to farm workers and their families under the blazing San Joaquin 

Valley August sun for ten days from Merced to Sacramento in a peregrinación to demand 

labor rights for the United Farm Workers. The Sunday morning we arrived at the State 

Capital, I told him, I was born once again; I felt my spirit was cleansed and strong, and I 

also felt ready for the hard battles ahead. Next thing we knew, Manuel and I parked in 

front of Our Lady of Guadalupe Church, across from Southside Park.  

 We sat and looked with wonder at the Southside Park Mural (1977) painted by the 

RCAF. “Oyes, güey,” Manuel began after we took a couple pictures, “do you remember 

a few years ago when the first Primero de mayo march for immigrant rights took 

place?”5 I nodded. “As an AB 540 student, andaba de revolucionario organizando, and 

here, in this stage, with Xico González, Maestro Montoya, and other poetas del RCAF, I 

made a speech about human rights. One day I’ll show it to you. I have a picture of that 

day with Maestro Montoya and the mural in the background, I think I’ll use that for my 

                                                
 
5 Seems like a long time but this brief moment in history in which the invisibles, the marginals, “the other”, 
took to the streets en masse to claim a right to be seen, for recognition, and to be part of the official national 
imaginary (see Anderson, B. (1991). Imagined communities: Reflections on the origin and spread of 
nationalism. London: Verso.), took place just four years ago. 
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presentation.” From there, we drove to CSU, Sacramento. As the car doors slammed, our 

conversations about life continued.    

- 

 As Manuel traced the Chicano/a educational pipeline with his finger, I asked him, 

“Manuel, that day we went to Sacramento, you were telling me about how you navigated 

through school, but was there like a specific moment, or words, that really motivated you, 

or gave you strength to push, ahora sí, entrelazando esta lectura de Yosso, por la pinche 

tubería del sistema escolar?” 

 “Y tú, ¿qué vas hacer? Rosa6 asked me one day in October of our senior year,” 

Manuel reminisced. Rosa, the overachiever, was going to college, it was a fact, it didn’t 

matter where but she was going. That was her determination and those were the 

encouraging words she received from the people of CAMP7. “Yo estaba bien pendejo, in 

my mind, I wanted to finish school and work. The teachers didn’t care and I never had 

anyone encouraging me, caring for me, except for Rosa. She kept telling me to apply but I 

knew I couldn’t go because of my legal status.” That was the fall of 2001, soon after that 

eye-opening question, Marco Firebaugh’s Assembly Bill 540, which would grant 

undocumented students access to in-state tuition, was signed into law by Governor 

Schwarzenegger. A few weeks later, in the words of Manuel, “dije, chingue a su madre, 

                                                
 
6 Pseudonym. Rosa is Manuel’s compañera. She immigrated to California as a ten-year-old in 1993. Last 
year she graduated from San José State with an MA in Social Work. At the time this counterstory was 
written, she was working as a school counselor in Hayward.  
7 College Assistant Migrant Program (CAMP). Program based out of CSU Sacramento that works closely 
with migrant education services to make sure migrant students attend college and graduate. 
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agarré una aplicación y ya ves que todavia no eran electronicas, la tuve que hacer con 

pluma. El pedo es que el due date era ese día. Clasica movida mexicana, todo para 

último minuto.” He completed his application to CSU Sacramento but the application 

was due that day. Luckily, through Rosa, he found out that the coordinator of the migrant 

education program was driving a few other applications to the Sacramento State 

admissions office. The coordinator invited him to go to Sacramento. Manuel states that 

personally delivering his college application to the admissions office, when a few weeks 

before the possibility of going to college was not even present, is one of his proudest 

moments. 

January rolled in and Manuel’s admission letter arrived. To this day, Manuel is 

still amazed at the craziness of whoever processed his application. At times, he 

rationalized it as a struck of luck because throughout high school he had been a “C” 

student. AB 540 changed his aspirations and motivated him to think about going to 

college. That fall, however, things did not work out for Manuel. As an AB 540 student, he 

was granted the right to in-state tuition but he still had to come up with the money to pay 

for it. His participation in the Summer Bridge program prevented him from working over 

the summer to save up money for tuition and living expenses. Financially broke, and 

emotionally and academically unprepared, he was placed on probation at the end of the 

first semester. In the meantime, Rosa was thriving as a student. Rosa and the extended 

support network of friends kept him one more semester at Sac State. He finished the 

academic year knowing that he was dropping out; he was going back home to start from 
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scratch at Delta Community College. He left with the idea of working and saving money 

to be able to afford his tuition on his return. Today he jokes that he dropped out thinking 

of the words of Túpac Katari, “hoy muero, pero algún día volveré hecho millones.”  

 Manuel graduated from high school and attended a four-year university, and then 

dropped out and enrolled in a community college. After two years, he returned to 

Sacramento State more confident and ready to take on the world. He returned as a 

resurrected revolucionario. Manuel claims that his time at Delta Community College was 

a boot camp where he would lock himself in the campus library. Manuel states that up to 

that point he had never read a book from cover to cover. The first books he went through 

were about the Chicana/o Movement of the 1960s and 1970s. Those readings, he states, 

were fundamental in his foundation as a student and as a person of conciencia. The 

semester he left Sacramento State, some students that he knew as friends tambien se 

salieron and never returned. No one cared to retain those students or to help them return 

to the four-year university. Manuel, against all odds, was back at the university ready to 

excel and to pick up where he left off. With the care and support of his loved ones, he was 

able to complete his BA.  

 He is two classes from completing a master’s degree in Spanish at San José State. 

It has not been easy to navigate through the educational system. His resistant capital and 

aspirational capital are obvious. His legal status has not changed and as such he is 

unable to obtain financial aid to pay for his schooling. He works in the shadows and la 

calor del fil y las canerías of the San Joaquín Valley every summer to save enough money 
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to pay for his tuition and living expenses. At the finish line of his educational career he 

poses the question, “¿qué chingados voy hacer?” Manuel, a highly educated person, was 

at a loss at the end of his educational trajectory; he had the degree but not the work 

permit that would allow him to pursue a career in his field of study. Many students like 

Manuel move through the pipeline and eventually get stuck because of an objective 

structural problem, that of “legality.” The myth of meritocracy crumbles before them. 

The educational system is not equal to all because there is a critical mass of students that 

despite their achievement will have limited options once they complete their college 

degrees due to their undocumented status. We take a sip of water and I ask, “Manuel, 

¿qué quieres ser cuando seas grande?” He chuckles and replies, “I want to be a 

teacher.” 

* 

This excerpt is drawn from my first attempt at writing a counter-story (Solorzano 

and Yosso, 2001; Yosso, 2006a) for a course on Chicanas/os and Education I took in 

2010 during my master’s degree coursework in Mexican American Studies. Here, as in 

other sections of this project, I will draw from remembrances and papelitos guardados 

(Urrieta & Villenas, 2013) that include term papers I’ve written for different classes as 

well as journal entries, blogs, and field notes. Manuel and I met in 2008 and immediately 

became very close friends. We have shared many stories, special moments, chistes, 

confesiones, our commitment to social justice, tostadas de ceviche in scalding hot San 

Joaquín Valley summer days, good times during our respective bodas, and our love for 
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fútbol and la poesía visceral. Early on in our friendship, Manuel identified himself as an 

AB 540 student and a filósofo de los files, a philosopher of the farm labor fields. In those 

early years, Manuel was always concerned about two things: paying for tuition and doing 

well in school. He would work over the summers en la pera y la cherry, and once the 

season was over, he would move to the cannery to sort and pack peaches and pears in 

order to save money to pay for tuition and housing. Towards the end of his master’s 

program, Manuel began to worry. He had gone from dropping out from a four-year 

institution of higher education to completing an associate’s degree and transferring back 

to the same four-year university from where he had initially dropped out to pursuing a 

master’s degree. He had been buying time in the hopes that some sort of relief would be 

enacted so that youth and students like him could have a path to legal residency and a 

work permit. In 2010, the Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors 

(DREAM) Act was introduced once again in the House of Representatives and the 

Senate, and it came close to passing. Manuel, an AB 540 student and a DREAMer, was 

actively involved in the campaigns to pass the DREAM Act. If it became law, he would 

have been one of the many beneficiaries. When news broke that the Senate had not 

approved the DREAM Act, he was disappointed and voiced hopelessness towards the 

future as his life and career prospects upon graduation were not clear. He had done 

everything demanded of students and yet he was not allowed to rip the benefits of a 

higher education as promised by the discourse of the American Dream.  

It was disheartening to see Manuel heart broken and pessimistic about his future 
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prospects. Manuel, the student, the activist, the survivor, el antipoeta, who had resiliently 

navigated through the Chicana/o pipeline of education, was at a loss. He had applied to 

college only because of California’s Assembly Bill 540 (AB 540), which granted 

undocumented students the right to pay in-state tuition even though financial aid was 

limited or none existent. Yet, here was Manuel, el luchador, living in a van during the 

school week then driving back home to the San Joaquín Valley every weekend to work as 

a salesman at the flea market, completing a graduate degree. At times, especially on the 

cold winter days, Manuel would stay in my living room, dreaming, platicando, 

conviviendo. Our pláticas placed my experiences as an elementary school bilingual 

teacher pursuing a master’s degree as a part time student in a context of privilege and 

highlighted the ways in which the state creates hierarchies of worthy beings through the 

enforcement of precarious conditions of existence based on resident and citizenship 

status. This work is my way to contribute to the struggles for immigrant rights and a 

declaration of respect and love for a close friend, Manuel, and the many more that just 

like him, que sobreviven and strive despite the challenges on their life and career 

prospects posed by the state.  

Now that deferred action provides some relief for those that qualify, I often 

wonder in what ways have the life and academic aspirations of undocumented immigrant 

youth and students changed. I think of Rosa8, the amazing reader and writer who dreamt 

                                                
 
8 Pseudonym. 
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of being a teacher, from my second grade class as a first year teacher. Rosa was born in 

Colima, México, but has been waking up to the fresh smell of garlic since the age of two 

in Gilroy, California, the “Garlic Capital of the World.” I think of Armando9, the 

kindergartener, and I remember him wanting to practice counting to thirty but not with 

bears because he had done it before, asking, “maestro, ¿no tienes conejitos para contar 

hasta treinta?” and I replied, “I don’t have rabbits but I do have dinosaurs,” holding a 

green stegosaurus. California passed and enacted Proposition 227 in 1998, dismantling 

bilingual education programs and eliminating instruction in the students’ home language. 

Even though I was mandated against it, I used Spanish for instructional purposes when 

necessary. I think of the same Armando that on one of our class fieldtrips walking to the 

neighborhood’s Safeway asked me how many jobs I had, “maestro, ¿cuantos trabajos 

tienes?” My response eliciting another question: why did I only have one job but his dad 

had to work in two different restaurants every day? Armando, five years old and in 

kindergarten, born in Apatzingán, Michoacán, already conscious of the inequalities of the 

economic system. I was speechless not knowing how to talk with a five-year-old about 

the inherent contradictions of a capitalist society that has a voracious appetite for cheap 

labor yet despises the source, undocumented workers. I think of Manuel, of course, and 

the jobs he has been able to have in the field of education over the last three years since 

he received deferred action. I think of the many people that given their drive for social 

                                                
 
9 Pseudonym.  
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justice and their schooling experiences are entering the field of education to work in the 

public schools of a state that denies their full humanity. In this project, I hope to explore 

the impact of immigration policy and directives, such as DACA, on the everyday 

educational and life trajectories of Latina/o undocumented college students and graduates 

pursuing careers as educators, and how they construct their roles as educators. Rather 

than contributing to a literature based on deficit-oriented research questions that centers 

the challenges and roadblocks encountered by undocumented youth and students, this 

study seeks to highlight the participants’ educational, professional, and life experiences 

as form of capital that compel them to pursue a career in Education, inform their 

perspectives on education, and mold their identities as Latina/o DACAmented educators. 

For this reason, this study is informed by the following research questions:   

Research Questions 

1.   What compels DACAmented Latina/o college students and graduates to 

pursue careers as educators? 

2.   How do Latina/o DACAmented Education students and professionals generate 

and articulate an educator identity within public schools?  

3.   How do the educator identities generated and articulated by Latina/o 

DACAmented Education students and professionals influence their 

perspectives on education?  

4.   Do Latina/o Education students and professionals employ practices to deal 

with challenges, issues, and concerns in their workplaces and professional 
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environments in relation to being DACAmented?  

Need for the Study 

The burgeoning, but still scant, educational research literature about 

undocumented youth and students has widely examined the experiences and trajectories 

of undocumented immigrant students in the K-12 school system and in institutions of 

higher education (Abrego, 2006; 2008; Contreras, 2009; García, 2013; López, 2010; 

López and López, 2010; Pérez, 2009; 2012; Pérez et. al., 2009; Pérez and Cortés, 2011; 

Pérez Huber and Malagón, 2006). These studies primarily examine the impact of 

providing college-going undocumented students with access to in-state tuition, and the 

uncertainties they face upon graduation due to not being able to access employment 

opportunities in professional careers due to their undocumented status. The researchers 

conducting these studies have also focused on the struggles undocumented students 

encounter in colleges and universities, and the strategies and resiliency they employ to 

succeed in higher education. Other studies have focused on the activism of 

undocumented youth and students in the DREAMer Movement (see Galindo, 2012; 

Negrón-Gonzalez, 2014; Nicholls 2013; Seif, 2012; Zimmerman, 2011). These studies 

historicize the DREAM movement and provide insight into the activist strategies 

employed by the DREAMers, such as the “Undocumented, Unafraid, and Unapologetic” 

campaign. However, very little is known about the life and career trajectories of 

undocumented college students once they graduate. This might be due to the fact that 

prior to DACA, few, if any, undocumented college graduates were able to pursue careers 
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in their chosen academic fields because they lacked a social security number or a work 

permit. Little is known as to what happens to undocumented college students after they 

obtain their degrees or the career choices they make.  

Since the enactment of DACA, there have been a couple of active calls to recruit 

deferred action beneficiaries to pursue careers in specialized fields, primarily in medicine 

and education. Some researchers and medical practitioners have stated that more needs to 

be done to recruit undocumented college graduates to medical school by way of 

reforming the admission and selection processes (Anaya et al., 2014); while others have 

identified potential barriers and opportunities afforded to undocumented college 

graduates pursuing medical degrees (Kuczewski and Brubaker, 2014). These calls 

specifically responded to recent changes in the admission policies of the Loyola 

University Chicago Stritch School of Medicine, the first medical school to do so in order 

to accept DACA beneficiaries who met the admissions requirements (Anaya et al., 2014; 

Polsley and Pixler, 2014). However, little is known of the actual experiences and 

trajectories of DACA beneficiaries currently pursuing careers in medicine, or what 

compelled them to pursue a career in the medical field in the first place.  

The field of education has also seen an active call for the recruitment of DACA 

beneficiaries to pursue careers as educators. Most notably, the Denver Public Schools 

(DPS) became the first school district to actively seek out DACA beneficiaries who want 

to pursue careers as educators through an agreement with Teach For American (TFA) 

(Garcia, 2014; Lee, 2014). TFA reported an increase in undocumented applicants since 
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the summer of 2012 when President Obama issued DACA. The increase in applicants 

with deferred action led the organization to officially change its admission policy to 

include DACA beneficiaries (Fernandez, 2013; TFA, 2013). Whereas there were more 

than forty DACA beneficiaries in TFA in the 2014-2015 school year (Benson, 2014), it 

was reported that for the 2015-2016 school year, TFA counted more than ninety DACA 

beneficiaries amongst its ranks (TFA, 2015). Other than this information, little is known 

as to how many DACA beneficiaries are currently teaching and how many are enrolled in 

teacher preparation programs. Even less is known about their experiences in the 

classroom or their motivations in pursuing careers as educators. Although, over the 

summer of 2015, the White House recognized a group of nine DACAmented teachers, 

the majority hailing from the TFA ranks, as part of its “Champions of Change” initiative 

(Gallogly, 2015). Most recently, the Nevada Legislature introduced Assembly Bill 27 

(A.B. 27, 2015) to change the state rules regarding the licensure of education workers. 

Essentially, deferred action beneficiaries will be able to receive emergency teaching 

credentials to fill personnel shortages. This bill made Nevada the first state to change the 

wording of their licensure process to include deferred action beneficiaries. Given that 

these trends to recruit, prepare, and hire DACA beneficiaries with college degrees are 

new, specifically in the education sector, I argue that it is crucial to investigate the 

educational and life experiences informing the decision of Latina/o DACA beneficiaries 

to pursue careers as educators, how they articulate their professional identities in the 

public schools and in the context of the Latina/o teacher pipeline, and their perspectives 
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on education.  

 The need for this study springs from a gap in the literature on the educational, 

professional, and life trajectories and identities of teachers informing their career choice 

in general, and of Latina/o immigrant teachers in particular. Research suggests that 

educational and life experiences impact teachers’ pedagogical approaches and identities 

(Darling-Hammond and Bransford, 2005; Goodson, 1992; Zeichner and Liston, 1998).  

Similarly, research on immigrant teachers has found that lived experiences as immigrants 

impacts their perception and approach to teaching as well as connecting with students 

with immigrant backgrounds (Adair, 2011; Fee, 2010; Quiocho and Rios, 2000). These 

latter studies, however, categorize immigrant teachers as foreign-born educators who 

immigrated to the United States at various stages of their lives that may or may not have 

done so as certified and experienced teachers, and that in some instances were recruited 

by school districts to cover areas of need, such as in bilingual education. In most cases, 

these immigrant teachers had to revalidate their teaching credentials in their receiving 

country. An immigrant teacher in the cited studies is an authorized guest worker or a 

documented teacher who has the experience of migration. DACA beneficiaries pursuing 

careers as educators, on the other hand, might be categorized by law as immigrants, yet, 

given that they migrated to the United States at a young age along with their parents, their 

experiences differ from those of the immigrant teachers. They are intermeshed in the 

social fabric of the United States since an early age due to their being, “raised, educated, 

socialized and nurtured within and by U.S. institutions” (Castro-Salazar and Bagley, 
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2012, p. 10). The difference in experiences between DACA beneficiaries pursuing 

careers as educators and the immigrant teachers in the research literature is founded on 

the authorization to work, and the varying lived experiences as immigrants.  

DACA beneficiaries are immigrants by law with a special status that some in the 

DREAM Movement have called ‘DACAmented.’ The term DACAmented has been 

recently adopted to refer to anyone who has been approved for deferred action (Pérez 

Huber et al., 2014). It is also a play on words on the ‘documented’ status. Given that 

DACAmented status is temporary as it needs to be renewed every two years and does not 

provide legal residence or citizenship, it is a status that is neither quite documented nor 

undocumented, it is both simultaneously; it is, as Heeren (2015) calls it, a sort of non-

status status. On the one hand, the DACAmented can request a social security number or 

a driver’s license, which tend to be reserved for documented residents and citizens. On 

the other hand, not all the DACAmented have access to driver’s licenses as the states 

ultimately decide the rules and procedures for issuing such document, nor can they freely 

travel abroad or access federal financial aid for college. The DACAmented status is 

similar to the “liminal legality” of Guatemalan and Salvadorian immigrants who received 

Temporary Protected Status (TPS) as theorized by Cecilia Menjívar (2006). Menjívar 

proposes the term “liminal legality” to characterize an ambiguous temporary migratory 

status that is neither documented nor undocumented but that might simultaneously 

include aspects of both. Liminal legality is not a phase between undocumented and 

documented status, it is an ambiguous and non-linear status in which immigrants might, 
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for example, find themselves documented one day but they might return to 

undocumented status the next day if their temporary status is not renewed or extended 

when it expires. Menjívar further states that liminal legality shapes the everyday 

experiences of immigrants and exposes the contradictions of current forms of citizenship 

in states that create conditions for immigrants to simultaneously live as both documented 

and undocumented persons. Liminal legality reveals the precarious conditions of 

“documented undocumented” immigrants. 

The state and its laws play a central role in the construction of liminal legality, 

immigrant illegality (Chomsky, 2014a; De Genova, 2002; 2014), and the concept of the 

“illegal alien” (Ngai, 2004). DACAmentedness is also produced and maintained by the 

state. These statuses, as Menjívar and Kanstroom (2014) point out, are legally produced 

and have implications for the everyday experiences of immigrants. Recent research has 

focused on how undocumented immigrants, specifically youth and students, live and 

experience their “illegality” as they construct counternarratives to these statuses imposed 

upon them by the state. Negrón-Gonzales (2014), for instance, found that undocumented 

youth and students produce new identities based on their negotiations of “citizenship” 

and “illegality” through the enactment of what she calls “re-articulatory practices.” These 

re-articulatory practices involved negotiating illegality in everyday life, making claims to 

citizenship when engaging in activism, and “coming-out” as part of the “Undocumented 

and Unafraid” campaign. Abrego (2008) and Contreras (2010) found that in-state tuition 

residency policies in California and Washington State, respectively, had the unintended 
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consequence of transforming the way undocumented students benefitting from such 

initiatives engaged and participated in their universities. Abrego found that California’s 

in-state tuition residency policy, AB 540, made the students feel safe and accepted on 

campus as they could conceal their undocumented status behind the “AB 540 student” 

marker. This reaffirmation was not the case in Washington State as Contreras found that 

the students in her study felt that the “HB 1079” marker pointed out their undocumented 

status making them feel vulnerable. These studies examine how undocumented students 

live and negotiate their status. DACA, as a fairly recent discretionary grant, begs the 

question as to how beneficiaries are living their DACAmented status not just as students 

but as workers in various fields, including Education, and in the process constructing new 

identities in the in-between spaces of simultaneously being both documented and 

undocumented.  

* 

One Friday afternoon, after my class had finished discussing access to higher 

education for undocumented students, Lucia approached me. By that time, all the 

students were gone and I was silently packing my morral thinking about the commute 

home to South East Austin. Lucía, a very vocal student who always had something to say 

during class discussions, greeted me and started our conversation by telling me how 

much she enjoyed the class and that it was a shame we only met for one hour three times 

a week. She told me that the topic we had discussed earlier in class was important to her 

because she was a DREAMer. Lucía “came out” and stated she had recently applied and 
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received deferred action with the help of a lawyer. She then asked if I wanted to see her 

papers. This was interesting as this was the second case when a DACAmented person 

had offered to show me their papeles.  

In December of 2012, when visiting Manuel, the very first thing he did after we 

greeted each other was to pull his driver’s license and work authorization card from his 

wallet so that I could see how they looked. He stated that those two documents gave him 

peace of mind, especially when driving. Manuel asked if I wanted to go cruzin’ through 

the streets of Stockton later that night. We drove past patrol cars and Manuel laughed 

and stated, “ora sí que me paren los que quieran.” As we drove through the quiet 

Stockton streets Manuel reminisced about the constant fear of being stopped by the police 

and about the time a police officer stopped him on his way to Community College to take 

a midterm exam. Despite showing his college ID, books, class notes, and syllabi to the 

officer, his car was impounded as he could not produce a legally determined valid form 

of identification. He remembered feeling impotence and anger as he stood crying on the 

side of the road.  

So, when Lucía asked if I wanted to see her documents, I began to wonder if this 

was a general pattern amongst the DACAmented. Needless, to say, I told Lucía that there 

was no need for that. The following Monday, Lucía stayed after class and once all the 

students were gone, she approached me while I was packing my morral with my laptop, 

articles, markers, and other materials we had used that day. She produced a vanilla 

envelope and quietly set her papeles on the table. She produced her driver’s license, the 
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work authorization card, and a social security card. Lucía explained what each document 

was useful for. Even though she was thankful for the work permit, she was critical of 

DACA because her documents served as a reminder of her “undocumentedness” as one 

has a small sign in capital bold letters, “NOT VALID FOR REENTRY TO U.S.”  

* 

Another need for this study is to examine the rationales of DACAmented 

Latinas/os for pursuing careers as educators, their perceived roles as educators, and their 

perspectives on education. This information might be useful for teacher education 

programs and school districts in their efforts to recruit, prepare, and retain Latina/ 

educators in general, and DACAmented in particular because it reveals what it is that 

motivates and sustains them in their careers as educators. This is important because the 

school demographics throughout the nation are changing at a rapid pace. It was reported 

that the 2014-2015 school year was the first time in United States history in which the 

combined number of enrolled students of color in schooling institutions was the majority 

(CBS News, 2014; Gastelum, 2014; Roach, 2014). This marked a milestone in the history 

of public education in the United States that will have major repercussions. Enrollment 

projection data gathered by the National Center for Education Statistics (2013) shows that 

of the 50.3% population of students of color, about 26% are Latina/o students. This is a 

reflection of the overall changing demographics, especially amongst the Latina/o 

community. Despite this demographic shift, white teachers are still at the helm of the 

classrooms at a disproportionate rate compared to teachers of color. Studies by the Center 
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for American Progress (Ahmad and Boser, 2014; Boser, 2011; Partee, 2014) report a 

“diversity gap” between teachers and students of color; 17% of public school teachers are 

non-white with Latina/o teachers comprising 8% of the total teaching work force. These 

reports found that the key to reduce the diversity gap in the teaching force is to recruit 

and retain more teachers of color, particularly Latinas/os, since this is the fastest growing 

group in the country.  

Ahmad and Boser (2014) report that teachers of color leave the profession at 

higher rates than their white colleagues due to various reasons, including working 

conditions, low salaries, and what they perceive as the lack of respect for the teaching 

profession. Given that Latina/o DACAmented educators are in many ways “new” to the 

profession, substantial data, quantitative or qualitative, about their experiences in the 

education sector is close to non-existent. It is unknown if they encounter similar working 

conditions and experiences as their documented peers, both white and non-white, or how 

they rationale their decision to pursue such careers and their perspectives of education 

and the roles of educators. Latina/o DACAmented teachers might encounter working 

conditions particular to their status as undocumented workers in the field of education 

that might be worth exploring in order to record the tactics and strategies they employed 

in addressing challenges, issues, and concern in their careers. These tactics and strategies 

might be useful for teacher education programs and school districts in their recruitment, 

training, and retention efforts of prospective Latina/o teachers with deferred action. The 

findings reported in this study seek to offer a contribution to the literature on teacher 
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recruitment, preparation, and retention with an emphasis on the experiences of Latina/o 

DACAmented educators.   

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to examine the factors influencing the career choice of 

Latina/o DACAmented Education students and professionals, the emergence of Latina/o 

DACAmented educator identities in public school contexts, and the influences of these 

identities on their perspectives on education and educative practices. This study primarily 

considers the educational, professional, and life trajectories of Latina/o DACAmented 

students and professionals informing their decision to pursue careers in the Education 

field. This study seeks to fill gaps in the literature on teacher identities and trajectories by 

specifically focusing on Latina/o teachers, who are still undocumented immigrants before 

the law, but that have received relief from deportation and the right to work legally in the 

country. This group of teachers is relatively new to the profession because prior to 

DACA many Latina/o undocumented college graduates that sought careers in education 

were unable to do so because of their undocumented status. I highlight their educational 

and professional trajectories, perspectives on education, perception of educator roles, and 

expressions of precariousness by drawing on narrative and oral traditions methods, 

including testimonios and life history interviews, informed by a Critical Race Theory 

(CRT) and Latina/o Critical Theory (LatCrit) framework. Interviews were supplemented 

with participant observations in the participants’ work and professional settings.  

The experiences of Latina/o DACAmented education students and professionals 
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are at the core of this project, and as such, I do not intend to speak for the participants or 

to “give them voice.” I simply seek, as in a testimonio (Beverly, 1989), to highlight the 

agency and urgency of the struggles of Latina/o DACAmented education students and 

professionals in order to collectively take action by collecting their stories to compose a 

snapshot of a historical moment as a “counter-history” (Castro Salazar and Bagley, 2012) 

to the dominant narrative in the United States that have legally constructed immigrants as 

law breakers, perpetual criminals and foreigners, and as “illegals.” Furthermore, I strive 

to stay true to “the intentionality of the narrator” (Beverly, 1989, p. 14) through this 

project by reflecting on my role as a privileged Chicano documented maestro and 

researcher. To begin, taking a cue from the “Undocumented and Unafraid” movement’s 

declaration that broke its ties with the “official” national immigrant rights movement and 

claimed their right to speak for themselves in the public sphere (Dominguez Zamorano et 

al., 2010), I do not a priori construct the participants in this study in the same light as the 

official archetype that defines them as highly achieving, culturally assimilated, and good 

and deserving immigrants, or as abject immigrants in need of being saved. Rather, 

following the steps of the “dissident DREAMers” (Nichols, 2013) of the 

“Undocumented, Unafraid, and Unapologetic” campaign that sought to construct their 

own discourse of “DREAMer,” this study highlights how the participants live and 

experience their DACAmented status as a liminal space in conditions of precariousness. 

Doing so might provide us with a more nuanced and complex perspective to the study of 

teacher trajectories and identities, but also as to the role of the state in shaping the 
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everyday experiences of undocumented immigrant people.  

Scope of the Study 

 Drawing from narrative and oral traditions methods informed by a Critical Race 

Theory (CRT) and Latina/o Critical Race Theory (LatCrit) framework, my aims in this 

study were the following: highlight the impact of changes in immigration policy and laws 

on the educational and life experiences of college students and graduates and how these 

experiences have informed the decisions of deferred action beneficiaries to pursue careers 

as educators; examine the participants’ articulations of professional identities and 

perspectives on education; and the tactics employed by Latina/o DACAmented educators 

in dealing with imposed conditions of precarity. Narrative and oral traditions methods 

bring forth and center the experiences, perspectives, and emotions of a group of people 

whose possibilities of fulfilling the American meritocratic myth of social mobility 

through education were previously dim due to their immigration status.  

The significance of this study lies in its focus on recording and historicizing the 

experiences of undocumented college educated people as they transition into the 

workforce to put into practice the knowledge systems they acquired in institutions of 

higher education. Essentially, this project deals with career choices and adjustment to the 

requirements of professions in the Education sector. Formal and informal semi-structured 

interviews focusing on the educational, professional, and life trajectories of Latina/o 

DACAmented educators serve as the primary source of data for this study. These 

interviews take shape and form as testimonios, life histories, and story. Another source of 
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data comes from participant observations in the participants’ work and educational 

spaces. A small group of twenty Latina/o DACAmented Education students and 

professionals from the states of Texas, California, and Utah was identified for this study 

through a network sampling procedure (Gándara, 1995; Pérez Huber, 2010). Because the 

immigrant experience is a gendered social phenomenon (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 2003), my 

intention was to have a gender balance in the number of participants recruited for this 

study.  

Deferred action has the potential to alter the life expectations and aspirations of 

thousands of people, although with some limitations. The main alteration is in opening 

the road to employment and professional opportunities that were previously denied to 

college students and graduates due to their undocumented status. Examining the 

experiences of youth and students as they transition to “legal existence” in the workforce 

might be useful to identify areas where these new workers, specifically in Education, 

could be supported and provided with the necessary preparation so that they can be 

successful in their line of work. But also, for teacher educators to draw lessons from the 

perspectives Latina/o DACAmented pre- and in-service educators bring to the table based 

on their lived experiences. In the case of in-service educators, this information might be 

useful for teacher education programs and school districts to craft support mechanisms 

that will aid in their preparation and retention. Also, now that the first wave of DACA 

recipients has renovated their permits, and DAPA and the expansions to DACA continue 
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to be on hold as of the spring of 201610, it is necessary to understand their experiences in 

order to inform policy that can benefit even more people that are still relegated to second-

class citizenship due to immigration laws.  

In the following chapter, I provide a review of literature pertinent to this study 

divided in four sections. The first section provides a sociopolitical and historical 

overview of the Mexican immigrant experience. The second section deals with the 

educational history of Latinos in the U.S.; this provides context to the experiences of 

undocumented immigrant students at the intersections of race and immigration. A third 

section focuses on teacher trajectories and identities and serves to frame the transition of 

the participants in this study from being students to educators. Finally, in the fourth 

section I discuss my theoretical frameworks.  

In chapter 3 I discuss my methodology, methods, and research design. In chapter 

4 I introduce the participants of this study and provide the biographical counterstories of 

five Latina/o DACAmented pre- and in-service educators. Chapter 5 is divided in three 

sections that allow me to examine the participants’ rationale for pursuing a career as 

educators, their perspectives on education, and expressions of precariousness that result 

from their “liminal legality” (Menjivar, 2006). Finally, in chapter 6 I explore the position 

                                                
 
10 As of the spring of 2016, DAPA and the expansion of DACA remain on hold. It is expected that the 
Supreme Court will hear the case in April of 2016 and issue a decision some time in the summer of the 
same year.  
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of Latina/o DACAmented pre- and in-service educators in the context of the Latina/o 

teacher pipeline.   

A Word on the Use of Spanish 

I have intentionally selected not to italicize Spanish words or to translate wide 

sections of narratives into English. My rationale for doing so responds to the assertion that 

the Spanish language is not a foreign language in the United States; it has had a presence 

as old as the country itself. However, in the context of the processes of incorporation of 

Mexicans, and Spanish-speaking Latinos, for that matter, as “colonial/racial subjects of 

empire” (Grosfoguel, etc), the Spanish language has been devalued and granted secondary 

status. It has been framed as a foreign language despite a well-rooted presence of Spanish-

speaking people. It is used by majoritarian groups as a marker of foreignness. The 

subtractive character of schooling (Valenzuela, 1999) has positioned it as a handicap rather 

than as an asset that can be used as a springboard to ensure Spanish-dominant students 

succeed academically. I follow Dolores Inés Casillas’s (2014) calls for equating the use of 

Spanish with English in the United States. In agreement with Casillas,  
I have chosen not to signal to the reader by way of italics when Spanish is written, 
since, in my opinion, this supports U.S.- based class, racial, and linguistic 
hierarchies, particularly in regard to Spanish. The visually marked difference to 
reflect the shift from English to Spanish interrupts the flow of the text. It assumes 
that readers are monolingual in English. It differentiates the Spanish while 
affirming English as the norm. I privilege the bilingual reader by refusing to 
italicize the Spanish” (p. xiii).  

By privileging the Spanish-English bilingual reader, I strive to decenter linguistic 

hierarchies prevalent in academic writing, and to respect the linguistic capital of the 

narrators.  
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 CHAPTER 2- REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Overview 

In the summer of 2014, news outlets reported a “surge” in the numbers of 

unaccompanied minors attempting to cross the border between the United States and 

Mexico (Chomsky, 2014b). These children, mostly from Central American countries and 

some as young as five years old, were detained in deportation centers for an unlimited 

amount of time due to differences in the removal procedures11 for unaccompanied 

minors from neighboring and non-neighboring countries, and in some cases, suffered 

abuse at the hands of the Border Patrol (Carcamo, 2014; ACLU Press Release, 2014; 

Thompson, 2008). The “unaccompanied minors’ crisis” of summer 2014 sprouted from a 

set of photographs of children in detention centers “leaked” by a Border Patrol agent to 

Brandon Darby, a well-known journalist with ties to the Tea Party, a U.S. right wing 

movement, who intended to use the photographs as a way to critique and discredit 

President Obama’s stance on immigration, including his 2012 Deferred Action for 

Childhood Arrivals (DACA) initiative (Bacon, 2014). The primary target of the radical 

right-wing activists’ attacks was DACA as they argue it is an initial step towards 

comprehensive immigration reform that would prompt an invasion of immigrants, of 

                                                
 
11 Mexican and Canadian unaccompanied minors are deported from the country in the nearest port of entry 
within one business day of being apprehended. This prevents the minors from reuniting with a family 
member or to seek asylum if their life is in danger in their places of origin (Thompson, 2008). 
Unaccompanied minors from non-neighboring countries, on the other hand, are detained, processed by 
immigration, and able to seek some sort of asylum or special visa, however, they could also be deported if 
their request is denied (Thompson, 2008). 
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which the children are the vanguard (Bacon, 2014; Chomsky, 2014b). Multiple reports 

and political fights followed the unaccompanied minors’ crisis of 2014, including right 

wing activists physically attacking Mexican American ranchera and banda singer Lupillo 

Rivera at a protest outside a detention center in Murrieta, California (Hanse and Boster, 

2014). I provide this brief recounting of the unaccompanied minors crisis of 2014 to 

highlight the contentious context in which DACA was promulgated, and the importance 

it has taken not only amongst undocumented youth and students but also amongst right 

wing nativists in their staunch opposition to any form of immigration reform. Since this 

study focuses on the experiences of Latina/o DACA pre- and in-service educators, I begin 

this review of the literature by historicizing patterns of immigration, changes in 

legislation and policy with special emphasis in state initiatives in support of 

undocumented students, and the experiences of undocumented students in U.S. schooling 

institutions, specifically centering on the experiences of Mexican-origin people, and 

Latinos in general.  

 In the first section of this chapter I provide a sociopolitical and historical 

overview of the Mexican immigrant experience. I specifically focus on the Southwest 

region for two reasons. On the one hand, the Southwest is the historical destination place 

for the majority of Mexican and Latina/o immigrants. On the other hand, the Southwest 

and the U.S.-Mexico border area remain as a “1,950 mile-long open wound…una herida 

abierta” (Anzaldúa, 1987/1999, p. 25) that plays a significant role in the configuration of 

the sociopolitical, economic, and cultural relationships between the white United States 
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and Mexican-origin people as a result of the outcome of the U.S.-War of 1846-1848. 

Mexican-origin people in the United States are simultaneously both immigrant and 

colonized and as such their experiences in this country cannot be explained with existing 

theories used to study the incorporation and assimilation of European immigrants 

(Jiménez, 2010). Here, I provide a retelling of the incorporation of Mexicans to the U.S. 

from a world-system approach to account for the simultaneity of being positioned as an 

immigrant and a colonized subject (Grosfoguel, Maldonado-Torres, and Saldívar, 2005). 

Throughout this section, I discuss immigration legislation and policies that have led to the 

legal construction of Mexican illegality.  

 Next, I review pertinent literature on the educational history of Latinas/os in the 

United States. I discuss the context of education for Latina/o students, specifically those 

of Mexican-origin, at the intersections of race and immigration. I do so by highlighting 

the multiple instances by which the Mexican American community has struggled through 

various means to improve its education opportunities, including through court cases and 

social protests. I then examine the experiences and trajectories of undocumented students 

in light of laws and state legislations enacted to grant them the right to a public education 

and to in-state residence college tuition, respectively. Here, I provide a short history of 

in-state initiatives in support of undocumented youth and students as a way to 

contextualize the position from which the participants in this study narrate their 

educational, professional, and life trajectories. The reliance on research focused on 

college experiences is indicative of the lack of studies on the career choices and 
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trajectories of undocumented college students after obtaining their university degrees. I 

also look at the existing literature on undocumented student activism as exemplified in 

the DREAMer Movement. Most undocumented activist students that advocate for 

immigrant rights identify themselves as DREAMers. As such, I discuss the 

undocumented students’ struggle for representation and recognition, and how the identity 

of the DREAMer has shifted over time. This section, along with data gathered from life 

history interviews, is helpful in examining the emergence of “Latina/o DACAmented 

educator” identities.  

A third section encompasses recent literature on teacher trajectories and identities. 

I specifically focus on literature that examines the identities of immigrant and Chicana/o 

activist teachers in general, and from a figured worlds framework, in particular. I begin 

by first clarifying what is meant by a figured world, and how identity is approached and 

conceptualized from this perspective. I approach this work from the premise that the 

production of teacher identities is an active and on-going process. My aim here is to tease 

out how other scholars have approached the study of teacher identity formation processes 

since one of the primary objective of this project is to examine how Latina/o 

DACAmented education students and professionals orchestrate their multiple identities in 

composing their roles as prospective or current public school educators, and how these 

roles, in turn, influence their perspectives on education. In reviewing literature on the 

trajectories and identities of immigrant and Latina/o teachers, I briefly discuss the 

implications for studying the trajectories of undocumented pre- and in-service educators 
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for the emergence of Latina/o DACAmented educator identities. I conclude by discussing 

whether a figured worlds concept, which is part of a sociocultural theory of identity and 

self (Holland et al, 1998; Urrieta, 2007a; 2007b; 2009), is an appropriate lens for this 

project.  

This study also draws from the theoretical tradition of Critical Race Theory 

(CRT) and Latina/o Critical Race Theory (LatCrit). Both CRT and LatCrit are useful 

frameworks to examine how race, class, gender, immigration status, and language 

intermesh to influence the experiences of DACAmented education students and 

professionals. CRT and LatCrit are also useful in that they not only reveal the impact of 

sociocultural factors on the experiences of Latinas/os but also on how they respond to the 

subordinating drive of racism, sexism, classism, and nativism. The CRT and LatCrit 

frameworks allow for the study of social forces and identities as a process of becoming at 

the intersections of multiple social categories (Delgado, 2010). Intersectionality is an 

essential component for investigating the processes by which Latina/o DACAmented 

education students and professionals orchestrate their “working identities” (Carbado and 

Gulati, 1999). I draw on the five tenets of CRT in education as identified by Solórzano 

(1997, 1998) and further elaborated by Tara Yosso (2005; 2006) to examine the 

experiences of DACAmented people pursuing careers in education. However, I 

specifically focus on the fourth tenet of CRT, that is, on the centrality of the experiential 

knowledge of People of Color, in this case, of Latina/o DACAmented education students 

and professionals, as legitimate, appropriate, and critical sources of knowledge that reveal 
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how they live their liminal status as public school educators. Precariousness expressed as 

uncertainty and insecurity about future prospects is central to this liminal status.  

To grasp the experiential knowledge of the participants as they live their new 

migratory status and identities as educators, I draw on the method of counterstorytelling 

advanced by CRT and LatCrit. Counterstorytelling aims to retell, “experiences of racism 

and resistance from the perspective of those on society’s margins” (Yosso, 2006, p. 2) as 

well as to challenge dominant narratives of subordinate groups. I also draw from 

narrative and oral traditions methodologies, such as storytelling, life histories, and 

testimonies (Chilisa, 2012). The testimonios of the participants gathered in this study 

function “as a weapon, a way of fighting back” (Beverly, 2004, pg. xvi) to the state’s 

drive to position them as disposable low-wage workers, and as illegal beings. 

Testimonios, like conterstorytelling in CRT and LatCrit, not only reveal oppression but 

also how the oppressed resist and negotiate their social positions in asymmetrical power 

relationships; testimonios are a part of the subaltern’s agency (Beverly, 2004). The 

experiential knowledge of Latina/o DACAmented educators will be useful in shedding 

light as to how they rationalize their decision to pursue careers as educators, articulate 

their perspectives on education and the roles of educators, and express their precarious 

conditions of existence. Finally, I weave together the sociopolitical and historical 

background on the Mexican immigrant experience as discussed from a world-system 

lens, the experiences of undocumented students in U.S. schools, the generation and 
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orchestration of immigrant and Chicana/o activist teacher identities, and Critical Race 

Theory and Latina/o Critical Theory to construct my theoretical framework.  

“Una herida abierta”: A Sociopolitical and Historical Overview of 
Mexican Immigrant Experiences 

“Ya me gritaron mil veces  
que me regrese a mi tierra, 
Porque aquí no quepo yo. 
Quiero recordarle al gringo:  
Yo no crucé la frontera,  
la frontera me cruzó. 
América nació libre,  
el hombre la dividió.”  
-Los Tigres del Norte 
 

The song ‘Somos más Americanos’ sung by Los Tigres del Norte (2001) 

functions as a counterstory (Solórzano and Yosso, 2001; 2002; Yosso, 2005) that centers 

the experiential knowledge of Mexican immigrants and their descendants in contesting 

anti-immigrant sentiments. On the one hand, Mexican-origin people are positioned as 

perpetual foreigners who are constantly reminded by laws and social practices that they 

are not welcomed in the United States. On the other hand, Mexican-origin people resist 

these practices and laws by reminding themselves, and U.S. society, that the “border 

crossed us,” that is, the physical border was imposed upon them and the land through 

military conquest. It is through this constant reminder that Mexican-origin people resist 

and make claims to belonging in the social space of the United States. 

In this section, I provide a general sociopolitical and historical overview of 

Mexican migration periods in the United States and the federal laws that have sought to 
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regulate these migration processes since the late 1800s to the early 2000s. This 

sociopolitical and historical overview serves to contextualize the social positions of 

Latina/o DACAmented educators. I draw from a world-system approach (Grosfoguel, 

Maldonado-Torres, and Saldívar, 2005) to discuss two interwoven themes. I begin by 

discussing the violent incorporation of Mexican-origin people to the United States as a 

result of the expansionist drive of the nascent forces of North American capitalism in the 

mid 1800s, and the subsequent racialization of Mexican-origin people that followed the 

invasion of the Mexican northern territories. The racialization processes that followed the 

U.S.-Mexico War of 1848 set the precedent for the further racialization of Mexican-

origin people that continue to migrate to the territories that comprise the Southwestern 

states. I then advance a sociopolitical analysis of how the U.S. government has sought to 

regulate Mexican immigration post-1964. Changes in federal immigration laws in 1964 

and 1965 set the foundation for the “legal production of migrant “illegality”” (De 

Genova, 2002, p. 440) due to the state setting legal mechanisms to control the flows of 

people along the U.S.-Mexico border that essentially created “illegal” immigration. 

Mexicans have been racialized as a result of their being incorporated through violence as 

a subordinate group, and the legal construction of illegality has further positioned them as 

“colonial/racial subjects of empire” (Grosfoguel, Maldonado-Torres, and Saldívar, 2005). 

I link these experiences and struggles to the broader history of education of Mexican-

origin people in the U.S. Throughout, I discuss how U.S. law, capitalism, and racism 

have intersected in shaping the immigrant experiences of Mexican migrants in general, 
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and undocumented students in particular.  

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE BORDER AND THE RISE OF COLONIAL/RACIAL SUBJECTS 
OF EMPIRE 

The border, la frontera, simultaneously divides and unites the people of the 

United States and Mexico. It is, as Anzaldua (1999) points out, a “1,950 mile-long open 

wound…una herida abierta” (p. 25) that serves as a constant reminder of the separation 

between the first and the third world. The U.S.-Mexico international border is perhaps 

one of the longest ones in the world (Griswold del Castillo, 1990). The border was 

established in 1848 and remains at the roots of the relationship between both nations. It 

was established through the military conquest and invasion of the northern territories of 

the nascent Mexican nation state, which had recently gained its political independence 

from Spain in 1821 (Acuña, 1972; Griswold del Castillo, 1990). The white American 

annexation of territories began with the establishment of the Texas Republic in 1836 as a 

result of the Anglo-Texan victory over the Mexican army in the Texas War of 

Independence (de León, 1997). The establishment of the Texas Republic changed the 

relationships of power rendering Tejanos12 in a subordinate position to white Americans 

almost overnight; Tejanos were essentially reclassified as foreigners in their land (de 

Leon, 1997). Eventually, in 1845, Texas was annexed as a new state to the United States 

(Montejano, 1987).    

                                                
 
12 The term Tejano refers to people of Mexican descent who trace their family lineage to the initial 
settlements of Mexican and Spanish colonialists to current day Texas.  
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The establishment of the border between the newly annexed state and Mexico led 

to the U.S.-Mexico War of 1846-1848. The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, signed and 

ratified in 1848, signaled the end of the war. The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo stipulated 

that the United States would annex the Southwest territories that now comprise the states 

of New Mexico, Arizona, California, Nevada, Utah, and Colorado, and small sections of 

contemporary Oklahoma, Kansas, and Wyoming (Acuña, 1972; Castro-Salazar and 

Bagley, 2012; Menchaca, 2011). Mexico received the sum of $15 million dollars for its 

lost territories. The Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo granted political rights to Mexican-

origin people that wished to remain in the invaded territories, and established the U.S.-

Mexico border, which remains for the most part unchanged since then (Menchaca, 2011). 

The ripple effects of the establishment of the border through violence are still felt in the 

contemporary relations between the two nation states, and in the way Mexican-origin 

people are incorporated to and positioned in the racial hierarchy of the United States as 

“colonial/racial subjects of empire” (Grosfoguel, Maldonado-Torres, and Saldívar, 2005).  

Grosfoguel, Maldonado-Torres, and Saldívar (2005), apply the “coloniality of 

power” perspective, which refers to the intertwining of capitalism with racism that 

maintain Eurocentric domination over knowledge, production, and other aspects of social 

life, to the study of U.S. immigration in order to conceptualize three types of migrants: 

colonial/racial subjects of empire, colonial immigrants, and immigrants. “Colonial/racial 

subjects of empire” are those “subjects that are inside the empire as part of a long 

colonial history that included racial slavery such as African Americans, Native 
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Americans, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Pacific Islanders, Filipinos, Chinese Americans, 

etc.” (p. 8). This being inside the empire is reminiscent of the internal colonial model 

(Barrera, 1979; Blauner, 1987). “Colonial immigrants” refer to subjects from peripheral 

countries in the capitalist world-system that may not share the experience of having been 

directly colonized by the receiving country but that once in the metropolis are racialized 

just like the colonial/racial subjects of empire. An example of this is the Mexicanization 

of Central American immigrants. Finally, “immigrants” refer to subjects that “are 

racialized as white and that experience upward social mobility in the first, second, or 

third generation” (p. 9).  In the coloniality of power, race and racism are “the organizing 

principles that structure all of the multiple hierarchies of the world-system” (Quijano, 

1993, as cited in Grosfoguel, 2011, p. 11). Furthermore, coloniality is different from 

colonialism in that the latter refers to the administration of colonies from afar by a 

metropolis, such as the relationship between France and Algiers, and the former refers to 

“the cultural, political, sexual and economic oppression/exploitation of subordinate 

racialized/ethnic groups by dominant racial/ethnic groups with or without the existence of 

colonial administrations” (Grosfoguel, 2011, p. 15). Mexicans, as subjects incorporated 

to the U.S. through violence as a result of capitalist expansionist ventures, in other words, 

imperialist wars, are a colonized and racialized people.  

Similarly, Blauner (1987) proposed the internal colonial model to argue that the 

incorporation experiences of people of color to the U.S. differ from those of whites in 

three major ways: 1. Incorporation through conquest or force; 2. Subjection to various 
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forms of unfree labor that prevent the mobility of people; and 3. Cultural policies that 

destroy the values and worldviews of the colonized. In other words, internal colonialism 

is characterized by the movement and insertion of people into a racially stratified labor 

system from which the dominant group benefits economically, or is positioned as 

beneficiary, while subtracting the cultural capital of the colonized. People of color in the 

United States experience the exploitation of colonialism after being incorporated to 

American society through conquest or through unfree patterns of migration. The Native 

American and Chicana/o experience serve as examples of incorporation through 

conquest. The experiences of African Americans serve as an example of forced entry.  

Mario Barrera (1979) further elaborated on the internal colonial model by looking 

at the incorporation of Chicanas/os based on his study of labor segmentation and race 

relations in the Southwest. Barrera states that after the War of 1846-1848, Chicanas/os 

were displaced and inserted to the labor market of the nascent and expanding American 

capitalism as a subordinate labor force. Barrera defines internal colonialism as, “a form 

of colonialism in which the dominant and subordinate populations are intermingled, so 

that there is no geographic distinct “metropolis” separate from the “colony”” (p. 194). 

The main interests of the capitalist class in the internal colonial model is the continual 

extraction of surplus value from the labor of the exploited classes through the continuous 

subordination of a working class segmented along racial lines.  

 Despite being promised political and language rights, U.S. citizenship, and 

protection under the law as stipulated in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (García, 
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Bybee, and Urrieta, 2014; Menchaca, 2011; San Miguel and Valencia, 1998), within a 

year, the United States backtracked on its promises and specifically violated the clause of 

the treaty that granted citizenship and rights to Mexican-origin people (Menchaca, 2011). 

The U.S. Congress delegated to the new states the responsibility of deciding who 

amongst the Mexican-origin people deserved to be granted citizenship (Menchaca, 2011). 

This initiated a process of racialization for determining whether Mexican-origin people 

were worthy of U.S. citizenship as determined by legislation and policy (Almaguer, 

1994; Menchaca, 2011). Thus, began the racialization of Mexicans through legal means.  

Soon after the end of the U.S.-Mexico War and the establishment of the border, 

the first Mexican immigrants settled in the Southwest. The first Mexicans to be 

considered immigrants were the people that relocated to the U.S. side to join their 

relatives that had decided to stay on the northern side of the border after it was 

established (Menchaca, 2011). More Mexicans continued to cross the border in the 

following years. However, it was until the early 1900s that “The Great Migration” 

(Gonzales, 1999) of Mexican began, which has continued uninterrupted since then.  

FROM THE GREAT MIGRATION TO THE LEGAL CONSTRUCTION OF MEXICAN 
ILLEGALITY 

According to historians, “The Great Migration” refers to the epoch between 1900 

and 1930 in which the first major wave of Mexican migration occurred as a result of the 

Mexican Revolution and capitalist development in the Southwest and Mexico (Barrera, 

1979; Gonzales, 1999; Jiménez, 2010; Sánchez, 1993). With capitalist development came 

the great need for a cheap labor force. The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and the 
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“Gentleman’s Agreement” of 1907 between the U.S. and Japan displaced Chinese and 

Japanese immigrants as the prime source of cheap labor while positioning Mexicans as 

the exclusive supplier of low-wage labor (Jiménez, 2010). During the years of the 

Mexican Revolution, roughly between 1910 to1920, thousands of displaced Mexicans 

migrated to the United States, settling in Southwestern cities such as Los Angeles and 

San Antonio, as exiles awaiting a resolution to the carnage of la revolución. Eventually, 

many decided to stay and settle in these cities rather than return to a war-torn country 

(Menchaca, 2011). While the Mexican Revolution raged on, the U.S. became implicated 

in World War I and eventually deployed massive numbers of troops, which led to labor 

shortages in key national industries, such as agriculture (Jiménez, 2010). Mexican 

migration to the United States became a highly organized process spurred by labor 

shortages, and nascent U.S. capitalism’s voracious needs for labor to further expand and 

develop the Southwestern states (Sánchez, 1993). Initially, venture capitalists sent 

recruiters, enganchadores, to seek laborers from central Mexico to set the railroad tracks 

that would connect the continental United States (Menchaca, 2011; Sánchez, 1993), 

however, once the pattern of migration started, it morphed and evolved into various 

patterns that continue to this day. The changing patterns of Mexican migration responded 

to the needs of capitalist development for labor, and in the way immigration was 

regulated.   

During World War I, and in its immediate aftermath, nativist and anti-immigrant 

sentiments were rampant. However, these sentiments were directed towards southern and 
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eastern European immigrants who were seen as uncivilized, inferior, and racially distinct 

people in need of assimilation through educational processes of Americanization 

(Handlin, 1982; Jiménez, 2010; Tyack, 1974). Informed by ideas of racial difference 

rather than supremacy (Ngai, 2004), nativist legislators pushed for the enactment of the 

Johnson-Reed Immigration Act of 1924, also known as the National Origins Quota Act. 

The National Origins Quota Act of 1924 established for the first time in the nation’s 

history a restriction law that set strict quotas on the number of immigrants from southern 

and eastern Europe that could migrate to the U.S. (Jiménez, 2010; Ngai, 2004). The 

national origins quota system redefined the racial distinctiveness of southern and eastern 

Europeans and included them as members of the white race (Ngai, 2004). In other words, 

even though the national origins system set restrictions on the number of European 

immigrants that could legally migrate to the U.S., it successfully created new racial 

categories by law through the exclusion of Chinese and other Asian immigrants deemed 

as “racially ineligible for naturalized citizenship” (p. 7). Mexicans were not initially 

included in the national origins system of quotas but they were perhaps the most 

profoundly affected group due to clauses requiring visas for entry and the tightening of 

border control (Jiménez, 2010; Ngai, 2004). Ngai (2004) argues that the initial 

restrictions on immigration set by the national origins system gave rise to the “illegal 

alien as a new legal and political subject, whose inclusion within the nation was 

simultaneously a social reality and a legal impossibility- a subject barred from citizenship 

and without rights” (p. 4). The illegal alien was created by law and defined by its non-
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whiteness; thus, Mexican Americans became perpetual foreigners, illegal aliens, by legal 

degree.        

The 1930s and 1940s were marked by economic hardships within the United 

States due to the Great Depression (Gonzalez, 1999). The Great Depression and the 

internal migration of whites due to the Dust Bowl further positioned Mexicans at the 

bottom of the racialized labor force as employers preferred to employ whites over 

Mexicans (Gonzales, 1999). This decade also saw the surge of mass anti-Mexican 

sentiment that culminated in the repatriation, essentially deportation, “voluntary” and by 

force, of close to 400,000 Mexicans (De Genova, 2007a; Gonzales, 1999; Menchaca, 

2011; Ngai, 2004). As disposable labor, Mexicans were forced to leave the country due to 

the nativist anti-Mexican hysteria. However, with the onset of World War II, Mexicans 

were once again received with open arms as a source of cheap labor. As in World War I, 

various U.S. key industries suffered shortages of labor due to the involvement of the 

majority of U.S. citizens in the war effort. Thus, Mexicans were recruited once again to 

fill these shortages.  

U.S. government officials negotiated the Bracero Program, a guest worker 

program, with their Mexican counterparts as a solution to labor shortages. Through the 

Bracero Program, Mexican workers were recruited and employed temporarily in various 

U.S. industries during the duration of the war (Bigler, 2003; Gonzales, 1999). The 

Bracero Program stipulated labor protections for braceros, Mexican guest workers, 

however, these were ignored for the most part by employers (Bigler, 2003). The Bracero 
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Program began the mass importation of Mexican workers, primarily males, as 

subordinate and racialized labor with the full support of the U.S. government (De 

Genova, 2007a). Throughout its duration, the Bracero Program mobilized close to 4.5 

million men to work primarily in agricultural jobs and in maintaining the railroad tracks 

(Castles et al., 2014). The majority of braceros remained in the country temporarily and 

only close to 87,000 of these workers were granted residency in the twenty-two years that 

the program lasted (Castles et al., 2014). The Bracero Program, like the labor recruitment 

efforts of the railroad companies at the beginning of the 1900s, also led to a pattern of 

mass migration, that was for the most part, undocumented. Many men that were not 

recruited as braceros still migrated to the United States. The Bracero Program continued 

well after the end of World War II, in fact, it ended in 1964 as a result of a surplus 

internal reserve army of undocumented labor widely available to employers, and to the 

rise of the United Farm Workers union, which opposed the importation of Mexican 

laborers that would eventually be used as scabs during their organizing and striking 

campaigns. 

The 1970s saw a spike in the undocumented migration of Mexicans to the United 

States. This spike in undocumented migration was due to two reasons: the end of the 

Bracero Program, and the enactment of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965. The 

end of the Bracero Program in 1964 closed the government-sponsored importation of 

workers, which impacted agribusiness and braceros alike (Gonzales, 1999). Agribusiness 

lost its steady supply of workers, and prospective guest workers lost an opportunity to 
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work legally in U.S. industries. After 1964, Mexican legal and undocumented migration 

surged (Massey, 2008). The Hart-Cellar Act of 1965, also known as the Immigration and 

Nationality Act of 1965, for the first time in U.S. history set a quota of 120,000 visas to 

be distributed amongst all Western countries, including Mexico (Gonzales, 1999; 

Jiménez, 2010). This act was seen as a liberal reform to immigration law as it abolished 

the national-origin quotas set in 1924, and reversed racist exclusionary practices aimed at 

Asian immigrants (Castles et al. 2014; Chomsky, 2014; De Genova, 2007a). The 

Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 opened the way for Mexican immigrants to 

seek unauthorized entrance to the United States because of the stiff competition for a 

limited supply of visas. The establishment of a quota system for Mexican immigrants in 

1965 set the foundations for the legal construction of Mexican illegality since anyone 

migrating to the U.S. not accounted in the established quota for the Western hemisphere 

was outside the law, thus “illegal” (Chomsky, 2014; De Genova, 2007a). Essentially, the 

dismantling of the Bracero Program and the enactment of the Immigration and 

Nationality Act of 1965 led to “an active process of inclusion through illegalization” (De 

Genova, 2007a, p. 173); Mexicans as exploitable low wage workers were still welcomed 

but now as undocumented immigrants. The voracious appetite of agricultural businesses 

for cheap labor spiked Mexican undocumented migration. In other words, capitalist needs 

for cheap labor and the establishment of a quota system for Mexican migration set the 

foundations for the legal construction of illegality. The Bracero Program had provided a 

steady supply of government sponsored temporary low wage labor but with its 
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cancelation, agribusiness filled the void in the recruitment and hiring of undocumented 

workers. During harvest seasons, the Border Patrol turned a blind eye while guarding the 

U.S.-Mexico border to allow the unauthorized entry of people so that agribusiness could 

have access to a replenished labor supply (Jiménez, 2010). These conditions established a 

circular pattern of migration in the shape of a “de facto guest worker program” (Massey 

et al., 2002, as cited in Jiménez, 2010) in which workers moved back and forth across the 

U.S.-Mexico border and also continued the process of “illegalization” by welcoming 

Mexican workers as unaccounted in the Western hemisphere’s visa quota. The legal 

construction of illegality continues to have repercussions today, especially as it concerns 

youth and students.  

IRCA, NAFTA, AND THE RISE OF THE HOMELAND SECURITY STATE 
In seeking to control undocumented immigration and in response to hysteria about 

national security, the U.S. Congress signed into law the Immigration Reform and Control 

Act (IRCA) of 1986 (Gonzales, 1999; Jiménez, 2010). IRCA stipulated three major 

changes to immigration policy: it granted amnesty to undocumented immigrants who had 

resided in the country since 1982; fined employers who knowingly hired undocumented 

workers; and increased the budget of the Border Patrol (De Genova, 2007a; Gonzales, 

1999; Hernández-León, 2008; Jiménez, 2010). It is estimated that about 2.4 million 

people became legal residents through “la amnistia.” IRCA reduced the flow of 

undocumented people for a brief time, however as an unintended consequence, IRCA 

encouraged beneficiaries to invite relatives to join them in the United States since they 
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could now have access to employment, and goods and services otherwise previously 

denied to them due to their status (Belanger, 2001). The U.S. government was also lax 

and unsuccessful in its application of fines and penalties to employers who continued 

seeking undocumented workers as a source of cheap labor (Castles et al., 2014; Gonzales, 

1999). Ultimately, IRCA failed to stop the continuous migratory waves.  

The 1980s also saw the insertion of Mexico’s national economy to the global 

chain of production. Mexico’s economy experienced a transition from a model of import 

substitution industrialization (ISI) to an export-oriented industrialization (EOI), which 

spurred mass migrations from rural and, primarily, urban areas to the United States 

(Hernández-León, 2008). The ISI model was based on production for internal 

consumption as well as a protectionist national project of development. In other words, 

the ISI model was an attempt at developing the national industry and production, which 

required a mass of industrial workers. The OEI model, on the other hand, sought to 

restructure the production process and labor relations, and insert Mexico’s industries into 

the global chain of production as maquiladoras. The OEI model was based on a strategy 

of modernizing production through the adoption of new technologies and flexible 

systems of production, and opening the internal markets to foreign investors and 

enterprises through further economic integration with the United States (Hernández-

León, 2008). The implementation of flexible systems of production, and the 

establishment of maquilas with high worker turnover rates and low wages, turned an 

otherwise mass of stable industrial workers into a precarious labor force; women became 
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the primary source of labor for the maquilas. The restructuring and dismantling of the 

national industry essentially incorporated urban Mexicans into the international migratory 

circuits, which had historically been comprised of rural Mexican workers (Hernández-

León, 2008). 

The displacement of people due to the restructuring of the global chain of 

production was further intensified in 1994 when Canada, the United States, and Mexico 

signed the North American Free Trade Agreement of the Americas (NAFTA). NAFTA 

further opened the Mexican internal markets to international trade by deregulating the 

importation of agricultural products from the United States, which further decimated el 

campo, the national agricultural production industry (Gereffi and Martínez, 2005; 

Hernández-León, 2008). The loss of jobs in the industrial and agricultural sectors, as well 

as the displacement of subsistence farmers, further contributed to the migration of 

Mexicans to the United States. The migration patterns that resulted from NAFTA also 

saw the insertion of people from non-traditional sending states, such as Oaxaca, into the 

international circuit of migration (Hernández-León, 2008). In 1992, Article 27 of the 

Mexican Constitution was amended to allow the privatization of ejidos, communally 

owned lands, which further stimulated migration amongst rural populations that 

depended on subsistence farming, particularly amongst indigenous communities. 

Whereas NAFTA sought to integrate the markets of the three North American countries, 

an unintended consequence of this agreement was the displacement of people and the rise 

of unauthorized immigration to the United States.  
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The 1990s were marked by a rise in xenophobia and anti-immigrant hysteria 

throughout the United States, particularly in California. Just as NAFTA came into effect 

in 1994, anti-immigrant political groups in California were successful in placing 

Proposition 187 on the ballot, the first of a trilogy of anti-Civil Rights propositions that 

also included Propositions 209 and 227, which eliminated affirmative action and 

bilingual education, respectively (San Miguel and Valencia, 1998). Proposition 187 

sought to deny undocumented immigrants and their families access to public services, 

amongst them health care and education. The campaign in support of Proposition 187 ran 

on an anti-Latina/o discourse. Not surprisingly, about 60% of the California electorate 

approved of Proposition 187 on Election Day; according to San Miguel and Valencia 

(1998), voting was heavily based on racial/ethnic lines. Soon after, national Civil Rights 

organizations filed legal cases to challenge the constitutionality of certain aspects of 

Proposition 187. The courts ruled that Proposition 187 countered and violated the Plyler 

(1982) decision, which was issued by the Supreme Court to expand the interpretation of 

the equal protection before the law clause of the 14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution 

to include undocumented immigrants. Proposition 187 was essentially defeated in the 

courts. Nevertheless, the 1990s in California, overall, were a hostile decade for Latinas/os 

in general, and for immigrants, in particular.  

In 2000, Mexico’s Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) lost the presidential 

elections for the first time in more than seventy years to Vicente Fox, the Partido de 

Acción Nacional (PAN) candidate, while Republican candidate George W. Bush became 
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president of the United States (Castles et al., 2014) under dubious circumstances. Soon 

after their presidential inaugurations, Fox and Bush met to discuss further national 

integration, specifically in regards to the regulation of migration as both presidents 

showed the political will to enact binational immigration policy (Castels et al, 2014; 

Waslin, 2008). However, weeks after their meeting, on September 11, 2001, the United 

States experienced its first major terrorist attack; a group of Middle Eastern men hijacked 

passenger planes and crashed them on to New York’s Twin Towers and the Pentagon in 

Washington D.C. After the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the prospects of enacting 

comprehensive immigration reform evaporated and instead, the discourse on immigration 

regulation took on a nativist, violent, and counterterrorist approach; immigration reform 

became an issue of national security (Castro-Salazar and Bagley, 2012; De Genova, 

2011; Waslin, 2008). In the immediate aftermath of 9/11, under the guise of the 

militaristic national mobilization against terror, anything and anyone with any 

resemblance of foreignness or that did not fit the standard of Americanness was socially 

positioned as anti-American and needed to be purged from the borders and imaginary of 

the nation. This militaristic mobilization in the name of the global war on terror after 9/11 

gave rise to the homeland security state with the adoption of the Patriot Act and the 

establishment of the Department of Homeland Security in 2002 (Gonzales, 2014). The 

homeland security state refers to a reconfiguration in the U.S. state’s practices of policing 

its borders and its internal territories by positioning the homeland in a constant state of 

emergency due to real and perceived threats, both internal and external (De Genova, 
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2007b). The homeland security state mobilizes state institutions and civil society in 

seeking to exert social control over society and immigrants (Gonzales, 2014). It is in this 

context that anti-immigrant sentiments fermented in civil society translated into federal 

and state legislations, such as HR 4437 and SB 1070, and the further militarization of the 

U.S.-Mexico border as a measure of national security. The introduction of restrictive 

immigration legislation and the rise of the securitization of everyday life (De Genova, 

2011) in the name of the counterterrorist nativist offensive has made life for Latina/o 

undocumented immigrants significantly difficult (Waslin, 2008). The militarization of 

border surveillance has not deterred unauthorized immigration, it has simply shifted the 

migratory routes to more dangerous places, such as the Sonora Desert, where many 

people have died, including children (Bowen and Marshall, 2008; Doty, 2011; Hinkes, 

2008; Sapkota et al., 2006). Neither restrictive legislation and policy nor the 

militarization of the border has deterred people from entering the country as unauthorized 

immigrants.  

Just as anti-immigrant measures and ideologies have been developed and enacted 

over the last decade, so have undocumented immigrants organized to struggle against 

these forces, and to push for comprehensive immigration reform. House Bill 4437 (HR 

4437), the Border Protection, Anti-Terrorism, and Illegal Immigration Control Act of 

2005 was approved by the House of Representatives and presented for a vote before the 

Senate in early 2006 (Johnson and Hing, 2007). If enacted by the Senate, HR 4437 would 

have further criminalized undocumented immigrants and penalized as human traffickers 
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those that knowingly assisted them in any way such as by providing them with 

employment or offering religious services (Barreto et al., 2009). In the spring of 2006, 

between March and May, an estimated 3.5 to 5 million people, primarily undocumented 

Latina/o workers, marched and protested in many cities throughout the country (Barreto 

et al., 2009; Bloemraad and Trost, 2008). Workers called general strikes and refused to 

go to work, students walked out of school, mothers marched with their infants in their 

strollers, in short, the immigrant rights marches of 2006 led by families paralyzed entire 

cities (Barreto et al., 2009; Bloemraad and Trost; Johnson and Hing, 2009; Velez et al., 

2008). Eventually, through the resolve of immigrant people and their political allies, HR 

4437 was confined to the dustbin of history. Even though this attempt to further 

criminalize and penalize undocumented immigrants as well as continue the further 

militarization of the border was not successful at the federal level, states have enacted 

their own anti-immigrant legislations. In 2010, Arizona enacted the most notorious and 

draconian piece on anti-immigrant legislation. Arizona’s SB 1070 further criminalized 

undocumented people, or anyone suspected of being undocumented, by setting the 

conditions for police officers to profile and detain anyone who they suspect of being an 

undocumented immigrant (Nill, 2011). Other states, such as Utah and Georgia, have 

followed on the footsteps of Arizona and Alabama13. It is in this historical and 

                                                
 
13 In 2011, Alabama signed into law HB 56, the Beason-Hammon Alabama Taxpayer and Citizen 
Protection Act (Hoffman, 2016). HB 56 is considered the harshest anti-immigration law to date. It required 
police officers to detain anyone suspected of being undocumented and to hold them until they could prove 
they were legally in the country. It also granted the authority to teachers to ask students about their 
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sociopolitical context of anti-immigrant and anti-Mexican political sentiments that 

immigrant youth attend schools in Arizona and throughout the country.  

The Context of Education for Latina/o Students at the Intersections of 
Race and Immigration Status 

The educational experiences of Mexican-origin people in the United States have 

been marked by their position as colonial/racial subjects. The educational opportunities 

and schooling practices provided to children of color were informed by racist discourses 

intermeshed with the economic interests of the internal colony which were manifested in 

deficit views towards students of colors (Menchaca, 1997). These opportunities and 

practices primarily took on the shape of school tracking and segregation. Unlike African 

Americans, Mexican-origin students were not segregated on racial grounds in “colored 

schools” due to their ambivalent position in the United States’ racial binary. For 

Mexican-origin people, no specific legal mandates sanctioned such segregationist 

measures. However, local school boards and officials did segregate Mexican-origin 

students on pedagogical grounds that essentially reflected the general population’s desire 

to prevent interracial mingling (San Miguel, 1987; 2001). This drive to separate Mexican-

origin children from whites reflected the position of Mexican-origin people in the racial 

and ethnic hierarchy sanctioned by the racial contract (Mills, 1997) that deeply 

demarcated the status of whites and nonwhites, both by law and social custom. Mexican-

                                                
 
immigration status. It is estimated that as a result of HB 56, 80,000 Latinos migrated from Alabama to 
other states.  
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origin people were not thought as capable and worthy of sharing schooling spaces with 

white students. Mexican-origin students were segregated in separate in-school facilities, 

and in some cases, in “Mexican Schools” (San Miguel, 1987). The justification for such 

segregationist measures was based on claims that Mexican students hampered the 

learning of the white and English-only speaking students; school officials justified the 

need to segregate on pedagogical grounds. School officials claimed that the placement of 

Mexican students into separate facilities would only occur in the lower grades, however, 

these students were rarely transferred to the white schools to complete the rest of their 

primary schooling (McDonald, 2012). Even though Mexican Americans were in some 

instances defined as “other white,” they were not afforded the benefits of whiteness 

(Martinez, 1997).    

STRUGGLES TO DESEGREGATE SCHOOLS AND THE “BROWN, NOT WHITE” CAMPAIGN 
 The educational history of Mexican Americans documents a myriad of struggles 

through various means, including litigation and direct action activism, that contested the 

inferior educational settings and opportunities public schools afforded to Mexican 

Americans (Donato, 1997; González, 1990; San Miguel, 1987, 2001, 2013; San Miguel 

and Valencia, 1998; Valencia, 2008). The earliest recorded instance of Mexican 

American organized activism for education in Texas dates to a 1910 incident in San 

Angelo in which the parents protested and boycotted the segregated public schools 

afforded to their children (De León, 1974; San Miguel and Valencia, 1998). This early 

instance of Mexican American families organizing for educational rights debunks the 
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myth of historical Mexican American indifference to education (Valencia and Black, 

2002). In what follows, I discuss litigation struggles that have since impacted the 

educational experiences of Mexican-origin students while emphasizing legislation and 

policy specific to undocumented students, including in-state tuition initiatives in Texas, 

California, and Utah.     

The Mexican American struggle to desegregate the schools was primarily fought 

on the legal front. The first case that sought to desegregate the public schools to the 

benefit of Mexican-origin students was Independent School District v. Salvatierra (1930, 

1931) (San Miguel and Valencia, 1998). The plaintiffs and their lawyers argued that the 

segregation of Mexican-origin students in separate in-school facilities and in “Mexican 

Schools” was against the law on account of their claim to whiteness as “other white” 

(Weinberg, 1977). The court ruled that Mexicans, as “other White,” could not be 

segregated on racial grounds, however, the schools could separate them from the general 

student population on pedagogical grounds (i.e. language). The legal construction of 

Mexicans as white had an impact in the schooling experiences of Mexican-origin 

children, both documented and undocumented, since their positioning as whites by the 

courts served as a precedent for additional attempts to desegregate the schools. However, 

this changed in the late 1960s and early 1970s when Chicana/o activists claimed a stake 

at “browness” for the purpose of desegregating public schools (San Miguel, 2001), and 

the courts legally constructed Mexicans as an identifiable minority (Donato, Menchaca, 

and Valencia, 1991).    
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 Another early case of significance to Mexican American educational experiences 

is Alvarez v. Lemon Grove School District (1931). In this case, school district officials as 

the representatives of the beneficiaries of the racial contract14, attempted to segregate 

Mexican-origin children into dreadful schooling facilities, in essence, into a horse stable, 

under the premise that these children slowed the learning of monolingual English 

speaking white students (San Miguel and Valencia, 1998). The courts ruled in favor of 

the Mexican-origin plaintiffs on the basis that school boards had no right to segregate 

these children based on their national origin but also because doing so would hamper 

their Americanization and English-language acquisition (San Miguel and Valencia, 

1998). As in Salvatierra, this case provided legal relief to Mexican students while 

simultaneously maintaining their position as colonial/racial subjects categorized as “other 

whites” who could not rip the benefits of their whiteness. Despite this, the Lemon Grove 

case was significant in that it was the first successful legal challenge to segregation (San 

Miguel and Valencia, 1998). Méndez v. Westminister School District (1946, 1947) is 

another case that had repercussions for Mexican students. The federal courts ruled that it 

was unconstitutional for school boards to segregate Mexican-origin students due to the 

fact that there were no legal mandates that supported these actions but also, as in Lemon 

Grove, doing so would hamper the students’ Americanization and acquisition of the 

                                                
 
14 Charles W. Mills (1997) proposes that racism, or global white supremacy, needs to be recognized as a 
racial contract that “is itself a political system, a particular power structure of formal or informal rule, 
socioeconomic privilege, and norms for the differential distribution of material wealth and opportunities, 
benefits and burdens, rights and duties” (p. 3). For Mills, the signatories of the racial contract are the people 
that have historically been counted as fully human before the law, that is, whites. 
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English language (San Miguel and Valencia, 1998). This ruling reinterpreted the 14th 

Amendment to expand equal protection under the law to Mexican-origin students, 

including protection from school mandates that prevented them from attaining an 

equitable education as compared to their white peers (Donato, Menchaca, and Valencia, 

1991; González, 1990; San Miguel and Valencia, 1998).  

Solely focusing on school desegregation through the legal system portrays an 

incomplete picture of the community’s activism in education and dismisses two other 

forms of reform strategies: advocacy and private education (San Miguel, 2013). The 

Mexican experience in the United States of the 1960s and 1970s is marked by an 

insurgency that drew from direct action as part of the wider decolonial project of the 

Chicana/o Movement. During this insurgent moment, the main political subjects were 

farmworkers, students, and women. The 1968 Chicana/o student walkouts that occurred 

throughout the Southwest signaled a change in tactics and strategies employed in the 

demand for educational rights (Barrera, 2004; Gutiérrez, 2010; San Miguel, 2013). 

Perhaps more importantly, Chicana/o activists rearticulated the Mexican-origin people’s 

identity and led the charge to shed the aspiration to whiteness. San Miguel (2001) states 

that Chicana/o activists made a claim to “browness” in the struggle to desegregate 

Houston schools. The Houston school district paid lip service to federal mandates to 

integrate white and nonwhite students by pairing African American and Mexican students 

under the premise that the latter were “other white.” Chicana/o activists challenged this 

move through school boycotts, the establishment of alternative schools also known as 
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huelga schools, and with their resolute identity affirmation of being “Brown, not white.” 

Furthermore, the time period between the late 1960s and early 1970s also marked the 

beginning of the legal recognition of Mexicans as non-white as a result of decisions in 

two cases aimed at curtailing the strategy of most school districts that used Mexican-

origin students as pawns in their quest to maintain the legal and social demarcations 

between white and nonwhite students. Cisneros v. Corpus Christi Independent School 

District (1970) challenged the strategy of desegregating public schools by integrating 

Mexican and African American students and determined Mexican students were an 

identifiable minority (San Miguel and Valencia, 1998). Keyes v. School District Number 

One (1973) further solidified this decision and stated that Mexican-origin students could 

not be used for the purpose of desegregating African American students (San Miguel and 

Valencia, 1998). Cisneros and Keyes established that Mexicans were, in fact, a 

recognizable minority (García, Bybee, and Urrieta, 2014). The courts, once again, legally 

constructed the racial and ethnic position of Mexicans. Mexican American activists also 

reconstituted their identity and began using the term Chicana/o as a claim to brownness; 

the aspiration to whiteness was momentarily challenged and suspended.  

“WITH NO FAULT OF THEIR OWN”: UNDOCUMENTED STUDENTS AND ACCESS TO 
HIGHER EDUCATION 
 Despite these advances in dismantling segregation, this decade also saw a 

challenge to the education of undocumented students of Mexican descent. In 1975, the 

Texas State Legislature amended the state’s Education Code and specified that only U.S. 

citizens or legal residents could have access to a public education, however, school 
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districts were granted the right to decide whether to admit undocumented students that 

paid tuition (López and López, 2010). Despite this legal mandate, most school districts 

throughout the state disobeyed and continued to admit all students regardless of their 

immigration status. Eventually, some school districts changed their policies to 

accommodate the legal mandate. In 1977, The Tyler Independent School District’s school 

board decided to charge $1,000 for tuition to its undocumented students, who amounted 

to about 60 students of the total student population. (López and López, 2010). The 

Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF) took the case all the 

way to the Supreme Court on behalf of sixteen Mexican-origin undocumented students 

from the state of Texas (San Miguel and Valencia, 1998). The Supreme Court ruled in 

Plyler v. Doe (1982) that undocumented students were guaranteed access to a K-12 

public education under the stipulations of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth 

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution (López and López, 2010; Olivas, 2012; Pérez, 2012; 

Schwab, 2013). The Supreme Court ruled that Texas was in violation of the Equal 

Protection Clause and mandated that all states provide a free public education to all 

children in grades K-12 regardless of race, gender, and immigration status (Schwab, 

2013). The Supreme Court also ruled that there was a clear distinction between 

undocumented children and adults; children were not to blame for their parents’ decision 

to break the laws of the United States for entering the country without proper 

documentation (Pérez, 2012; Schwab, 2013). The ruling stipulated that school districts 

were barred from inquiring about the immigration status of students and their families 
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(Nicholls, 2013). In short, the court ruled that undocumented students were guaranteed 

access to a free public education in grades K-12, and that undocumented adults deserved 

to be punished for their crime. This Supreme Court ruling set the grounds for discourses 

of “good/bad” and “deserving/undeserving” immigrants by separating children from their 

parents’ decision to immigrate as unauthorized immigrants; children were in the country 

as unauthorized persons “with no fault of their own” (Nicholls, 2013). It created a divide 

between children and parents. 

 In 1996, a mere fourteen years after the Plyler decision, President Bill Clinton 

signed two bills into federal law that would have a significant impact on undocumented 

students’ educational prospects: The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity 

Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) and the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant 

Responsibility Act (IIRIRA) (Pérez, 2012). President Clinton signed the PRWORA as a 

reform to the national welfare system that aimed to transition working poor families from 

welfare to meaningful employment (USDHHS Fact Sheet, 1996). The PRWORA 

essentially ended the safety net provided to working poor families by the welfare state. 

This new federal law also made changes to the way undocumented immigrants were to be 

treated. The PRWORA stipulated that undocumented immigrants were to be barred from 

receiving any sort of federal assistance, including health care and federal financial aid 

and loans for higher education (Alfred, 2003; USDHHS Fact Sheet, 1996; Fix and Passel, 

2002; Kullgren, 2003; Pérez, 2012; Schwab, 2013). IIRIRA further denied undocumented 

students access to federal assistance to cover higher education expenses (Pérez, 2012). 
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This new law did continue the protection of undocumented students’ right to access free 

K-12 public education, however this protection was not extended to include higher 

education (Schwab, 2013). Under IIRIRA, undocumented students are not forbidden 

from pursuing higher education, they are simply denied access to federal assistance to 

cover tuition expenses. These federal laws are obstacles that have made it difficult, if not 

nearly impossible, for undocumented students to pursue higher education due to costs and 

financial hardships.   

Despite these obstacles, undocumented students found ways to attend institutions 

of higher education, in fact, some state institutions of higher education were welcoming 

of all students, regardless of immigration status. In California, prior to the 1990s, the 

state’s Education Code stated that undocumented students could establish residency for 

tuition purposes, and that they could also be awarded state grants to cover higher 

education expenses (Guillen, 2003). This stipulation in California’s Education Code was 

challenged by the Bradford (1991) decision that ordered the University of California, 

California State University, and California Community Colleges systems to change the 

residency status of undocumented students for tuition purposes. As a result of this ruling, 

undocumented students were denied claims to state residency for tuition purposes and 

were barred from access to state tuition grants due to their immigration status.  

In 2001, the Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors proposal, 

otherwise known as the DREAM Act, was introduced by Senators Orrin Hatch and 

Richard Durbin (Schwab, 2013). The DREAM Act would allow high school graduates to 
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apply for legal residence if within a six-year conditional status period they either attained 

a college degree or an honorable discharge from the military after two years of service 

(Yates, 2004; Pérez, 2012). The DREAM Act would also allow undocumented students 

access to federal assistance to cover higher education costs. The closest the DREAM Act 

has come to pass was in 2010 when it was attached to the National Defense Authorization 

Act Bill, which also included a clause to repeal the “Don’t ask, don’t tell” military 

practice.  In the fall of 2010, the DREAM Act passed the House of Representatives but 

died in the Senate floor. Even though the DREAM Act has not passed at a federal level, 

various states have adopted what supporters call in-state versions of the DREAM Act. 

However, these state DREAM Acts only provided undocumented students access to in-

state tuition in colleges and universities by clarifying the meaning of “resident” for 

tuition purposes in institutions of higher education in the Education Codes of various 

states. In the case of California, it was a way to push back the anti-immigrant and Latino 

discourses that dominated the state’s politics and policies through the 1990s. In the 

context of this study, the following timeline (Figure 1) of various initiatives and court 

cases concerning access to higher education for undocumented students is instructive.  
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Figure 1: Timeline of Significant Initiatives Concerning Access to Higher Education for 
Undocumented Students 

As previously mentioned, Plyler v. Doe (1982) concerned the constitutionality of 

providing access to public education in grades K-12th to undocumented immigrants. The 

decision of this case essentially struck down the statute in the state of Texas’ Education 

Code that prohibited the use of state funds to educate undocumented immigrant students. 

Leticia A. (1985) concerned the case of a group of undocumented students who had been 

admitted to the University of California but were required to pay tuition as non-residents 

because they did not meet the criteria for “resident” as defined in the state’s newly 

redefined statutes for establishing residency in the state (Olivas, 1986). Taking a similar 

turn as the Plyler decision, the California courts ruled that undocumented children were 

at no fault for immigrating to the United States without documents as children, and that 

the University of California should treat them as U.S. citizens since the regulation of state 
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residency was incompatible to the needs of colleges and universities for establishing 

residency rules for tuition purposes. In other words, the court stated that these were two 

separate and different sets of rules and uses of residency statutes; undocumented students 

were allowed access to higher education and provided with state financial support. The 

Bradford (1991) case dealt with a lawsuit against the University of California from a 

registrar employee who claimed he was fired for not following the Leticia A. ruling. 

Eventually, the courts provided an injunction against the UC system and the state stopped 

providing state financial aid to undocumented students in 1991 (Guillen, 2001). Soon 

after, the same forces behind the Bradford sued the CSU and won. In 1995, the CSU 

applied the court order leading to undocumented students no longer being fully welcomed 

and supported by the two major university systems in the nation (Guillen, 2003). The 

community colleges in the state were not part of any of these lawsuits, which made them, 

by the default, a first step into higher education for the majority of undocumented youth 

and students. Undocumented students were not denied access to higher education, they 

were denied access to any sort of state funding, including grants and scholarships. 

Undocumented students could attend the state’s universities and colleges as non-resident 

students. It should be noted that these cases occurred in the volatile context of anti-

immigrant and anti-Mexican discourses that swept the Golden State in the 1990s. 

Whereas these court cases were specific to California, PRWORA and IIRIRA had federal 

implications, as previously discussed above. By 2000, momentum for supporting 

undocumented students’ access to higher education was on the rise.  
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In Texas, the 77th State Legislature that met in 2001 signed House Bill 1403 (HB 

1403), granting undocumented students access to in-state tuition. Texas was the first state 

to adopt an in-state residency tuition policy for undocumented students. HB 1403 

changed Section 54.052 of the state’s Education Code to clearly define residence status 

for purposes of tuition and fees in higher education (Texas Statutes, 2015). Many felt that 

the determination of resident status was ambiguous and in 2005 Senate Bill 1528 (SB 

1528) was passed to clarify this statute because U.S. citizens born in Texas but that had 

lived in other states for a period of time made claims to Texas residency for the purpose 

of paying in-state tuition in universities and colleges in the state. SB 1528 further 

amended the Education Code to clarify the meaning of “Texas resident” and to set limits 

to such claim; it also included a stipulation for undocumented students to sign an affidavit 

stating that they will become permanent and legal residents of the country as soon as they 

become eligible to do so (Texas Statutes, 2015). As Texas residents, undocumented 

students had access to some forms of state financial assistance, such as grants, to cover 

tuition and fees in all state institutions of higher education.  

California soon followed and Assembly Bill 540 (AB 540), also signed in 2001, 

expanded the right to all students residing in the state, regardless of immigration status, to 

pay in-state residency tuition in California’s public colleges and universities (Olivérez et 

al., 2006; Abrego, 2008). This was a reversal of previous court decisions that had 

determined the non-resident status of undocumented students. AB 540 stipulated that 

undocumented minors could claim residency if they had attended at least three years of 
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high school in the state, held a GED issued in California, or attend a university or college 

in the state. All beneficiaries of these in-state initiatives had to sign an affidavit stating 

that they would become permanent residents as soon as they became eligible to do so. 

This increased the opportunities of undocumented students to access higher education. 

However, unlike Texas, California did not provide access to state financial assistance to 

cover tuition and fees. It was until 2011 when Governor Brown signed AB 130 and AB 

131 that undocumented students were able to have access to private and state-funded, 

respectively, forms of financial assistance to cover the costs of of pursuing higher 

education degrees. These two assembly bills are commonly known as the California 

DREAM Act. As of 2015, a total of eighteen states have enacted in-state tuition policies 

by expanding their definitions for determining state residency to include undocumented 

students. Despite some states facilitating access to higher education for undocumented 

students, the opportunities for students to utilize their college preparation after obtaining 

their degrees due to their lack of work authorization were still limited. As of this year, 

and after various incarnations, the DREAM Act has not moved from the Senate floor. 

Through the struggles of undocumented youth and students organized in the 

DREAMer movement, on June 15, 2012, President Obama issued Deferred Action for 

Childhood Arrivals (DACA) to defer the deportation processes of eligible undocumented 

immigrants. DACA, or deferred action, provides two major benefits to beneficiaries: 1. 

Relief from deportation, and 2. Authorization to seek employment in the U.S. President 

Obama did not issue DACA out of the kindness of his heart. He did so as a result of 
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pressure exerted on him by DREAMers, the activist undocumented youth and students 

that are part of the DREAM Movement (Gonzales, 2014; Nicholls, 2013). In the spring of 

2012, right in the middle of presidential election campaigns, DREAM activist 

organizations launched a series of coordinated actions to pressure President Obama to 

pass some sort of relief for undocumented youth and students. The primary strategy of 

the DREAMers was to occupy President Obama’s campaign offices. The pressure placed 

on his campaign and his fears of losing the Latino vote if he did not take action forced his 

administration to issue the directive for deferred action. The direct action campaigns of 

the DREAMers scored a victory for the undocumented immigrant rights movement, and a 

victory for Obama in the 2012 election.  

DACA does not provide a path to obtaining legal residence or citizenship. It has 

to be renewed every two years, and as a presidential directive, it is temporary and can be 

ended at any moment depending on the decision of the president in office. As of the fall 

of 2014, the first DACA beneficiaries began the renewal process. DACA provides 

undocumented youth and students with a quasi-legal status that is neither fully 

documented nor undocumented, but is both simultaneously as an in-between status. This 

in-between status is legally produced by the state and serves to further reinscribe the 

“illegality” of undocumented immigrants that have applied to defer their deportation. De 

Genova (2002) states that the legal production of migrant “illegality” does not seek to 

physically exclude the undocumented but “to socially include them under imposed 

conditions of enforced and protracted vulnerability” (p. 429). In this sense, DACA serves 
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to socially include beneficiaries under the condition that they must defer their 

deportation, that is, they have to agree to their deportability as “the possibility of 

deportation, the possibility of being removed from the space of the nation-state” (De 

Genova, 2002, p. 439). The possibility of being deported is present but deferred.   

EXPERIENCES OF UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANT STUDENTS IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
A recent study based on a survey administered by the Pew Hispanic Center 

estimates that about 12 million undocumented people reside in the United States (Passel 

and Cohn, 2009). The majority, roughly 7 million, is of Mexican-origin and resides 

mainly in the Southwest, the historical receiving territories for new immigrants from 

Latin America. This study also estimates that of close to 12 million undocumented 

immigrants residing in the United States, roughly 1.5 million are undocumented minors 

(Passel and Cohn, 2009). Another study, estimates that nearly 3.2 million of the total 

undocumented population are under the age of 24 (Hoefer, Rytina, and Baker, 2009). 

Passel (2003) estimates that about 65,000 undocumented students graduate from high 

school every year. However, their prospects of attending college depend in great part on 

the availability of in-state tuition programs and access to financial aid. Gonzales (2007) 

estimates that between 5 and 10 percent of undocumented high school graduates do 

attend college. What these findings indicate is that at least one-fourth of the total 

undocumented population is young, school-aged, and that some do attend college. 

However, college attendance and graduation is not a guarantee to an easy transition to the 

labor force (Abrego and Gonzales, 2010; Gonzales, 2011). In what follows, I review 
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pertinent literature on the experiences of undocumented students that do pursue a college 

education and deal with identity formation, and the impact of in-state tuition initiatives on 

their college experiences.    

Recent educational research has documented and analyzed the experiences and 

trajectories of undocumented students in K-12 schools and in institutions of higher 

education. In these studies, state-issued documents and initiatives are the determinant 

markers of identity. For instance, undocumented college students in California adopted 

the moniker of “AB 540 student” to identify themselves as students who were benefitting 

from the state initiative that provided them access to in-state residency tuition. The 

DREAMers use the DREAM Act as the basis for their identity. ‘DACAmeneted’ is 

beginning to be used as the common identity shared by the participants of this study. 

These identities seem to center the state as the purveyor of identities. However, the 

following research studies with undocumented college students reveal the resiliency and 

determination of the participants, and explores how these students construct and articulate 

their sense of self in relation to the state’s drive for inclusion through exclusion they 

experience everyday. 

In Americans by heart, William Pérez (2012) “examines the pre-college 

educational experiences and higher education access of undocumented Latino students” 

(p. 21). Pérez draws on a socioemotional framework (Pérez and Cortés, 2011) that 

explains the psychological and emotional reactions of undocumented students when 

encountering systemic barriers on top of the well-known environmental factors of 
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poverty, discrimination, and lack of resources that constrain the educational attainment of 

students of color in general. Pérez’s work (2009; 2012), including his collaborations 

(Pérez et al., 2009; Pérez and Cortés, 2011), examines the challenges encountered by 

undocumented students in schools and in their pursuit of higher education. These works 

also highlight the agency of the students to overcome their challenges, and their 

resiliency to attain high levels of education despite the obstacles presented to them due to 

their undocumented status. Pérez constructs undocumented students as “exceptional 

students” who live “marginal lives.” He refers to their sense of self as a “stigmatized 

identity” due to his conceptualization of undocumented status as a social stigma. The 

stigmatized identity also arises amongst students due to the fear, frustration, and anxiety 

that come from constantly self-negotiating and assessing when is appropriate to conceal 

or reveal their documented status. The concept of stigmatized identity, in this case, is put 

forth by Pérez based on his analysis of challenges and survival tactics employed by 

undocumented students.  

In a study with undocumented high school students in North Carolina, López 

(2010) found that her participants distinguished between an “undocumented” and an 

“illegal” identity. Solis (2001; 2004) states that an “illegal identity” is constructed from 

the intersection of social, historical, and political forces with social structures, such as 

nativist discourses of immigration, that position the undocumented as criminals. On the 

other hand, an “undocumented identity” is constructed by the undocumented themselves 

within the social networks that allow them to thrive in a hostile environment. López 
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found that her participants constructed an “undocumented identity” as a way to counter 

the narratives of criminality ascribed upon undocumented immigrants by doing well in 

school and maintaining their dignity and pride. López highlights the agency of the high 

school students by focusing on the ways they constructed counternarratives to the 

dominant stories they often heard about “illegal immigrants” in their school and 

community. López draws from the figured worlds approach to identity formation 

(Holland et al, 1998; Urrieta, 2007a; 2007b; 2009) that explains identities as always in a 

process of becoming based on how individuals position themselves and are positioned by 

others. This approach to identity positions the undocumented students as agentic beings 

that self-author their identities in relation to their peers and sociopolitical and historical 

forces.     

Abrego (2008; 2011) also examined the identity production processes of 

undocumented college students. In a longitudinal study of undocumented youth spanning 

four years, Abrego (2008) examines the impact of California’s Assembly Bill 540 (AB 

540), which granted undocumented students access to in-state tuition, on their sense of 

self. Abrego found that AB 540 had the unintended consequence of making the 

undocumented students in her study feel at ease by leading to the construction of the “AB 

540 student” identity. The participants in her study stated that the “AB 540 student” 

identity made them feel more accepted in their campuses because it concealed their 

undocumented and marginalized status. In another study, Abrego (2011) states that 

undocumented immigrants always depend on the law to understand their social position 
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in the United States. This social position in relation to the law also implies the 

articulation of an identity. These identities depend on the documentation status of 

immigrants. For instance, Abrego mentions that the way undocumented college students 

position themselves in relation to the law is different than the way their parents might. 

What both these studies have in common is that they reveal the centrality of the law in 

shaping the identity formation processes of undocumented immigrants.   

Other studies have examined the impacts of in-state tuition initiatives such as 

California’s AB 540 and Texas’ HB 1403 on the experiences and well-being of 

undocumented Latina/o students. Pérez Huber and Malagón (2006) found that even 

though AB 540 granted undocumented students access to in-state tuition, students still 

had difficulty in paying for their education because they were ineligible for state or 

federal financial aid due to their immigration status. They point out that the 

undocumented students in their study changed their college aspirations once they found 

out about AB 540; it made it more affordable to attend a four-year institution right after 

high school. Despite making attendance to a four-year institution of higher education 

attainable and more affordable, AB 540 did not stipulate access to state or federal aid. 

This did not deter the undocumented students from enrolling in four-year institutions. 

Most reported working over the summer to save money for tuition as well as working 

over twenty hours a week during the school year. California’s AB 540 improved the 

accessibility to four-year institutions for undocumented students. Unlike Abrego (2008) 

and Pérez Huber and Malagón (2006), Contreras (2009) found that undocumented 
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students that benefitted from Washington state’s in-state tuition initiative, House Bill 

1079 (HB 1079) did not have a transformative experience of empowerment. In fact, the 

participants in her study stated that they would rather not use the “HB 1079 students” 

identity label because they felt like it still pointed out their undocumented status. 

Contreras’ participants also reported that staff at various institutions of higher education 

were not aware of HB 1079, which points out the need to have broader oversight of such 

initiatives so that more undocumented students could have access to information, and 

eventually, to study at a four-year institution of higher education.  

Drawing on quantitative research methods, Stella Flores (2010a; 2010b) found 

that after Texas adopted HB 1403, undocumented students in the state were five times 

more likely to enroll in college as compared to their peers in states without an in-state 

tuition policy. Kaushal (2008) found that in-state tuition initiatives increased the 

likelihood of college enrollment amongst Mexican-origin undocumented immigrant 

students in states that do offer this tuition subsidy. Kaushal also found that in-state tuition 

for undocumented students does not have a negative effect on the educational 

opportunities and outcomes of U.S. born college students. What these studies (Abrego, 

2008; 2011; Contreras, 2009; Flores, 2010a; 2010b; Kaushal, 2008; Pérez Huber and 

Malagón, 2006) show is that if afforded the opportunity to attend institutions of higher 

education under the same conditions as their U.S. citizen peers, undocumented students 

will do so. This suggests that further positive changes in immigration policy and 

legislation impacting the experiences of undocumented students will likely increase their 
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college enrollment and completion. Initial studies report that DACA has had a similar 

effect on educational outcomes and, most importantly, in the career and employment 

prospects of the beneficiaries.  

   Drawing from Critical Race Theory frameworks, López and López (2010) and 

Castro-Salazar and Bagley (2012) provide a radical assessment of the social, political, 

and legal realities encountered by undocumented youth and students. López and López 

(2010) discuss the implications of the Plyler v Doe (1982) decision that protected the 

rights of undocumented students to a public education, and the challenges encountered by 

undocumented students, such as not having access to financial aid and living in constant 

fear of deportation. The authors assess that it has been difficult for some school districts 

to comply with the Plyler decision, specifically when asking parents of undocumented 

children to produce state-issued documents when registering children for school. López 

and López argue that Plyler is a good law that protects the right to an education for 

undocumented students but falls short because it limits access to a K-12 education only. 

Also, given the social position of Latinas/os in the racial hierarchy of the United States, 

this denial of access to an education beyond the K-12 system is detrimental to 

undocumented students individually as well as to the Latina/o collectivity because it 

further reduces the number of college educated professionals. According to López and 

López, the maintenance of an underclass of undocumented youth and students that are 

systematically prevented from attaining a higher education contributes to increasing the 

ranks of the low-wage labor sector.  
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Castro-Salazar and Bagley (2012) provide a counter history, that is, an alternative 

history to the dominant narrative of the incorporation of Mexican-origin people to the 

United States as a way to contextualize the challenges undocumented students encounter 

in schooling institutions. The authors position Mexican-origin undocumented students as 

involuntary immigrants not only because they were brought to the U.S. “through no fault 

of their own” but also due to their belonging to a group that was incorporated to the 

United States through violence and dispossession. Castro-Salazar and Bagley position 

Mexican-origin undocumented students as members of an internally colonized group who 

enact their agency and make a claim to be recognized as “Americans” in their pursuit of 

higher education. López and López (2010) and Castro-Salazar and Bagley (2012) 

critically assess the state and its laws for incorporating undocumented students, which 

ultimately positions them at the bottom of the racial and class hierarchy of the United 

States. These authors, however, suggest that access to public education and to institutions 

of higher education are an advancement that falls short without a path to obtaining legal 

residency and citizenship.   

THE DREAM MOVEMENT AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE DREAMER IDENTITY 
The DREAM Movement was initially organized and led by national immigrant 

rights organizations, such as the National Immigration Law Center (NILC) and the 

Center for Community Change, to garnish support for the Development, Relief and 

Education for Alien Minority (DREAM) Act of 2001, which was introduced in the Senate 

floor by Senators Orrin Hatch and Richard Durbin (Nicholls, 2013; Schwab, 2013). The 
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DREAM Act of 2001 was presented by immigrant rights advocates as one of a series of 

smaller efforts seeking to enact immigration policy after the hostile 1990s, particularly in 

California (Nicholls, 2013). These efforts, rather than promote comprehensive 

immigration policy to benefit the majority, supported the cases that were most likely to 

garnish the support of both Democratic and Republican Parties, and society in general for 

legalization under humanitarian and moral grounds. The unique situation of 

undocumented students, many of whom had been raised in the United States from an 

early age and had gone through the schooling system, presented an opportunity for 

advocates to argue for their legalization under humanitarian and moral grounds (Nicholls, 

2013). The DREAM Act, if enacted, would allow high school graduates to apply for legal 

residence if within a six-year conditional status period they either attained a college 

degree or an honorable discharge from the military after two years of service (Yates, 

2004; Pérez, 2012). The DREAM Act was specifically presented to benefit youth and 

students.  

Advocates launched the DREAM campaign by recruiting exemplary 

undocumented youth and students as representatives of the movement. These were 

exclusively high achieving students with compelling stories of truncated dreams due to 

their undocumentedness. Advocates constructed the first DREAMers as “highly 

assimilated and well-adjusted members of their communities” (Nicholls, 2013). Since 

these initial beginnings, the DREAM Movement has morphed to a broad movement 

organized and led by youth and students that rely heavily on direct action and social 
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media to call attention to immigration, civil, and human rights (Zimmerman, 2011). In 

the close to fifteen-year span since its inception, the DREAM Movement has gone 

through various transformations mostly as a result from internal struggles over 

representation. Undocumented youth and students have wrestled from the mainstream 

immigrant and civil rights organizations their right to compose and articulate their own 

identities as well as the right to speak for themselves in the public arena as civically 

engaged actors.  

Nicholls (2013) provides a seminal history of the DREAM Movement to explain 

how the struggles over representation shaped the immigrants’ rights debate. Nicholls 

states that youth and students did not originally create the DREAMer identity as a 

political group, rather, it was created by professional and national civil rights 

organizations. The DREAMer was constructed by these organizations as exceptional 

immigrants deserving of legalization. Some of the markers of the exceptional immigrant 

included the full embrace of national symbols, the exaltation of exceptional qualities, and 

the continuation of the “through no fault of their own” discourse that cleared them of any 

wrongdoing in entering the country (Nicholls, 2013). The first two markers conflated in 

the image of the straight A high achieving student. The latter argument of “through no 

fault of their own” removed the stigma of illegality amongst students while driving a 

wedge in immigrant families as it created a binary of good/bad immigrants within 

families; children were positioned as innocent of breaking any laws and as deserving of 

legalization since they were brought to the U.S., in many cases, without a choice, 
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whereas the parents were faulted for breaking the law by knowingly crossing the 

international border as unauthorized immigrants. According to Nicholls, the professional 

civil rights organizations were successful in crafting and enforcing this identity amongst 

undocumented youth and students by teaching them how to narrate their stories in order 

“to convey their message in a morally and emotionally compelling way to the general 

public” (Nicholls, 2013, p. 63). These stories were primarily narrated to the press and 

potential political supporters. In crafting the message of the deserving and exceptional 

immigrant, the immigrant rights advocates silenced any signs of foreignness, such as the 

display of non-American flags in rallies, placed the blame for unauthorized immigration 

on the parents, and disappeared undocumented youth and students that did not, or that 

refused, to fit the mold of the DREAMer as initially constructed. This controlled message 

established the DREAMer as a public identity and inserted it in the political debates of 

the time in a supportive role, that is, professional advocates spoke for and represented the 

DREAMers (Nicholls, 2013).    

 It was until 2010 that the DREAMers as a political group, as civically engaged 

actors, emerged (Nicholls, 2013). After the professional rights organizations continuously 

failed to pass the DREAM Act while creating a wedge between youth and their parents, a 

dissident faction splintered from the official DREAM Movement. The split occurred in 

the spring of 2010 when the professional rights organizations did not attend the calls of 

the rank-and-file, that is, of youth and students, to continue to present the DREAM Act as 

a stand-alone bill rather than as part of a comprehensive immigration bill (Nicholls, 
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2013). In other words, the youth and students were fed up for not being consulted by the 

professional rights organizations on decisions that would have an impact on their 

everyday lives. In the heat of the debates over representation in 2010, the DREAMers 

took the reigns of their movement, and criticized the “non-profit industrial complex” for 

controlling the youth and student organizations and for refusing to allow the students to 

represent themselves politically. This rupture was announced in an editorial published by 

thrutout.org in which the dissident factions launched the “Undocumented and Unafraid” 

campaign (Dominguez Zamorano et al., 2010). In this editorial, the dissident DREAMers 

evaluated the nonprofit industrial complex as “a network of politicians, the elite, 

foundations and social justice organizations [that] encourages movements to model 

themselves after capitalist structures instead of challenging them. In this manner, 

foundations control social movements and dissent” (Dominguez Zamorano et al., 2010). 

The authors made a claim to their right to represent themselves while acknowledging 

their multiple identities, especially in regards to sexuality, which did not necessarily fit 

the exceptional immigrant frame of the All-American youth defined as overachiever, 

patriotic, heterosexual, and accomodationist. 

DREAMers from throughout the country have made the action of “coming-out” 

another identity claim. Galindo (2012) analyzes the coming-out declarations of the 

DREAM Act 5, a group of undocumented youth and students that risked deportation in 

support of the DREAM Act. Galindo states that coming-out was a political act that 

signaled a change in the dominant narrative of the undocumented person that lives afraid 
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and in the shadows. The coming-out declarations were political acts and as well as claims 

to an “undocumented and unafraid” identity. No longer were these DREAMers willing to 

“live in the shadows” but rather announced their existence by claiming the 

“undocumented” label as their identity. Negrón-Gonzales (2014) examines the identity 

(re)articulations of undocumented youth and students involved in the DREAM 

Movement. The author draws from Stuart Hall’s notion of articulation as a process by 

which dominant groups reinterpret and redefine cultural practices to make new meanings 

to examine how undocumented youth and students create new identities. Negrón-

Gonzales uses the term “re-articulatory practices” to refer to the negotiations of 

DREAMers in the production of “citizenship” and “illegality.” These re-articulatory 

practices took on the shape of negotiating illegality in everyday life, making claims to 

citizenship when engaging in activism, and coming-out as part of the “Undocumented 

and Unafraid” campaign. These three re-articulations share in common the contradiction 

of being socialized in the United States while being undocumented. These studies 

focusing on the experiences of undocumented youth and student activists highlight their 

agency to actively compose their identities in relation to state laws.  

The autonomous youth and student movement reconfigured the DREAMer 

identity. A DREAMer was no longer constructed as an exceptional immigrant deserving 

of legalization but as a political actor that represents herself/himself in the public arena 

and that composes, articulates, and embodies his/her identity in relation to the struggle 

for immigrant, civil, and human rights. Despite this shift in the definition of the 
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DREAMer identity, Nicholls found that an aspect of enforcement still remains within the 

DREAM Movement as some participants stigmatize certain working class values and 

speech patterns that are positioned as too un-American. Ultimately, Nicholls argues, 

what’s at stake in this shift in identity is the right to discipline themselves rather than to 

be disciplined by the nonprofit industrial complex. In short, following Nicholls’ 

conceptualization, in this study a DREAMer is any activist youth and students that refer 

to themselves as such and that have participated in one way or another in advancing the 

rights of undocumented youth and students, and communities.  

In this section, I focused on the context of Latina/o education in the U.S. 

emphasizing the experiences of undocumented youth and students. I focused on 

undocumented college students because the participants of this study include college 

students and college graduates that have decided to pursue careers as educators. I 

approached my study with the premise that Latina/o DACAmented education students 

and professionals are activists formed in the immigrant rights movement. The research 

literature covered in this sectioned helped me to better situate my understanding of the 

processes of how critically conscious students decide to pursue careers as educators and 

the roles they begin to enact as critically conscious educators. 

Immigrant Teacher Identities and Chicana/o Activist Teacher Identities 

 
 In this section, I begin by clarifying what is meant by figured worlds prior to 

discussing literature on the identities of immigrant and Chicana/o teachers. Here, I aim at 
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teasing out how other scholars have approached the study of teacher identity 

development. This literature is pertinent to my study because my primary goal is to 

examine how Latina/o DACAmented education students and professionals orchestrate 

their multiplicity of identities in articulating a Latina/o DACAmented activist identity as 

well as inform their perspectives on education.  

FIGURED WORLDS AND IDENTITY 
Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, and Cain (1998) first advanced the concept of 

figured worlds as part of a sociocultural theory of identity. Figured worlds are understood 

as “socially produced, culturally constituted activities” (Holland et al, 1998; Urrieta, 

2007a) that provide the rules and guidelines for participation in social spaces. In figured 

worlds, participants embody and perform self-understandings, that is, identities. These 

identities are produced through participation in cultural activities and social spaces that 

allow for the constant engagement of self-making processes. Holland and colleagues, 

drawing from Bakhtin’s concept of dialogism, explain that the process of self-making 

involves multiple, and often contradictory, internal dialogues in which people articulate 

who they are to others and also to “tell themselves and then [they] try to act as though 

they are who they say they are” (p. 3). In telling and acting these stories of the self, 

people engage in a process of “authoring the self” through the orchestration of the 

cacophony of internal dialogues (Holland et al, 1998). Identity, as self-making, is always 

in process, and articulated in relation to others while being grounded in a collective past 

and personal histories. In the context of this study, I tease out and examine Latina/o 
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DACAmented education students and professionals’ processes of self-making in the 

figured worlds of the public schools and community colleges in which they work and the 

teacher education programs in which they study to understand how these processes 

inform their rationale for pursuing careers as educators, inform their perspectives on 

education, and their roles as educators.  

The public school as a sociocultural space is a figured world in the sense that it is, 

“a socially and culturally constructed realm of interpretation in which a particular set of 

characters and actors are recognized, significance is assigned to certain acts, and 

particular outcomes are valued over others” (Holland et al., 1998, p. 52). In figured 

worlds, people define and understand themselves in relation to roles, activity, and 

participation. Furthermore, these spaces have their own internal narratives and storylines 

(Holland et al., 1998), which participants use to organize their roles and level of 

participation, that is, to “figure out” who they are in relation to other participants. 

Participants enter figured worlds with their own lived experiences and personal histories, 

that is, their histories-in-person. Self-making, or identity production, involves the 

intermeshing of history-in-system (H-I-S) with history-in-person (H-I-P) (Holland and 

Lave, 2001; Urrieta, 2007a; 2007b; 2009). H-I-S refers to a series of events or 

remembrances that are conceptualized as history, whether official, revisionist, or 

collective memory. H-I-P, on the other hand, refers to the narratives told by people about 

their particular experiences in given events, sites, or activities. In other words, identities 

are produced from the interaction of collective memory and lived experience, that is, 
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from what people say about their participation and experiences in a given event, site, or 

activity. This study specifically focuses on the history-in-person of Latina/o 

DACAmented educators to highlight how they narrativize their educational, professional, 

and life trajectories informing their decision to pursue careers as educators, and in the 

process of doing so, how they narrate their sense of self.  

IMMIGRANT TEACHER IDENTITIES 
 Much of the research on immigrant teachers is primarily based on the retraining 

and integration of foreign-educated teachers to U.S. school communities (Beynon, Ilieva, 

and Dichupa, 2004; Fee, 2010; Janusch, 2014; Schmidt, Young, and Madzuk, 2010), and 

immigrant teachers’ conceptions of education and pedagogy (Bassia and Thiessen, 2000; 

Duchesne and Stitou, 2010; Subedi, 2008a; 2008b). What these two strands of research 

on immigrant teachers have in common is that the teachers involved in these studies are 

foreign-born, foreign-trained and in some cases former teachers in their home countries, 

and have access to the proper immigration documents to seek employment in their new 

country. The researchers of these studies draw on these premises to construct the 

immigrant teacher identity. This research addresses challenges encountered by immigrant 

teachers as they are retrained and incorporated to their new school districts in various 

regions of the country, particularly the Midwest and the South. In what follows, I look at 

some of the challenges encountered by immigrant teachers and the ways they responded 

to them based on their lived experiences as immigrants. I conclude this section by 

proposing that DACA recipients pursuing careers in education, even though they are 
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considered immigrants by the state, cannot be considered immigrant teachers because 

they have been primarily socialized by the schools since an early age as Americans; what 

sets them apart from their citizen colleagues is the lack of documentation. The 

experiences of DACAmented Latina/o educators, I argue, are more aligned with those of 

Chicana/o activist teachers (Urrieta, 2007a; 2007b; 2009).   

 Beynon, Ilieya, and Dichupa (2004) examine how a group of twenty-eight highly 

educated immigrant teachers negotiate their professional identities when asked to repeat 

their professional training by various Canadian school districts. They report that some 

immigrant teachers found that their professional identities were negated by the school 

district’s mandate to recredential them. Others found ways to negotiate their newly 

acquired deprofessionalized identity by successfully appealing the district’s mandate, that 

is, by enacting their agency as highly educated teachers. Similarly, Fee (2010) examines 

the identity negotiation processes of a group of thirty-one Latina/o immigrant teachers 

specifically recruited from abroad by a school district in the Midwest to meet the needs of 

the growing Latina/o immigrant student population. Fee found that these immigrant 

teachers initially encountered culture shock as a result of being new immigrants and 

adjusting to the profession in a new country. Their identity negotiations were based on 

their levels of adaptation to the culture of their new work places. According to Fee’s 

findings, the immigrant teachers in her study constructed their identities based on their 

immigration status and their involvement with the school district’s foreign teacher 

recruitment program. Janusch (2014) conceptualizes immigrant teacher identity as an 
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ongoing process of transformation. This transformation is based on the processes 

immigrant teachers go through in reestablishing their professional identities and their 

family life in a new country. Schmidt, Young, and Madzuk (2010) found that in the 

Canadian context, immigrant teachers could fill the labor shortages in the education 

sector. However, a major challenge they identified was the process for integrating 

immigrant teachers to the various school districts. The integration of immigrant teachers 

is based on academic and professional preparation. Again, the researchers conceptualize 

immigrant teachers as foreign-born and foreign-trained; little is said as to the presence of 

immigrant teachers who were socialized since an early age in the country but lack the 

proper documentation to seek employment.   

 Another strand of research on immigrant teachers investigated the lives of 

teachers and focus on their conceptions of education and pedagogy, which often clash 

with those of their receiving countries. Bassia and Thiessen (2000) examined the lives of 

four immigrant teachers and report that they had strong affinity towards their immigrant 

students because they felt they understood their experiences better, and they saw their 

similar experiences as part of a broader process of migrations. They found that based on 

their previous academic and professional experiences as educators, immigrant teachers in 

this study were more willing to engage with multicultural curricula and culturally 

responsive pedagogies. Similarly, Subedi (2008a; 2008b) found that based on experiences 

as immigrant and racialized teachers, his research participants were more willing to 

critique discriminatory acts and stereotypes in the school. The anti-racist actions of these 
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immigrant teachers were founded on their experiences as immigrant and racialized 

subjects. Adair (2011) and Adair et al. (2012) propose a closer look at the conceptions of 

education and pedagogy of immigrant teachers working with immigrant children. These 

researchers study pre-school immigrant teachers and argue that they might be able to best 

serve immigrant students because of their affinity with language and cultural practices. 

Interestingly, Adair conceptualizes immigrant teachers as not defined by place of birth or 

documented status but by the way they reacted when children of immigrants used their 

home language in the preschool setting. What these researchers share in common is that 

the lived experiences of immigrant teachers play a role in the way they approach 

education.   

 Despite these findings, the category of immigrant teachers as operationalized in 

these researchers’ articles does not seem appropriate to examine the experiences of 

DACAmented people pursuing careers in education. DACAmented people are 

immigrants in the sense that they were born in another country. However, they are non-

immigrants because they have been socialized in U.S. schools, in most cases since 

kindergarten, in a similar fashion as their U.S. born peers. Ultimately, the state 

determines the immigrant teacher’s identity as citizen or non-citizen. Following Adair’s 

conceptualization of immigrant teachers as a non-static category of identity defined by 

attitudinal reaction to immigration, it is important to examine how DACAmented 

Latinas/os pursuing careers in education articulate and embody their immigrant identities. 

Due to their academic, professional, and life trajectories in the country, DACAmented 
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Latinas/os cannot be solely considered immigrant teachers. In the words of President 

Obama (2012), they are American “in every single way but one: on paper.”  

CHICANA/O ACTIVIST TEACHER IDENTITIES 
 In this section, I discuss the influential work of Urrieta (2007b; 2009) on the 

formation processes of Chicana/o activist teacher identities. I also look at the Chicana/o 

teacher role identity advanced by Galindo (1996; 2007), and Galindo, Aragón, and 

Underhill (1996). These two concepts of teacher identities, both activist and professional, 

are useful in examining the identity and roles formation processes of DACAmented 

educators. Both of these research literatures are useful in highlighting how DACAmented 

Latinas/os who are actively involved to different degrees in the DREAM Movement and 

other community based social movements arrive at the decision to pursue careers in 

education, and how they compose and live their roles as public school educators. The 

research on Chicana/o activist teacher identities and on Chicana/o professional identities 

is appropriate for this study.  

 Drawing from a figured world framework to study identity, Urrieta (2007b; 2009) 

discusses how a group of Mexican American educators adopted and enacted a Chicana/o 

activist teacher identity as a result of their participation in local Chicana/o activist figured 

worlds. The local Chicana/o activist figures worlds in which these teachers participated 

included Chicana/o based college student organizations and Chicana/o Studies courses. In 

these figured worlds, they were exposed to alternative storylines and narratives. The 

active participation of these teachers in the local Chicana/o figured worlds helped them to 
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reconfigure their history-in-person to align with the history-in-system of the Chicana/o 

Movements, thus embodying a Chicana/o identity. This Chicana/o identity is formed 

from a reinterpretation and linking of current experiences to a wider history of oppression 

and resistance. Their daily practices of activism as well as participation in Chicana/o 

figured worlds led a group of teachers to forming a Chicana/o consciousness.  

Galindo (1996), like Urrieta, proposes that Chicana teacher role identities are 

formed in the interactions of past experiences with current occupational roles. The 

participants in this study state that family values and practices, as well as their own 

schooling experiences, helped them to form their professional identities. Galindo suggests 

that Chicana teacher role identities could be examined as bridging identities that connect 

previous experiences with language, culture, and ethnicity relevant to a practitioner’s 

current professional identity. In another study, Galindo, Aragón, and Underhill (1996) 

further conceptualize Chicana teacher role identities as an “autobiographical self-image 

that is depicted as acting competently in response to the occupational demands of 

teacher-parent, teacher-student, and teacher-colleague relationships” (p. 306). Chicana 

role teacher identities are constructed in relation to the professional demands of teaching. 

Galindo (2007) proposes the concept of narrative identity to examine how Chicana 

teachers construct their professional identities. Galindo’s Chicana/o teacher occupational 

identities, like Urrieta’s Chicana/o activist teacher identities, have the commonality that 

they are orchestrated from self-narratives in relation to figured worlds and past lived 

experiences. Chicana/o occupational identities are narrated in the figured world of the 
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school, and Chicana/o activist teacher identities are orchestrated in the figured world of 

local Chicana/o Movements and the school.  

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EMERGENCE OF LATINA/O DACAMENTED EDUCATOR 
IDENTITIES 

Since the issuance of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), many 

have adopted the moniker of ‘DACAmented’ to refer to anyone who has been approved 

for deferred action, and as a play on words on ‘documented’ (Pérez Huber et al., 2014; 

Seif et al., 2014). Yet, as persons embodying “illegality” (De Genova, 2002; 2007a) and 

“liminal legality” (Menjívar, 2006), due to the legal construction of these terms, Latina/o 

DACAmented pre- and in-service educators are unable to escape these identity markers. 

They are reminded of their ambiguous and liminal status by their state issued documents 

that deferred their deportation while simultaneously providing them temporary permits to 

seek employment. They negotiate and reinterpret through everyday practices what it 

means to live as “documented undocumented” persons. Undocumented youth and 

students are neither recruited nor denied participation in the figured worlds of the 

university, teacher preparation programs, or schools, as discussed previously in the 

section on in-state tuition initiatives. They are always full participants through a process 

of differential inclusion (Mezzadra and Neilson, 2013) that involves “varying degrees of 

subordination, rule, discrimination, and segmentation” (p. 159) which are related to their 

multiple social identities from their position as “colonial/racial subjects of empire.” 

Undocumented youth and students are not marginal subjects, they are participants in the 
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figured worlds of the university, teacher preparation programs, and schools, although in 

various degrees of subordination.  

The state is always present in the figured worlds in which DACA recipients 

participate. It is also present in the figured world of the DREAMer Movement. The state 

serves as perhaps the primary organizing mechanism that determines participation of 

undocumented youth and students in the figured worlds of teacher preparation and 

Education programs, public schools, and the DREAM Movement.   

In the introduction to “Mexican (im)migrant students and education: 

Constructions of and resistance to “illegality,” a special issue of the journal Latino 

Studies that was published over the summer of 2014, Seif et al. (2014) suggest different 

lines for future research with and about undocumented and DACAmented youth and 

students, especially on their activist trajectories and experiences. The calls for future 

research stay within the realm of existing literature about youth and students that 

continue to emphasize activism, or what San Miguel and Valencia (1998) call “plight and 

struggle” in their seminal 150 year sweep of Mexican American educational history. I 

would add that now that DACA affords beneficiaries a work permit, a line of research 

that focuses on the transition of DACAmented people into the workforce, particularly of 

college graduates, since college going and college educated undocumented persons were 

at the forefront of struggles to enact this reform, is more than necessary to gauge the 

impacts and limitations of such policies in both quantitative and qualitative terms. The 

research for this dissertation contributes to various literatures with undocumented youth, 
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students, and workers, particularly around civic engagement by examining how 

undocumented activists continue to generate their identities and roles as civically 

engaged actors in their workplaces.  

DACAmented Latinas/os enter these figured worlds with a determinate role and 

position as determined by the state; they have little saying in how “illegality” is 

constructed but not on how it is lived. As such, the state is always present in the figured 

worlds in which DACA recipients participate. The concept of figured worlds as “socially 

produced, culturally constituted activities” (Holland et al, 1998; Urrieta, 2007a) provide 

the theoretical tools to conceptualize a “DACAmented teacher activist identity” based on 

the lived experience and situated knowledge of undocumented college students and 

graduates with deferred action pursuing careers in education.      

A DREAMer identity is analogous to a Chicana/o identity in the sense that both 

are political identities that emerge in the figured world of a social movement. Whereas a 

Chicana/o identity develops in the interactions between the macro and micro Chicana/o 

social movements (Urrieta, 2009), DREAMer identities emerge in the macro figured 

world of the immigrant and human rights social movements, and in the micro figured 

worlds of the local college campus and workplace everyday struggles for recognition. 

Just like not all U.S. born Mexicans are Chicanas/os, not all undocumented youth and 

students are DREAMers; both identities imply a level of participation in their respective 

social movements. Yet, since the reconfiguration of the DREAMer identity by the 

dissident groups in 2010, some might self-represent using the exemplary immigrant 
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identity while others might adopt the insurgent frame of the civically engaged actors and 

yet others select to conceal their undocumented status. In many cases, both the exemplary 

and insurgent DREAMer identities might be simultaneously lived by undocumented 

youth and students. Depending on the context, DREAMers might enact practices 

associated with either one of these two identities. Furthermore, DREAMer identities are 

articulated by the undocumented in the intersections of multiple social identities as 

colonial/racial subjects of empire. This study sought to unravel how these identities 

interweave amongst the DACAmented in their rationale for pursuing careers in education 

and in determining their roles as educators. In what follows, I delve into the theoretical 

frameworks that inform this study.  

Critical Race Theory, Latina/o Critical Race Theory, and Conceptual 
Framework 

Critical Race Theory (CRT) and Latina/o Critical Race Theory (LatCrit) are 

useful in further understanding how DACAmented Latinas/os experience their 

immigration status and their participation in the figured world of the public school in 

their roles as educators. CRT provides me with the tools to analyze the centrality of race 

and racism. While LatCrit, as an extension of the CRT project, allows me to specifically 

focus on the ways “Latinas/os experience race, class, gender, and sexuality, while also 

acknowledging the Latina/o experience with issues of immigration status, language, 

ethnicity and culture” (Pérez Huber, 2010, p. 79). The CRT and LatCrit frameworks are 

useful in that they not only reveal the impact of sociocultural factors on the experiences 
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of Latinas/os but also on how they respond to the subordinating drive of racism, sexism, 

classism, and nativism. The concept of intersectionality utilized by CRT and LatCrit is 

useful for investigating the processes by which Latina/o DACAmented education 

students and professionals orchestrate their multiple identities, and multiple forms of 

oppression that contextualize their motivations for becoming educators as a way to 

address educational inequalities they experienced as students, which continue to exist and 

have an impact on their own students. More importantly, these frameworks provide me 

with the theoretical tools to examine how race and racism, and other social identities, 

intersect with immigration status in the everyday interactions of Latina/o DACAmented 

education students and professionals with and within state institutions. At the end, I 

advance the conceptual framework for this study.  

CRITICAL RACE THEORY 
 Critical Race Theory (CRT) has its roots in Critical Legal Studies (CLS), a 

movement led by legal scholars in the United States in the 1970s who were concerned 

with the refusal of the courts to acknowledge the influence of social forces, specifically 

social class, in legal cases (Eastman, 1999; Ladson Billings and Tate, 1995; Tate, 1997; 

Yosso, 2006). Both CRT and CLS are similar in that both understand the law as 

beneficial to dominant groups (Tate, 1997). They differ in that CLS does not take into 

account the experiences of people of color with the law (Tate, 1997; Yosso, 2006). CRT 

takes into account the multiplicity of experiences of people of color as racialized, classed, 
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and gendered beings, whereas CLS predominantly focused its approach to the law from a 

leftist class analysis.  

 CRT developed from an internal critique of CLS led by legal scholars of color 

Derrick Bell and Alan Freeman in the mid 1970s (Delgado and Stefanic, 2000). The 

initial concern of CRT legal scholars was the slow pace of Civil Rights inspired legal 

reforms. According to Delgado and Stefanic (2000), CRT in legal studies has four major 

premises: racism is ordinary to American society; reality is a social construct; Civil 

Rights reforms have benefitted whites to the detriment of African Americans in interest 

convergence; context is important in law and this is channeled through storytelling. 

Education scholars such as Gloria Ladson Billings, William Tate, and Daniel Solórzano 

initially used Critical Race Theory to examine and critique education research and 

practice. They specifically focused on how race and racism continue to perpetuate 

inequality between majoritarian and subordinate groups. 

 CRT in education examines, challenges, and theorizes the ways race and racism 

shape the schooling experiences of students of color (Ladson Billings and Tate, 1995; 

Yosso, 2006). Solórzano (1997) identifies five tenets of CRT in education: the 

intercentricity of race and racism in American society; the challenge to dominant 

society’s myths of neutrality and meritocracy; the commitment to social justice that views 

education as a tool for societal transformation; the centrality of experiential knowledge 

that centers the ways of knowing and experiences of people of color as legitimate forms 

of knowledge; and the interdisciplinary perspective that draws from multiple methods 
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and theories to center the experiences and knowledge of the oppressed. CRT in education 

seeks to challenge educational research by examining the ways people of color 

experience race and racism and how they respond to these social factors in educational 

settings (Yosso, 2006). CRT specifically looks at how race and racism intersect with 

other forms of oppression in shaping the discourses, practices, and structures of the 

American educational system (Yosso, 2006).   

LATINA/O CRITICAL THEORY 
 Latina/o Critical Theory (LatCrit) is an offshoot of CRT (Delgado and Stefanic, 

2000; Yosso, 2006). As such, LatCrit shares similar premises and tenets as CRT, 

however it differs in that it focuses on the particular experiences of Latinas/os in the 

United States. LatCrit seeks to address the particularities of the Latina/o experience in the 

United States by incorporating four additional themes to CRT. These themes are: 

immigration, language, differential racialization, and a challenged to the Black/white 

racial paradigm (Delgado and Stefanic, 2000). Given the history of immigration and 

incorporation of Latinas/os as colonial/racial subjects of empire (Grosfoguel, Maldonado-

Torres, and Saldívar, 2005) and as subordinate labor (Barrera, 1979), these four themes 

intersect with the long histories of racialization that people of color have experienced in 

the United States.  

The themes of immigration and language in LatCrit highlight the positioning of 

Latinas/os as foreigners and are closely aligned with differential racialization. According 

to Delgado and Stefanic (2000b), differential racialization refers to the ways in which 
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dominant society treats and constructs people of color in different ways in order to fit its 

needs. The integration of Mexican and African American students in Houston’s public 

schools (San Miguel, 2001) in the 1970s exemplifies differential racialization. Mexican 

students were racialized as white for the purpose of desegregating schools. African 

American students were integrated with Mexican students as a way to avoid the 

integration of white students with the general school population. In other words, Mexican 

students were afforded whiteness to the benefit of dominant society by maintaining the 

separation of whites from students of color. However, the courts and community political 

mobilizations established that Mexicans were in fact a recognizable and historically 

marginalized minority group. Differential racialization is also closely aligned to the 

LatCrit challenge to the Black/white racial paradigm in that it highlights the differences 

between Latinas/os and Blacks in order to specify the differences of both groups in their 

histories of oppression and resistance. This is significant because the law understands 

African Americans as the prototypical minority group with whom other minority groups’ 

experiences are analogized to determine whether they’ve been discriminated or not 

(Delgado and Stefanic, 2000). In other words, the discrimination experienced by non-

African American minorities is measured on a Black/white binary that tends to dismiss 

issues of language and immigration that might not be as central to the African American 

experience as they are to Latinas/os, Asian Americans, and Native Americans. Latinas/os 

experience multiple layers of oppression beyond race, class, and gender, which include 

immigration status, language, culture, surname, and accent (Yosso, 2006). LatCrit 
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provides researchers with the theoretical tools to better grasp the unique forms of 

oppression and resistance of Latinas/os (Solórzano and Delgado Bernal, 2001).      

 Both CRT and LatCrit are useful theoretical frameworks in this study because 

they allowed me to tease out the intersections of race and racism with immigration status 

and language as experienced by Latina/o DACAmented education students and 

professionals. Furthermore, CRT and LatCrit’s method of counterstorytelling and the 

concept of intersectionality were useful to highlight the experiential knowledge of the 

participants, and their experiences with racism, classism, sexism, and nativism as well as 

the ways they resist, challenge, and negotiate these oppressive social factors.  

FROM INTERSECTIONALITY TO MULTIPLICITY  
 Kimberle Crenshaw (1989; 1993) advanced the concept of intersectionality as a 

critique of the ways in which the legal courts framed and interpreted the stories of 

marginalized people, particularly Black women. Crenshaw pointed out that the courts 

needed to see Black women not just as women or as black or as working class, but rather 

that the courts needed to pay attention as to how each of these social categories 

intersected in the everyday experiences of marginalized people. She proposed the 

metaphor of a street intersection to point the multiple layers of oppression a subject, 

Black women in particular, might experience as compared to another. The key to 

intersectionality is the criss-crossing and intersecting of layers of oppression. For 

instance, white and Black women might share an affinity in oppression based on gender 

but differ in the ways race is constructed and dealt with in American society. Similarly, a 
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Black woman of working class origin might have completely different experiences than 

an affluent Latina immigrant woman. Ultimately, intersectionality, as recent scholars 

have elaborated, continuously finds subcategories within social categories (i.e. race, 

class, gender, etc.) to find new ways in which various forms of oppression intersect. 

Delgado (2010), in one of Rodrigo’s15 interventions, critiques intersectionality by 

pointing out that its reliance on the ongoing identification of sub-categories of oppression 

might limit its radical possibilities for social analysis and paralyze social action. For 

Delgado, intersectionality requires that categories be essentialized. This, it could be 

argued, is dangerous because a person that self-identifies as a working class Mexican 

undocumented immigrant mother might be solely constructed as oppressed since each of 

the intersecting categories are positioned as subordinate identities within the borders of 

the United States. However, NOTE: see the Beyond Machismo book to counter the 

precious sentence and to point out how intersectionality actually shows us the way out the 

laberinto… 

     María Lugones (2007, as cited in Hames-García, 2011) points out that 

intersectionality reveals the power relationships that fragment the self and that there is the 

need to go beyond the concept of intersectionality in order to escape the logic of 

fragmentation and oppression. Lugones points out that “intersectionality reveals what is 

not seen when categories such as gender and race are conceptualized as separate from 

                                                
 
15 NOTE: add this footnote to explain who is Rodrigo 
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each other” (p. 12). She argues for the need to go beyond intersectionality once what is 

not seen is revealed. As a step in this direction, Hames-García (2011) proposes 

multiplicity “as the mutual constitution and overlapping of simultaneously experienced 

and politically significant categories such as ability, citizenship, class, ethnicity, gender, 

race, religion, and sexuality” (p. 13). Hames-García further differentiates between 

intersectionality and multiplicity by stating that the former is a theory of oppression and 

the latter is a theory of identity. Whereas intersectionality is concerned with revealing 

how multiple social identities intersect to reveal oppression, multiplicity is “understood 

as the mutual constitution and overlapping of simultaneously experienced and politically 

significant categories such as ability, citizenship, class, ethnicity, gender, race, religion, 

and religion” (p. 13). Multiplicity understands social identities as being simultaneously 

experienced in everyday life and as mutually constituting one another’s meanings in the 

process of forming the self. For example, in the context of this study, DACAmented is 

the primary identity for all the participants. Yet, how each one of the participants 

understands, articulates, and situates themselves differs based on their multiple 

experiences. 

Multiplicity asserts the importance of experience in producing identities and 

knowledge. Personal identities change through time and space, and are the result of the 

lived experience and blending of social identities in everyday life. Hames-García 

comments on the fragmentation of the self into intersecting social identities as having 

“been erected by global social structures and long histories of domination, and later 
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reanimated by purportedly progressive movements of identity politics that have arisen in 

response to those dominating structures and histories” (p. 7). The fragmentation of social 

identities constitutes the self in a logic of oppression that presupposes individual 

membership in multiple fragmented identity groups that never overlap. This 

fragmentation obscures domination by normalizing the separation of social identities into 

distinct social groups and by normalizing the separation of people based on distinct social 

identities. Empire creates, maintains, and rigidly demarcates the racial, gender, class, 

ability, immigration status lines to maintain its power, but also sustaining these lines 

reinscribes domination.  

In this study, I advance the concept of multiplicity as one that is compatible with 

CRT but specifically with LatCrit. The multiple identities of the participants are 

understood as intermeshed and always present rather than as intersecting since the frame 

of reference to their identities is the always presence of their immigration status; their 

multiple social identities are always present. However, it is understood that each 

participant lives and understands their undocumentedness based on their social location 

that includes their multiplicity of identities, critical consciousness, and experiences. The 

concept of multiplicity as a theory of identity allows me, as the researcher, to go beyond 

highlighting and representing oppression as experienced by the Latina/o participants in 

this study by focusing on how the DACAmented Latinas/os in this study generate their 

everyday subjectivities despite the precarious conditions of existence forced upon them 

by the state.  
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
Now I turn to the conceptual framework that shapes this research project (Figure 

2). It is my hope that it makes visible the way I see the world and approach my study 

(Kovach, 2010). I weave together multiple theories and concepts to articulate my 

theoretical framework, which takes on the shape of an aguacate (avocado). The outer 

layer is composed of the theories and concepts of the state, and CRT and LatCrit. The 

flesh details what I call vivencias that includes familial backgrounds, educational 

trajectories, professional/employment experiences, and activism in the immigrant rights 

movement. El corazón, the seed, is formed from the life histories of the participants.  

I begin by mentioning how each concept and theory connects to each other and 

their usefulness in helping me frame my study. I then set forth the concept of vivencias 

that draws from the figured worlds concept, part of a social practice theory of identity and 

self (Holland et al, 1998; Urrieta, 2007a; 2007b; 2009) as an attempt at decentering the 

state’s methods of regulating immigration and their role in shaping the experiences and 

identity formation processes of the participants. By doing this, immigration status is not 

taken as the beginning of the participants’ experiences and identities and only factor 

molding them but rather it is approached as an interruption in their lived experiences that 

has influenced the orchestration of their identities. Vivencias are conceptualized as social 

location, experiences, and situated knowledge that arise from the multiple identities, such 

as race, class, gender, sexuality, ability, and documented status, that intermesh and blend 

to create new meanings and understandings of identity. Finally, the concept of vivencias 

comes forth through story, that is, through the retelling of lived experiences or personal 
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accounts of particular events or happenings that are always in relation to the political, 

cultural, and epistemological positions of the narrators. For the purpose of this study, the 

focus is based on four realms of the participants’ overlapping vivencias: Familial 

background, educational trajectory, professional/employment experiences, and activism. 

Vivencias shares some commonalities with Vizenor’s (1999) idea of survivance that 

denotes the active forms of survival of First Peoples that transcends notions of survival, 

resistance, and victimization to highlight the continuation, reaffirmation, and 

transformation of particular Native ways of being and knowing. Vivencias approaches the 

narratives of the participants in this study as reaffirmations of life rather than as just 

stories of oppression and victimization.  

Figure 2: Conceptual Framework 
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Outer Layer: The State, CRT, and LatCrit 
I connect the coloniality concept to the study of Latina/o migration and 

incorporation to the United States set forth by Grosfoguel, Maldonado-Torres, and 

Saldívar (2005) with Gonzales’ (2014) conceptualization of the U.S. state as the 

homeland security state. These two concepts are useful because they reveal the violence 

inflicted on immigrants and society by the U.S. state with its long history of racialized 

class relations. In this approach, the state is understood as a capitalist and racial state that 

through the mobilization of various state institutions and civil society seeks to exert 

social control over society in general, and immigrants in particular, by deploying 

securitization mechanisms. Latinos are incorporated as racialized subjects and as 

subordinate labor. DACA has been beneficial in that it affords beneficiaries with 

opportunities to seek higher paying jobs, yet it has its limitations, primarily the temporary 

status it provides without a path to legal residency or citizenship. DACA beneficiaries are 

incorporated as a form of precarious labor because the status it provides is not 

guaranteed. It could be revoked based on the participants’ actions within its two-year 

time limit prior to renewal or on the whim of the president in turn. It also promotes the 

creation of a hierarchy within the ranks of the undocumented based on notions of 

deservingness. These two concepts allowed me to investigate precarity as experienced by 

the DACAmented participants in this study.  

CRT and LatCrit frameworks are useful in this study because they emphasize the 

experiential knowledge of people of color that not only reveals the impacts of 

sociocultural factors on their experiences but also on how they respond to the 
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subordinating drive of racism, sexism, classism, and nativism. By placing a strong 

emphasis in the experiential knowledge of people of color, these frameworks allow me to 

position the voices of the participants as legitimate sources of knowledge that reveal how 

DACAmented people live their liminal legality (Menjívar, 2006). These theoretical lenses 

allow me to provide a sociopolitical context from which the participants narrate their 

vivencias. 

The Flesh: Vivencias as a Way of Knowing and Being 
I conceptualize vivencias as the social location, everyday experiences, and 

situated knowledge that arise from the way in which multiple social identities, such as 

race, class, gender, sexuality, ability, language, and documented status, mutually 

constitute each other in the subject’s sense of self in relation to the state. In the context of 

this study, vivencias propose that understanding the state mechanisms that construct 

quasi-documented identities, or “liminal legality” (Menjívar, 2006), allow us to see how 

matrices of power operate to maintain domination over a group of people and to 

incorporate them through a process of differential inclusion by focusing on the everyday 

practices employed by DACAmented pre- and in-service educators to negotiate their 

roles within and outside their work and study places. Vivencias provide a holistic view of 

everyday life under conditions of precarity.   

I draw on the assertion that the relationship between experience and an 

individual’s social location produces situated knowledge. A person’s social location is 

made up of categories such as race, class, and gender, as well as ability, language, 
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immigration status, and are understood as not only social constructions because these 

categories do have real implications for how individuals self-position themselves and are 

positioned by others. These categories are accompanied by histories immersed in 

relationships of power, which are revealed through the situated knowledge that arises 

from the experiences of individuals, particularly of oppressed groups. Similarly, CRT and 

LatCrit’s emphasis on experiential knowledge reveals how people of color experience 

race and racism while simultaneously positioning as valid their ways of knowing and the 

tactics they generate to counter dominant discourses. Moya (2002) calls this knowledge 

epistemic privilege, that is, the privilege that arises from the oppressed first 

acknowledging that they indeed have experiences other people might not have and that 

might allow us to see how structures of power are upheld. DACAmented educators have 

the epistemic privilege of embodying “liminal legality” (Menjívar, 2006) because of their 

social and political identity as “documented undocumented” persons given that deferred 

action provides temporary relief from deportation but does not provide a path to 

residency or citizenship. The epistemic privilege of the DACAmented might also allow 

us to better understand the generalized precariatization of society by examining the 

conditions of existence imposed by the state upon immigrants, and undocumented 

immigrants in particular. 

The figured worlds concept provides me the theoretical tools to examine how 

DACAmented pre- and in-service educators live under imposed conditions of precarity, 

and how this influences their current experiences as students and professionals. In figured 
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worlds, people embody and perform self-understandings, that is, identities. These 

identities are produced through participation in cultural activities and social spaces that 

allow for the constant engagement in self-making processes. Holland and colleagues 

(1998), drawing from Bakhtin’s concept of dialogism, explain that the process of self-

making involves multiple, and often contradictory, internal dialogues in which people 

articulate who they are to others and also to “tell themselves and then [they] try to act as 

though they are who they say they are” (p. 3). In telling and acting these stories of the 

self, people engage in a process of “authoring the self” (Holland et al, 1998, p. 173) 

through the orchestration of the cacophony of internal dialogues. Identity, as self-making, 

is always in process, and articulated in relation to others while being grounded in a 

collective past and personal histories. In the context of this study, I tease out and examine 

the participants’ processes of self-making in the figured worlds of the public schools, 

university, and social movements in which they participate to investigate how they came 

to the decision of pursuing a career as an educator and their current articulations of the 

roles of educators they aspire to enact.  

  Vivencias as a conceptual framework for identity acknowledges that based on the 

social location of a person as determined by the multiplicity of social identities, the world 

will be experienced in particular ways. This is to say that even though some people might 

share similar experiences, their understandings will not be the same, though both 

experiences can be considered as real and true based on their vivencias. Vivencias as a set 

of relationships that are informed by sociocultural contexts understand situated 
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knowledge as real and true because it arises from lived experience. Vivencias, like CRT 

and LatCrit, seeks to center the experiential knowledge of marginalized people to reveal 

how power is upheld through multiple dimensions that are simultaneously manifested in 

the self. At the same time, vivencias proposes that identities be understood as multiple 

and always in process because of the changing understanding of the social location of the 

individual based on the knowledge that is produced from the ongoing interpretations of 

experience. Vivencias help us to examine the identity production and negotiation 

processes of a group of DACAmented teachers since their identities cannot solely be 

encapsulated in the binaries of legality/illegality and abjection/deservingness for they 

have multiple identities that simultaneously blend in their concepts of self. In short, as the 

late Eduardo Galeano (1998) reminded us in Patas arriba: La escuela del mundo al 

reves, “somos lo que somos y a la vez somos lo que hacemos para cambiar lo que somos” 

(p. 187). Vivencias as ways of knowing and being are expression of what we do and what 

we know in processes of shifting our understandings of the self.  

El Corazón: Story as Celebration of Life 
 The life histories of the research participants are the center of this study. The life 

histories as story not only reveal experiences with oppression and resistance but also 

celebrate the complexity and beauty of life. Yet, these stories are not told solely for 

entertainment purposes or to answer a research question. They are told, as Tuhiwai Smith 

(2012) reminds us, as a way to contribute to the construction of a collective memory. In 

the context of this study, the life histories of the participants help to construct a collective 
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memory of what it means to be young, educated, undocumented, and DACAmented 

within the U.S. in the early twenty-first century. The historias chiquitas (Galeano and 

Montaño Garfias, 2010) as the everyday experiences of the participants as narrated by 

them are el corazón of this study.  
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METHODOLOGY 

Research Overview 

“I will tell you something about stories, 
[he said] 

They aren’t just entertainment. 
Don’t be fooled. 

They are all we have, you see, 
all we have to fight off 

illness and death. 
You don’t have anything 

if you don’t have the stories.” 
Leslie Marmon Silko (1977, p. 2) 

 
 The beginning stanzas of Leslie Marmon Silko’s (1977) introduction poem to the 

novel Ceremony explain my theoretical and practical reasoning for choosing a qualitative 

research strategy of narrative analysis for my study with Latina/o DACAmented 

education students and professionals. The participants’ life histories are the primary data 

sources for this study in order to examine the intermeshing of experience, agency, 

education, concepts of the self, and immigration policies in the trajectories of Latina/o 

DACAmented educators. However, the participants’ life histories are not just data, they 

are situated truths (Moya, 2002) that reveal the narrators’ perspectives and experiences. 

The contexts in which the life histories of Latina/o DACAmented education students and 

professionals are narrated give them urgency similar to that of testimonios (Beverly, 

1989). As such, the life histories of the participants are not just data or entertainment, 

they function like testimonios “as a weapon, a way of fighting back” (Beverly, 2004, pg. 

xvi) to the subordinating drive of the state that continues to illegalize them, and like 

counterstories in that they reveal the persistence of racism and nativism, and how the 
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participants resist and struggle these social forces (Solórzano & Yosso, 2001; Solórzano 

& Yosso, 2002; Yosso, 2006).  

In what follows, I elaborate on my practical reasoning for choosing a qualitative 

narrative analysis strategy to conduct my study, and explain why I situate my study in an 

Indigenous paradigm16. I then discuss various forms of oral narratives, including life 

histories, testimonios, and counterstories, in order to evaluate their usefulness in meeting 

my research objectives. This is followed by a discussion on the relevance of research 

methods employed in my study as well as how collected data was analyzed. I conclude 

this paper with a reflection on my positionality and its relevance to this study.      

CHOOSING A QUALITATIVE METHODOLOGY AND NARRATIVE ANALYSIS 
 In seeking to examine how experience, agency, education, concepts of the self, 

and immigration policies intermesh in the educational, professional, and life trajectories 

of Latina/o DACAmented educators, I position my study in the qualitative research 

tradition. As a qualitative researcher, I sought to examine how DACAmented Latinas/os 

make sense of their situation as quasi-documented people working in public schools. In 

other words, qualitative research methods allowed me to interpret how the participants 

                                                
 
16 As a “de-indianized”person (Bonfil-Batalla, 1990) that identifies as “Mexican,” I  want to acknowledge 
that I am not trying to appropriate Indigenous research paradigms. I borrow from Indigenous research 
paradigms because as someone who stands in solidarity with processes of decolonization and who claims to 
engage in such processes, this paradigm best supports my current stage of consciousness and the lenses 
from which I approach research. I also acknowledge that in the context of the United States, immigrants, 
inclduding DACAmented pre- and in-service, migrate to Native lands and that the narratives of “A Nation 
of Immigrants” and of the “pulling yourself by the bootstrops” stock stories reify settler colonialism. In 
seeking to not hide in plain view settler projects (Patel, 2015), I acknowledge that we, immigrants, are in 
occupied lands.   
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made sense of their social world from their perspectives at a given point in time and 

context (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Merriam et al., 2002; Merten, 2010). Qualitative 

research allowed me, as the researcher, to pose “questions that stress how social 

experience is created and given meaning” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, p. 8). The 

quantitative researchers approach to “use mathematical models, statistical tables, and 

graphs, and usually write about their research in impersonal, third-person prose” (Denzin 

and Lincoln, 2000, p. 10) did not fit my research objectives as I sought to provide an 

account of DACAmented Latinas/os’ points of views based primarily on life history 

interviews.  

There are multiple research designs and strategies within the qualitative tradition, 

including the following most commonly used ones: basic qualitative interpretative study, 

phenomenology, grounded theory, case study, ethnography, narrative analysis, critical 

qualitative research, and postmodern research (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Merriam et al., 

2002). I chose a narrative analysis strategy that relies primarily on first-person accounts 

of experiences as discernible from life-history interviews. This strategy allowed me to 

position the stories of the participants as the primary form of data (Merriam et al., 2002; 

Merten, 2010). These narratives might take on the form of biographies, life histories, oral 

histories, autoethnography, autobiography (Merriam et al., 2002), testimonios (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2000), and counterstories (Solórzano & Yosso, 2002). These narrative forms 

focus on “how people make sense of life when telling “what happened,” “what happens,” 

or “what will happen” (Daiute & Lightfoot, 2004, p. xi). In the context of this study, 
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Latina/o DACAmented pre- and in-service educators were asked to narrate their life, 

educational, and professional trajectories, and to examine what it means to live as a 

DACAmented person that is neither quite documented nor undocumented in the context 

of the Latina/o teacher pipeline.  

For that matter, the practical selection of a narrative analysis strategy for my study 

responded to the following reasons based on Daiute and Lightfoot’s (2004) discussion on 

the appeal of researchers for collecting and creating narratives. First, narrative analysis 

allowed me to examine people’s lives in relation to their social context from their 

particular points of view. Secondly, it also allowed me to examine how these social 

contexts influenced the production of perspectives on education and on teacher identities 

as narrated by the participants. Finally, narrative analysis provided me with insight as to 

how identities intersect with wider societal forces. The narrative analysis strategy 

provided me with the tools to examine how experience, agency, education, concepts of 

the self, and immigration policies intersect in the emergence of Latina/o DACAmented 

educator identities.   

All research, whether it is qualitative or quantitative, is interpretive and shares the 

commonality of being “guided by a set of beliefs and feelings about the world and how it 

should be understood and studied” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, p. 19). These sets of beliefs 

and feelings are also called a “paradigm, or an interpretive framework, a “basic set of 

beliefs that guides action” (Guba, 1990, p. 17)” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, p. 19). Denzin 

& Lincoln, 2000 (2000) identify four major paradigms that influence how research is 
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approached and interpreted: positivist and postpositivist, constructivist-interpretive, 

critical, and feminist-poststructural. Chilisa (2012) positions these paradigms as Euro-

Western research paradigms and instead proposes Indigenous research paradigms. The 

main differences between Euro-Western research paradigms and Indigenous research 

paradigms lie in how knowledge is understood and in what accounts for truth. Whereas 

Euro-Western paradigms understand knowledge as objective, subjective, or dialectical, 

Chilisa proposes that Indigenous paradigms understand knowledge as relational. Truth, 

from a Euro-Western lens, is always out there in the world waiting to be discovered and 

to be fully grasped; it might be multiple and dependent on context; or it might be 

transformed in emancipatory processes. In Indigenous paradigms, on the other hand, what 

counts as truth is “informed by the set of multiple relations that one has with the 

universe” (Chilisa, 2012, p. 41).  Whatever the research strategy employed by a 

researcher, one thing is for sure, the approach and interpretation to a study is rooted in the 

paradigm from which the researcher positions him/herself. In other words, “who we are 

and from where we speak matters for the kind of knowledge we produce” (Moya, 2011, 

p. 1).  

I approached my study from an Indigenous paradigm, specifically its relational 

aspects to people, the environment, and the living and nonliving (Chilisa, 2012). 

According to Wilson (2008), relations are the foundation of an Indigenous research 

paradigm. I elaborate on Wilson’s relational ethics and what these might mean for 

narrative based research by discussing the Indigenous research paradigm circle.  
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 Wilson explains that the four entities that make up an Indigenous research 

paradigm, ontology, epistemology, axiology, and methodology, collapse into each other 

to mutually constitute this paradigm. The four entities make up a whole that cannot be 

thought out as fragmented, separate, or intersecting each other. Wilson explains the 

Indigenous research paradigm circle in the following way,  

Putting ideas in a circle or wheel indicates that they are interrelated and that each 
blends into the next. It also implies that the ideas flow from one to the next in a 
cyclical fashion. A change in one affects the others, which in turn effects new 
change in the original. All parts of the circle are equal; no part can claim 
superiority over, or even exist without, the rest of the circle (p. 70).  
 

Rather than taking ontology, epistemology, axiology, and methodology as separate and 

compartmentalized entities, we should think about them as inseparable and blending into 

each other. Similarly, Rivera Cusicanqui (2010) writes in a reflexive essay on 

decolonizing practices and discourse about the Aymara notion of ch’ixi and explains that 

it refers to a process that develops from the mixture of two things, and yet this third is not 

just the new thing but rather it is three things at the same time. Rivera Cusicanqui 

explains,  

La noción ch’ixi, como muchas otras (allqa, ayni) obedece a la idea aymara de 
algo que es y no es a la vez, es decir, a la lógica del tercero incluido. Un color gris 
ch’ixi es blanco y no es blanco a la vez, es blanco y también es negro, su contrario 
(p. 69). 
  

This third other that is created is a relationship itself and holds three identities that 

mutually constitute each other.  

 Using Wilson’s interpretation of the Indigenous paradigm circle and Rivera 

Cusicanqui’s notion of ch’ixi, when conducting research, these four entities need to be 
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taken as always in relation with each other and as being and not being each of the 

concepts at the same time. For instance, Wilson states, “reality is not an object but a 

process of relationships, and an Indigenous ontology is actually the equivalent of an 

indigenous epistemology” (p. 73). Ontology and epistemology are two separate concepts 

and yet they are equivalent through the fact that reality and existence are a set of 

relationships. How we make sense of this reality and existence is also relational. Wilson 

further elaborates, 

Every individual thing that you see around you is really just a huge knot- a point 
where thousands and millions of relationships come together. These relationships 
come to you from the past, from the present and from your future. This is what 
surrounds us, and what forms us, our world, our cosmos and our reality (p. 76).   

 
People and our realities are composed of multiple relationships, that is, “we are the 

relationships that we hold and are part of” (p. 80).  

 In this sense, for me as a researcher, engaging in narrative research meant being in 

relation with others. As researchers, the stories we hear in interviews become part of our 

own stories. Prior to the interviews, I made efforts to establish reciprocal and horizontal 

relationships with all my participants by constructing relational accountability through 

my willingness to open up to my participants on our introductory meeting and every other 

one afterwards, by sharing with some of them drafts of chapters, my thoughts about the 

direction of the project, and by ongoing interactions on social media through the duration 

of the project. Relational accountability was given primary importance because it disrupts 

the colonial research process that separates the researcher from the participant in the 

quest for objectivity.  
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 Chilisa (2012) states that CRT is one of the philosophical underpinnings of an 

indigenous research paradigm. As mentioned in Chapter Two, Critical Race Theory 

(CRT) and Latina/o Critical Theory (LatCrit) serve as my primary theoretical tools for 

framing my methodology. CRT and LatCrit, like postcolonial theory, aim to critique 

Euro-Western methodologies by centering the experiences and ways of knowing of the 

oppressed and marginalized as valid sources of knowledge while positioning race as the 

primary tool of analysis (Chilisa, 2012). In what follows, I briefly analyze the narrative 

and oral traditions of life histories, testimonios, and counterstories commonly employed 

by CRT and LatCrit researchers.  

NARRATIVE AND ORAL TRADITIONS: LIFE HISTORIES, TESTIMONIOS, AND 
COUNTERSTORIES 

Life histories, testimonios, and counterstories provide an insider’s view of lived 

experiences while emphasizing the social and cultural dynamics at play as narrated by the 

protagonists. These narrative and oral traditions provide a glimpse at historical 

phenomena through the lived experiences of individuals. In other words, these 

approaches help to document change in social and cultural dynamics through a given 

span of time as experienced and narrated by the participants. CRT and LatCrit have relied 

on the oral tradition to fulfill its project of centering the experiences at a given time and 

context of people of color in the United States. 

Life histories often times focus on the life of one individual. As the examination 

of a single life, a life history “serves as one means of bridging what might be termed the 

“micro-macro dilemma” in contemporary social science” (Singer, 2006, p. 7). In other 
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words, life histories examine an individual’s life in the context of its social and cultural 

locations. Life histories allow the internal logic of a phenomenon, DACAmented status in 

this study, to emerge through the patterns of behavior, beliefs, values, and experiences as 

represented by the narrators (Kouritzin, 1999). As such, life histories are not so much 

concerned about listing events or actions but on the meanings given to these by the 

narrators. They reveal social and cultural dynamics at play in the lived experiences of an 

individual, and have a sense of urgency in addressing a social problem. The life histories 

of individuals also have the potential to function “as a microcosm of, at least to some 

degree, a wider group of people that are little known, perhaps gravely misunderstood, and 

often maligned” (Singer, 2006, p. 7). In the process of conducting a life history, the 

researcher plays an active role in the production of the narrative while positioning the 

narrator as a native informant (Beverly, 2000).  

A testimonio could be defined as a novel-long oral narrative produced in print, 

told in the first person in which the narrator is a protagonist or witness of the narrated 

events and that has a sense of urgency for social justice in telling her story (Beverly, 

2000; Urrieta, Kolano, & Jo, 2015). The testimonio was the primary method of the Latin 

American Subaltern Studies (LASS) group’s project of writing history from below in 

seeking to identify agency and forms of resistance in the colonized sphere of the 

Americas (Rodríguez, 2005). Testimonios not only reveal oppression but also how the 

oppressed resist and negotiate their social positions in asymmetrical power relationships; 

testimonios are a part of the subaltern’s agency (Beverly, 2004). Testimonios bring forth 
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the often neglected and silenced voices of the oppressed (Booker, 2002; Counihan, 2010; 

2013). They are narrated and reported in the first person, and focus on the effects of 

injustice on one’s life (Brabeck, 2003). The testimonio centers the voice of the narrator 

by maintaining the first person pronoun “I” in the printed narrative to convey the urgency 

of telling the story. Testimonios are also useful for creating knowledge and theories based 

on personal experiences (Latina Feminist Group, 2001). Pérez Huber (2009) incorporates 

testimonio as a research methodology in LatCrit and defines it as, “a verbal journey of a 

witness who speaks to reveal the racial, classed, gendered, and nativist injustices they 

have suffered as a means of healing, empowerment, and advocacy for a more humane 

present and future” (p. 644). Tuhiwai Smith (2012) proposes that testimonios are part of 

indigenous projects engaged in research programs and “acts of reclaiming, reformulating 

and reconstituting indigenous cultures and languages” (p. 238). Specifically, testimonios 

“are a way of talking about an extremely painful event or series of events” (p. 241) that 

allow for the expression of feelings and emotions. Testimonios, like counterstories, are 

useful to highlight and examine the experiences of marginalized people from their 

perspectives, which are often silenced and obscured by the academy and society. In the 

process of producing a testimonio, the researcher functions as a tool for the narrator to 

access an audience that might not listen to him/her because of “the conditions of 

subalternity to which the testimonio bears witness” (Beverly, 2000, p. 556). Testimonios 

also help us in making sense of histories of oppression (Tuhiwai Smith, 2012). 

Counterstorytelling is the primary method employed by CRT and LatCrit to 
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recount the experiences of racialization and subordination and the resistant responses of 

People of Color in the U.S., including Latinas/os, to multiple layers of oppression 

(Castro-Salazar and Bagley, 2012; Delgado and Stefanic, 2000; Solórzano & Yosso, 

2001; Solórzano & Yosso, 2002; Yosso, 2006). Counterstorytellling challenges the 

majoritarian storytelling methods that position the experiences of white middle and upper 

class people as the norm and as the valid ways of being and knowing (Yosso, 2006). 

Counterstories center the experiences of people of color, challenge taken-for-granted 

beliefs, build communities amongst marginalized people, preserve community wealth and 

memory, and foster the transformation of society into a more just one (Solórzano & 

Yosso, 2001; Solórzano & Yosso, 2002; Yosso, 2006). Counterstories often take on three 

forms, autobiographical, biographical, and composite stories, and contrary to what critics 

claim, they are based on empirical data as well as pertinent social science and legal 

literature combined with the personal and professional experiences of the researcher 

(Yosso, 2006). Solórzano and Yosso (2002) explain that counterstories are created from, 

“(a) the data gathered from the research process itself, (b) the existing literature on the 

topic(s), (c) our own professional experiences, and (d) our own personal experiences” (p. 

34). Essentially, researchers create counterstories and their positionality plays a big role 

in them. However, the voices of the narrators predominate and that of the researchers 

remain in the background and in dialogue with the protagonists, in a sense, counterstories 

are co-created. In this study, I sought to co-create biographical counterstories that 

resemble testimonios in the urgency of telling a story but that differ in the methods in 
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which they are composed. The stories that comprise the biographical counterstories also 

differ from testimonios because these not only reveal pain and suffering as well as 

histories of oppression but also celebrate life and “survivance-survival and resistance” 

(Tuhiwai Smith, 2012, p. 243). In what follows, I discuss the methods I used to collect 

the stories that served as the foundation to create biographical counterstories.  

Participants 

 Participants for this study were recruited using a network sampling procedure 

(Gándara, 1995; Pérez Huber, 2010). Gándara (1995) further elaborated on the network 

sampling procedure by stating that in her study with low-income Chicanas/os in 

academia, she had to rely on people she knew and on her network of acquaintances to 

identify potential participants. She identified participants for her study by contacting key 

stakeholders in universities and government offices throughout the United States, and 

asking these personal acquaintances to nominate potential participants that met the 

criteria for participation in her research project. Similarly, I contacted stakeholders within 

my network, who might point me towards, or who might personally introduce me to 

potential participants that met the criteria for participation in my study. For this reason, 

relationship building with key people in my network and with potential participants was 

emphasized. Once initial contact was established with potential participants, they were 

also asked to suggest the names of people that met the criteria for participation that they 

believed would be interested in participating in the study. Thus, the sample for this study 

was purposeful in the sense that participation was very specific to a particular population 
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that might be difficult to identify, and invitation to participate in the study was extended 

to all that fit the criteria for participation.  

SELECTION CRITERIA 
 Once I was referred or introduced to potential participants, I scheduled an initial 

meeting to introduce myself and to discuss the study with them. These initial meetings 

took place both in person and over Skype and lasted between twenty to forty minutes. 

The meetings served as an opportunity to establish a personal and a research relationship 

with each one of the potential participants. As a researcher, building personal 

relationships with each of the participants was very important as their life stories, and the 

process of collecting and narrating them, were treated as ceremony (Marmon Silko, 

1977), that is, as a process that acknowledged relational, moral, and spiritual obligations I 

have to do justice to their stories (Chilisa, 2012; Wilson, 2008). More importantly, since 

this research project depended on my relations with key stakeholders in my personal 

networks, building relationships with my potential participants was essential as not doing 

so would reflect on my personal acquaintances.  

The primary criteria for participating in this research project was that potential 

participants must self-identify as Latina/o and have received deferred action. Further 

criteria for participation specified that potential participants were students or 

professionals in the field of Education. Both students and professionals were included in 

order to examine how the factors compelling the participants to pursue careers in 

Education as well as their perspectives on education and their sense of identity as 
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DACAmented educators changed throughout their trajectories from undergraduate 

students to student teachers to graduate students to professionals. In the context of this 

study, a “pre-service educator” was defined as an undergraduate student majoring in 

Education, Ethnic Studies, or Liberal Arts invested in pursuing a career as an educator; a 

student enrolled in a teacher preparation or alternative certification program; or a student 

enrolled in a graduate program in Education. A “professional educator” was broadly 

defined as someone currently employed as a teacher, counselor, school administrator, 

adjunct faculty, professor, or community educator. The definitions for both pre- and in-

service educators were broad given the relatively small population of potential 

participants. The potential participants that met these criteria were invited to participate 

in the study. 

I contacted and recruited twenty participants with ages ranging from 20 to 33 

years old from Texas, California, and Utah. The reasoning for setting this age limit is that 

based on the date DACA was announced, initial beneficiaries would be between these 

ages. Also, upper division undergraduates and student teachers would be in this age limit 

and might have already constructed an idea about their professional goals. For the older 

students and professionals, it might mean that DACA was the tool that helped them 

launch a professional career that was on hold due to their lack of a work permit. The 

sample consisted of twelve females and eight males. This allowed me to highlight the 

gendered aspects of the immigrant experience. 

Data Collection 
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 In this study, I took a counterstorytelling approach in seeking to retell the 

“experiences of racism and resistance from the perspective of those on society’s margins” 

(Yosso, 2006, p. 2) as well as to challenge the dominant narratives of subordinate groups. 

Counterstorytelling allowed me to grasp the experiential knowledge of the participants as 

they articulated their motivations for pursuing careers as educators while negotiating their 

ambiguous immigration status as workers in state institutions in the process of defining 

their roles as Latina/o DACAmented educators. My aim was, on the one hand, to create 

biographical counterstories that focused on the experiential knowledge of the participants 

as discernible in life history interviews in order to shed light on the educational, 

professional, and life trajectories informing the decision of DACAmented Latinas/os for 

pursuing careers in education, the production of identities, and on the tactics generated 

and employed to deal with challenges encountered in their teacher education programs 

and in workplaces. On the other hand, counterstoryteling allowed me to provide richer 

narratives of the participants’ experiences on the salient themes further discussed after the 

biographical counterstories. The methods used to create biographical counterstories and 

for the rest of the analysis included life history interviews, observations, and document 

analysis. Here, I discuss the relevance of each of these methods to my overall study. I 

then explain how I analyzed the data generated by the methods I used. Finally, I reflect 

on anticipated limitations of this study and how I addressed them.  
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LIFE HISTORY INTERVIEWS 
Since the main sources of data for this study were the first-person narratives of the 

participants, the primary method employed in this study was the life history interview. 

Life history interviews allow us to, “understand [participant] perspectives on a scene, to 

retrieve their experiences from the past, to gain expert insight or information, and to 

obtain descriptions of events that are normally unavailable for observation” (Lindlof and 

Taylor, 2011, p. 3). In other words, life history interviews are not so much concerned 

with key events or experiences but on the meaning and understandings given by the 

narrators to such events or experiences (Kouritzin, 1999; Portelli, 2006). In the context of 

this study, the focus of the life history interviews was not so much on listing significant 

events or actions, such as the enactment of DACA, participating in civil disobedience, or 

deciding to pursue a career in education, but rather on the meaning the narrators gave to 

these events and actions. The life history interview is “not only a method for “capturing” 

stories; it also assumes that people understand who they are partly through their everyday 

performances of narrative” (Lindlof & Taylor, 2011, p. 180). Life history interviews are 

useful in revealing how through the process of telling a story the narrators display their 

identities as processes of “authoring the self” (Holland et al, 1998, p. 173).     

Semi-structured life history interviews were conducted during the Spring semester 

and summer of 2015 with interviews lasting between ninety to one hundred and fifty 

minutes. Interviews were conducted in English, Spanish, and/or Espanglish depending on 

the language the participant and I felt more comfortable in and in confianza during our 

initial meeting. The interview protocol (Appendix 3) primarily focused on life and 
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educational trajectories as an undocumented person and the significance of DACA to the 

participants, and specifically on activism in the immigrant rights movement and general 

experiences of the participants as education students and professionals. The semi-

structured approach allowed me to do two things: 1. Allow the narrator to guide the depth 

of the life history interviews, and 2. Allow me to ask additional questions or clarifications 

as they arise in the oral narratives. This approach also allowed me to facilitate rather than 

control the flow of the conversations (Lindlof & Taylor, 2011). In taking the biographical 

approach to narrative analysis (Denzin, 1989), the life history interviews were structured 

in such a way so as to elicit personal narratives told in relation to race, class, gender, 

sexuality, immigration status, place of origin, significant life events and experiences, and 

people who have made an impact in the participant’s life trajectory. The biographical 

approach allowed me to interpret the context in which Latina/o DACAmented educators 

and their perceived roles as such emerge.  

OBSERVATIONS 
A second method for collecting data that I used were participant observations 

during interview meetings in the participants’ work place, teacher education program, or 

home. The purpose of the participant observations was to observe the participants of the 

study interacting in everyday social settings. Participating in these social settings, even if 

minimally, allowed me to immerse myself in the contexts from which the participants 

currently narrate their lives. Immersion in the participants’ social settings involved the act 

of being with them in order to grasp how they make sense of events and actions as they 
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occur (Emerson et al., 2011). In the context of this study, participant observations 

provided me with data as to how the participants’ live and experience their “liminal 

legality” (Menjívar, 2006) of DACAmentedness in their work places or higher education 

programs. Primarily, the observations helped me to highlight how the participants interact 

in these settings, and as a source to craft interview questions (Schensul et al., 1999) 

focused on how the participants make sense of their roles as DACAmented Latina/o 

education students and professionals that work in low socioeconomic status, recent 

immigrant, and predominantly Latina/o communities.  

I jotted field notes from all observations. The participants were asked to reflect on 

the observed participation in a given social setting. These reflections took on the form of 

the ethnographic interview in that the aim is “getting people to talk about what they 

know” (Spradley, 1979, p. 9), and was carried on soon after the observations as casual 

and friendly conversations rather than as formal interviews. Often times, these 

ethnographic interviews took place as “en forma de plática” in our convivencias; it was 

more like a relational and reciprocal conversation between parientes rather than a 

researcher-researched exchange. Soon after these interactions, I reflected on our 

convivios and jotted down notes in the form of vignettes that I call “cuentitos móviles” 

because they are short and brief narratives that illustrate particular fragmentary and 

flashing everyday moments, interactions, and/or emotions that convey mobility.   These 

reflections served as a way for me to collect data on how the participants generate 
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everyday life despite the precarious conditions of existence imposed upon them by the 

state, and what they perceive as education and as their roles as educators.  

As such, the reflection questions resembled the three forms of ethnographic 

questions identified by Spradley (1979). These forms are descriptive, structural, and 

contrast questions. Descriptive questions allow the researcher to “collect an ongoing 

sample of an informant’s language” (p. 60). In this study, this meant asking the 

participants to describe observed actions and interactions. Structural questions reveal 

“how informants have organized their knowledge” (p. 60), which in this case, meant 

asking the participants to explain their actions and interaction. Finally, contrast questions 

provide researchers with the opportunity to “find out what an informant means by the 

various terms used in his native language” (p. 60). In the context of this study, it required 

that I listen attentively to the language used by the interviewees in describing and 

explaining the observed actions and interactions so that I could ask clarifying questions 

as to the meaning of their language. Essentially, what the participants were doing in these 

reflections was describing the culture of their workplace, teacher education program, and 

school community from their perspectives.  

Additional data was collected from informal open-ended questions throughout the 

length of the study via email, phone call, text, and/or social media interactions. This data 

was useful for providing a view of the participants’ DACAmented status both inside and 

outside their workplaces and teacher preparation programs. Also, this served as a way for 
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me to remain accountable to the participants and to keep them informed on the progress 

of the research project. 

ARTIFACT AND DOCUMENT COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
 A third method for collecting data was based on artifact and document collection 

and analysis. Prior to explaining the purpose of this method, it is necessary to make a 

distinction between documents and records. Lincoln and Guba (1985) define a document 

as “any written or recorded material other than a record that was not prepared 

specifically in response to a request from the inquirer” (p. 277; emphasis in the original). 

Examples of documents may include texts prepared for personal reasons, such as “diary 

entries, letters, speeches, blogs, [and] social network profiles” (Lindlof & Taylor, p. 234). 

Records, on the other hand, are “any written or recorded statement prepared by or for an 

individual or organization for the purpose of attesting to an event or providing and 

accounting” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 277). Records refer to officially produced texts, 

such as marriage certificates, driving licenses, bank statements, and file records (Mertens, 

2010). In this study, I asked the participants if they were willing to share personal 

documents to add more context to their life narratives. Some participants did share 

poems, class assignments where they discussed immigration issues, copies of newspaper 

articles they were featured in, letters to the editor they authored, and invitation to peruse 

their social network profiles. Other types of documents I collected were print and online 

coverage of DACAmented teachers, especially regarding changes in teacher certification 

policy, the White House’s ‘Champions of Change’ initiative, and Teach For America’s 
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recruitment documents and press releases pertaining to DACA. Sources for this coverage 

included newspapers, posts in social networks, and official websites of various 

organizations related to the study, including United We DREAM, the National Education 

Association, and Teach For America.  

 The purpose for collecting personal documents and coverage of DACAmented 

teachers for analysis was to treat them as another source of information about the life, 

educational, and professional trajectories of the Latina/o DACAmented educators. These 

documents as “contextually relevant and grounded in the contexts they represent” 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 277), especially existing coverage of DACAmented teachers, 

provided me with context of how Latina/o DACAmented educators make the decision to 

pursue careers in education as research literature on the career choices of undocumented 

college students and graduates is for the most part non-existent.  

DATA ANALYSIS 
The collected data was analyzed from a critical race-grounded theory approach 

(Malagón et al., 2009; Pérez Huber, 2009; 2010). This approach was useful in two ways, 

as Pérez Huber (2010) points out, because it functions as “an analysis strategy that allows 

themes to emerge from data, while using a CRT lens to reveal often unseen structures of 

oppression” (p. 82). The critical race-grounded theory approach to data analysis draws 

from both grounded theory and CRT traditions. As such, themes emerged from the data, 

and the constant comparative method allowed me to simultaneously collect, analyze, and 

compare data in order to identify categories (Creswell, 2007; Glaser, 1965; Glaser and 
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Strauss, 1967). These categories were then coded to identify salient elements and sub-

themes. Interview transcriptions and participant observation field notes, as well as 

artifacts and documents provided to me by the participants or that I found relevant to the 

context of the study, were used to develop initial categories. The semi-structured life 

history interviews provided the main source of data to be analyzed. The interviews were 

transcribed in the participants’ language (i.e. Spanish, English, and/or Spanglish), and 

translated to English when applicable. A critical race-grounded theory approach allows 

the researcher to draw from his/her “cultural intuition to explore the themes that derive 

from our data by engaging in a reflexive research process that allows for a reframing of 

the research problem and the questions we ask” (Malagón et al., 2009). Cultural intuition 

as I understand it is based on Delgado Bernal’s (1998) identified sources of cultural 

intuition in research that include personal, professional, and educational experiences that 

shape how researchers approach their data. I discuss my cultural intuition in the section 

below where I reflect on my positionality.  

 An important element in the critical race-grounded theory approach is the 

inclusion of the participants in the data analysis process. Drawing from an indigenous 

research paradigm (Chilisa, 2012; Wilson 2008), I positioned my research as relational 

and the participants in this study were not treated as just participants; they are my 

parientes to whom I am accountable. Here, the concept of pariente/parentesco is 

conceptualized as a sociocultural construct grounded in Mexican rural culture that 

dictates how one relates to others with cariño, love, and respect. This relational ethic 
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founded on pariente/parentesco relationships goes beyond kinship based on 

consanguinity or legal affinity. These relationships are temporal encounters mediated by 

trust, reciprocity, and emotional concern for the other. However, these brief and temporal 

encounters eventually become more common due to the constant contact between those 

engaging in a pariente/parentesco relationship.   

Limitations 

An anticipated limitation for this research project was identifying a large sample 

of participants due to the vulnerability and “invisibility" of the population selected for 

this study. My initial goal to recruit at least twenty participants was accomplished, even 

though it took a while to connect with participants. Identifying participants proved 

difficult primarily for two reasons: 1. Beneficiaries of DACA might not feel safe 

revealing their migratory status due to the social, political, and personal repercussions 

that doing so could have in their work places, and 2. Neither school districts nor state and 

federal governments are allowed to collect data on students’ immigration status, thus 

rendering them “invisible.” Due to this limitation, recruitment of participants for this 

study heavily depended on word of mouth and on a strong reliance on social networks to 

identify prospective participants.  

The first group of participants I contacted were those that participated in a pilot 

study that focused on the impact of DACA on the career choices of Latina/o beneficiaries 

who already held a college degree. A second group was contacted through people in my 

network who work with undocumented students in their roles as admissions counselors 
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and in migrant education in universities in California’s San Joaquín Valley. Another set 

of participants was contacted through professors in the Bilingual Education program at a 

university in Central Texas. As I awaited to hear a response from these four groups and 

initiated contact with some of these participants, a colleague of mine who runs a 

Latina/o-based cultural educational center in Salt Lake City connected me with Salvador, 

a graduate student in Education that works under her direction as a community educator 

in charge of a group of high school students. After I contacted Salvador and introduced 

myself through online video conference, he recruited another two of his colleagues. Even 

though my relationship with these three participants was minimal and primarily based on 

online video conference life history interviews, I decided to include them as part of the 

overall analysis. Their stories provide insight, albeit minimal, to the context encountered 

by undocumented and DACAmented youth and students in Utah, a non-traditional 

destination place for Latina/o immigrants. The minimal interaction with these participants 

poses a limitation to my analysis, yet it is one that could be overcome in a future study 

focusing on non-traditional destination places.  

Another group of participants was contacted through Teach For America (TFA). I 

decided to contact TFA because I had been following some of the press coverage in 

regards to their efforts in recruiting DACA beneficiaries to join its corps. I initially opted 

to contact people in my network in hopes that someone knew a Latina/o DACAmented 

TFA corps member. A close friend of mine from the Pacific Northwest knew someone 

from her undergraduate institution who was a first year corps member. She eventually put 
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me in touch with him but after our first meeting, and due to his very busy schedule, we 

were not able to collaborate. I then decided, after consulting with my dissertation advisor, 

to contact TFA directly. After a lengthy review process, TFA allowed me to recruit from 

its ranks, however, the contact process was handled by the person in charge of DACA 

corps members’ affairs. I was only able to contact two TFA DACAmented Latina/o 

teachers, which also presents a limitation in reporting on the experiences of TFA 

DACAmented Latinas/os.  

“But they’re still illegal!”: A Reflection on the Ethics of Conducting 
Research with DACAmented Participants 

 
 In the fall of 2014, I began a brief exchange with the IRB committee reviewing 

the amendments to the IRB research proposal I had running since 2013. The amendments 

responded to a shift in the focus of the study from career choices of Latina/o DACA 

beneficiary college students and graduates to a specific focus on those pursuing careers in 

the Education field. This change was based on preliminary findings of the pilot study in 

which some of the interviewed participants stated they were interested in pursuing careers 

as educators. However, my exchange with the review committee dealt with making 

changes to the protocol to minimize possible risks that might arise for the participants. 

The primary concern of the reviewer was in ensuring the confidentiality of the 

participants. In determining whether the study population could be considered a 

vulnerable population, I explained the deferred action initiative. I explained that it 

provides relief from deportation and the authorization to work in the country as well as 
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some rights and protections afforded to citizens. Yet, their immigration status could be 

defined as liminal legality (Menjivar, 2006) or as nonstatus (Heeren, 2015) that could be 

explained as temporary and simultaneously both “legal” and “illegal”. As I provided 

some context to contemporary debates in the immigrant rights movement, particularly 

over the politics of representation through the “coming out” actions spearheaded by the 

“Undocumented, Unafraid, and Unapologetic” campaigns, the reviewer abruptly 

interrupted me and stated, “but they’re still illegal!” As such, it was determined that 

DACAmented people are indeed a vulnerable research population that requires special 

protections. To that end, I was instructed to revise the protocol sections on identifying 

and recruiting potential participants, and for obtaining consent to ensure that it would be 

near impossible to trace any of the data to the participants.  

In this section, I discuss the ethics of conducting research with DACAmented 

participants by reflecting on my experiences with the Institutional Review Board (IRB) 

committee at my higher education institution. I argue that researchers and IRB committee 

members need to be attuned to the contemporary pace and debates of the immigrant 

rights movement that contextualizes the studies with such populations, specifically in 

regards to politics of representation. I begin by discussing issues of risk and vulnerability 

in conducting research with undocumented immigrant populations in general, and the 

DACAmented in particular. Here, I emphasize differences in status to contextualize the 

ethical dilemmas in conducting research with DACA beneficiaries as well as provide a 

political context in which such programs were issued and are contested. An 
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understanding of political context is essential in debates over the research ethics. Then, I 

engage with the challenges of identifying DACAmented people for the purposes of 

conducting research and on obtaining consent for participation by discussing the steps I 

took to minimize risks and to ensure the ethical treatment of the research participants.  

Throughout, I explore the tensions of these steps with contemporary trends in the 

immigrant rights movement, specifically over representation. This leads me to reflect on 

my negotiations between the ethics of conducting research with vulnerable populations 

while striving to ensure that I do not reproduce systems of oppression that invisibilize, 

confine the participants to the “shadows,” and strip them of their humanity by 

reproducing discourses of the abject and vulnerable immigrant deprived of agency. In 

other words, I explore the tensions between ethics of research and the political context of 

the study. Ultimately, I concur with Lahman (2008) and Lahman, Mendoza, Rodriguez, 

and Schwartz (2011) in asserting that rather than positioning undocumented immigrants 

as a completely marginal and vulnerable population, undocumented immigrants are 

simultaneously “capable, competent, and vulnerable” (pg. 313). While steps must be 

taken to ensure any risks that might arise from their participation in the study are 

minimized, steps must also be taken to ensure that their humanity as well as their power 

to name the world and themselves is respected.  

A WORD ON RISKS AND VULNERABILITY 
 Chapter Three of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) Guidebook published by 

the U.S. Office of Human Research Protection (Penslar, 1993) defines risks in social and 
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medical research as, “the probability of harm or injury (physical, psychological, social, or 

economic) occurring as a result of participation in a research study.” According to the 

guidebook, risks are also defined by “the probability and magnitude of possible harm” 

that ranges from very minimal to significant. The participation of research subjects 

considered vulnerable is of special concern in the evaluations of risks associated with 

research, the Institutional Review Board (IRB) committees. Chapter Six of the IRB 

Guidebook considers “children, prisoners, pregnant women, mentally disabled persons, 

or economically or educationally disadvantaged persons” as vulnerable subjects for 

whom special considerations must be taken in order to protect them and to minimize any 

risks associated with research.  

Researchers working with irregular migrants have expanded the definition of 

vulnerable subjects to include undocumented immigrants. Birman (2005) points out that 

undocumented immigrants are vulnerable subjects due to their irregular status, which 

might position them at a disadvantage and in an unequal relationship with the researcher. 

Given their irregular status within a given country, participating in research studies might 

expose them to risks associated with immigration. In the context of the United States, the 

primary risks would be of legal consequences leading to incarceration and deportation. 

Thus, rather than overprotecting research subjects to the point of excluding them from 

participating in research studies, the IRB Guidebook suggests striking a balance between 

potential risks and benefits along with necessary protections to ensure that vulnerable 

populations that wish to participate in order to gain a better understanding of their 
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conditions may do so. Extra steps must be taken in order to ensure the confidentiality of 

the participants. Düvell, Triandafyllidou, and Vollmer (2010), following on the steps of 

Black (2003) suggest that when conducting research with undocumented immigrants, one 

way to minimize risks associated with irregular migration is to focus, for example, on the 

reasons, motivations, decisions for migrating rather than on the process of migration. 

These researchers start from the premise that undocumented immigrants have little to no 

legal protections in the receiving countries. However, this gets murky in the context of 

temporary statuses, such as deferred action. 

Deferred action, as stated in a previous chapter, provides temporary relief from 

deportation, a work permit, and access to some state and federal benefits and rights, such 

as a driver’s license. However, deferred action must be renewed every two years, and 

does not provide lawful status or a path to legal residency and citizenship to beneficiaries. 

As a temporary status, deferred action extends legal protections to beneficiaries, yet 

maintains their status as irregular. Deferred action beneficiaries, as compared to irregular 

migrants, are, in fact, registered with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) since 

in order to benefit from the discretionary act of deferred action, beneficiaries had to fulfill 

certain criteria, complete an application with supporting documents, pay a fee, and if 

approved, the applicant must submit to a biometrics examination (Heeren, 2015). 

Regardless of their registration with DHS and legal protections as semi-regularized 

migrants, the DACAmented remain as a vulnerable population precisely due to the 

temporary status of the directive and the context in which it was issued. 
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President Obama, a Democrat and the first African American president of the 

United States, issued DACA in part due to the pressures exerted on him by DREAMer 

activists. His presidency has constantly come under attack from the extreme right sectors 

of the Republican Party and American society. Opposition to deferred action has not been 

an exception; right wing activists seeking to build their argument against DACA insisted 

that it was the catalyst for the unaccompanied minors’ crisis of summer 2014 (Bacon, 

2014; Chomsky, 2014b). Weeks after President Obama announced the expansion of 

DACA and the implementation of DAPA, Texas Governor-elect Greg Abbot, along with 

twenty-six states filed a lawsuit arguing against these programs by questioning their 

constitutionality (Center for Migration Studies, 2015; Gillman, 2014; Roth, 2015). In 

February of 2015, when the expansions to DACA were to go into effect, Judge Henen 

from Texas temporarily halted the implementation of the DACA and DAPA initiatives, 

and questioned the constitutionality of their issuance by President Obama (Iyengar and 

Rhodan, 2015). What this demonstrates is that depending on the political winds and the 

political will of the anti-immigrant bloc (Gonzales, 2013), temporary relief measures 

such as DACA and DAPA could easily be struck down since they are not laws. The 

impacts of reversing such programs is unknown but based on the rhetoric of the anti-

immigrant bloc and the historical precedent of the Mexican Repatriation of the1920s 

(Gonzales, 1999), or rather, the mass expulsion from the United States of people of 

Mexican descent, both citizen and noncitizen, it could be inferred that one of the 

proposals of the extreme right would be to round up and expel deferred action 
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beneficiaries.  

In this political context, researchers working with undocumented and 

DACAmented immigrants must continue to maximize protections to the participants in 

order to minimize potential risks as much as possible. Much is unknown as to the 

implications of reversing deferred action and what this might mean for the safety of 

beneficiaries. But, as precautionary measures, steps must be taken by researchers and 

IRB reviewers to ensure that the confidentiality of the participants is maintained. Yet, 

researchers and reviewers must find ways to balance these protective measures in order to 

not prevent undocumented and DACAmented immigrants from participating in research, 

and to respect their humanity so as not to invisibilize and marginalize them as the anti-

immigrant bloc seeks to do by paying attention to contemporary debates over the politics 

of representation within the immigrant rights movement. Next, I delve into a discussion 

about the challenges that this might pose to recruiting research participants and in 

obtaining consent to participate.   

IDENTIFYING AND RECRUITING RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 
 After I was reminded of the “illegality” of the participants by the reviewer, I was 

asked to make numerous changes to the protocol, particularly on the procedures for 

identifying and recruiting participants. I was also asked about the process by which I had 

identified and recruited participants for the pilot study. During the pilot study, I identified 

and recruited participants from my extended network of professional acquaintances. 

Potential participants were contacted through email and phone calls. Once I explained the 
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process and procedure of the study, the participants signed a consent form to participate 

in the study. All participants, including the names of significant places and people, such 

as schools, cities, teachers, and relatives were given a pseudonym. During the review, I 

was asked to destroy the signed consent forms and any other information, such as keys to 

names and pseudonyms and email correspondence.  

I was also asked to amend the recruitment letter for the current study with 

DACAmented pre- and in-service educators. I was told to include a sentence instructing 

potential participants to delete all email correspondence almost immediately upon review 

to ensure their privacy and confidentiality. The rational behind this was that email 

correspondence might link the participants to the study, which might present a risk. This 

presented a challenge for the identification and recruitment of participants as it limited 

the degree of communication I could develop with potential participants. It also set limits 

to the pariente/parentesco I sought to co-construct with the participants in the study 

because these relationships are based on an emotional and physical presence that comes 

from being in constant communication with each other. As in the pilot study, I relied on 

my networks of professional acquaintances to identify, contact, and recruit potential 

participants. First, I contacted my acquaintances and explained the research project. I 

then asked if they knew Education students or professionals that met the criteria for 

participation in the study and if they would be willing to put me in contact with them. 

Once I established contact through email with potential participants, I scheduled a video 

or phone conference call to personally introduce myself and to begin the process of 
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building a professional and personal relationship with the potential participants. 

Throughout our conversations, I reminded them to delete email correspondence between 

us and explained that the gathered information for the study would be confidential.  

Informing the participants of this step was awkward, to say the least. I found 

myself walking on eggshells while I explained the need to delete all correspondence 

between us because I did not want to create the impression that I was positioning them as 

the quintessential victimized and abject immigrant that lives in “the shadows”. Doing so 

would be counter to my ethical and political convictions as an activist researcher 

comprometido with the scholarly movements that seek to demolish rather than simply 

deconstruct (Rivera Cusicanqui, 2014) and challenge the deficit paradigms in Education 

and research. Recent research with undocumented youth and students begins, many times 

unknowingly, from a deficit-oriented perspective that a priori positions them as victims 

that due to the challenges they encounter in education eventually lead them to develop 

stigmatized social identities (Pérez, 2012). The research literature does highlight the 

agency and resiliency of undocumented youth and students to dodge the obstacles they 

encounter due to their status as noncitizens, however, the central component of the 

research on undocumented youth and students are the challenges and obstacles they 

encounter. Other studies, specifically those with youth and student activists (Negrón 

Gonzalez, 2014; Pérez Huber, 2009; Pérez Huber and Malagón, 2006) positions them at 

the center of the research as beings with the agency to articulate their demands and sense 

of self. The very nature of social research leads to the reproduction of deficit-oriented 
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perspectives because researchers are always asked to identify and start their inquiry with 

a “problem” and accompanying questions. “What’s your question?” and “What’s the 

problem you’re addressing?” are frequently asked in qualitative research methods 

courses. The tendency to start from a problem already presupposes that there is 

something to be fixed, or like in the needs assessments of communities (Beaulieu, 2002), 

highlights what is lacking or what is wrong. To counter this, I sought to engage in an 

anti-deficit reframing of research (Harper, 2012) that started with the assets (Beaulieu, 

2002), the community cultural wealth (Yosso, 2006), and the funds of knowledge (Moll 

et al., 1992) a person or community might have that allowed them to survive and to 

thrive. In other words, I approached my study from the premise that Latina/o 

DACAmented pre- and in-service educators are agentic beings with very rich 

professional, academic, and life experience that should be encountered in the world in 

their full humanity.   

My explanations for the need to delete all correspondence were encountered by 

affirmations of “no tengo miedo” and “I am undocumented and unafraid.” In my initial 

video and/or phone conferences, the participants voiced that they didn’t mind including 

their actual names in the study. In one case, a current elementary school bilingual teacher 

stated that as an undergraduate student and activist in the immigrant rights movement he 

had spoken to media multiple times and that many people knew who he was. In another 

case, a student teacher in a bilingual program stated, “ya no me les escapo, ya saben 

quien soy, pero no tengo miedo.” After our initial conversations, the participants were 
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very understanding and supportive of the need to delete correspondence between us. Our 

initial conversation to discuss the process, procedure, and schedule of the research project 

extended to the politics of research and representation, including the act of self-naming, 

that revealed what Plattner (2003) refers to as the often times exaggerations of potential 

risks on the part of the IRB and the limits this imposes on the developing of relationships 

between researchers and participants.  

There remained a tension in how I co-generated relationships with the participants 

and the steps I had to take to minimize risks as a researcher affiliated with an institution 

and with my affinity to the politics of the immigrant rights movement as an ally. The 

movement led by youth and students has been at the forefront of struggle for immigration 

reform and for recognition. The state and its institutions set up conditions that deny the 

humanity of undocumented youth and students in particular, and of all irregular migrants, 

in general. Undocumented youth and students organized in the DREAM Movement have 

claimed their right to exist and to be recognized as subjects openly in society mostly 

through their civic engagement. However, the civic engagement of DREAMers and 

activist undocumented immigrants transcends representative democracy; it goes beyond 

lobbying politicians or mobilizing citizen allies to vote into office sympathetic pundits. 

Their civic engagement is a claim to their humanity, a scream, a cry, for recognition. The 

civic engagement of undocumented immigrants and of the dispossessed is a cry, “a sound 

uttered as a call for attention, as a demand for immediate action or remedy, or as an 

expression of pain that points to an injustice committed or to something that is lacking. 
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The cry is a revelation of someone who has been forgotten of wronged” (Maldonado 

Torres, 2008, p. 133). Civic engagement is, in this sense, an announcement of existence.  

When millions of undocumented immigrants and their allies across the United 

States took to the streets to protest the draconian measures of HR 4437 in 2006, it was as 

a demand for recognition, a cry “de que aquí estamos y no nos vamos y si nos echan, 

regresamos” that announced existence, a presence. The immigrant rights marches of 

2006, and the “coming out of the shadows” metaphor in the “Undocumented, Unafraid, 

and Unapologetic” campaign led by DREAMers is a cry that announces, “the “return of a 

living subject” who impertinently announces his presence and who by doing so unsettles 

the established formations of meaning and challenges dominant ideological expressions” 

(Maldonado Torres, 2008, p. 133). In other words, “coming out of the shadows” and the 

slogan of “Undocumented, Unafraid, and Unapologetic” are reaffirmations of life, of 

conditions of existence that might be thought as non-existent and non-valuable by 

dominant society and the state. Identities, the processes of self-naming, of which proper 

names are an essential part, are perhaps the primary way in which subjects make their 

existential claims. For that matter, I encountered the participants of my study as people 

that live in the open, that attend classes in Colleges and Schools of Education, that work 

in public schools, that engage and (re)produce quotidian practices like everybody else; I 

do not start from the premise that they are people who “live in the shadows” immersed in 

a life with nothing but obstacles, problems, and abjection. Yet, I must abide by the 

guidelines of the IRB protocol.  
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OBTAINING CONSENT FOR PARTICIPATION 
 Another of the major amendments to the research protocol dealt with the process 

for obtaining consent to participate in the study. In the pilot study, I scheduled a meeting 

to review the consent form with the participants and to discuss the process, procedure, 

and schedule of the study was discussed, as well as any associated risks and benefits that 

might arise from participation. Once the participants agreed to participate, they were 

asked to sign the consent form, which were then securely stored. In the amendments 

review, after the review committee identified potential risks, I was asked to destroy the 

consent forms from the pilot study and to request a waiver of documentation of consent 

since having the participants sign the consent form might lead to a breach of privacy and 

confidentiality.  

 After meeting the participants for the first time, I discussed obtaining verbal 

consent from them rather than a signature. As with the issue of deleting correspondence, 

they were very understanding but similar conversations regarding the exaggeration of the 

IRB reviewers ensued. As a novice researcher, I understand the concern of the review 

board to make sure that the participants’ identities are protected, yet I found issue with 

this since rather than protecting them, I felt I was contributing to invisibilize my 

parientes, which might run contrary to the politics over representation of the immigrant 

rights movement. The participants in this study were very supportive and reassured me 

that if this was necessary to get the work done, then it just had to be done. Some felt that 

this was for the best as they were still concerned about the possibility of repercussions 
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due to their ‘documented undocumented’ status. Providing participants with the choice to 

either verbalize consent or to sign a form consent form was not possible.  

My Positionality 

I am the child of working class Mexican parents who immigrated to the United 

States as undocumented workers in the late 1970s. I was born in the early 1980s in Los 

Angeles but at the age of three, my parents decided to return to their hometown in 

Zacatecas. My parents’ plans to resettle in El Remolino, a rancho in the municipality of 

Juchipila, after their venture in el norte did not go as planned; subsistence farming and 

off-season work in construction was not enough to raise a family. My father soon 

returned to California to work as a farm worker in the files of Salinas and Watsonvil. 

After five years of being separated, my family reunified in Los Angeles in 1994. By that 

time my father had resettled in Los Angeles and worked as a jardinero tending the lawns 

and gardens of upper class Angelenos continuing to earn poverty wages. We made our 

home in a tiny one-bedroom apartment, and counted as neighbors other immigrant 

families from the Mexican states of Jalisco and Oaxaca and from various regions of El 

Salvador. Both my parents were undocumented until the early 2000s.  

 I started middle school amid California’s anti-immigrant political climate that 

sought to deny public services, including education, to undocumented immigrants. In this 

context, I learned two lessons that have impacted my educational, professional, and life 

trajectories since then. First, I found out that I was a U.S. citizen by birth, and second, 

this did not matter much because to whitestream society (Urrieta, 2009) anyone that 
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looked or sounded Mexican was an unwanted subject. I learned at an early age about the 

significance of documentation but also about the racializing discourses of the state and 

society. In school it did not matter if someone had documents or not, all of us English as 

a Second Language (ESL) students were “wetbacks” to the rest of the students, even 

raza, and to some teachers, like the insensitive long term substitute teacher in our ESL 

classes that would get exasperated and yelled at us because of the ways we pronounced 

‘eleven’ and the letters ‘b’ and ‘v’. 

During high school senior year, my friends and I shared our college acceptance 

letters. My friend Amanda, our high school valedictorian, announced that she was not 

going to college because she could not afford tuition due to her undocumented status. We 

found out that the state distributes resources based on documentation and not on merit, as 

we were made to believe. We were angry with immigration laws but Amanda was 

heartbroken. I realized I was privileged and that I needed to use my privilege to struggle 

for social justice, especially for people like Amanda and my parents. 

In my educational trajectory I have encountered peers who move through the 

Latina/o educational pipeline but eventually leak out due to their undocumented status. 

Those that finish their degrees, like Manuel, feel at a loss when they arrive at the finish 

line because they are unable to work in their fields of study due to their 

undocumentedness. The meritocratic American ideal of social mobility through education 

crumbles before them. College graduation is the threshold that separates possibility from 

reality. However, Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), a memorandum 
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issued by President Obama, provides relief from deportation and a work permit to 

qualified youth and students for two years to be renewed indefinitely through the life 

span of the program. This relief also provides aspirations and hope to beneficiaries to 

pursue careers in their fields of study. As a researcher, I sought to record and examine the 

experiences of twenty Latina/o DACA pre- and in-service educators as they transition 

from “the shadows” to the workforce as public school educators.  

I approach my work as a declaration of respeto y amor for Latina/o DACAmented 

educators. This work is my way to contribute to the struggle for immigrant rights and a 

declaration of respect and love for a close friend, Manuel, and the many more that just 

like him, que sobreviven and strive despite the challenges on their life and career 

prospects posed by the state. They are the protagonists and narrators of these 

counterstories as historias desde abajo para nuestras luchas de liberación material y 

espiritual.  

“And in the belly of this story 
the rituals and the ceremony 

are still growing.” 
Leslie Marmon Silko (1977, p. 2) 
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CHAPTER 4- DACAMENTED TEACHERS: ¿QUIÉNES SON? 

Introduction 

 On July 24, 2015, the White House recognized nine DACAmented teachers as 

part of its Champions of Change initiative that recognizes people who are creating 

change in their communities in an effort to “win the future” (White House, 2015). Six of 

the honorees hailed from Teach For America (TFA), an organization that has done 

tremendous strides to recruit, prepare, and place DACA beneficiaries in the classroom17. 

As the Champions of Change event unfolded, many news services publicized it focusing 

on the recipients’ personal stories. A news feature published in La Opinión (Peña, 2015) 

briefly referenced the significance of the event in the context of the virulent anti-Mexican 

and anti-immigrant remarks issued by Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump a 

few days before as well as the lack of Latino teachers in Pre-K-12 grades. The event itself 

highlighted the experiences of the honorees. The honorees participated in separate panels, 

one focusing on the impact of DACA and the other on their experiences as teachers in the 

classroom and in the community. This chapter draws on life history interviews, 

newspaper clippings, personal essays, participant observations, and social media 

                                                
 
17 According to recent figures, there are more than 90 DACAmented teachers scattered in thirteen regions 
where TFA places teachers (Teach For America, 2015). Interestingly, these regions are historical 
destination places for Latino immigrants. When I first met TFA’s director of DACAmented corps members 
affairs, she stated that a reason why corps members were concentrated in these areas was due to the need 
for bilingual teachers and to cover teacher shortages in crucial areas (i.e. STEM and bilingual education). 
Another reason was that the sociopolitical context in these regions was more welcoming towards 
undocumented people.  
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interactions to introduce the participants of this study and to highlight their educational 

and professional trajectory.  

 In this chapter I introduce the participants and provide a general demographic 

overview of them followed by five biographical counterstories. Prior to presenting the 

biographical counterstories, I discuss my rationale for selecting these five participants as 

case studies to best illustrate the experiences of the Latina/o DACAmented teachers in 

my study. The case studies, presented as autobiographical counterstories, focus on the 

educational and professional trajectories of the participants. The college selection and 

application process, and the influences of mentors, classes, and activist circles in 

motivating the participants to pursue careers as educators are also discussed.  

The Participants 

 “You are now about to witness the strength of street knowledge.” Emilio gently 

presses the “+” button on the steering wheel with his thumb. Sirens wailing. Emilio turns 

to me, smiling, and thumbs the “-” button. “Straight outta,” it is hardly audible now, 

“¿te gusta NWA?” “Claro,” I reply. We go on to talk about hip hop, the upcoming 

“Straight out of Compton” film, music we grew up listening to, and the neighborhood. A 

few minutes earlier we hopped on Emilio’s shiny red 2015 Camaro parked outside his 

colleague’s house where he rents a room. The house is located in a gated neighborhood 

not too far from the school where Emilio works as a bilingual fifth grade teacher. On this 

afternoon, Emilio wanted to give me a driving tour of the neighborhood and wanted us to 

have dinner at a taquería where one of his students’ mother works. As we exited the 
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gated community, Emilio told me to place special attention to the change in scenery from 

the neighborhood gates all the way to the school and the taquería. As we made our way 

to the school he told me about his involvement in a Camaro car club, and described the 

cultural geography of the neighborhood. We passed the manicured lawns of the country 

club and over half a million dollar houses, some of which were inhabited by politicians 

while others were registered as historical buildings. Soon the grass was patchy and the 

huge houses were replaced by two story apartment buildings and duplexes with torn 

window screens. “La escuela esta en medio de casas de medio millón y edificios de 

apartamentos. La mayoría de nuestros estudiantes vienen de los apartamentos.” We 

circle the school, a rather small two story red brick building that is also registered as a 

historical building, and we see a bunch of kids playing fútbol. “Ahí esta uno de mis 

estudiantes.” We continue straight ahead on the way to the taquería porque ya hace 

hambre but we slow down at the traffic light even though its green. Emilio smiles while 

looking through the rear view mirror. He slowly lowers the passenger side window. I turn 

back and see a young girl running, waving her arms, “¡Míster!¡ Míster!” She catches up 

to us. “¡Hola! ¿Ya hizo su tarea?” “¡Que bien! ¿El? Es un amigo y mañana lo van a 

conocer.” We slowly start picking up speed and Emilio tells me that he likes to drive 

around the neighborhood and to shop in the stores close to the school so that his students 

and their families know that he is embedded in the community. Two more blocks and 

there we are, a small corner store front in need of a new coat of paint advertises tacos 

and other foods whose names begin with “T”. We enter and under the loud telenovela 
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dialogue playing in the flat screen TV attached too close to the ceiling a señora wearing 

a white apron splattered with red salsa spots speaks out from behind the counter, “¡hola 

maestro! ¿Otra vez aquí? ¿Le preparo su burrito?” I am quickly introduced and asked to 

order something. We make our way to the table under the TV and wait for our burritos. 

* 

 Emilio18, a fifth grade bilingual education teacher, is one of the twenty 

participants who kindly shared with me their lived experiences through life history 

interviews, follow-up interviews, personal essays, newspaper clippings, who invited me 

to visit with them in their work places and homes, and to interact in social media. 

Emilio’s commitment to serving his students and orientation towards serving the school 

community, particularly working class and recent immigrant families, was recognized 

this summer by the White House as he was honored as a Champion for Change. Just like 

Emilio, the participants in this study share an orientation of serving their communities,  

and working with students, colleagues, and families to improve schooling and community 

conditions of Latinos through various forms of activism and advocacy, both collective 

and individual.  

 The twenty participants (see Table 1) were distributed throughout the states of 

Texas (7), California (10), and Utah (3). All of them were contacted through my personal 

                                                
 

18 Pseudonyms are used for all of the participants, as well as for the names of people, places, and 
institutions mentioned in the interviews in order to protect the identity of the participants.  
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network of professional acquaintances. The participants identified as Latino and were 

DACA recipients, which were two of three criteria required for participating in this study. 

The third criteria for participating consisted of an interest in pursuing a career as an 

educator broadly defined or to be currently employed as one (Table 2). These criteria 

were reviewed with the participants during the first meeting intended to confirm 

participation and to introduce myself as a way to establish rapport. Four participants were 

pre-service teachers, nine were in-service teachers, one was a community college 

lecturer, three were community educators and college counselors, and three were on the 

teacher education track but switched career plans after DACA was enacted. The 

definition of “educator” was broad enough to include pre- and in- service teachers, 

community college professors, community educators, college counselors, and since this 

was an unexpected finding, those that reconsidered their career prospects but had initially 

intended to become teachers. I decided to include the participants that changed their 

career plans to investigate why they wanted to become teachers initially and why they 

changed their career plans. Two of these participants enrolled in graduate programs 

focusing on educational policy, and one decided to pursue a doctorate degree in Latin 

American literature.  
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Table 1: List of Participants 
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Table 2: Employment Position and Education of Participants 
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Twelve of the participants were females and eight were males. Of the eight males, 

only one worked in an elementary school setting, which speaks to the lack of male 

teachers of color in the elementary school grades (Drudy et. al., 2005; Gomez et al., 

2008; Ingersoll & May, 2011; Lesko, 2000; Quiocho and Rios, 2000; Rezai-Rashti & 

Martino, 2010). On the other hand, of the twelve female participants, eight are either pre- 

or in- service elementary school teachers, with one working as a high school math 

teacher, another enrolled in a Social Studies teacher preparation program, and two 

pursuing graduate degrees. Two of the participating teachers were honored as Champions 

of Change by the White House; both are elementary school bilingual teachers. Seven of 

the participants began their college trajectory in the local community college. All but two 

of the participants had family ties to Mexico; they were a female and a male from Peru 

and Chile, respectively, but all had family ties to Latin America.  

 I decided to include five representative biographical counterstories of three men 

and two women (see Table 3) because I had the most data for these participants, which 

included life history interviews, participant observations, newspaper clippings, and social 

media interactions. These biographical counterstories reveal experiences of oppression 

while simultaneously highlighting their vivencias, that is, the life the participants 

generated in relation to their communities in everyday struggles despite structural 

roadblocks encountered due to their multiplicity of social locations (i.e. immigration 
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status, language, race, class, gender, ability) within the entrails of the contemporary 

Homeland Security State19 that has taken hold in the United States.  

Table 3: Biographical Counterstories Participants 

 

                                                
 
19 De Genova (2007b) and Gonzales (2014) refer to the Homeland Security State (HSS) as the 
reconfiguration in the U.S. state’s practices of policing its borders and its internal territories by positioning 
the homeland in a constant state of emergency due to threats, both internal and external. mobilization of 
state institutions and civil society to exert social control over society and immigrants. The HSS foments 
anti-immigrant sentiments in civil society that translate into federal and state legislations, such as HR 4437 
and SB 1070, and the further militarization of the U.S.-Mexico border as a measure of national security, 
which give rise to the securitization of everyday life (De Genova, 
2011) that make existence for Latina/o undocumented immigrants significantly difficult (Waslin, 2008). 
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The interaction with the participants occurred in multiple languages and that is 

reflected in this report. For instance, some life history interviews took place in Spanish 

while others in English and yet some in a fluid mixture of both languages. The data 

reported in this study will be in the language that was dominant in our interactions. The 

participants in this study are more than just participants, they are mis parientes, my 

relations, and as such, I have done my best to honor their trust and generosity for gifting 

me their stories. The inclusion of these co-constructed biographical counterstories serve 

the purpose of presenting the data in a more personal way that highlights the emotional 

aspects of precariatization in the educational and professional trajectory of the 

participants but also to highlight how they negotiated their social locations viz a viz the 

exclusionist and oppressive drive of the Homeland Security State. These biographical 

counterstories are co-created because I, as the researcher, metí mi cuchara20 in the data 

selection from the lived experiences of the participants to structure the narratives. Yet, as 

Solorzano and Yosso (2002) point out in the process for creating a counterstory, the 

voices of the narrators predominate while my voice remains in the background in 

dialogue with the participants. The sequence of the data was not altered in order for the 

biographical counterstories to follow a general sequence that highlights the educational 

and professional trajectories of the participants. In these trajectories, three salient themes 

are discussed: educational trajectory; the college selection and application process; and 

                                                
 
20 Roughly translated as “meddling in.”  
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deciding to pursue a career as educators. Within the counterstories, the participants 

narrate how they were recruited into the social movement for undocumented immigrant 

rights, specifically into the youth and student movement, but more generally into activist 

organizations and activities. Their participation in these social movements in different 

capacities foregrounds their motivations and rationale for pursuing a career as teachers, 

which is the focus of the next chapter. The biographical counterstories cover a wide range 

of experiences that dismantle dominant narratives of undocumented youth and students 

grouped under the DREAMer banner as model immigrants that are presented as similar 

and linear trajectories, or as abject immigrants in need of saving. The biographical 

counterstories presented here are based on data collected in the research process, my 

knowledge of the extant literature on undocumented youth and students, and my 

professional and personal experiences with the participants.  

AMANDA 
Amanda is thirty-two years old and works as a Math teacher in a charter school 

in Southern California. This charter school is non-traditional in the sense that it 

functions from a non-Western paradigm and is fully committed to the revitalization of 

millenarian indigenous knowledge systems and ways of being. After receiving DACA, 

Amanda worked temporarily as a substitute teacher prior to being hired by this school; 

she’s been at this job since October 2013. Amanda’s parents initially migrated from the 

state of Guerrero to Mexico City, where she was born and from where she immigrated to 

Southern California in 1993 at the age of 10 along with her family. She is currently 
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married and has two children, a seven-year-old girl and a three-year-old boy; her 

husband is from Puebla, Mexico. Amanda and her family enjoy practicing danza. 

Amanda is a long-time acquaintance and still refers to me as “Ishi”, the 

nickname I was given by my school and neighborhood friends in middle school. She is 

very soft-spoken and finds humor in everything, even the most difficult situations. For our 

first interview we met at a neighborhood taqueria where we had cemitas, a torta style 

sandwich traditional from Puebla. Her daughter accompanied us and interviewed me 

wanting to know if I had a wife and if I had a m’ija (daughter) so I could bring her next 

time to play. The second time we met it was at her new home and this time I was 

accompanied by my wife who was expecting our first child. We shared churros and 

coffee. Her husband, children, and my wife played while Amanda and I talked about her 

experiences as a teacher. In what follows, Amanda narrates her educational trajectory, 

her stuggles as an undocumented student, and her motivations for becoming a teacher.  

Fui al Community College y ahí agarré mi associate degree in General Sciences y 

después fui a la Universidad. Empecé en el 2003 y me gradué en el 2005. Y de ahí tengo 

mi bachelor en matemáticas. Empecé mi primer año de grad school en la misma 

Universidad para un masters en Education pero no lo terminé porque no pude enseñar 

porque uno de los requisitos era ser un maestro principiante, pero como no podía enseñar 

porque no tenia permiso de trabajo no terminé el programa. Y después de ahí fui a una 

vocational school y saqué mi diploma de dental assistant mientras se solucionaba mi 

situación o pasaba algo.  
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Pero al principio cuando yo llegué a la escuela y no hablaba el inglés pensaba que 

todos lo hablaban y que nada más yo era la única que no sabia inglés. Recuerdo cuando 

llegamos y que me pregunta un niño que si tenia yo papeles y yo le dije, “no”, y ya ese 

niño me dice a escondidas, “no andes diciendo que no, eso no se dice, tienes que decir 

que sí tienes papeles porque si no te van a deportar.” Iba como en quinto año, era en el 

‘93. En la primaria solo estuve como dos meses, llegamos aquí como en febrero y en abril 

ya fue la graduación. Ya hasta como en septiembre entré a la middle school.  

Yo creo que no mandaron mis records de la elementary porque me pusieron en 

puras clases en inglés. Yo no sabía nada. No le entendía a los maestros. Ni siquiera sabía 

que tenían periods. No sabia de first period y todo eso. Entonces ahí andaba yo buscando 

en que salón me tocaba ir y a que horas eran. Y luego confundí la hora de lonche y dije, a 

lo mejor esa es la hora de educación física. Recuerdo que pensé que ya era sexto periodo 

cuando apenas era el quinto. Y me metí a una clase de historia y ya me dijo el maestro, 

“aquí no te toca, te toca ahorita educación física.” Y ya me fui pero no sabía a donde era. 

Anduve preguntando por ahí y ya me dijeron a donde y ya me fui. Fue hasta después que 

la maestra se dio cuenta de que yo no hablaba yo inglés y me preguntó en español si no 

hablaba yo inglés y le dije que no. Entonces me dijo, “no deberías estar en estas clases, 

hay clases para estudiantes como tu que no saben inglés para que aprendan inglés.” Ya 

me mandó a la oficina para que me cambien las clases y me dijo, “no se porque te 

pusieron en clases de inglés, yo creo no recibieron tus papeles de la elementary, hubo 
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algún error administrativo y te pusieron en estas clases.” Y ya me mandó con la consejera 

y me pusieron en clases de ESL para que aprendiera inglés. 

 Estuve en ESL todo middle school y ya para la high school estuve en clases 

regulares. Para high school fui a una escuela magnet lejos de mi casa porque a la que me 

tocaba le contaron a mi mamá que había mucha violencia y que no había muchos 

recursos en esa escuela y también porque nos dijeron los maestros que aplicáramos para 

escuelas magnets para que los buses nos llevaran a otras escuelas. Nos íbamos en el bus, 

nos recogía a las 6 de la mañana. Bueno, ya en 9th grade ya no estuve en ESL, me metí 

en clases regulares pero yo no sabía que tenía que tomar un exámen para que me pudieran 

considerar proficient en inglés. Cuando ya iba en el 9th grade, tuve clases de inglés por 

ese maestro que nos dijo que iba a cambiar su clase en enriched, porque era regular, para 

que en el 10th grade pudiéramos agarrar honors. Y ya estuve en el 10th grade en honors 

y la maestra luego me miró y me sacó de la clase porque según no estaba clasificada. Ya 

me mandó a la oficina donde hacían los exámenes y ya lo tomé y lo pasé y ya me dijeron 

que ya podía tomar clases de inglés. Pero ya llevaba un año tomando clases de ingles y no 

me habían dicho nada.  

Cuando iba en middle school en ESL no nos daban muchas oportunidades de 

tomar clases que de verdad fueran como una clase normal. Me acuerdo que en middle 

school y me daban ciencias, lo único que hacíamos era leer libro y contestar preguntas, 

leer libro y contestar preguntas. No había nada de como miraba en otras clases que hacían 

experimentos, hacían models y así cosas hands-on activities. Lo de nosotros era nomas 
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leer libros y responder preguntas. Eso era lo que yo en realidad quería hacer, trabajar en 

una escuela para dar clases de ESL. Esa era mi meta, regresar a una escuela que tenga un 

ESL program y enseñar ahí para poder ofrecer clases que de verdad necesiten los 

estudiantes para que puedan ir al colegio porque me acuerdo que cuando iba en el grado 

nueve, apenas estaba yo tomando Algebra 1 y todos los demás del grado nueve ya 

estaban tomando Geometry y era porque cuando iba en el ocho no nos quisieron dar una 

clase de Algebra porque decían que no había un maestro bilingüe para que nos diera esa 

clase. Entonces el maestro nos iba a dar regular math nomas adding, subtracting y 

dividing, fractions y decimals, era todo porque no había maestro bilingüe, lo único que 

tenían era translators. Pienso que sí hubiera podido haber un maestro y nos pudieron 

haber ofrecido un translator también como lo hacían para la otra clase pero como que nos 

querían tener abajo de la escala.  

Como te digo, cuando entré a high school iba apenas en Algebra 1 y la mayoría de 

los otros 9th graders que estaban en el magnet entraban con geometry. Pero como yo 

estaba en ESL y en mi middle school y a nosotros nos tenían en puro Basic Math con el 

maestro viejito que daba las mismas clases siempre para los del 6th, 7th, and 8th. Nomas 

nos enseñaba a sumar, restar, multiplicar y fractions y ya. Para el 9th grade me tocó 

Algebra pero sentía que podía estar en Geometry. La maestra de matemáticas me dijo que 

puedes tomar Geometry en el summer para que cuando regreses en el 10th grade ya estés 

en Algebra 2 así pa’ cuando seas senior tengas AP Calculus. Para eso tenía que ir a 

summer school a la escuela magnet pero en el summer no hay transportation entonces no 
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podía ir, al menos que me fuera en el bus todos los días, en el bus que tenías que pagar. Y 

pos no, todo el verano tener que pagar, no, como son dos buses de ida y dos de venida, 

no, pienso que no lo hubiera podido hacer. Y pos no fui. Terminé cuando iba en el senior 

year en Math Analysis y Trigonometry. Y ya el Calculus lo terminé tomando hasta el 

colegio. 

Creo que terminé en el número cinco de toda la clase. Y me preguntaban que a 

que colegio iba a ir y pos yo en ese entonces les decía que no iba a ir porque no tenia 

dinero. No les quería yo decir que es porque no tengo papeles. Decía yo que no tenia 

dinero y me decían que había ayuda financiera. Pero la ayuda nomas es pa’ los que sí 

tenían papeles. En ese entonces yo pensaba que no iba a poder ir a un colegio. Ya había 

pensado que después que acabe la high school voy a buscar trabajo en una fábrica como 

mi mamá. Mi mamá trabaja en la costura. Un verano fui a trabajar pero la verdad no me 

gustó (risas). Donde me tocó trabajar les pagaban por pieza. Y dije, ¿cuándo voy hacer 

cinco dólares, por los menos? Porque para cortarles los [hilos], para trimear21 me tardaba 

en hacerlos pero me decían todos que los tenía que hacer rápido para que me saliera bien 

el cheque. Recuerdo que una vez que fui a trabajar y por todo el día que estuve solo hice 

20 dólares. Según yo en mi cuenta que llevaba me iban a dar como 18 dólares pero la 

chinita (risas) sintió algo y me dio (risas) 20 dólares (risas). 

                                                
 
21 Amanda explained that “trimear” consists of cutting the loose threads from clothing pieces after they 
have been sewn. 
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Había una muchacha, creo que era señora, se llamaba Luisa22, que iba de 

voluntaria a la escuela y era una consejera y ya me preguntó que a donde iba yo a ir. Y le 

dije que no iba a ir porque no tenía dinero y que no tenía papeles. Entonces ella me dijo 

que había programas para estudiantes como yo y que sí podía ir a la universidad. Fui y 

hablé con el señor representante del community college y ya me dijo que sí, que podía yo 

ir a community college. Me dice, “te va a salir más barato de todos modos que si fueras a 

una UC o CSU porque como no tienes papeles te cobran como si fueras foreign student. 

Te cobran como international student y las fees como international student están muy 

caras. Si vienes al community college estamos empezando a llenar petitions para que 

pasaran el AB 540 para que los estudiantes como en tu situación puedan pagar in-state 

tuition en vez de pagar como foreign student y para que te unas al movimiento.” Y dije 

yo, pos ok, entonces me puse a llenar la aplicación ahí con él y ya después me tocaba 

escoger mis clases y todo. Hubo mucho apoyo ahí. Ya entré al Community College  y 

conocí a más estudiantes que estaban también en mi posición, que no tenían papeles, y 

también querían ir a la universidad y nos juntábamos y pedíamos firmas en apoyo de AB 

540.  

En el Winter del 2003 me transferí a la Universidad. Quería ir a otra UC fuera de 

la ciudad pero como no calificaba para ayuda financiera nomas apliqué aquí. Y todos me 

decian, “¿qué estas muy segura que te van aceptar?” Y yo les decía, pos es la única que 

                                                
 
22 Pseudonym.  
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puedo, that I can afford to pay, no es porque sea la única, porque crea que nomas ahí 

puedo. En el Winter estaba sola porque no conocía a nadien pero una vez estaba yo 

sentada en una cafetería y entró un muchacho que había ido a la magnet school y también 

había ido al community college y ahora estaba ahí, me dijo, "¿qué estas haciendo aquí? 

¿En un fieldtrip?" Y le dije, “¡ya vengo aquí! (risas). El era de MEChA y dice, "tenemos 

un programa donde vamos a hacer tutoring y counseling a los high school students y 

también tenemos un retention program.” Y dijo, “puedes ir con ellos para hacer tutoring 

if you want to give back to your community y para que conozcas gente también.” (risas). 

Y ya empecé con ellos y ahí conocí más estudiantes pero ni uno estaba en mi situación 

que no tuviera papeles. Pero ya por los menos sentí que sí había Latinas en las clases de 

matemáticas porque en mis clases miraba puro Asian y puro white y la mayoría eran 

hombres. No había muchas mujeres.  

En una meeting la counselor de Chicano Studies dijo que necesitaba un tutor para 

su hijo porque he was taking Algebra 2 y tenía dificultades. Le hablaron de mi y como no 

tenía income porque nomas estaba de volunteer porque no me podían pagar porque no 

tenía seguro pero ella me podía pagar como un private tutor. Me dio el trabajo para que le 

diera tutoring a su hijo. Y ya después me dio la información de cuando empezaron el new 

group para los AB 540 students que se llamaba IDEAS. Ya de ahí conocí más estudiantes 

que no tenían papeles y estaban en la Universidad.  

Cuando entré a la Universidad me dieron unas becas pero también tenia que 

trabajar. Trabajaba los fines de semana en un restaurante de cajera. Trabajaba ahí desde 
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que me gradué de high school. Cuando me gradué de high school dije, ¿pos que voy 

hacer?, pos voy a buscar un trabajo. Primero trabajaba los sábados y domingos, for sure, 

y entre semana nada más me daban for lunch, que era como de las 12 a las 2 porque ese 

era el horario que estaban más ocupados. Empecé de lavaplatos. Un día le dije al señor, 

era iraní, “oiga, voy a empezar a ir al colegio y necesito pagar mi tuition y no se aquí que 

días pagan” y ya me dijo, "¡que bueno! Pagamos cada quincena.” Y ya dijo, que, “que 

bueno que vas al colegio porque aquí, mira, todos tus paisanos nomas están aquí, 

empezaron de jóvenes y aquí se quedaron estancados, no hacen nada por su futuro, pero 

me da gusto que tu vayas a ir a la universidad, al colegio.” El también me hacía cartas de 

recomendación cuando ocupaba de aplicar para becas y cuando apliqué para mi programa 

de teacher education él me escribió una carta. 

En la Universidad había un programa de teaching preparation que si ibas a ser 

maestra de ciencias o de matemáticas te dejaban combinar tu ultimo año de undergrad 

con tu primer año de grad school. Entonces hacías dos en uno. Eso era de ser social 

justice educator. Pero me acuerdo que había muchos que se quejaban, que decían que no 

era en verdad muy social justice, porque decían, ¿cómo nos van a llevar a hacer student 

teaching en West LA si allí no es donde hay tanto problema como si vamos a South 

Central, como por Watts o Compton?" Decían que sí nos llevan a ver los murales pero no 

estamos aprendiendo mucho de qué hacer.  

Yo solamente estuve un año y el verano y el último año era básicamente tomar 

clases que no habíamos tomado nosotros porque éramos undergrads y el segundo año yo 
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no lo acabé porque tenias que estar enseñando pero yo no podía enseñar. Entonces solo 

estuve un año y en ese año me dieron mi preliminary. Y ya para el segundo año podía 

agarrar el masters pero no lo hice porque tenía que estar enseñando para hacer una 

inquiry. Sí trataban de ayudarme, mi profesora que estaba encargada de mi cohort me 

mandaba a hablar con estos attorneys, que ve con este abogado, que trata de ver si se 

puede en Lynwood Unified, con todos me andaban conectando pero no me podían ayudar 

en ninguna manera. No terminé la maestría porque necesitaba estar trabajando.  

Cuando me gradué del community college no hice nada porque dije, esas no se 

cuentan, necesito graduarme de la universidad. Ya cuando me gradué de la Universidad 

al principio me sentí contenta de que había terminado pero luego me sentí triste porque 

dije, sí, ya terminé, pero ahora, ¿qué voy hacer si sigo sin tener papeles? ¿Cómo voy a 

trabajar?  

DACA importó mucho porque siempre quise enseñar pero en cualquier lado que 

iba me preguntaban que si tenía permiso de trabajo. Tenía todas las credenciales, las 

calificaciones, mis transcripts y todo. Lo único que me faltaba era el permiso de trabajo y 

con DACA ya fue lo que me faltaba para de verdad hacer lo que quería hacer desde high 

school, middle school, de que siempre quise ser maestra pero no había la oportunidad de 

poder trabajar.  

MANUEL 
 Manuel is thirty-one years old and works as a Spanish high school teacher and an 

adjunct faculty in a community college in California’s San Joaquín Valley. Manuel’s first 
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job as an educator was as a teacher assistant working with ESL high school students in 

the spring of 2013. His first job as the teacher of record was as a summer school high 

school teacher. In the fall of 2013 he was hired as an adjunct faculty at the same local 

community college where he obtained his A.A. He was soon assigned as a high school 

teacher in the early college academy. Manuel has been teaching at both places since 

September of 2013. Manuel’s family immigrated from Michoacán, Mexico to the San 

Joaquín Valley in 1995 when he was eleven years old, because, as he put it, ya no se 

podia vivir allá due to the structural reforms spurred by NAFTA. He has lived in the 

same city since then except for the years he moved away for college. Manuel is married 

to his high school sweetheart, who works as a social worker for the county, and has a 

two-year-old boy.  

 Manuel shared with me a local newspaper article published in 2002 where he and 

his parents are interviewed in regards to the signing into law of AB 540, an initiative that 

granted undocumented students the right to pay in-state tuition. The article reports that 

Manuel is not a star student and that he carries a C grade average, yet AB 540 changed 

the course of his life trajectory since he had pondered dropping out of school to work to 

financially help his family. The article also reports that he dreams of teaching either 

middle school or high school. Manuel did fulfill his dream of teaching only due to a 

combination of changes in laws, policies, and personal circumstances. Next, Manuel 

primarily narrates the impacts of changes in immigration laws and policy concerning 

undocumented students on his educational trajectory.  
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 Primero fui al community college y recibí un AA degree de Liberal Studies y 

luego después me hice transfer a la universidad y ahí agarré dos BAs. Uno de historia y 

uno de español. Y luego fui a otra universidad en el área de la Bahía y agarré una 

maestría en español. Bueno, fui primero un año a la universidad en el 2002 y me regresé 

al colegio comunitario y ahí fui por dos años. Y luego en el 2005 me transferí a la 

universidad y de ahí me gradué en el 2008. Y ya luego en el 2008 entré a la otra 

universidad y me gradué en el 2010 con una maestría.  

 Un mes después que llegué aquí entré a la escuela. En la escuela mucha gente no 

hablaba español, entonces no podía comunicarme con otras personas y eso fue algo duro 

porque yo necesitaba estar en una escuela donde había más gente que hablara español 

para poco a poco empezar a hacer la transición. Yo llegué a una escuela donde hablaban 

puro inglés y sí se me hizo bastante difícil. Eso me arrinconó, me quedaba callado. Tenía 

miedo hablar porque sentía que se iban a reír de mi, se iban a burlar de mi. Recuerdo que 

una vez, en el sexto grado, yo creo que ya tenía como unos dos o tres meses aquí y me 

acuerdo que el profesor me dijo que leyera. Entonces yo me quedé callado. No leí. Yo no 

sabia leer, no tenía todavía el vocabulario. Yo no leí, me quedé callado y en los ojos del 

profesor fui un mal estudiante porque no seguí sus órdenes. Pero no era eso, si no que no 

sabía leer en inglés.  

 Yo vengo de una familia en donde el concepto de la educación es de que ve a la 

escuela porque tienes que ir a la escuela. That’s it. Voy a la escuela pero eso no significa 

estudio, entonces, siento que eso es una parte familiar, de que okey, pues tienes que ir a la 
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escuela y ya, ahí se queda. Ve a la escuela pero no hay una guía, no hay un plan de que 

vas a ir a la escuela, te vas a graduar, quizá si no quieres ir a la universidad, ve a un 

community college o ve a la universidad. Nunca hubo eso, eso fue ya hasta el grado doce. 

Pero antes de eso, había gente como una profesora en el grado ocho que confió en mi, me 

apoyó, me dio su amistad, y pues gracias a ella, yo dije, “yo quiero ser como ella algún 

día.” Pero nunca tenía ese concepto de qué es lo que tenía que hacer para yo algún día ser 

maestro. Yo no sabía como, yo nomas dije, yo quiero ser como ella. Pero los pasos nunca 

nadie me explicó que si quieres ser como ella tienes que ir a la high school, te tienes que 

graduar de la high school, tienes que aplicar a la universidad, estos son los pasos para 

aplicar a la universidad. Entonces, gracias a ella, que me sembró como quien dice una 

semillita, entonces dije, quiero ser como ella. 

 La high school en la que yo fui es una high school en donde ahorita, viéndolo 

desde mi perspectiva ya como adulto, creo que necesita mucho apoyo porque no hay 

mucho. En primera, es una escuela donde la mayoría son Latinos o Mexicanos, 

básicamente mexicanos. Se podrá decir que eso es algo negativo porque en esa escuela 

había muchas pandillas y había muchas peleas y la mayoría de pandilleros y las peleas 

desafortunadamente eran de mexicanos. Eso era una y la otra era que no muchos 

profesores están ahí para enseñar realmente. Parecían niñeros que nomás van a estar 

regañe y regañe a los estudiantes. Se pierde más el tiempo en estar regañando a los 

estudiantes que en estar enseñando. Lo bueno es que en esa escuela había un programa 

que se llamaba La Academia de Español. En ese programa entrabas y los primeros dos 
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años tus clases eran en español. La mayoría, excepto la de Inglés, te las enseñaban en 

español. Y los últimos dos años era en inglés y la mayoría de clases eran para transferirte 

a una universidad. Entonces, la profesora que tuve en el grado ocho, ella me mencionó de 

ese programa pero como yo vivía en otra área no podía ir a esa escuela entonces tuve que 

poner la dirección de un tío para poder ir a esa escuela. El primer año lo perdí en ese  

programa y ya el segundo, en el grado diez, fue cuando entré y siento que ese programa 

me ayudó porque gracias a ese programa tomé las clases para ir a la universidad. Pero en 

el grado diez yo no tenía idea que yo podía ir a la universidad, fue hasta el grado doce.  

En el verano antes de entrar al grado doce, me recuerdo, ya andaba saliendo con 

mi novia que ahora es mi esposa. Y recuerdo que ella estaba mencionando que que has 

pensado, ya va a ser el último año, que vas hacer y todo eso. Y yo le dije, pos, la verdad. 

En esa escuela hay mucha presión de que si no estas haciendo bien, como si no eres un 

estudiante de B o A, entonces tu otra opción es básicamente registrarte al militar y ya los 

demás te miran con buenos ojos. Y ya los profesores, incluso, te miraban con buenos 

ojos, “oh, ¡pues te vas a ir al militar!” Y hay mucha presión porque cada rato van los que 

hacen recruit. Yo pienso que si yo hubiera tenido documentos esa hubiera sido la primera 

opción, de que hubiera dicho, “yo me voy a ir al ejercito.” Yo no era un mal estudiante, 

sino que yo me considero un estudiante que necesitaba guía. Necesitaba constante guía de 

que me dijeran, “oh, mira, has esto, esto y esto.” Y ella fue la que me dijo, ya más o 

menos como en octubre, porque ya vez que aquí creo que se tiene que entregar la 

aplicación en los finales de noviembre. Entonces ella ya la había entregado como en 
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octubre y ella me empezó a decir, “¿qué vas hacer?” Y yo le dije, “no, pos, no sé, nomás 

me quiero graduar de la high school.” Y luego yo le decía, “pues, ¿para qué quiero ir al 

colegio? No tengo documentos.” Entonces, precisamente sucedió en ese año, quizás unas 

semanas antes, acababan de pasar lo que le llaman el AB 540. Y el AB 540 era una ley 

estatal de California que dejaba estudiar a los estudiantes indocumentados y pagar como 

si fueran residentes legales de California. Yo mandé mi aplicación casi el mero día 

porque fui y la entregué personalmente a la universidad. Ya en los meses siguientes me 

dijeron que ya me habían aceptado y pues yo no sabía lo que me esperaba en cuestión de 

que es difícil estudiar sin ayuda financiera. Pero fue mi novia la que me empujó a 

estudiar. 

Mi primer año en la universidad fue muy difícil porque no hay becas, no había 

becas en ese entonces para estudiantes indocumentados. No había nada. Básicamente yo 

tenía que estar trabajando para poder pagar la colegiatura y para poder pagar donde vivía, 

mi comida y todo eso. Sentía que estaba bien que dejaran estudiar a estudiantes 

indocumentados pero hubiera estado mejor si los aceptaran y que de alguna forma 

trabajaran dentro de la universidad para que no tuvieran que andar buscándose otro 

trabajo. Que le hicieran como le hacen con los estudiantes extranjeros que vienen, sí, 

vienen a estudiar con visa pero los dejan trabajar dentro de la universidad. Siento que eso 

hubiera ayudado bastante. Pero ahora ya con lo del DACA pos ya cambia un poco la cosa 

a pesar de que no tienen ayuda financiera como la FAFSA pero si ya hay lo que le llaman 

el DREAM Act California que ese les va a dar dinero para estudiar y luego, ahora aparte, 
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ya con el DACA los que apliquen ya tienen un seguro social, ya tienen permiso de 

trabajo, entonces ya es diferente. Pero para mi, en ese entonces, sí fue bastante difícil.   

Académicamente siento que no estaba preparado para la universidad. Luego no 

tenía dinero para pagar. Yo no vengo de una familia que tiene dinero, entonces 

básicamente yo tenía que trabajar para poder pagar la escuela. Me salí de la universidad 

después de un año y siento que fue la mejor decisión que he hecho de regresarme al 

colegio comunitario. Y ya con la experiencia de la universidad ya sabía lo que se 

esperaba en el colegio comunitario. Se me hizo mas fácil. Y luego como me regresé a mi 

casa tenía más tiempo para hacer más cosas. Una de esas cosas era leer. Y era algo que no 

hacía antes, antes de entrar a la universidad yo nunca leía. Entonces ya empecé a leer más 

y más y más. Leí mucho sobre el Chicano Movement. 

Cuando me gradué del community college no le hice mucha bulla, como dicen. 

Era de que, okey, ya terminé y ahora ya me puedo regresar a la universidad. Y como te 

digo, la experiencia de que estuve mucho tiempo en el community college leyendo, las 

clases que tomaba, las personas con las que hablaba, entonces siento yo que ya cuando 

regresé a la universidad ya iba más preparado. Ya iba mucho más preparado porque ya 

sabía a lo que iba, ya iba a lo que yo quería estudiar. Se me hizo mucho más fácil porque 

ya no era tanto de que ocupas una clase de matemáticas, otra acá, otra allá, o sea, ya vas a 

lo que vas. Eso es lo que quiero estudiar y eso es lo que voy a estudiar.  

Ya cuando me gradué de la universidad sentí que fue un gran accomplishment 

porque por ser estudiante indocumentado siento que tuve muchos obstáculos que los iba 
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tumbando poco a poco. Me gradué en el 2008, bueno, me debí haber graduado en el 2007 

pero lo que me atrasó fue que me dio la enfermedad del cáncer y estuve un año en 

tratamiento. Tuve que atrasar mi graduación porque estando en tratamiento no podía estar 

concentrado en estar tomando clases. Aplacé mi graduación porque tenía una clase que 

no terminé y tenía un incomplete. Fue hasta el 2008 que la terminé. Entonces al 

graduarme yo de la universidad dije, ¡wow! nunca me lo imaginaba, nunca me lo imaginé 

y luego aun después de seguir con una maestría. 

 Como a mi nunca me ayudaron financieramente entonces si yo quería estudiar pos 

yo lo tenía que pagar. Nunca decía, no puedo estudiar porque no me van a dar esta beca. 

Yo estudiaba porque yo me lo podía pagar. Yo he escuchado mucha gente que se queja 

que no puede estudiar porque no le dieron esta beca o aquella. Yo siento que es una 

excusa porque los que quieren estudiar y tienen las ganas sí lo pueden hacer. Estando en 

la universidad yo me sentía igual que los otros estudiantes y me sentía que yo traía algo 

que dar también, que yo podía entrar en una discusión de algo, de algún tema y eso me 

hacía sentir a gusto, me hacía sentirme bien. Yo ahí no me ponía con el gorro de que, ¡oh! 

yo soy indocumentado, eso no, simplemente entraba a las conversaciones como Manuel. 

Mientras estaba en la escuela se me olvidaba que yo era indocumentado, que yo era eso. 

Pero cuando me gradué de la maestría, regresé, ahora sí, a mi realidad, a mi circunstancia, 

como decía un filósofo que hablaba del hombre y sus circunstancias. Ahora sí regresaba a 

mi realidad, ¿quién era yo? ¿Quién era yo? Pues era una persona que ya me había 
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graduado y que ya tenía una maestría pero mi realidad era que era un indocumentado, 

entonces, ahí simplemente no había posibilidades de hacer nada. 

 DACA me ayudó porque después de tantos años de batallar, ora sí, como quien 

dice, ya voy a tener una llave que yo sé que no todas las puertas se van abrir pero ahora sí 

me puedo asomar aunque sea (risas), antes ni siquiera eso, antes nomás tenía que mirar de 

lejos. Pero al principio estaba decepcionado porque en el 2010 tuvimos la oportunidad, la 

gran oportunidad de que pasaran el DREAM Act pero desafortunadamente no se pudo 

llegar a un acuerdo en el Senado, porque pasó la cámara baja, pero no el Senado. Yo 

sentía que ya no iba a pasar nada, incluso, yo ya estaba planeando regresar a México, 

dije, mejor me voy a ir a otro lado, a otro país. Yo ya nunca pensé que iba a suceder algo, 

especialmente ese año que fue año de elección y que está mucho que jugarse. Los 

políticos no quieren meter las manos en muchas cosas porque sienten que van a perder 

votos. Ya cuando empecé a escuchar a Obama en la computadora cuando estaba diciendo 

eso yo ni lo podía creer. ¡Wow! Fue como sentimientos encontrados de que por qué lo 

hace ya orita si lo pudo haber echo cuando empezó su mandato en el 2009. Sentí como 

ese love and hate, de que tuviste otros tres años, ¿por qué no lo hiciste antes? 

 Pero bueno, con DACA pude aplicar a trabajos en colegios comunitarios porque 

la maestría me lo permitió. No tengo una credencial para enseñar en escuelas públicas 

porque eso requiere unos años más de estudio. Ahorita no sé si regresaría a hacer una 

credencial mientras esté trabajando o quizás seguirle con un doctorado en un futuro. 

Ahorita me enfoco más en el trabajo. Es chistoso porque mi primer trabajo fue en 
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Sacramento como maestro de verano de español y cuando entregué la documentación del 

DACA y eso, la señora de ahí me dijo, "nunca nadie había traído esto, siempre son U.S. 

citizens." Yo rompí con eso porque entregué algo que no era el pasaporte, que siempre es 

lo que los U.S. citizens enseñan. Me dijo, "you are the first one that's not a US citizen." 

Dentro de mi dije, pos ta bien porque ya rompí con eso. Empecé a romper con las 

barreras en esa escuela. 

VÍCTOR 
 Víctor is twenty-nine years old and works as a Social Studies and Ethnic Studies 

high school teacher in a charter in California’s South Bay Area. Víctor’s family 

immigrated from the State of Mexico, Mexico to the South Bay in 1993 when he was 

seven years old. Our research interactions started at the beginning of his Social Studies 

single subject credential program. Our last interview took place in the spring of 2015. By 

then Víctor had finished his program and was waiting for the right opportunity to open 

up in the South Bay as he is very committed to working in his city to improve the 

conditions of its working class and Latino communities. As he waited to clear one last 

requirement to receiving his credential, Víctor continued working at the offices of a local 

activist lawyer serving immigrant communities. Over the summer, Víctor was hired as a 

high school teacher to begin in his position in the fall of 2015.  

Víctor is a well-known community and labor activist in the South Bay. When I 

lived and worked as a teacher in the South Bay Area I knew of Víctor through my 

involvement in local activist circles. I admired and respected Víctor for his dedication to 
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organizing working class, immigrant, and Latino communities; he is one of my heroes. I 

was nervous when I first approached Víctor regarding his participation in this project. I 

was very honored when Víctor agreed to support me in this effort. Here, Víctor narrates 

his educational trajectory and the influences of his involvement in immigrant and labor 

rights organizations on his decision to pursue a career as a teacher.  

La primera escuela a la que fui está al lado del aeropuerto chiquito aquí en la 

ciudad y entré a clases bilingües. Todo mi segundo grado era, yo me acuerdo, totalmente 

en español, todo era en español. Ni me acuerdo ni tan solo de una hora en inglés. Todo 

era en español y todos mis amigos hablaban mi lenguaje y todo mi barrio del Este de la 

ciudad es una gran populación Latina y todos hablan español. No recuerdo malas 

experiencias con la discriminación.  

Tengo un hermano mayor, entonces cuando yo estaba en el freshman year él era 

senior, por él supe lo que es ser indocumentado en esa edad. El se graduó en el año 2000, 

la ley AB 540 pasó en el 2001. El tuvo una maestra que le ayudó a después de la high 

school ir a la universidad estatal y por esa maestra y sus conexiones en la universidad mi 

hermano no tubo que pagar international fees aunque la AB 540 no estaba como ley. No 

sé cómo le hicieron pero la escuela por medio de esta maestra le ayudó a mi hermano a 

pagar la colegiatura como un residente, un residente de este estado. Y bueno, con su 

experiencia de no poder agarrar una licencia de manejar y su experiencia de la 

universidad ya fue cuando me di cuenta en el grado nueve que lo mismo me va a pasar a 

mi, que voy a tener los mismos retos, las mismas limitaciones, pero lo que mi hermano 
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pudo lograr, por su educación, también poder trabajar, y pues manejar obviamente sin 

licencia, pos pensé, si mi hermano puede hacerlo pos yo también lo puedo hacer.  

Lo bueno es que cuando yo me gradué en el 2004 la ley AB 540 ya pasó. En ese 

tiempo, en el 2004, es cuando el grupo estudiantil de estudiantes indocumentados de San 

José fue formado. Mi hermano era parte de ese grupo. Mi hermano me educó sobre el 

proceso de pagar las mismas colegiaturas usando AB 540 y mi hermano después de la 

high school se fue a la universidad estatal y me dijo que como no hay dinero es mejor ir 

al community college donde los primeros dos años es la misma educación que vas a 

recibir en la universidad y vas a pagar mucho menos. Entonces eso es lo que hice, y 

bueno, durante los primeros tres años de la high school era como cualquier estudiante, no 

me importaba tanto sobre la política, me gustaba más estar con mis amigos y los video 

juegos. Pero fue como en el verano de mi grado 12, mi último año, cuando aprendí sobre 

el movimiento Zapatista y aprendí mucho. Mi pensamiento era que si la gente más pobre, 

más explotada, más olvidada en México en el ‘94 pudo agarrar tanta atención mundial y 

lograr muchos cambios y luchar, yo dije, como inmigrante que no soy indígena, soy 

mestizo, tengo privilegio, tengo educación pero todavía soy explotado, mi familia sufrió 

muchas injusticias, dije, si los indígenas de México pueden lograr tanto, yo y mi 

comunidad podemos hacer lo mismo, lo que debemos es luchar para crear un mejor 

mundo. Con estos zapatistas y también mi mamá, que en ese punto empezó a trabajar en 

una charter school en la oficina de registración registrando nuevos estudiantes. Mi mamá 

tenía un sueño de conseguir un trabajo similar a como el trabajo que tenía en México. 
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Luchó, luchó y luchó hasta que cumplió su sueño. También tenía otro sueño de poder 

comprar una casa, entonces estábamos en el proceso de poder comprar una casa. 

Entonces dije, mi mamá es una luchadora que puede lograr sus sueños y siempre me 

decía, “eres indocumentado pero si tienes las ganas lo vas a poder lograr pero tienes que 

buscar las puertas abiertas o tocar.” Entonces, la inspiración de los zapatistas, la 

inspiración de mi mamá, me hizo realizar que para lograr algo, para lograr un cambio 

tenemos que luchar, tenemos que participar en el cambio que queremos ver.  

Y, bueno, el último año de la high school yo decidí ya no hacerles caso a mis 

maestros. Iba a la escuela, iba a las clases, pero yo estaba leyendo, estaba leyendo un 

libro que se llama el Zapatista Reader, estaba leyendo sobre el Marxismo, el Communist 

Manifesto, estaba leyendo sobre feminism, estaba leyendo muchas cosas, me estaba 

educando a mi mismo. Apenas me gradué, era buen estudiante, era AP Physics, AP 

Calculus, todos grados avanzados pero ya el último año no me importaba tanto porque 

me estaba educando a mi mismo. Entonces cuando me gradué de la high school me 

empecé a involucrar con un grupo de organizadores comunitarios con Javier23. Javier es 

un hombre con pelo largo, unas barbas, siempre usa la misma camisa, una camisa como 

azulita. Me empecé a involucrar con él en el sentido de nomás participar en las marchas, 

no era un organizer ni ayudaba, nomás iba. Pero eso me inspiró para convertirme en un 

organizador. Esa fue mi experiencia durante high school, los primeros tres años era un 
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estudiante regular pero lo que mi hermano me enseñó y que yo estaba viendo los retos 

que él estaba sufriendo pero yo aprendí de él y también aprendí de mi mamá que dijo, 

“tenemos que continuar luchando y luchando.” Cuando me gradué de la high school es 

cuando ya realmente me empecé a involucrar en mi comunidad y fui a un community 

college. 

En el community college I had this professor, who I thought was awesome. I took 

a Mexican American History class and he was my college advisor. I saw that he had a 

masters in Social Science. I saw him as a mentor, as a role model, and I took his class, 

Mexican American History class, and I thought he was an awesome professor and the 

topic of Mexican American History was new to me because in high school I wasn't taught 

any of that stuff. So, I was thinking why not bring this curriculum, this Mexican 

American culture and history but to the high school level because in community college 

what I learned really inspired me to get involved. Why not inspire younger people, high 

schoolers, get them exposed to Mexican American history or get them exposed to Ethnic 

Studies? By being exposed, at least in my experience, I was pushed to do something 

about it. Ethnic Studies helps you learn about your history, it gets emotional and connects 

to you in a personal level and you then understand about the injustices that still happen, 

things that happened twenty or fifty years ago are still happening today, and in my 

experience, I was motivated to do something about it, to be active. I thought, why not 

bring this to the high school level and I made the connections and thought, maybe I 
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should be a teacher. I spoke to my advisor and he exposed me to the local state university 

and the Social Science program that is connected to becoming a high school teacher.  

 El primer año en la universidad me empecé a involucrar con el grupo de 

estudiantes indocumentados y fue en el verano del 2007 que organizamos la huelga de 

hambre que supe más sobre los sindicatos. Un gran amigo, bueno, ya es un gran amigo, 

pero en el 2007 era una persona extraña, se llama Bill24 y es organizador para el sindicato 

UNITE HERE! Local 19, él me estaba apoyando y estaba viniendo a nuestras acciones. 

Yo aprendí si otro grupo te apoya, cuando el otro grupo quiere tu apoyo tienes que ir a 

apoyarlo. Entonces nos estaba pidiendo que nosotros apoyáramos su grupo, al sindicato. 

Yo empecé a apoyarlo, a ir a las juntas y a las marchas. En el verano del 2008 me invitó 

para hacer un summer internship con el sindicato. El sabía que yo era indocumentado y 

todo eso, no sé que hizo para meterme. Era un paid internship de seis a ocho semanas en 

el verano de 2008. So, before finishing my BA, I became an organizer and I put the 

teaching dream to the side. I was an organizer for, like, four years, but then I was like, let 

me go back to my original dream of being a teacher. 

 Recently, I went to México through advanced parole to do this cultural and 

political interchange que la Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, SRE, wanted to have. 

Basically, each consulado had to nominate DREAMers and if you were selected you 

basically had an all paid trip to México to learn about the politics and culture of México. I 
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was actually the only one from San José out of the forty-three DREAMers that went. For 

years I thought that if I ever had the opportunity to go to México that its going to be this 

very emotional roller coaster, that it might overpower my emotions. That it might be too 

overpowering. When I got to México, you know, I felt a little bit lost but, I didn't cry, I 

was like, ok. My cousins picked me up and I went to the different places like a tourist. I 

did think that if I lived in México, things would be totally different but the only moment 

that I kindda cried was when I went to my mom's house where I grew up from age two to 

seven, some five years, my early life I grew up there and most of my memories are from 

that house in the neighborhood. So, I walk up to the house, my mom rents the house, and 

there was an elderly couple and la señora hace tamales para sobrevivir. I went to the 

house and I saw my room, I saw the house, it was the most emotionally overwhelming 

moment of the whole trip.  

After ten, eleven days in México, and this is going to sound stupid, I wanted to go 

back to the U.S. for two things. I was in the middle of my last semester of student 

teaching and in my mind I was like, I need to lesson plan, I need to teach, I need to go 

class. The other thing is that being there for ten days means that I am not working for ten 

days, I'm not getting paid and when I come back I'm going to owe money (laughter), and 

the whole thing is, I miss my friends, my community, and I miss organizing in the U.S. 

When I came back to the U.S. I was like, ok, definitely the US is my home because the 

place that people call home is a place where the people you love are at. The people I love 

and I respect and with whom I work with, and the place where I want to make it a better 
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place is San José. This is my community. So when I came back I made those connections 

and that realization. But a lot of people say, you know, in México there's a lot of things 

you can organize around, my family is in México, the vast majority of my family is in 

México and there's lots of things to do in México, and they tell me, spend a year or two 

years over there and you'll also call México your home, which is probably true. But right 

now, at this moment, my home is in San José. I was like, ok, I want to go back to San 

José! (laughter). 

Voy a empezar por ser maestro porque yo aprendí que la educación es 

fundamental para una sociedad. Para que una sociedad sea productiva, que tenga 

principios de justicia, principios de amor y eso, la educación es fundamental. En la 

estrategia de organizing hay tres cosas que tienes que hacer y cualquier movimiento tiene 

que hacer tres cosas. La primer cosa es educación, una fundación, una educación. La 

segunda cosa es, en inglés se llama agitation to inspire people, tienes que agitate people, 

you have to get them mad, mad to the point that they want to take action, mad to the point 

that they realize their situation as workers getting paid minimum wage is bad, and the 

owners of production have way more money than they but who is making the money is 

the workers. So, you get them very angry, you have to get them agitated, you have to 

inspire people to take action. Y la tercera cosa que se tiene que hacer es mobilization. 

Mobilization, ok, ya la gente sabe cuales son sus condiciones, lo que se tiene que 

cambiar, ya están enojados, ya están listos, entonces la última cosa es crear un espacio 

para que la gente tome acciones. Por eso quiero ser maestro, quiero, después de cuatro 
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años de ser un paid organizer, I want to go back to teaching or actually, realize my dream 

of becoming a teacher porque como un organizador por los últimos cuatro años era un 

teacher; había juntas, explicaba sobre el proceso de cómo se convierte una ley y todo eso, 

entonces también era un educator. So, education is the foundation of any movement y por 

eso decidí ser maestro y por eso voy a ser maestro muy pronto. 

LUCIA 
 Lucía is twenty-three years old and is a pre-service bilingual education teacher at 

a university in Central Texas. She immigrated at the age of nine to Central Texas in 

2003. Lucia’s family is originally from San Luis Potosí, México. Lucía has been involved 

in student organizations with a focus on Latinos and education in general, and Latinas in 

particular. She is very passionate about social justice and bilingual education and makes 

her positions well known in her teacher preparation courses. At the cusp of graduating 

from the university, Lucía states that she is excited at the prospects of having her own 

classroom as a teacher.  

 In the fall of 2014 Lucía invited me to her mother’s home to celebrate her 

younger sister’s first communion. I was very honored to attend. That rainy Saturday was 

warmed up with convivencia, barbacoa de borrego, and plática. At one point of the night, 

Lucía’s mother sat down to catch her breath from tending her guests and stated, “estoy 

desvelada.” Lucía replied, “ya pronto vas a poder descanzar, mami, y poder buscar otro 

trabajo en el día.” A neighbor interjected and asked, “¿sí vas a calificar para el 
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programa de Obama?” A few days before, President Obama had announced DAPA25 and 

Lucía’s mother was elated; she would qualify because two of her younger children are 

U.S. born. She hoped that with DAPA she would be able to seek employment that did not 

require to work grave shift hours. Lucía, la estudiante luchadora, like her mother, 

maintains la esperanza that DACA is a step towards a more comprehensive immigration 

reform that will benefit children and parents. In the following narrative, Lucía tells us 

about her educational trajectory, including the role of Mexican American courses, on her 

decision to become a teacher and her understandings of activism.  

 Entré a la escuela en el norte de la ciudad en la segunda parte del año escolar. Fue 

muy difícil (risas) porque, like, you know, Texas has an early exit bilingual education 

program, which I didn't know what it was back then but I do now. By the time I started in 

fourth grade, ya todos los demás niños had made the transition into English, entonces, 

                                                
 
25 President Obama announced DAPA on November 20, 2014. In the address, President Obama made two 
major 
announcements: 1. The creation of Deferred Action for Parents of American and Lawful Permanent 
Residents (DAPA) that would expand the temporary relief of DACA to include the parents of U.S. citizens 
and legal residents; and 2. Expansion of the DACA requirements to include potential beneficiaries that had 
been left out of the original directive due to age limits or date of entry to the country. The eligibility 
requirements for DAPA are the following: 1. Be the parent of a U.S. citizens or legal resident; 2. Have 
lived in the U.S. since January 1, 2010; 3. Have been present in U.S. on November 20, 2014; and 4. Have 
no felonies or pose a threat to national security. The eligibility requirements for DACA remained the same 
with two changes: 1. The elimination of the age limits stipulated in the 2012 directive; and 2. Proof of 
continuous residency in the U.S. since January 1, 2010 instead of June 15, 2007 as established in the 2012 
version of DACA. Both programs are temporary and renewable after three years instead of the two years 
provided to the original DACA. It was expected that 4.4. million people would benefit from the expansions 
to the 2012 deferred action directive (National Immigration Law Center, 2015). However, U.S. 
District Judge Andrew Hanen issued an injunction temporarily derailing the implementation of the new 
programs. Essentially, Judge Hanen ruled in favor of a lawsuit presented by 25 states, including Texas, that 
sought to prevent DAPA and DACA from going into effect. As of the writing of this chapter, the appeals 
court upheld the injunction of DAPA. 
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solo habíamos yo y otro niño que no sabíamos completamente nada en inglés besides 

what we learned the first couple of weeks que era "raise your hand" (laughter) o como 

hacerle para ir al baño and stuff like that. Era una clase supuestamente bilingüe pero 

everything was taught en English. It was really, really hard. No me acuerdo de ni una 

cosa que hicimos que era en español. Everything was in English. I remember reading a 

book y era completamente en inglés, claro, no me acuerdo del libro y nada sobre él 

porque I was not comprehending anything that I was reading pero me acuerdo de la 

palabra "again." I mispronounced it over and over and over y a cada rato me decían "es 

again, again." Pero es una palabra que es muy difícil cuando estas aprendiendo inglés cuz 

it's so different! To me it was "again" (pronounces word phonetically in Spanish) 

(laughter) instead of “again” (pronounces word in English) (laughter), you know? I 

would pronounce it como "again," así phonetically in Spanish pero me seguían diciendo 

eso, "again, again" corrigiéndome.  

After that first semester, I moved schools to una escuela en el sur completamente 

diferente. I think it was the demographics, there were more niños Latinos. There was 

need for the Spanish language in the classroom porque en quinto, cuando me moví para el 

sur, it was completely different. The teacher nos hablaba en los dos idiomas en inglés y 

en español. I never received any other type of support en inglés pero she would take time, 

like, a veces un día a la semana. Me acuerdo que a couple of times se quedaba after 

school with us, the ones that were more proficient in Spanish than in English y she would 

have little lessons for us. That didn't happen allá en el norte de la ciudad. 
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I breezed through middle school. I joined a national organization for business 

professionals where you made public presentations, and this thing called key boarding 

(laughter) I won State on both of those! And I got sent to Nationals! We got to go to 

Disney World for Nationals, of course I lost in Nationals (laughter). I got involved in this 

in an after school program. It was really funny porque we lived across the lake, and I 

couldn't walk home. I had to take the bus. But we had to move from that area to a farther 

area, entonces menos podía caminar. But the bus driver for the after school program 

would take me all the way home so, I would stay after school. El señor del late bus me 

llevaba hasta mi otra casa, mi new house, porque mi mamá no me podía recoger 

temprano. I needed a ride (laughter) so I had to stay. I played all sports all seasons porque 

I had to stay after school for something in order to ride the bus. I also joined an 

organization for young Latinas, which to this day todavía I participate in a lot of things 

that they do.  

 When I got to high school I had regular classes but were like a breeze for me, 

regular classes were baby stuff for me. My teachers started noticing so they moved me to 

AP and pre-AP classes and then I was doing really good in my AP and pre-AP classes so 

my counselor started looking for me to get into the early college start classes from the 

community college. But you needed a social security number, or I thought you need one, 

at least. That was the first time that I realized this is really big. I did start doing a little bit 

bad on my classes because I wanted them to stop asking me to enroll in the dual credit, I 

think that's what they're called, the dual credit early college start classes. I wanted them to 
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stop asking me porque they gave me the application and I was really excited at first but 

then I saw the little box where it says, “social security number,” I was like, I don't have 

one of these but I don't want to tell anybody. None of us knew each other's immigrant 

status and I didn't want to be the outcast, I didn't want to be that person, so I never 

brought back the application.  

The counselor would search for me everywhere! She would go to my classes! She 

would look for me in the hall ways! Everything! Yo me le iba, le sacaba la vuelta. I 

would see her coming and I would go the other way. I started missing school. I would tell 

my mom, "mom, no me siento bien." I started missing school with an excuse, I didn't 

skip. But I did kindda skip, I stayed home porque le decía a mi amá, "no me siento bien.” 

I would just stay home, but then she would be, "ok, ya, muchos días, vete a la escuela." I 

started doing a little bit worse in my classes, like acting, pretending that I didn't know the 

answer so they would stop asking me. I thought, if they think I'm not smart they're not 

gonna ask me anymore until there was no way for me to avoid my counselor anymore 

and I told her. And she asked me, "why haven't you turned this in?" I was like, "it's 

because I don't wanna do it" and I tried giving her all these excuses. And finally I was 

like, "I don't have a social and I, you know, I can't do it and it asks for a social there." 

And she was like, pskt (sound with lips), she was funny, she was something else! 

(laughter). She just grabbed me, and said, "you're crazy!" She grabbed me and took me 

and got me an 800 number, the community college has these numbers assigned specially 

for us. She called and easily got me an 800 number, put it in there and she was like, 
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"you're done!" and I was like, "really? That's it?" After that, I started, pero todavía 

nobody knew, it was just me and her. Even my closest friends, we never talked about eso. 

It was April and I got my acceptance letter for the University but money took for 

ever to come. I couldn't go to school without money, there was no way! My parents can't 

afford sending me to college! I had a job but I couldn't afford it. I had to settle for 

minimum wage porque sin tener papeles you can't ask for more so I couldn't even put 

myself through college. Money didn't come till May, ya casí se estaba acabando, it was 

en los últimos de May. I graduated June 3rd and I remember the week before I still didn't 

know if I was gonna go to college because I didn't have money. I had the acceptance but I 

didn't have money. And I remember my College Forward coach, he sat me down and told 

me, "ok, well, uh, you haven't received anything," everybody else had received their 

financial aid packages except for a couple of us that are undocumented. He said, "you 

haven't received anything so if you don't receive anything then you're probably gonna 

have to start at the community college" and we had already learned about the statistics of 

those who started at the community college and move on, which are not very high. I 

broke down. I was really upset because I didn't want to start at the community college. 

But finally I got my financial aid package and I was so happy but it was really hard 

psychologically, you know, just having to deal with your new identity. You're just not 

part of a group anymore. You're not just a high school student, now you're like an illegal 

high school student. People were like, "you're illegal too!" Everybody was coming out! 

When we were applying to college everybody was finding out who was what and who 
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had papers and who didn't. I got that from a lot of my friends, like, "you're illegal, too!" 

It's a term that's not a positive term, or people don't use it in a positive way but I had to 

deal with this change of identity as well as how this new identity was gonna shape my 

schooling and whether I was gonna be able to go to a college or not. It kindda sucks 

because they build you on this idea that you need to go to college pero para nosotros once 

we get to that stage its like we've already dreamed of going to college and we've already 

planned out what we're gonna do when we already applied to colleges but it comes down 

to our immigration status, like how much money you're gonna get porque we don't get 

federal financial aid. I'm glad that I live in Texas even though its so Republican! I'm 

proud I live in Texas because we get so much, we get so much financial aid from the 

state. If I lived in California, what would have happened to me? I've been so lucky!  

Even though I've been in the city desde el cuarto grado, coming to the University 

was kindda like culture shock. It was a new environment. I've never seen so many white 

people in my life in one single place. My high school had one white person the whole 

entire time. Or two, maybe. No había! And over here it was like a city within this big 

city. Then, I was doing athletic training which I thought it was what I wanted to do. But 

none of the people in the program had the same experience I did, so I felt like they didn't 

understand me. None of them had to work. I had to work. It was like I was just different. 

 I did horrible my first semester. I got like two Ds, one C, and then I got a B. And 

the B was in the Mexican Americans in Higher Education class. That was the only class 

that I wanted to go to everyday that I had the class. That's when I realized I wanted to be 
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in education. We read Yosso, we read Freire, we read all these people we talk about a lot 

in education and I was so interested in it. I was so captivated by all the different topics 

and that was the first time that I was actually opening my eyes to something and even 

though it was the Mexican American experience in higher education, I felt it was 

somewhat of my experience because, in a sense, I am Mexican American because I grew 

up in the U.S. even though in paper I may not be. I felt like I can relate to topics that we 

talked about in that class were relatable to me. I think I probably took all classes in the 

Mexican American Studies department. That's really what kept me here till the 

sociocultural foundations of education class. I liked that class because it was a mixture of 

Critical Race Theory and all of that plus education. That's when I finally got some of that 

glimpse of the Mexican Americans in Higher Education class. I've always been interested 

in education but what I really like is the cultural part of education. What sealed it for me 

was the sociocultural foundations of education class. Learning about all the historical 

injustices to minority students and language minority students, I think that's what sealed 

it for me.  

I wanna go on this path because I want to make a change, I mean, it can be a 

small change but it is a change. I know that people always say teachers always want to 

change the world y que it can't be done y que sabe que, pero I think that the more people 

that try to change the world, the easier it will get. Si cada una de nosotros, en nuestro 

propio salón, teach in a way that our students will learn how to think critically for 

themselves then they can change the world, and for us to be like the mediators for future 
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knowledge and then the students will be able to make that big change that we want to see 

even if we can't make that change right now. Entonces, what sealed it for me was that 

class and then on top of that this foundations semester that I am in right now, it just 

helped me to realize that there are strategies I can use and I don't have to go with the 

standardized bla bla bla way to teach crap. I can actually do something. Honestly, for me, 

that's a part of it because it has to be a part of it, the whole content thing, it has to be a 

part of teaching, of course, you have to teach someone to do basic math in order for them 

to do something, pero, its more about teaching them social consciousness and how to 

think critically. Yeah! (laughter). Not that I don't care to teach math but that is not my 

main goal. 

 Antes de tener DACA I still wanted to be a teacher pero it was a little bit hard for 

me to picture myself as a teacher later on when I graduate nada más porque pues to be a 

teacher, or to work in the US, you need to have documentation, of course. Entonces como 

que it was hard for me. No me podía ver yo, I mean, si no tengo papeles no puedo 

trabajar, I can't exercise my degree, I can't work in Texas, el único lugar donde voy a 

estar certificada. But now I have DACA. I still don't know what's going to happen porque 

I know that different districts have different teacher contracts. Por ejemplo, aquí en la 

ciudad they raised them up to three years, no sé que voy hacer porque pues mi permiso es 

de cada dos años. I don't know if they hire me with un permiso que is less time than a 

teacher contract. Y there’s something that I really, really, really, really, REALLY 

(laughter) would like to do, which is to study abroad. We have advanced parole pero fui a 
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una sesión de información and it was really scary. Ya no, I mean, sí quiero ir pero I don't 

think I'm gonna do it porque there's so much risk. You risk everything. You risk the 

money that you spend on it, you risk not being able to see your family here, you risk your 

education, not being able to graduate, there's so many risks. Y si tuvieramos un pathway 

to citizenship, that wouldn't even be a problem anymore cuz I could go study abroad 

anywhere I wanted sin preocuparme de poder regresar o no poder regresar o de que me 

detengan. 

You know, for me, being a teacher, in general, es activismo. At least a bilingual 

teacher is. I can say that I am engaged in activism ahorita solo por tomar esta ruta que 

escogí. I can't talk for generalists (laughter) pero para nosotros de Bilingual Education all 

of our classes teach us to think critically about the education system and they teach us 

ways in which we can help our students even if they have roadblocks that are already put 

in front of them. Nos enseñan muchas maneras en las que nosotros podemos ayudar a los 

estudiantes a sobresalir en la escuela, even though they have all these obstacles against 

them. Entonces, I think that being a bilingual teacher is just by its own being an activist 

because you are going against the status quo. I mean, if you see the big picture, nadie 

quiere, nobody wants the students to be learning in Spanish así cosas así, grandes, you 

have to defend your own position as a bilingual teacher and why you're doing it, and you 

have to defend the language minority students and the students of color, and you have 

have to defend all these things so you have to be an advocate, you have to be an activist, 

for your own, for your own good and the good of your students.  
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EMILIO 
Emilio is twenty-five years old and is a fifth grade bilingual Math and Science 

teacher in North Texas. He was eleven years old when he immigrated to the Dallas 

metropolitan area. Emilio’s family is originally from Nuevo León, México. As an 

undergraduate student, Emilio held leadership positions in the local LULAC chapter, and 

in the bilingual education students’ organization. In the summer of 2015, Emilio was one 

of nine DACAmented teachers honored by the White House’s Champions of Change 

initiative.  

After my initial contacts with Emilio, I asked if I could visit with him in Dallas. He 

immediately offered to house me during my visit. I was honored to talk with Emilio not 

only about school and politics but cruisin’ and fútbol. Emilio’s humility and commitment 

to working with his community was refreshing and inspiring. His grounding in the 

community found its way to his relationships with the students and in positioning the 

students’ community knowledges as valid and as relational to scientific and mathematical 

concepts. Emilio truly is a “Champion of Change.” Here is Emilio’s educational 

trajectory narrative.  

 En la high school apliqué a varias escuelas locales, a la Universidad principal de 

Texas y a un colegio comunitario que esta aquí en Dallas. Y el colegio comunitario me 

dio dos años todo pagado, me dieron la Rising Star Scholarship. Me dieron todo pagado y 

tenía esa opción. Pero después, la Universidad me aceptó porque yo estaba en el 10 por 

ciento de arriba, el top 10%, y me ofrecían un año pagado. Un verano antes, o sea, my 

junior year going into my senior year, fui a un campamento de ingeniería ahí en la 
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Universidad. Escuché de eso en la prepa y me dijeron que debería de aplicar a ver si me 

meten, es todo pagado, te quedas toda una semana en la universidad y haces actividades 

relacionadas con la ingeniería. Apliqué y me aceptaron. Estuve allá por una semana y me 

quedé allí en unos dormitorios que apenas los acababan de construir y me encantó. 

¡Estuvo padrísimo! Me encantó el ambiente de la escuela, era una escuela grande, con 

mucha gente diferente. Entonces dije, yo quiero ir a esta Universidad, ¡yo quiero ir a esta 

Universidad! Ya cuando salieron los últimos rankings apliqué y me aceptaron. Y le dije a 

mi mamá, le platiqué que el community college me ofrecía dos años y que la universidad 

me ofrecía un año y decidí con la universidad. Ella no quería.  

Fíjate, cuando hice la aplicación nunca me pidieron seguro social ni nada de eso, 

para nada. Y eso es una de las cosas que me pregunta siempre la gente de como entraste a 

la universidad si no tienes seguro, no tienes papeles. Cuando aplicas tienes que firmar un 

affidavid diciendo que en la oportunidad más pronta vas hacerte residente y ese es el 

affidavid que viene con la aplicación pero es uno de los affidavids que tienes que firmar 

para poder aplicar. Ya cuando vine a orientación y escoger mis clases y todo eso, me di 

cuenta que me iban a cobrar como estudiante internacional. La cantidad que me habían 

ofrecido como ayuda financiera no iba a ser cercana a lo que iba a ser por un semestre 

como estudiante internacional. Y la cantidad que me había ofrecido era para los dos 

semestres cubiertos como residente. Entonces, fui a la oficina internacional, hice 

preguntas y ya me dieron otro affidavid que tuve que firmar para poder pagar como 

residente de Texas bajo el HB 1403.  
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Entré a la universidad como undeclared in the School of Undergraduate Studies. 

Después de mi experiencia con cálculo en la prepa dije, no, no es para mi. Yo siento que 

iba a ser un error hacer eso. El primer semestre fui undeclared, el segundo estuve en 

estudios Mexicoamericanos y literatura en Español. La verdad me encantaron las clases 

de Mexican American Studies. Me gustaron las clases pero la verdad no vi un futuro, no 

sabía que hacer con eso. Después del summer acabando mi primer año en la Universidad 

estuve de voluntario en una clínica aquí en Dallas. En una clínica comunitaria onde 

necesitaban interpretes para interpretarle a los pacientes que iban porque los doctores que 

donaban su tiempo son blancos y no hablaban nada de español. Una vez mi mamá fue y 

tuve que interpretar para ella y vi que necesitaban ayuda y les pregunté si ocupaban más 

ayuda. Estuve allí por tres años. Después regresé ese verano, después de mi freshman 

year y conocí a una muchacha que se iba a graduar de esta universidad de Bilingual 

Education y me platicó sobre eso. A mi siempre me había gustado lo que era la 

enseñanza, siempre me había gustado eso, así que investigué y vi un poquito en la 

internet y lo encontré. Y fue en mi segundo año que apliqué. Un día antes, dos días antes 

de que clases empezaran, I declared my major y desde entonces estuve tres años en ese 

programa, claro, empezando todavía agarrando mis basics pero pues ya estaba en esa vía 

para ser maestro.  

 Tuve buenas experiencias con mis roommates. Me acuerdo que we did cooking, 

oh my God! I would go to the kitchen at the underground level de los dorms, and I would 

go and cook my arrachera, you know, we made carne asada right there! I've never seen 
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anyone else do it, carne asada, ahí en el courtyard que esta en los dorms. Nos poníamos 

hacer carne asada and we had, you know, Mexican music and it was a group of us that 

would just hang out right there and just feel all like home, like, we wanted something that 

would kind of tie us back to our home, and we did that very often, actually. Hacíamos eso 

muy seguido.  

Me involucré con LULAC por un muchacho que era presidente mi primer año ahí. 

Me acuerdo que estaba en la clase de historia Mexicoamericana y pues ya sabes que ese 

profesor ha estado en LULAC por muchísimos años, igual que su esposa, y el profesor 

dejó que el muchacho hiciera un anuncio diciendo que iban a tener una junta de la 

membresía general y que estábamos invitados a ir. No se exactamente que fue lo que dijo 

pero me interesó. Fui, conocí a la gente, me cayeron muy bien todos, la verdad. Y ya 

empecé que hacer de voluntario con ellos. Tengo una foto de lo que fue mi primer evento 

de voluntariado y fue la celebración de independencia que hacen el fifteen, lo organizaba 

el comité cultural mexicoamericano, parece que ya no están. Fui y estuve ayudando y me 

seguí juntando con ellos. Una amiga, ese mismo semestre, me dijo, te gustaría ser un 

officer, el sargent of arms. Le pregunté que haría con esa posición y al final me 

convenció, you know, keep the peace at the meetings (laughter). Eso no se ocupa en 

concilios locales. Eso se ocupa en las convenciones estatales, que de hecho, va a ser este 

fin de semana que viene en Lubbock, la convención estatal. Y pues ahí estuve y me gustó 

mucho. Conocí mucha gente. Y mi primera conferencia fue en el dos mil doce en 

Houston, fui a la conference y conocí a mucha gente. Y me gustó. Me pareció muy bien 
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lo que hacían, sobre todo a nivel local. En ese entonces no estaba tan consciente de lo que 

es la asociación, la organización nacional, ya no fue hasta después que me empecé a dar 

cuenta de todo lo que hacían y después de ser sargent of arms me lancé de presidente and 

I got elected. Después de eso fui el, este, la posición se llama Deputy District Director for 

Young Adults que, pretty much you over see the councils in your area. Austin es el 

distrito siete. Y la verdad, Austin no tiene muchos concilios de young adults, tiene más de 

los adultos, con los que me llevé muy bien. Fíjate, siempre se me a facilitado platicar con 

gente ya grande. En LULAC there's a huge divide. Tienes los young adults, youth, y 

después tienes el LULAC OGs, seventy and eighty year olds that are still going. Y a mi 

siempre me gustó platicar porque they're like walking history books y es muy interesante 

escuchar de todos ellos. Estuve con esa posición por un año y ya mi último año en la 

universidad estuve solamente, I guess, de advisor del council. Y pos ahora estamos 

comenzando nuestro propio concilio aquí en Dallas con varios amigos.  

Yo no estuve directamente involucrado con el DREAM Act Movement. En lo que 

me involucré más fue en explicar policies, de que si esto pasa así me va afectar, you 

know, put a face to the issue. A lot of people hear about it and they have this, I don't 

know, they create their own perspectives of what it is but they have no connection to how 

it would really benefit people. Even up until today, I just present in a way that this is what 

it is and this is how it would affect my life, it just adds, ¿cómo te lo explico? It just makes 

it more real just because someone that you know is telling you how it would affect their 

life. Pero claro, cuando, whenever we go to Washington DC and speak with 
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Congressmen we do talk about it, about the DREAM Act. I've been there twice and we 

talk about it, but it’s just a matter of educating people in hopes that it will turn into more, 

I guess, voter engagement, civic engagement and stuff like that. That’s how I’ve been 

involved in this. 

Conclusion 

 Las vivencias of the participants presented in these biographical counterstories 

highlight their educational trajectories, their rationale for pursuing a career as teachers, 

and their development of a social justice and activist orientation. The counterstories also 

reveal differences in the policies geared to undocumented students in California, Texas, 

and Utah, and the impact this had on their college-going trajectories. Texas was the first 

state that enacted an in-state tuition initiative for undocumented students in 2001. This 

initiative also allowed undocumented students to qualify for financial aid. Soon after, 

California passed AB 540, which provided undocumented students access to in-state 

tuition, but unlike Texas, it did not grant access to state financial aid. It was until 2011 

that California changed its laws to provide undocumented students access to state 

financial aid. The participants from California attended community college and noted the 

difficulty of pursuing a college degree without financial assistance to cover tuition and 

other related expenses. The participants from Texas were admitted to a flagship 

university immediately after high school, and were provided with state grants and 

scholarships to cover tuition.  
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 DACA played a role in the participants being able to practice their profession. 

They expressed that they wanted to be teachers due to lived experiences. For some, it was 

a former teacher seen as a model to be emulated in the future that motivated them to 

pursue this career. For others, it was miseducation, tracking, and an initial lack of 

opportunities to succeed academically that fueled their desire to become teachers as a 

way to redress subtractive schooling practices they clearly know are still prevalent in low 

socioeconomic status schools. The influence of past experiences, including schooling, in 

guiding the rationale of the participants for pursuing a career as teachers resonates with 

what others have found about teachers’ past experiences informing their approaches to 

teaching and in crafting their occupational roles (Adair, 2011; Fee, 2010; Galindo, 1996; 

2007; Galindo et al., 1996; Quiocho and Rios, 2000). The rationale of the participants for 

entering the teaching profession was informed by their vivencias. 

 The participants developed their social justice and activist orientation through 

participation in local campaigns for undocumented immigrant rights, and in community 

and labor based organizations as well as national advocacy associations. In accordance 

with Urrieta’s (2007b; 2009) work about Chicana/o activist teachers, the participants in 

this study developed their orientation as social justice minded teachers in the interactions 

of their participation in everyday and local struggles informed by a wider sense of justice 

to address structural and historical forces that curtail the human rights of undocumented 

immigrants in general, and youth and students in particular. Whether it was gathering 

signatures in support of pro-immigrant legislation, reciting poetry in mega marchas, 
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leading local chapters of national organizations, advocating for Latina students, 

organizing students in direct action activities, or participating in a hunger strike, the 

participants were involved at different capacities in the local reiterations of a global 

social movement, which, as vivencias, further informed their rationale for becoming 

teachers.  

The next chapter focuses on the participants’ rationale for pursuing a career as 

educators. In discussing the rationales for teaching, further sub-themes will be explored 

to reveal the complex motivations of the participants for following this professional 

route. The articulations of professional and personal identities will also be highlighted in 

the next chapter. Since lived experiences are central to the rationale for teaching, the 

concept of vivencias will be further theorized in throughout dialogue with the 

participants’ narratives.   
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CHAPTER 5- RATIONALE FOR PURSUING A CAREER AS 
EDUCATORS, PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATION, AND 

PRECARIOUSNESS OF THE DACAMENTED  

 This chapter examines the participants’ rationale for pursuing careers as 

educators. The participants’ rationales are informed by previous experiences, including 

K-12 schooling, enrollment in Chicana/o and Ethnic Studies courses in college, and 

religious, political, and familial beliefs, participation in social movements. Mentors, such 

as teachers, college professors, and veteran activists played a role in the development of 

the participants’ orientation towards teaching and social justice. In some cases, the 

participants stated that they had always felt a vocation for teaching which was informed 

by both positive and negative experiences with schooling and former teachers. However, 

it was until DACA that they were able to pursue their professional vocation. The 

interactions between previous experiences and relationships with mentors shaped the 

participants’ trajectory from students to educators, their formulations of professional 

identities, and their perspectives on education.  

 The data from the twenty participants will be combined to examine what 

compelled the participants to enter the teaching profession, a profession with a high 

turnover rate, especially in the school settings in which the participants intentionally 

selected to work (Achinstein et al., 2010; DeAngelis & Presley, 2010; Ingersoll & May, 

2011; Simon et al., 2015). In discussing the participants’ rationale for pursuing careers as 

educators, the chapter is divided into three main sections. Section one focuses on the 

rationales of the participants for choosing this professional trajectory as expressed in the 
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life history interviews. Three themes are specifically discussed in this section: K-16 

experiences in U.S. schooling institutions; the role of mentors; and deportability. The 

findings suggest that the rationale of the participants for becoming educators is based on 

a deep desire to address the miseducation and educational injustices they encountered as 

K-12 students that they know are still prevalent in U.S. schools today. Their vivencias in 

a precarious status intersecting in multiple social locations, such as undocumented status, 

ethnic and racial background, and social class, informed their decision-making process. 

 The second section features the participants’ perspectives on education. It focuses 

on the participants’ given meanings to education and how their articulations of what it 

means to be an educator fit in with these perspectives. Previous experiences in university 

classrooms and social movement activities shape their explanations of the meanings of 

education, and how they perceive their roles as educators in relation to their ideas about 

education. For some, “education is liberation” whereas for others it is a “llave que abre 

muchas puertas26,” that is, it is a necessary step for better opportunities. In defining 

education, the participants draw from ubiquitous metaphors for education present in 

teacher preparation programs, in social movements, and that are part and parcel of the 

American ideology of meritocracy in which higher education is presented as essential for 

social mobility. Implicit in these perspectives on education there is an abundance of 

understandings of the professional identity of educator, including advocate, activist, and 

                                                
 
26 Translation: A key that opens many doors. 
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facilitator. Furthermore, these professional identities are based on the participants’ beliefs 

of the roles educators have in schools and their local communities. Las vivencias of the 

participants inform their perspectives on education and their professional identity 

articulations.  

 The last section highlights the precariousness of Latina/o DACAmented pre- and 

in-service educators as discernible from the participants’ life histories. Throughout the 

narratives, the participants expressed multiple instances in which they felt anxiety due to 

the insecurity and uncertainty they were placed in by the state’s immigration control 

regimes. Despite, in most cases, being high achieving students, both in high school and 

college, the participants’ undocumented status prevented them from practicing their 

profession or to seek employment that offered higher salaries and status. Knowing this 

often led the participants to ponder about their professional and life trajectory. In some 

cases, it led the participants to consider relocating to their home country, while this 

possibility also conditioned their degree and career choices. The insecurity and 

uncertainty voiced by the participants is analyzed as an expression of precariousness. 

This analysis reveals the conditions of existence forced by the state upon both the 

undocumented and DACAmented, and at the same time allows us to witness how despite 

precarious conditions the participants generated life by engaging in performative acts of 

hope, lucha, and faith.  

“Lo que siempre quería hacer”: Rationale for Pursuing Careers as 
Educators 
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 In the five biographical counterstories featured in Chapter 4, the participants 

convey their rationale for pursuing careers as educators. These rationales cannot be 

isolated from the whole narratives to be explained as causal relationships because the 

participants expressed a multiplicity of reasons for becoming educators. Rather than a 

simple cause and effect relationship that conveys the idea that there is one particular 

reason that leads to a given outcome, the motivations of the participants where multiple 

and despite their similitude showed differences amongst them. For instance, all the 

participants in their roles as educators expressed a desire to improve the educational 

experiences of Latina/o and low income students. Yet, how they went about doing this 

varied based on lived experiences, college preparation, and the regions where they lived. 

Also, the meaning ascribed to what was meant by improving educational experiences 

varied based on these experiences. It was a confluence of activities, beliefs, relationships, 

and educative experiences and not one particular reason that stirred the participants in 

this professional direction.  

 The in-service teachers in this study have been in the classroom for no more than 

three years. For them, like the pre-service teachers and the community educators, K-12 

schooling experiences grounded their rational for pursuing careers as educators. These 

findings align with research literature on teacher professional identities and experiences 

that have found that previous schooling experiences shape teacher professional identities 

and orientations (Adair, 2011; Fee, 2010; Galindo, 1996; 2007; Galindo et al., 1996; 

Quiocho and Rios, 2000). Undocumented status, language, especially for those that 
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entered U.S. schools at a later age, and their positioning as “promising” students by their 

teachers and mentors played a significant role in how they experienced schooling in 

predominantly low-income and majority-minority schools. However, for the majority of 

participants, undocumented status only came to the fore towards the end of their high 

school trajectory when the prospects of applying and attending college were presented to 

them. This corroborates with the findings of other studies (see Pérez, 2009; Pérez et al., 

2009; Pérez, Cortés et al., 2010; Pérez, Espinosa et al., 2010; Pérez and Cortés, 2011) that 

highlight roadblocks encountered by undocumented high school college-going students 

and their resiliency for pursuing their dreams of attaining a higher education. Language 

education and the subtractive configuration of U.S. schools (Valenzuela, 1999) for Latino 

students shaped the study’s participants’ schooling experiences; immigration status was 

always present in the background but became central to their educational trajectory when 

applying for college and has since then shaped their educational, professional, and life 

trajectories. This sub-section highlights the participants’ experiences with language 

education, and the college application and selection process as two series of events that 

shaped their educational and professional trajectories.   

LANGUAGE EDUCATION 
As stated in Chapter 4, the ages of the participants ranged from nineteen to thirty-

two years old. All of the participants entered U.S. schools at different ages and this 

showed in their language usage during the interviews (see Table 4). For the participants 

that started school in the United States from 4th grade and upwards (9 years old and 
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above), language education was central to their academic trajectories. In fact, these 

participants went on to pursue careers as bilingual education teachers, Spanish teachers, 

ESL teachers, and were passionate and intentional about their rationale for following 

such career path. Amanda, who’s narrative is extensively featured in Chapter 4, is 

exemplary of this intentionality. Initially she intended to practice as a Math teacher in an 

ESL setting because she wanted to be the middle school teacher she wished she had had 

at that time. Amanda felt that as a Math teacher in an ESL program she could be the 

agent of change that provided college preparatory courses for students relegated to the 

“ESL ghetto” (Faltis & Arias, 2007; Valdés, 2001) where students are denied access to 

such content and are segregated from their English dominant peers. Amanda’s stated 

motivation is founded on her experiences as an ESL student stuck in basic Math.  

Table 4: Language Use During Interviews 
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For the participants from California, like Cecilia, a pre-service teacher from the 

San Joaquín Valley, learning English and the lack of support for her home language 

marked their initial schooling experiences in the U.S.. Cecilia recalled her first 

encounters with U.S. schooling,   

La maestra que tenía en la escuela que me tocó sí hablaba español pero era muy 
estricta y no quería que nadie hablara español para nada en el salón. Fue un poco 
difícil para mi pero muchos compañeros hablaban español porque la mayoría de la 
gente en mi comunidad es  Hispana. Muchas de las tareas no las hacia porque no 
le entendía, estaban en inglés. Lo único que hacía eran unas matemáticas pero a 
veces ni eso y la maestra me regañaba y me decía, "¿por qué no haces estas 
matemáticas si no tienen nada de lenguaje?" 
 

Cecilia started on a path of low academic performance because the school did not provide 

instruction in her home language. It should be noted that bilingual education was 
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eradicated from California’s public schools in 1998 after Proposition 227, the “English 

for the Children” initiative, that was overwhelmingly approved by voters. Proposition 

227 mandated that all instruction in public schools be conducted in English. The 

nonexistence of support for Cecilia’s home language as a foundation for further 

development of academic language in both Spanish and English occurred in this context. 

In Cecilia’s case, the presence of Spanish speaking peers in an English dominant 

classroom setting supported her in her initial experiences in U.S. schools. Cecilia felt that 

her first U.S. teachers, even though they spoke Spanish, did not provide her with the 

necessary support to learn the English language and to develop a positive orientation 

towards schooling. Other participants from California expressed that they did not feel 

supported in their academic development. It was until one particular teacher or counselor, 

often times one that self-identified as Latina/o, showed interest in them that they 

developed a positive orientation towards school. These relationships with mentors and 

teachers will be further elaborated in the next subsection.  

As a college student, Cecilia has had many opportunities to volunteer and observe 

in elementary classrooms, especially at her younger brother’s elementary school. Her 

initial U.S. schooling experiences coupled with her classroom observations and tutoring 

opportunities, particularly at her brother’s school, are some of the reasons why she wants 

to work with recent immigrant students in a community similar to where she grew up and 

currently lives, 

Me gustaría trabajar en la escuela a donde va mi hermanito o más o menos en una 
escuela como esa. Ese es mi sueño. Yo quiero ser ese tipo de maestra que ayuda 
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más a los niños pero en especial a esos que vienen de México que no saben el 
inglés y que tienen esa dificultad con el lenguaje y adaptación porque siento que 
las maestras te dicen que sí se puede pero ellas no han pasado por eso, ¿cómo 
saben? Si ni siquiera saben por lo que pasaste o lo que tienes que pasar. Yo quiero 
poder decirles que yo ya pasé por eso y que sí se puede y que no importa lo que 
muchas veces dicen, por ejemplo, de que ya se sabe cuanta gente va haber en la 
cárcel viendo los resultados de exámenes de tercer grado. Esto lo aprendimos en 
la clase de Chicano Studies. Tal vez los niños no saben eso pero sí han de sentir 
que tienen bajas expectativas para ellos y que no van a poder ser tan exitosos 
porque no los están motivando. Me gustaría decirles, bueno, no solo decirlo pero 
poder ser un ejemplo que sí se puede.  

 
In the current stage of her preparation as a bilingual teacher, Cecilia expresses a desire to 

serve her community as a result of the on-going development of her facultad anchored in 

the lessons she has drawn from her experiences. Moya (2002) asserts that la facultad 

develops from the intermingling of two premises: 1. People in different social locations 

will experience the world in different ways; and 2. Not everyone who has similar 

experiences will arrive to the same conclusions about that particular experience without 

theory-mediated knowledge. Cecilia’s experiential learning comes from her own 

vivencias as an undocumented immigrant student of working class background, from 

conducting classroom observations in similar schooling settings as the ones she initially 

attended in the U.S., and from her participation in Chicana/o Studies courses. Cecilia, in 

accordance with Moya, points out that not everyone can arrive at the same ways of 

knowing or conclusions about a particular experience from any social location unless you 

have lived those particular experiences from the specificity of a social location. Cecilia 

points this out when she states that even though teachers, even if they self-identify as 

Latina/o, might try to encourage students, this can only go so far without the experiential 
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knowledge of coming from similar social locations as the students; the teachers do not 

know what students like her, or her brother, have gone through or will go through. This 

knowing goes beyond the one that is acquired from reading research studies in teacher 

preparation courses; it is grounded in experience, in vivencias. This particular way of 

knowing, like la facultad, is visceral, and as Sandoval (as cited in Moya, 2002) points out, 

is an “emotional and intellectual skill which is developed amidst hegemonic powers” (p. 

88). Cecilia’s conclusion about her vivencias can be further conceptualized as what Moya 

calls epistemic privilege, that is, the acknowledgment by people who are oppressed in 

certain ways that,   

They have experiences — experiences that  people  who  are  not oppressed in 
that same way usually lack — that can provide them with information we all need 
to understand how hierarchies of race, class, gender, and sexuality operate to 
uphold existing  regimes  of  power  in  our  society (p. 38).   
 

For the participants from California, it was their experiences with a subtractive schooling 

codified in law, especially in regards to language education, that fueled their rationales 

for pursuing careers as educators.  

Texas has had a much better track record with bilingual education than California. 

In 1973, the state legislature enacted the Bilingual Education and Training Act that 

mandated all public schools to provide bilingual instruction for limited English 

proficiency students (Blanton, 2004). Bilingual instruction has been steady since then, 

although with some tensions in debates over the best models of bilingual instruction, and 

with sporadic movements seeking to eliminate bilingual education surging every other 

legislative session. These threats are kept at bay by Tejano legislators who have 
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historically served as a counterbalance to white political power throughout the late 20th 

century and early 21st century. It is in this context of negotiations amongst for and against 

bilingual education debates that the participants from Texas entered U.S. schools. 

Magdalena, a third grade bilingual teacher in Central Texas, recalled her initial 

experiences, 

Yo era muy tímida y nomas hablaba una palabra en inglés, si acaso, creo que 
“windows.” Me acuerdo que me tocó con un maestro de cuarto grado que era 
muy, muy lindo, muy paciente. Recuerdo que estaba en un programa transicional, 
bilingüe, so, había un tiempo donde solo se hablaba inglés y yo me sentía mucho 
más tímida. Si cuando hablaba mi propio idioma me sentía tímida, escuchando 
otro idioma me daba mucha pena y realmente no entendía nada. Y ese era mi 
miedo de que yo no pudiera hablar. Pensaba que a lo mejor yo no podía tener 
inglés porque era muy tímida y que nunca iba a poder hablar. Pero tengo bonitos 
recuerdos. Todos los estudiantes de mi clase, aunque llegué por febrero o marzo 
de cuarto grado, todos eran muy lindos. 

 
For Magdalena, like Lucia, whose story is provided in Chapter 4, bilingual instruction 

eased her transition to U.S. schools. Having access to teachers and classroom settings that 

supported their home languages was essential to their development of a strong orientation 

towards schooling. In fact, only one of the ten participants from California was in the top 

ten percent of her high school graduating class, and all of the participants that initially 

migrated to and started their educational trajectory in Texas where at the top of their high 

school senior classes. The participants who initially immigrated to Texas were enrolled in 

bilingual instructional settings. This provided them with bilingual teachers that 

predominantly shared similar backgrounds as the participants and a genuine interest in 

supporting their development of bilingualism.  
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 The experiences of the pre- and in-service teachers from Texas with language 

education along with their teacher preparation in social justice oriented bilingual 

education programs and in Teach For America27, a national teacher corps organization 

that bills itself as an advocate for educational justice, shaped their orientation towards 

bilingual education. For these participants, bilingual education is a must and they see 

their roles as bilingual educators as those of an advocate. The perceived roles of 

educators are further developed below but it should be noted that K-12 experiences 

shaped how they frame these roles. Interestingly, all but one of the interviews with the 

participants from Texas were conducted in Spanish, perhaps an indication of the impact 

bilingual K-12 instruction had in their sense of self, and the importance they place in 

bilingualism. The exception being a DACAmented Latina teacher from New York that 

was placed in a North Texas elementary school by Teach For America. 

Irene, a kindergarten teacher from North Texas, expressed the reasons 

bilingualism is important for her,  

Yo nací en una ciudad fronteriza y veníamos al otro lado todos los fines de 
semana. Toda la gente habla español en los dos lados, nunca hubo razón de 
aprender inglés. A mi nunca me tocó aprender porque ya vez que allá en México 
es hasta la secundaria que empiezan a tomar inglés como elective. Como te digo, 
acabé sexto grado y nos vinimos para acá. Yo nunca tuve esa exposure al lenguaje 
de inglés. Al llegar aquí me hizo reaccionar de la importancia y el valor que tengo 
de ser bilingüe porque esta gacho, como quiera, estar en una ciudad, un lugar 
nuevo, y no poder comunicarte, no poder pedir que quieres ir al baño, no poder ir 

                                                
 
27 Teach For America (TFA) has received criticism from multiple sources, primarily activist teacher 
educators and researchers. The primary criticism is based on TFA’s recruitment procedures and training 
methods. TFA corps members often times do not have any background in pedagogy or curriculum and 
receive a five week training over the summer prior to beginning their work as teachers in low income and 
historically marginalized schools.     
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a un lugar y decir quiero esto. Y esto lo vez todavía con mis padres. Mi papá sí lo 
habla pero lo habla mocho y lo entiende también, pero sabes cuantas barreras hay 
para esa gente que no tiene la facilidad o no sabe el inglés. Yo veo a mis papás y a 
los padres de mis estudiantes que se sienten frustrados al saber que si supiera 
inglés todo sería más fácil. Y es algo, más que nada, que no solo puedas 
comunicarte aquí en Estados Unidos sino que puedas tener esa facilidad de que 
tienes los dos y que no se te olvida de donde vienes y tus raíces. Y que también 
haz podido ser parte ahora de este país en que ahora vives porque hay muchas 
gentes que se viene pa' acá y ya no quiere regresar porque digas o no las cosas 
están, así como las cosas están mal aquí, a lo mejor de donde vienen están todavía 
peores. Entonces, el poder ser bilingüe es algo que no solamente mantienes tu 
cultura y parte de ti, más que nada. Yo me caracterizo mucho por mi lenguaje. A 
mi me gusta mucho hablar en español, me recuerda de donde soy, que soy 
mexicana y de donde vengo. No solo es que eres bilingüe para ganar más dinero 
sino que te recuerda de donde vienes, tus raíces y para que no se te olvide de 
donde naciste. 
 

Upon entering U.S. schools as a middle school student, Irene realized the importance of 

learning the dominant language as a tool to be able to communicate her needs and wants. 

As with the other participants, Irene was enrolled in bilingual instructional settings, in her 

case, it was a newcomer academy where she was provided with support for learning the 

English language; she was transferred to a mainstream school within a year. Seeing her 

own parents and now her students’ parents struggle to communicate in English also 

emphasized the importance she placed in bilingualism and not necessarily the adoption of 

the dominant language over the vanquishing of the home language. Irene further relates 

home language to particular ways of being and knowing denoted in tus raíces, your roots, 

your origins, your lived experiences. Other scholars (see Anzaldua, 1999; hooks, 1994; 

Tan, 2008) have theorized the connections between the home language and ways of being 

and knowing. Like Irene, the participants pursuing careers as bilingual educators 

elaborated on the links between bilingualism, identity, and knowledge. Experiences with 
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bilingual instruction foregrounds these participants’ rationales for pursuing careers as 

bilingual educators.  

THE COLLEGE APPLICATION AND SELECTION PROCESS 
Another aspect of the participants’ K-12 experiences that shaped their educational 

and professional trajectories was the college application and selection process, 

specifically in regards to obtaining financial aid to cover tuition costs. These processes 

centered their undocumented status as a salient characteristic of their educational 

trajectories. All the participants stated that the college application process revealed that 

their trajectories would be different than those of their documented peers. It was through 

this process that they realized that the American doctrine of meritocracy was not 

applicable for everyone. Every graduation, in the midst of tassels, speeches, “Pomps and 

Circumstances,” balloons, and cheers, they uttered a “¿y ahora qué?” Graduations meant 

uncertainty about what to do next in a context in which without the proper documentation 

people are not able to freely choose the employment opportunities that they best see fit 

for themselves.  

This uncertainty28 pushed some of the participants to pursue graduate degrees as a 

way to buy time with the hope that, as Manuel expressed, “de que pase algo,” like the 

DREAM Act, that would provide relief and a path to legal residency for undocumented 

students. This was specially the case for the participants that obtained their college 

                                                
 
28 Uncertainty as an expression of precariousness will be further discussed and elaborated in Chapter 6.  
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degrees prior to 2012 and who where amongst the initial beneficiaries (pre-2005) of in-

state tuition initiatives for undocumented students. This “algo” never materialized. These 

participants, with the exception of Amanda and Víctor, have master’s degrees. Amanda 

was one semester away from completing a combined teaching credential and master’s 

program when she had to drop out because she needed to work as the teacher of record to 

complete her thesis project. As an undocumented student she could not be hired by the 

school district. Unfortunately, her University was not able to support her in navigating 

this roadblock. Víctor, after graduating from college in 2010, put his dreams of becoming 

a high school Social Studies teacher on hold and dedicated his life to labor union and 

community organizing; he became one of the most well-known young organizers in 

California’s Bay Area. For all the participants alike, U.S. immigration laws shaped the 

rest of their educational and professional trajectories. 

Ernesto, an English and Ethnic Studies community college professor in the San 

Joaquín Valley, and one of the initial beneficiaries of AB 540 reflected on his college 

application and selection process as a high school student and then as a community 

college student,  

The State University was not my first option. It wasn't an option. I remember 
when I was in high school, a teacher wanted me to apply to State University, and I 
was like, I don't know, I was afraid because of my residency status. I applied 
nonetheless and it was around the time AB 540 had barely passed, so I came here, 
well, I took the SATs and I applied. I got accepted to State University but when I 
came to explain to the people here how it was gonna work out, I went to talk to 
admissions and everything, but when they described it to me, they were 
uninformed of the subject. They told me that I can only come here for two years 
because there is a part in the form, I forget exactly what part, but says something 
about two years, they just took that piece and that's what they reiterated to me. 
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That's what they told me and I was really resentful, because, you know, I was like, 
damn! That sucks! I was uninformed, too, but I just resented that system. When I 
went to community college, the mentorship and the community that I had was so 
different that I never got to that point of getting to resent it. I just got to do my 
thing, I got to connect with people. When it came to applying, I applied to the 
Flagship University, my mentors wanted me to go there, they were like, "man, 
you gotta go somewhere big." I got in but there wasn't at the time, this was 2005, 
there weren't the economic resources that exist now for DREAMers, it was still 
brand new. I didn’t go to the Flagship University, I came here to State University 
instead.  
 

Ernesto was encouraged by one of his high school teachers to apply to the local State 

University. Upon graduating from high school in 2003, he was set to begin attending 

State University, however, due to misinformation he decided to withdraw and instead 

enrolled in the local community college. Ernesto mentions that he was afraid to apply for 

college in the first place because of his undocumented status. He also developed 

resentment towards an educational system that made it difficult for undocumented 

students to access a college education. At the local community college, Ernesto 

encountered mentors that were better informed about AB 540 who took interest in his 

academic achievement and growth as a student leader. These same mentors encouraged 

him to transfer to California’s flagship university, to which he was admitted. However, he 

decided not to attend and instead enrolled in the same local state university that had 

initially pushed him out due to misinformation provided to him by admissions and 

financial aid counselors. Ernesto’s experiences reveal that teachers and counselors have 

an influence in the college application and selection processes (Pérez & McDonough, 

2008, Pérez 2007). His decision to attend the local state university rather than the flagship 

university due to the financial constraints and the lack of financial assistance for 
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undocumented students at the time is consistent with Pérez’s (2010) findings in her study 

of Latino undocumented students’ college choice process. Pérez reports that the main 

factor in the college selection process for Latino undocumented students was cost.  

In my study this was especially the case for the participants from California 

because AB 540 provided access to in-state tuition but it did not provide access to state or 

federal financial aid29. Overwhelmingly, these participants attended local community 

colleges and transferred to regional universities. All, with the exception of Cecilia, 

Eduardo, and Oscar were community college transfer students. The community college 

transfer students stated that the reason why they took that route was because of 

affordability and to work while living with their parents as a way to save money to pay 

for tuition and other related expenses once they transferred to the university. On the other 

hand, from Texas, only Magdalena attended a community college for two years starting 

in 2002; she was one of the initial beneficiaries of HB 1403. The other participants, as 

part of the top 10% of their graduating classes, received some sort of financial assistance 

to cover tuition, housing, and other related expenses; they enrolled in four-year 

institutions of higher education immediately upon graduating from high school.  

Even though the beneficiaries of Texas’ top 10% rule received financial 

assistance, some still encountered uncertainty when applying and selecting their colleges 

and universities because, as they recalled, financial aid letters arrived days before 

                                                
 
29 In 2011, Jerry Brown, California Governor, signed into law AB 131, which grants undocumented 
students that meet “merit and need” requirements access to financial aid programs administered by the state 
of California. This initiative is also known as the “California DREAM Act.” 
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graduation. For instance, Lucia, whose biographical counterstory is provided in Chapter 

4, stated that she did not receive her financial aid package from the University until just a 

few days before graduating from high school. Irene also had to wait on her financial aid 

package to be approved. But unlike Lucia, Irene was accepted by multiple universities in 

Texas and received full ride scholarship packages but she was set on attending Central 

Texas’s flagship university due to a negative experience she had while visiting the state’s 

other top public university. On that visit to Train Station University, the few 

undocumented students from her high school were not allowed to ride the university bus 

with the rest of the students. Irene explained that it was the first time she had felt 

discriminated because of her undocumented status. Even though that university gave her 

a very generous financial aid package, she did not want to attend it because of that 

negative experience. Her acceptance letter along with a financial aid package from the 

premiere flagship university in the state arrived weeks before graduation. She 

immediately accepted. Because of HB 1403 and the top 10% provisions in Texas, the 

college selection process for these participants was facilitated; they were offered 

automatic admission to any public university in the state. However, these participants did 

report that they felt uncertain in the initial phases of the application process. Thanks to 

the interventions of role models, such as counselors and teachers, this process was eased. 

THE ROLE OF MENTORS 
For all the participants alike, the application process was the moment when the 

saliency of their undocumentedness became evident. All the participants reported that 
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despite their desire to attend college, they did not know about the process and the 

difficulties for doing so for undocumented students. Some believed that college was not 

for the undocumented. All the participants reported that particular teachers and 

counselors intervened to provide them with information specific to undocumented 

students, specially in regards to in-state tuition initiatives. Once this information was 

provided to the participants, attending college became a real possibility and thus the 

application process began.   

Eduardo, a high school career and college counselor in California’s San Joaquín 

Valley and one of the youngest DACA beneficiaries from California, recalls an AVID 

teacher who helped him navigate the college application process, 

My AVID teacher helped me out a lot. She was very supportive, she pushed me to 
go to AP English, which she was the teacher of, she was like, “Eduardo, push 
yourself, let's make it happen.” I struggled a little bit being the only Latino in the 
AP class, pero I enjoyed it, I learned a lot, and she pushed me to do even more. 
But in AVID, I had questions, how do I sign up for classes, how do I sign up for 
school, how do I sign up for the placement test, I don't have a social, what do I 
do? She was the one making calls, she was the one reaching out. She helped me 
out a lot. 

 
The teachers and counselors that intervened, as in Ernesto’s case, did so because they 

believed the students had potential to succeed. These teachers advocated for them not 

only in presenting them with important information regarding the college application 

process but also in making phone calls to universities or in introducing the participants to 

other sources of support. This was also the case for Haydee, who after the passage of 

DACA changed her career plans of teaching in K-12 settings and instead applied and 

enrolled in a doctoral program in Central Texas. Haydee stated that a high school Spanish 
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teacher encouraged her to apply for college. This teacher also introduced Haydee to 

community members sympathetic to the plight of undocumented immigrants, who ended 

up supporting her with summer jobs while in college. The roles these teachers and 

counselors took extended beyond providing information for the college application and 

selection process. The relationships with mentors was also foundational in the 

participants’ rationale for pursuing careers as educators.  

Mentors, such as teachers and counselors, not only played a role in the 

participants’ college application and selection process, but also in the professional 

trajectories that the participants took once in college. All of the participants identified 

teachers and counselors that helped them in their trajectories whom they sought to 

emulate. The participants stated that because of these mentors, as well as those they met 

in college and university settings, they had decided to pursue careers as educators with 

the intention of eventually seeking employment in low socioeconomic status and majority 

minority schools like the ones they attended. The relationship with mentors coupled with 

critical courses, such as Chicana/o Studies, and participation in college student activism, 

solidified this career choice despite the participants’ knowledge of the limitations 

imposed upon them by the immigration regime, particularly in regards to the unlikelihood 

of them being able to practice their profession. 

The participants identified these mentors as advocates and as having made a 

positive difference in their lives. In seeking to “ser como ella,” as Manuel expressed of 

his motivation to emulate his eighth grade teacher, the participants also sought to become 
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the teacher or counselor that had a positive impact on a students’ trajectory. This 

motivation for pursuing a career as educators is consistent with research literature on the 

motivations of college students for entering the teaching profession. These studies report 

that altruism is one of the primary motivations for teaching (Manuel and Hughes, 2006; 

Walkington, 2005; Watt et al., 2011). Altruism as reported in these studies is framed as 

seeking to make and be a difference in students’ lives and is informed by the prospective 

teachers’ socialization, including prior schooling experiences, both as student and 

teacher; this form of altruism might take on a missionary zeal.  

Similarly, the DACAmented participants in this study stated that a reason why 

they went into education was to redress educational disparities and to advocate for 

children and youth whom they described as, “students like me.” The altruistic motivation 

of the participants in this study is unique in the sense that it is informed by a structural 

analysis of inequality and first hand experiences; it goes beyond simply wanting to be a 

difference in students’ trajectories. This analysis is based, first and foremost, in the 

participants vivencias as undocumented immigrants in the United States, and as 

“colonial/racial subjects of empire” (Grosfoguel, Maldonado-Torres, and Saldívar, 2005). 

Another factor contributing to the structural analysis of inequality, particularly in 

education, is their participation in university courses with a critical bend, especially those 

housed in Chicana/o and Ethnic Studies departments and programs, and in activist circles. 

These classes and activist circles functioned as educative spaces where the participants 

gained new perspectives about their immigration status but also as spaces where they met 
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another set of mentors influential in shaping their motivations for pursuing careers as 

teachers.  

The five biographical counterstories featured in Chapter Four illustrate this 

motivation for becoming educators. Each of the five narrators mention a teacher or 

counselor that had an impact, whether positive or negative, on their trajectories. 

Similarly, other participants shared instances in which an educator advocated on their 

behalf. They held such educators in high esteem and sought to become advocates 

themselves. Irene, for instance, stated that she wanted to be a teacher because she always 

liked the idea of working with young children. Also, during high school she had multiple 

experiences volunteering in elementary school settings. Irene saw teaching as her calling, 

her vocation, however, while in high school she worked closely with the college 

counselor and because of her relationship with him she also decided to pursue 

certification to become a counselor. Teaching, for Irene, became a prerequisite to achieve 

her goal of working as a high school counselor.  

Ese consejero un día me da una hoja y me acuerdo de esa hoja porque fue la que 
le traje a mis papás. La hoja decía que Texas es uno de los varios estados que 
dejan a los inmigrantes estudiar y que puedes también pagar in-state tuition si 
tienes el tiempo viviendo aquí. Me da esa hoja y me dice que con mis 
calificaciones podría aplicar y que me van a dar becas y no sé que. Yo se la 
enseño a mis papás y ellos dicen que bueno, que nosotros no sabíamos, échale 
ganas, mija. Es cuando me empiezo a involucrar más en averiguar lo que necesito 
para estudiar lo que quería porque para ese tiempo ya había estado haciendo 
servicio comunitario en una guardería. Yo sabía que me gustaba trabajar con los 
niños. Cuando empecé a pensar en la universidad dije que quiero ser maestra. 
Pero luego me empecé a dar cuenta del efecto de que a una persona le importas y 
que puede tener un impacto en una comunidad como la de nosotros. Y fue como 
me di cuenta que a mi me gustaría estar en consejería y fue entonces que averigüé 
que tienes que hacer dos años de maestra. Dije, ok, perfecto, voy y hago lo que ya 
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se que me llama la atención para poder después hacer mi maestría y llegar a ser 
consejera.  

 
At the last point of our research interactions, Irene was finishing her first year as a 

master’s student in a counseling program at a North Texas private university.  

Silvia, a kindergarten teacher with Teach For America in California’s Bay Area, 

shared her experiences with her mentors. Her relationship with her mentors is illustrative 

of the extent to which teachers and counselors advocated for the participants, and the 

lengths that they are now trying to emulate. Unlike most participants, she reached out to 

mentors. Silvia graduated at the top of her graduating class and was offered automatic 

admission to two University of California campuses, however due to financial constraints 

she enrolled in the local community college. It was here that she reached out to a 

counselor to help her chart the path she needed to follow in order to fulfill her dream of 

becoming a teacher.  

Right out of high school, I told my counselor at the community college, I want to 
stay here two years, and I want to go into teaching so please help me out to map 
out my two year stay here. So he did. I got out of there in two years. When I went 
to Cal State, again, two years, I want my Liberal Studies major because I want to 
be a teacher, so please help me out. His sister works at Cal State so she helped me 
map out my two years at Cal State. After that, I went to the credential program.  

 
Silvia’s determination to pursue her vocation as a teacher was matched by the initial 

willingness of that particular community college counselor who inserted her into a 

support network that allowed her to stay on track academically but that also provided her 

with internships and volunteer work in educational settings. This same support network 

was essential for Silvia to complete her teaching credential. Despite her undocumented 
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status and before DACA was even on the horizon, Silvia was still determined in 

obtaining a multiple subjects teaching credential. However, all pre-service teachers have 

to submit to a background and biometrics check; undocumented students prior to DACA 

might have been reticent to pursue degrees as teachers because of this requirement. As 

detailed in Chapter Four, Amanda was pushed out of her dual single subject credential 

and master’s degree in Math education because she could not be placed at a school as a 

teacher of record due to her undocumented status. This raises a question for future 

investigation on how many DACA beneficiaries have returned to complete their teacher 

certification programs and how many are entering classrooms as teachers from which 

they were pushed out.   

Silvia, along with her friend Rubí30,  reached out to their professors, especially to 

Chicana faculty, to find out how they could apply and obtain their teaching credentials. 

Silvia recalled these experiences,  

So, we’re about to graduate from Cal State and we have to start applying for the 
teaching credential program. I was very afraid because you are supposed to get a 
certificate of clearance where they basically ask for your fingerprints to check that 
you haven't done anything that you're not supposed to do. It's totally 
understandable because we don't want the kids to be with any body who is not 
supposed to be with them. Again, given my situation, I was afraid. I went to 
Jessica31, the professor from the Multicultural program, and I asked her what I 
should do. She tells me, "Silvia, I really don't know what to tell you, I haven't had 
any students with your situation before." I go to another professor who is part of 
the credential program, she is a very strong Chicana and the advisor for the AB 
540 club at school. I go to her to see what advise she could give me or how I 
should get the application process started. She cannot help me because she doesn't 
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know. I'm like, ok, if you hear anything or if you find out anything, please let me 
know. And she tells me, “if you find something out, please let me know so that in 
the future, if I have students like you, I would be able to tell them what to do.” So, 
my best friend and I are both AB 540 students who want to be teachers and we're 
looking around to see who can help us because we don't know what's going to 
happen next. We knew we needed to get a certificate of clearance, a social, but we 
don't know how to go around that because we don't have a social. I go to another 
professor and I tell her my concerns. I'm like, "professor, I'm actually very 
worried of going through the credential program because I am afraid I'm not 
going to get cleared to go into it in the first place,” and she goes, "Silvia, I am 
sure there is a way." She then emails the dean of the College of Education, the 
one in charge of the credential program at Cal State, and she sets up a meeting 
with us, her name is Lisa32, and we go with her, Rubí and I, and we start working 
together to try and figure out who we are going to talk next and what we are going 
to do. Lisa actually emailed people in Sacramento from the teaching credential 
department to see what we can actually do to get admitted into the program. 
Apparently, back in the day, believe it or not, California did not have a lot of 
teachers, so they were getting them from the Philippines, and these people did not 
have a teaching credential or did not have a social even. There was a way to go 
around it! What the Commission for Teaching Credentialing did for Rubí and I, 
but Rubí did not go through it because she did not get enough money to pay for 
the credential program, was that they gave us a temporary social security number 
so we could get cleared to go into the program. That social security number we 
could only use it once. It was the one we were going to use to fill out in the 
application once our fingerprints got cleared. We weren't too sure about our proof 
of identification so with our passports, in this case, because they don't take the 
consular ID from Mexico, they don't take it as a valid identification form. So, we 
used our passport and our temporary social security number. 
 

Silvia’s resolve coupled with the willingness of faculty to advocate for her allowed her to 

find a way to enroll and complete her teacher preparation. After all these effort, Silvia 

reported feeling uncertain about even starting the program because she still did not have a 

clear path to practice her profession once she graduated. Fortunately, a month before 

starting the credential program, President Obama announced DACA. Thanks to DACA 
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and the advocacy of mentors, Silvia is working in a community that resembles the one 

where she grew up in, a community where she feels like she is having an impact on the 

students and their families.  

PARTICIPATION IN CHICANA/O AND ETHNIC STUDIES COURSES AND ACTIVIST CIRCLES 
AND ACTIVITIES  
 In a research review published by the National Education Association (NEA) on 

the value of Ethnic Studies, Sleeter (2011) reports that these curricula have a positive 

impact on the racial/ethnic identity of students of color, their academic achievement, and 

on their sense of agency. The impact of Ethnic Studies in college campuses has been 

extensively studied and it has been reported that these courses create a sense of belonging 

and self-confidence amongst students of color in historically white institutions (Chang, 

2002; Henderson-Ling & Kaleta, 2000; Hurtado & Ponjuan, 2005; Nuñez, 2009a, 2009b, 

2011). Chicana/o Studies, a variation of what are considered Ethnic Studies programs and 

departments, have been credited as essential spaces for the self-authoring of Chicanas/os 

as activists and agents of social change (Urrieta, 2007, 2009; Vasquez et al., 2014). 

Recently, as a result of the banning of Raza Studies in Arizona (see García, Bybee, & 

Urrieta, 2014; Urrieta and Machado, 2013; Orozco 2012), a national movement to 

demand K-12 school districts incorporate Ethnic Studies to their curricula has developed. 

In this context, some researchers (Tintiangco-Cubales et al. 2014) have begun to 

conceptualize what an Ethnic Studies pedagogy would be like, and to ponder who would 

and should be given the responsibility to teach such courses. Tintiangco-Cubales and 

colleagues raise questions about the recruitment and training of Ethnic Studies K-12 
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teachers. However, the extant literature on the academic and social value of Chicana/o 

and Ethnic Studies has not particularly delved into the role these courses have in the 

career choices of students.  

 The DACAmented participants in this study reported that Chicana/o and Ethnic 

Studies, Spanish, and Bilingual Education courses provided them with spaces where they 

felt they belonged and where they saw their experiences reflected. Urrieta’s findings 

show how Chicana/o teachers develop activist identities that the Chicana/o Studies 

classroom space, as well as others where Latino and Latin American experiences were 

the foci of study, as crucial for his consultants’ development of Chicana/o 

epistemologies, a cornerstone of their activist orientation. My parientes reported that 

these courses provided them with the background knowledge to better understand the 

U.S. legal and sociopolitical immigration systems, and their undocumented immigrant 

status as “colonial/racial subjects of empire.” In Chicana/o Studies courses the 

participants learned of their multiple and intersecting social positions, including 

immigration status, racial/ethnic background, class, gender, language, and ability. They 

reported gaining an understanding of the role the U.S. has played in dislocating people in 

their countries of origin, specifically Mexico, due to economic pillaging through the 

restructuring of global chains of production and accumulation as exemplified by NAFTA. 

The participants also reported that from these courses they gained an insight into the 

historical plights and struggles of Latinos for better educational opportunities. As self-

identified Latinos, the participants inserted their experiences into these wider histories for 
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educational change, although with the knowledge that their experiences were conditioned 

by their undocumented status. Spanish and Bilingual Education courses validated, in the 

majority of cases, the participants’ linguistic capital. 

 Besides gaining a sense of belonging, self-confidence, and further developing an 

activist orientation, the participants learned that Education has been central to Latino 

struggles for social justice in the U.S. This view of Education as a site of struggle along 

with their vivencias as undocumented and Latino students, and participation in activist 

circles and activities, served as motivations for pursuing careers as educators. The 

participants actively sought to practice their professions with children and youth they 

described as “students like me” and to work in recent immigrant, Latino, and working 

class schools and communities. They also expressed a desire to work in the communities 

where they grew up.  

 Víctor, whose extended narrative was featured in Chapter Four, stated that his 

experiences taking a Chicana/o history class in the community college and the 

mentorship relationship he developed with the professors were instrumental in his 

motivation for pursuing a career as a high school Social Studies teacher. What drew 

Víctor to Chicana/o Studies was the emotional aspect of learning about a history of 

struggles that is hidden from the K-12 curriculum, and the possibilities learning these 

histories have on motivating students to become civically engaged in their communities. 

Lucía, on the other hand, found refuge in a class titled “Mexican Americans in Higher 

Education” during her first year as a student in a research public university in Central 
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Texas. She credits this course as motivating her to switch majors and focus on bilingual 

education. A course titled “Sociocultural Influences on Learning” taught by a Chicano 

professor “sealed the deal” because, according to Lucía, the class focused on the 

historical marginalization of Mexican Americans and Latinos and social movements 

aimed at redressing these injustices. The class challenged Lucía to examine her trajectory 

through this lens and helped her formulate initial ideas about serving her community, a 

predominantly Latino, working class, and recent immigrant neighborhood. Ernesto 

credits a professor in an English department with a Chicana/o Studies approach for 

introducing him to canonical works in this field from the likes of Gloria Anzaldúa and 

Paulo Freire. The impact of these materials as well as his relationship with the professor 

were influential in his career choice; he is now an English and Ethnic Studies professor at 

a community college in the San Joaquín Valley. Other participants also stated that 

Chicana/o and Ethnic Studies content was influential in shaping their motivations for 

becoming educators and their orientation towards their profession.  

Another aspect of the college experience that was also instrumental in shaping 

their motivations for pursuing careers in Education was participation in activist circles 

and activities. These spaces and activities also provided the participants with skills that 

they now find to be helpful in their current roles as educators. All the participants were 

involved in various capacities in activist circles and activities. Some where recruited and 

initiated by their mentors, while others, due to their vivencias as undocumented students, 

actively sought out these venues. Participation ranged from involvement in Chicana/o-
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based student organizations like MEChA, DREAMer-based and led organizations like 

DREAM TEAM and United We DREAM, national Latino advocacy organizations like 

LULAC, service-oriented Greek letter organizations, labor unions, and church-based 

organizations. Involvement in these circles and activities further provided the participants 

with impetus to pursue careers as educators because these organizations tended to hold 

teachers in high regard and positioned them as agents of social change. Again, the 

interaction with role models in these circles and activities was influential. Once the 

participants graduated from college, they continued to be involved with these 

organizations as well as maintained their relationships with their mentors.  

Eduardo recalled his involvement in various organizations as a college student 

along with personal experiences and the impact these had on his decision to become a 

college counselor, 

On my second year, I joined MEChA, but, I was in and out, not very involved, 
still figuring out what I wanted to do, you know, going to class and trying to 
figure out the college experience, and I never really thought about other stuff, just 
go to class, do good, that was it. And there was the fraternity, you know, creating 
it and establishing it. In my third year I started to get more involved with 
MEChA, and in my last two years in college I was really involved with MEChA. I 
was the co-chair for the last two years trying to bring it up and bring members 
closer because a lot of members left. I was one of the lucky ones that stuck 
through it, and, you know, we were small but from what I learned from the 
fraternity and other leadership opportunities that I had through the fraternity, I 
was able to bring it to MEChA and kinda started there. Around that time, my 
father went to Australia to compete in an international world tournament for 
karate, which is one of the things he wanted to do, it was his dream, and when he 
tried to come back to the US in February, he was over there for a whole month, he 
got kidnapped. They broke his leg and he was close to dying, this was in 2013, it 
really affected me because I am the only guy and I am the youngest of a family of 
five. I was going through a lot at that time but what kept me going was something 
my dad has always told me desde que era pequeño, no matter what happens in the 
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family, o lo que sea, you have to keep going, you have to strive for the best for 
you because at the end of the day, it’s your life. I struggled but I remember those 
words my dad would always tell me. That's why I kept being in my fraternity, I 
kept up with MEChA, I didn't show what was going on, I barely told anybody 
about that experience because I didn't want it to affect me. With that being said, 
over that summer, I was working at the college access program that I’ve been 
working with since 2011 where we bring high school students to the college 
campus and we stay with them for a whole week. So, that 2013 summer 
something clicked in me, it was the first time I actually broke down ‘cause we do 
a little circle, we all talk about different things. It was a very emotional time but it 
was the first time I talked about my father and that experience, and what I’ve been 
doing with the fraternity and MEChA, and what clicked was that I wanted to be in 
Education. We always tell students do good in class, get good grades, you know, 
but there's so much behind their stories, you know, family situations, it could be 
baby sitting, there's no food in the home, like, we ask so much but we don't know 
the other story. Because of that, something just clicked and I wanted to get back 
and I wanted to help students succeed, which is why I am in this field now, in 
Education, in college access. That summer made it happened and that's why I 
started working for the college readiness department as a counselor.  

 
Eduardo’s story is very compelling in that a critical situation with his father placed 

everything he had been working on as a college student into perspective. Educators place 

high expectations and demand excellence from students, however, as Eduardo pointed 

out, often times without knowing much about who the students are. Eduardo strives to 

build strong relationships with the students he serves on a daily basis by sharing his story 

and being open about his immigration status, especially to undocumented high school 

students. He sees this as a way to motivate them to graduate high school and to pursue a 

college education. Eduardo credits his involvement in the fraternity and MEChA with 

preparing him for his current role as counselor, 

One of the things I try to tell my students is that you need to advocate for 
yourself, you  have to think what's best for you, you have to think where your 
goal is, what do you have to do in between to get there. Let's plan it out, let's 
accomplish that, and when they accomplish it, they're like, “wow! I didn't know I 
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could do this! Ok! what's the next step?” Being involved with the fraternity, I 
learned how to do that. being involved in MEChA getting people together from 
different cultures and ideas, I learned how to do that.  

 
Activist circles and activities served as training ground for the participants to hone in on 

their leadership, and to acquire skills that they now see as crucial in their current 

positions as educators.  

 Magdalena, the third grade bilingual teacher from Central Texas and a rising 

leader in the local teacher’s union, recalled her participation in her high school’s ROTC 

group and in the local undocumented college student organizations as motivation for her 

decision to pursue a career as an educator, and as spaces where she learned skills that are 

useful in her current role as teacher and union leader. Julia, a pre-kindergarten bilingual 

teacher from Central Texas, mentioned that her church groups, the bilingual education 

organization for college students, and her involvement in the local undocumented student 

movement provided her with the impetus to seek out a career as an educator. In her case, 

the bilingual education courses gave her a sense of belonging at the university and further 

motivation to become a teacher in order to help students who might be in a similar 

position as the one she was in when she first started school in the United States. Manuel, 

one of the featured DACAmented educators in Chapter Four, explained that he always 

wanted to be a teacher to emulate his eighth grade teacher in supporting recent immigrant 

Latino students but his involvement in his university’s MEChA chapter and in the local 

undocumented student movement solidified his motivations for pursuing a career as a 

teacher.  
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For all the participants, attending the university was more than just part of the 

trajectory to obtaining a degree and eventually practicing a professional career. The 

college experience for my parientes was transformative in the sense that many of their 

courses, especially those grounded in Chicana/o and Ethnic Studies perspectives33, 

provided them with the analytic tools to better understand their position as undocumented 

students and to compel them to become civically engaged on their campuses and 

communities. The university setting plugged them into student organizing activist circles 

and activities. For some, this participation consisted of attending marches, lobbying for 

immigrant rights, and volunteering in university and community organizations. For 

others, participation in student organizing launched them into leading roles in Latino-

based national civic advocacy groups, DREAMer-led organizations, and labor union and 

community organization. Participation as activists and advocates34 in different capacities 

responded to a desire to rectify injustices they experienced as K-12 students, 

undocumented immigrants, low wage workers, and as Latinos. In their activism and 

advocacy, beyond seeking accommodation, the participants sought justice and rights, first 

to gain access to institutions of higher education, to a clear path to legal residence and 

                                                
 
33 Not all the participants enrolled in Chicana/o and Ethnic Studies classes. Yet, it was courses from 
multiple departments, such as Education, English, Spanish, Philosophy, and History, focused on Latino and 
Latin American experiences and radical traditions that the participants found as the most enjoyable because 
they felt like their experiences were validated. These courses were often taught by Chicana/o professors 
whom the participants named as being influential in their college trajectories and in shaping their rationale 
for pursuing careers as educators. 
34 I use activism and advocacy because there was a tension amongst the participants on what to call their 
activities in organizations for immigrant, community, educational, and labor rights.   
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citizenship through the enactment of the DREAM Act, and ultimately, for comprehensive 

immigration reform to benefit all undocumented immigrants not just a select few.  

MODEL OF PARTICIPANTS’ RATIONALE FOR TEACHING 
 In weaving together the participants’ narratives to examine their rationales for 

pursuing careers as educators, I created a model (Figure 3) to visualize what has been 

presented in this section. Rather than using arrows to signal relationships between the 

four boxes, I stacked one on top of the other to more or less resemble the glyph “calli”, 

house. The foundations of the model are ‘K-12 Experiences’, which in the case of the 

participants the two salient characteristics of these were language education and the 

college application and selection process. Mentors such as teachers and counselors played 

an important role in ensuring the participants achieved various levels of success. It could 

be argued that these mentors were advocates for this group of Latina/o DACAmented 

educators. This advocacy eventually became a motivating factor for the participants to 

pursue such professional routes because they wanted to be like their mentors and support 

students from similar backgrounds as theirs. The pillar that connects the foundation and 

the superstructure is ‘Reflection.’  

The college application and reflection process revealed to the participants the 

farce of the American meritocratic ideals because only those who are residents or citizens 

have access to rip the benefits of a higher education, which under this myth means a 

steady career and upward social mobility. Yet, for the participants, a structural analysis of 
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inequality in their educational trajectories occurred through reflection while in college, 

particularly through their participation  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Rationale for Pursuing a Career as Educators 

 
in courses based on Chicana/o and Ethnic Studies curricula. In these courses they gained 

insight into the omission of Latinas/os in the K-12 curriculum, the plight and struggles 

for education equity, and the general subtractive character of U.S. schooling. These 

courses also provided them with the tools to better understand migration and the legal 

intricacies of immigration regulation in the U.S. at the intersections of multiple social 

locations, including race, class, and gender. Participation in activist circles and activities 

K-12 Experiences 
• Language education 
• College application and selection process 
• Relationships with mentors 

College Experiences 
• Relationships with mentors 
• Chicana/o and Ethnic Studies content 
• Activist circles and activities 
• Vocation 

Motivations for Teaching  
• “Ser como ella” 
• Advocacy 
• Communities  
• Social justice 

REFLECTION 
• Structural analysis 

of inequality 
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also served as motivation for the participants to seek routes into positions in the education 

sector. While in college, many of the participants realized they had a calling, a vocación 

for the teaching profession and they actively sought ways to become certified, even 

though for most of the participants practicing their profession was impossible. It was until 

DACA that all the participants were able to fulfill their dream of practicing their 

profession. Mentors, such as professors, counselors, veteran activists, and other students, 

continued to play a role in the educational trajectories of the participants, and in steering 

them into the teaching profession.  

In their reflections, the participants expressed a desire to, as Manuel succinctly 

stated, “ser como ella,” that is, they wanted to replicate the advocacy practices of their 

mentors, specifically the educators, and work in their home communities or with 

constituencies that shared similar characteristics as theirs (i.e. recent immigrant and 

working class Latino communities). All the DACAmented Latina/o educators in this 

study, including the Teach For America members, voiced a commitment for serving in 

what they described as their communities. The altruism of the participants was informed 

by a commitment to social justice, broadly defined, that sought to, first and foremost, 

provide information and a path for undocumented K-12 students to attend college, and to 

advocate for Latino students and their families. The saliency of their social justice 

orientation to issues of access to education and advocacy was based on their immediate 

experiences as first generation college attending students and as undocumented 

immigrants of working class backgrounds.  
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Perspectives on Education and Articulations of Professional Identities 

The participants had multiple views on what is education and the accompanying 

roles of educators that fit into these perspectives. Whereas all the participants stated a 

strong desire to redress educational inequalities, the ways by which they went about 

doing this where multiple. For some, it was a tool for conscientization in the process of 

taking political action, for others it was the key for upward social mobility, and yet others 

saw it as what is learned in the home, the community, and mass media. The participants 

used various metaphors to explain their perspectives on education and the roles they 

ascribed to educators. Beyond sounding poetic, metaphors reveal how people make sense 

of their everyday life and the values of existing social order (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; 

Santa Ana, 2002). Metaphoric thinking is grounded in everyday human experiences. The 

metaphors employed by the participants to conceptualize their perspectives on education 

and the roles of educators are informed by their own vivencias with teachers and 

counselors, participation in teacher preparation programs, and in some cases, from their 

participation in social movements.  

PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATION 
 One of the motivations that explained the participants’ rationale for pursuing 

careers as educators was the importance they saw in advocating for students, and in the 

value they ascribed to education. The participants learned in their Chicana/o and Ethnic 

Studies courses of the centrality of education in their communities’ struggles for social 

justice. Upon taking these courses and reflecting on their experiences, the participants 
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decided to pursue careers as educators as a way to contribute to these struggles. These 

courses further exposed the participants to multiple perspectives on education, 

specifically the works of Paulo Freire and other critical educators. The experience of 

having roadblocks on their educational trajectory also framed their perspectives on 

education. The primary perspective on education expressed by the participants was the 

idea that it was a way to achieve upward social mobility. This view was upheld by most 

of the participants despite the limitations imposed upon them by the deportability regime. 

These perspectives on education found their own manifestations in the participants’ 

classroom as they informed their practices as educators.  

 Ernesto’s perspectives on education are illustrative of the multiple dimensions of 

the participants’ views. Ernesto stated the following, 

Education is liberation. I wouldn't be here if it wasn't for education. I come from a 
background where, like I said, the older people in my family are illiterate. My dad 
does janitorial work, you know, that's what I would have been doing if it wasn't 
for DACA. My dad wasn't present when we were in Mexico. Most of the relatives 
that I grew up with are in prison or have experienced prison. The community that 
I come from is pretty much prison oriented. Everybody is expected to go to jail 
and come back with a story. I would have not had access to any of this, man, just 
the way that I'm speaking now, I wouldn't have had access to any of it if it wasn't 
for education. Education is liberation. If you think about it, the system in place 
limits consciousness, limit free choice within the impoverished communities, but 
education helps you understand those systems, helps you understand the broader 
picture that's at play, and lets you exist within those systems, and lets you figure it 
out, and let's you feel like I'm not that, I'm not controlled by that, that's just a 
myth, you know, I can do my own thing, I can be free, I can be happy, I can do all 
these things, and I don't have to be limited to these forms of thought that are 
prescribed to certain people. So, in that sense, education is very important not just 
in the personal, sort of individual, sort of intellectual liberation, spiritual, 
economic, obviously, political liberation. It is freedom. 
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Ernesto sees education as a way to liberate people from certain oppressive conditions, 

and as a way to arrive at a structural analysis of oppression. Education as liberation for 

Ernesto also means being able to have access to employment opportunities beyond low-

wage jobs in the service sector. The upward social mobility provided by education for the 

DACAmented, in this case for Ernesto, is manifested in higher salaries than the ones their 

parents or that they themselves were earning in service and agricultural jobs. Higher 

salaries grant them access to a different life style where they can access certain benefits, 

like health care, but also to enjoy leisure activities, like traveling. It is the freedom to 

choose and to engage in leisure activities as a result of higher salaries that Ernesto 

eagerly communicates to his students,  

I get paid to write, to think, to talk, yes, I'm still working really hard, its not like 
it’s super easy, but that's what education has allowed me to do. I share with my 
students the things that I do with my money, like when I travel, when I go to the 
East Coast, or when I take a weekend off, and I let them know that I'm not telling 
them this to brag, that's not the point. I'm telling you this to let you know that if 
you want to you can do it. Even though is fun for me, the reason why I'm doing 
this is that I want to be able to come back with stories because so many times 
people from our community don't come back with those stories of success, or they 
tell us, "when you become more educated you can be a more critical consumer or 
you can be a more critical political activist.” All these kind of things, which are 
great and absolutely true, but when your rent is due, or when you're seeing how 
money critically impacts your quality of life, I think some level of economic 
prosperity can be dope, so I share that piece with my students, and then after that 
hook has been laid in, then I talk about the levels of genuine feelings of happiness 
and freedom that I get from not being tied up by stereotypical constraints. 

 
The stress on education as a way to achieve economic prosperity and social mobility that 

would allow access to leisure activities might sound banal and individualistic to critical 

pedagogues engaged in emancipatory projects. Liberation is often conceived as the 
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processes oppressed peoples participate in order to achieve social and political rights. The 

focus placed on economic prosperity by emancipatory movements primarily centers, for 

instance, on raising wages and on providing affordable housing for the poor and low 

income communities. Economic prosperity as precursor to leisure activities rarely enters 

debates on emancipation. It is as if the oppressed are forbidden of engaging in leisurely 

practices and instead should focus on their historical task of struggling for emancipation. 

Or rather yet, as Ranciere’s (2007) incisive critique of Plato, Marx, and Bourdieu’s 

conceptualization of the poor as workers, revolutionary subjects, or as the poor because 

of their habitus, researchers and students of emancipation are often times incapable of 

imagining the oppressed as other than oppressed. Leisure activities such as travel are 

viewed as being within the realm of the middle classes and counter-emancipatory 

individualistic activities. Ernesto elaborated on his perspective on education and his 

choice to communicate it to his community college students who are predominantly first 

generation college students, Latinos, immigrants, and of working class background,  

When I was making seven bucks an hour cleaning a parking lot, no one had any 
issues with me talking about making seven bucks an hour. No one had any issues 
with me talking about my salary when I was pressure washing or when I was 
putting up crown molding or base boarding and I was getting paid ten bucks an 
hour. People were ok with that. As soon as I started making more, and because I 
am a public employee my salary is public, people have more issues with that, 
especially when I let my students know about how much they can be making with 
an education. It's like, we want you to talk about ten bucks an hour, we don't want 
you talking about your salary, you keep that to your self. A lot of it I think is due 
to people feeling uncomfortable talking about how much they're making because 
it puts them in a position of privilege, especially within the field of education 
because a lot of us want to feel that as educators we're hungry, we're underpaid, 
we're over worked. 
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Here, Ernesto points out that his acquaintances tended to see him, and wanted to continue 

seeing him, through the lens of the abject yet hardworking immigrant. The abject 

immigrant metaphor portrays a person that is hard working in a service job, gets paid a 

low salary, makes ends meet with that income, and is resigned to such position. It is 

problematic to simply see undocumented immigrants under that lens, even from a 

progressive position of solidarity. What else do undocumented immigrants do, especially 

in their leisure time? What sort of cultural practices do they generate in the interstices of 

the United States, in this case, that allow them to generate conditions of existence that 

provide comfort and safety? These are areas that might expand our lenses when working 

on research projects with undocumented immigrant populations. The metaphoric meaning 

of “education is liberation” as employed by Ernesto must be read in the context of his 

precariousness as an undocumented/DACAmented person. For Ernesto, liberation also 

entails being able to participate in activities that residents and citizens are able to, such as 

working in well remunerated professional careers that allow access to leisure, and it 

extends beyond social and political emancipation and economic security to include access 

to these activities.  

 Manuel also had the view of “education is liberation.” However, for Manuel, this 

meant that education was a way for people to emancipate themselves from ignorance, “la 

educación debe ser para liberar al ser humano de todos los tabús, de toda la ignorancia.” 

This perspective on education frames liberation as part of the Enlightenment project that 

sought to demystify taboos, myths, and religious beliefs thought to constraint reason. 
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Education, from this perspective, is seen as essential for people to understand and then to 

liberate themselves from certain oppressive conditions. In this vein, Silvia related 

education as, “being aware about things that are going on. We can then be better 

advocates for anything that we should advocate for, anything that we feel is not right.” 

Beyond learning to write, read, and count, education is taken to be a tool for advocacy. 

Lucía added, 

Para mi la educación es not learning 2+2. Para mi la educación es aprender a 
pensar criticamente sobre los sistemas no solamente de nuestro país pero del 
mundo entero. Entonces es, how do they call it, transformative pedagogy, that's 
what we call it in our classes. Eso es la educación, transformative in that it allows 
you to see things differently, allows you to see your future differently, it allows 
you to see your position and why you are in that position differently, to me, that's 
education. 

 
For Lucía, education is useful for arriving at critical understandings of society. For her, 

education is transformative in the sense that it opens possibilities for imagining a 

different reality, another future. Others held similar views of education as providing 

access to upward social mobility and to opportunities for further educational and 

professional advancement. 

 For instance, Julia viewed education as the right for learning to read and write as a 

step towards opportunities for advancement and for upward social mobility. Julia stated, 

“Todos tenemos el derecho de educarnos, de superarnos, de saber leer y escribir porque la 

educación también significa poder, oportunidad, opción.” Julia herself exemplifies this 

view of education because as a DACA beneficiary she is now considering furthering her 

professional trajectory by either pursuing certification as a counselor or applying and 
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enrolling in a PhD program. Magdalena considered education as the most valuable tool 

anyone could give to a child, 

La educación es lo más importante que uno puede darle a un niño porque un niño 
que es educado crea sus ideas y crea sus propias conclusiones. Y realmente eso es 
lo que les va a ayudar en el futuro porque tu le puedes enseñar o estar diciendo 
haz esto, haz lo otro, pero si no le das esa herramienta de conocer, de 
experimentar, de explorar, entonces cuando él crece si tu no le enseñas eso pues 
básicamente va a depender de alguien más. Y el punto es de que uno eduque a un 
niño que dependa de si mismo y que crea en si mismo basado en todo lo que 
aprendió en los años de educación que tuvo en la escuela. 
 

Magdalena values education as a tool for guiding students to achieve autonomy, to arrive 

at their own conclusions based on the intermingling of their prior knowledge with newly 

encountered ideas and activities. Julia also expressed a similar view of education as a 

way to teach students to become autonomous beings capable of making the best decisions 

in a given situation. Víctor took this perspective of education as a guide for student 

autonomy into another realm. Being trained as a labor organizer, Víctor’s perspective on 

education was framed by those experiences. For him, education was fundamental “para 

que una sociedad sea productiva, que tenga principios de justicia, principios de amor y 

todo eso.” According to Víctor, education is the foundation of the triad of actions for 

social and political mobilization employed by labor unions: education, agitation, and 

mobilization. As a novice teacher, Víctor models this perspective of education by 

exposing his students to histories of oppression and struggle in a process of 

consciousness raising (conscientization) in the hopes that his students get agitated and 

mobilize to address educational and community issues of injustice.   
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 The metaphor “education is liberation” uttered by Ernesto encompasses the 

participants’ perspectives on education. However, liberation takes on different meanings 

based on the participants’ experiences. For some, it means being able to critically 

understand social and political conditions in order to take action. For others, it means 

creating the classroom conditions for students to develop autonomy. For all the 

participants, education as liberation is aligned to upward social mobility, specially after 

the implementation of DACA. Prior to DACA, despite their high levels of academic 

attainment, the career prospects of the participants were constrained. The ones that were 

out of college when DACA was announced reported working in low wage jobs as 

janitors, restaurant servers, farm workers, and daycare providers. In this sense, being able 

to actually seek employment in their field meant liberation from the constraining 

conditions imposed on them due to their undocumented status.    

PERCEIVED ROLES OF EDUCATORS 
 The participants in this study ascribed multiple roles to educators. In defining 

these roles, further perspectives on education were revealed. The pre- and in-service 

DACAmented Latina/o educators used various terms to define what they perceived to be 

the roles of educators. In defining these terms, the participants elaborated on their 

perspectives on education. Three terms participants used were facilitator, advocate, and 

activist. Participants explained that their role as educators was to facilitate student 

learning. They also stated that the roles of educators working in low income, immigrant, 

and predominantly Latina/o communities were those of advocates and activists. However, 
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the participants articulated a tension between meanings for advocate and activist. Implicit 

in these roles was the community-based relational orientation of the educators; the 

participants firmly believed that educators need to be of and live in the school 

community.  

 Emilio stated the following regarding what he perceives as his roles as a teacher,  

En el salón yo solo soy un facilitador de aprendizaje. Por ejemplo, presento un 
concepto, un tema o algo, y a mi me gusta, no se si lo apreciaste cuando me 
observaste, pero a mi me gusta que ellos crean su propio entendimiento de un 
tema. Es un poquito más difícil hacer eso con matemáticas, se presta más a las 
ciencias, pero, vaya, es un acercamiento constructivista donde ellos le van 
poniendo su propio entendimiento a lo que se les esta diciendo. Pero eso es 
solamente una de las perspectivas que yo tengo. Ser maestro es ver por ellos 
afuera del salón también. Ser como una persona en la que ellos puedan confiar 
para platicar de cosas no solamente del salón. Ser esa persona que esta disponible 
para lo que necesite. Uno viste tantos hats, sombreros, you are a mentor, a 
teacher, your own personal assistant, you are so many things, but I think the main 
one is guiding these kids to success, to well being. I can teach them one way, I 
can present things to them one way, it’s up to them the way they interpret them, 
everyone is going to interpret them differently. I'm just there to facilitate and 
kinda guide them towards what I think is the right way, obviously, there is not one 
right way but a donde yo creo que les va a ser mejor para ellos. 
 

Emilio mentioned multiple roles he takes on as a teacher, and facilitator is the one that 

resonates the most. As a facilitator, Emilio’s primary role is to guide the students in their 

own learning and to arrive at their own conclusion. Yet, this does not mean that as a 

facilitator Emilio relinquishes all control of the learning process, at times he intercedes to 

guide the students to where he believes is best for them, both academically and socially. 

Involvement in the students’ community is one of the roles Emilio takes on as a teacher. 

Emilio was recognized as a Champion of Change by the White House in recognition of 
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his involvement in the school’s community and his engagement with parents in and 

outside the school.   

 Echoing Emilio’s role as facilitator and as a community-oriented teacher, Amanda 

stated that her role as a high school math teacher is to support her students and to guide 

them in applying mathematical concepts to everyday life. She saw herself as being in a 

supportive role for student learning. However, in explaining her perspective on education, 

her perceived roles as educator were further elaborated,  

Con la educación puedes llegar a hacer algo más, ser una persona más 
responsable, socialmente ser más justa, ser más crítico de tus alrededores y 
preguntar por qué estamos así, como estamos aquí, como mejorar como 
comunidad y no solo como persona individualmente. Debemos enseñar más como 
desarrollar comunidad con los estudiantes, no solamente importa lo que yo quiero 
sino como vamos a sobresalir como una comunidad. Cuando yo iba a la high 
school estaba yo bien cerrada, decía que si todos tratan de hacer lo mejor van a 
llegar adelante pero no sabía que había todos esos obstáculos que hay socialmente 
para mantener un tipo de población abajo. Los estudiantes de mi escuela están por 
lo menos más abiertos, más concientizados, de como cuando iba yo a la high 
school que pensaba que todo dependía de uno. Si uno trata, uno se mejora, pero 
hay otras cosas que pasan en la sociedad que así ya están para mantener a unos 
abajo y a otros arriba. 

 
Reflecting on her educational trajectory, Amanda stated that one of her roles, based on 

her experience realizing that the meritocratic ideals of success through individual efforts 

were nothing but a myth, is to guide students to learn how to succeed as a community. 

Her role is not so much as to guide the students to follow her lead but to figure out along 

with her students how to succeed as a community.  

 Magdalena’s narrative also serves as exemplary of a teacher that sees herself as a 

facilitator, as a guide. Magdalena stated,  
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Mi trabajo es facilitar la educación de los niños. Yo muchas veces aprendo con 
ellos, ¡todos aprendemos! Todos los días yo estoy aprendiendo con ellos. 
Entonces es nada más ayudarle a encontrar los recursos o a guiarlo para como 
llegar a una solución, a resolver un problema. Enseñarle estrategias que le pueden 
ayudar y darle las herramientas que necesita para ser, uh, successful en el 
ambiente educativo, en la escuela. Y no solamente es eso sino también socializar, 
o sea, platicar porque el lenguaje oral es muy importante y hay muchos niños que 
they lack that. They need to have more social skills, so, a la vez, como maestra, 
yo me siento responsable de ayudar a los niños en esa parte de la clase. Y claro, 
que uno como maestro tiene muchos standards que llenar y que cumplir pero a la 
vez a veces te tienes que salir un poquito porque no puedes enseñar, no se, las 
partes de una planta si no saben siquiera lo que es una planta.  

 
For Magadalena, her perceived role as facilitator included guiding students in solving 

problems and in giving them the tools necessary to be successful in school. One of these 

tools is students’ ability to communicate well with their peers. Magdalena saw her role as 

teacher as including the task of socializing students to the norms of the school 

community. Other participants saw their perceived roles as educators as being a 

facilitator and a guide. In explaining these roles, it is possible to hear echoes of Freire’s 

(2005) Pedagogy of the Oppressed, particularly his discussion on seeking to resolve the 

student-teacher contradiction. As participants in Chicana/o and Ethnic Studies as well as 

in Education courses with a critical hinge, the participants were presented with multiple 

approaches to education, including critical pedagogy. Traces of critical pedagogical 

approaches are evidenced in their practice, especially in the perceived self-ascribed 

educators’ roles by the participants in this study.  

 In critical education, the educator’s role is to facilitate knowledge construction 

and to be critical of her own practice, the schooling process, and society, in general. The 

self-ascribed identity of the educator is essential for critical education to take root. The 
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educator has to approach her students with humility, curiosity, lovingness, and courage 

(Freire, 1998). This approach is grounded on an educator’s sense of self as a cultural 

worker, as an activist. The participants in this study viewed their role as advocates and 

activists, although, to reiterate, there was a tension in defining these two concepts.  

 Magdalena’s clarification of her roles as not being a form of activism illustrates 

the tension between the concepts of advocate and activist, 

Yo lo que más quiero es ayudar a la gente sabiendo lo que yo sé. Y si algún día yo 
puedo pelear más directamente por los derechos de los indocumentados, yo pienso 
que yo lo haría. Y a lo mejor allí sí se le llamaría más activismo pero me gusta 
estar envuelta en actividades en donde envuelva a la comunidad indocumentada. 
Para mi el activismo es como ir más con las personas que hacen las decisiones, 
algo que hice en el 2006, aunque ahorita no lo he hecho directamente. Pero, ahora 
que lo pienso (risas), a lo mejor lo he hecho una que otra vez pero yo pienso que 
es una persona que es más dedicada a eso, que pasa casi todos los días de su vida 
en eso, peleando por los derechos de cualquier persona. Y yo no lo hago, no es 
algo que haga todos los días.  

 
Magdalena’s concept of activism falls into well-known and popularized images of the 

activist as someone who’s mission in life is to fight for rights through lobbying and 

protesting. Helping people by using her knowledge and skill sets was not interpreted as a 

form of activism by Magdalena. Similarly, Julia did not see the assistance she provides to 

her students’ parents as a form of activism. Her view of activism is similar to that of 

Magdalena; activism is seen as the activities in which people go out marching and 

picketing. Julia narrated how she assists parents,  

Me gusta mucho platicar con mis padres para proveerles recursos. Me encantaría 
tener el tiempo de estar en las marchas y eso pero es más difícil cuando tienes 
familia y a parte tengo que estar involucrada en la iglesia. Pero me gusta mucho 
platicar con los padres para ofrecerles recursos. Por ejemplo, tengo una mamá de 
Honduras que tenía orden de deportación, la ayudé a llamarle a un abogado, le di 
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información. Tengo otra mamá con violencia doméstica, me pidió una carta, este, 
de esa manera me gusta ayudar a mis padres. 

 
Julia refers to her activities as providing assistance. This view begs the necessity to 

reframe what it means to be an activist. Urrieta (2009) defines activism as “the active 

participation, in various ways, of people who lobby around a particular set of issues” (p. 

12). The examples of Magdalena and Julia do not specifically refer to lobbying around 

any issues, they deal with everyday needs of their students’ parents. De Jong (2011) 

refers to the organized efforts and actions for improving social conditions as advocacy. 

Advocacy, like activism, refer to collective organized efforts to advance social justice. 

However, how should everyday actions, like those of Magdalena and Julia, be defined?  

 Lucía elaborated on the tensions of activist and advocate by providing her own 

explanations of the roles of bilingual teachers. Here, Lucía states that one of the roles of 

bilingual teachers is that of being an activist,     

A bilingual teacher is just by its own being an activist because you are going 
against the status quo. I mean, if you see the big picture, nadie quiere, nobody 
wants the students to be learning in Spanish así cosas así, grandes, you have to 
defend your own position as a bilingual teacher and why you're doing it, and you 
have to defend the language minority students and the students of color, and you 
have to defend all these things so you have to be an advocate, you have to be an 
activist, for your own, for your own good and the good of your students.  

 
According to Lucia, a pre-service bilingual teacher, bilingual teachers take on the role of 

activists, whether they like it or not, because of the ongoing need to justify the need for 

bilingual education. At this point in her trajectory, Lucia is developing an identity as an 

activist bilingual teacher that understands her role as an advocate for bilingual education, 

language minority students, and students of color. Other participants, like the ones 
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discussed here, saw their roles as teachers as that of serving their community. As in the 

previous discussion of motivations informing the participants’ rationale for pursuing a 

career as educators, the perceived roles revolved around altruism, that is, in the desire to 

make a difference in students’ lives by advocating for and encouraging them to succeed.   

The participants in this study expressed multiple perspectives of roles ascribed to 

educators including activist, advocate, and facilitator. When asked to elaborate on their 

meanings of these terms, the participants often relied on popularized definitions of these 

terms, particularly activist and advocate. For instance, the notion of being an activist was 

explained as someone that is completely dedicated to bring about political, economic, and 

social change through various means, specifically through organizing groups of people to 

march, protest, and lobby. Being an activist meant being submerged as an actor in a 

spectacle that included picket signs, police, protesters, and reporters (Urrieta, 2014). As 

they explained why they did not consider themselves activists, the participants realized 

that they were actively engaged in the activities they ascribed as pertaining to the realm 

of activism. Magdalena’s explanation provided above is illustrative of this prevalent 

notion of activism. As with other participants, for Magdalena, the key to being an activist 

is everyday struggle for rights and social justice. Magdalena’s engagement with her 

students, families, and communities makes her an exemplary activist teacher.  

Activist teachers, according to Montaño and colleagues (2002), are 

distinguishable from critical educators or social justice teachers in that they not only 

ascribe to the tenets of critical pedagogy or promote the value of critically relevant 
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curriculum but are involved in the everyday struggles within schools and their 

communities to change conditions of inequality. Magdalena, besides being a leader for 

the local teacher’s union in Central Texas, for example, consciously chose to work in a 

low socioeconomic status school and community to improve education opportunities for 

her students and the school-community relations. Magdalena explained her motivations 

for doing so,  

Yo tuve muy buenos maestros en la escuela que me apoyaron mucho en mi 
educación y yo quería hacer lo mismo en una escuela similar a la que yo había 
venido. Era una Title One school a donde yo iba y yo yo quería trabajar en ese 
tipo de comunidad donde hubiera papás como mi mamá y que yo pudiera ser una 
ayuda o un tipo de apoyo porque muchas veces muchos papás no se acercan a la 
escuela. Volvemos a lo mismo, porque tienen miedo, timidez, porque tienen dos 
trabajos, porque tienen mucho que trabajar. Yo quería ser como esa mano que a lo 
mejor podía no solo hacer una diferencia en mis estudiantes pero también en los 
papás. 
 

Like Magdalena, the participants in this study expressed that they did not see themselves 

as activists, yet they were actively involved in everyday, “moment-to-moment conscious 

practice” (Urrieta, 2004, p. 6) that chipped away what the participants understood as 

injustice within their contexts and from their social location. The primary form of the 

participants’ moment-to-moment conscious practice was their everyday presence within 

public schools as DACAmented educators. Their engagements with students, families, 

schools, and communities was informed by their vivencias as Latina/o undocumented 

immigrants. In this sense, the DACAmented Latinos in this study can be identified as 

activist educators engaged in moment-to-moment conscious practices to rectify 

educational injustice in their specific contexts. 
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¿Y ahora qué?: Expressions of Precariousness amongst the 
DACAmented 

 The participants expressed multiple instances in which they felt uncertain about 

their academic, professional, and life prospects because of their undocumented status 

even after they were approved for DACA. These expressions of uncertainty are examined 

as extensions of the precarization of undocumented immigrants. This section begins by 

drawing distinctions and relationships between precariousness, precarity, and 

precarization in relation to the U.S. regime of immigration control. Then, instances in 

which the participants expressed uncertainty in their life histories are highlighted. This 

reveals that DACA, while it is a step forward in providing relief to undocumented 

immigrants, it is also a form of governmental precarization. As a form of governmental 

precarization, DACA is both simultaneously productive and repressive, in other words, it 

provides certain benefits and rights while sustaining an ambivalent status that is neither 

documented nor undocumented but is both while maintaining the deportable condition of 

the DACAmented. It is similar to what Menjívar (2006) terms “liminal legality” in that it 

is an in-between status that is simultaneously documented and undocumented but differs 

in the role ascribed to the state in the incorporation of undocumented immigrants.  

The difference in these concepts lays in the conception of the state; currently, it is 

widely accepted that the state, at least in the United States, has take on a different 

articulation. The welfare state, which was the hegemonic configuration of the state for 

much of the twentieth century, provided a degree of security to vast sectors of the 

population, this included the social incorporation of immigrants. With the rise of post-
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Fordist processes of production and the neoliberal political project in the late 1970s, the 

welfare state was slowly dismantled and in its place a new form of state took root; the 

state has never withered away as some critics of neoliberalism have claimed, it has 

shifted its configuration and has strengthen its repressive arms (García and De Lissovoy, 

2014; Harvey, 2005; Wacquant, 2009). In the contemporary context of the “homeland 

security state” (Gonzales, 2014) the concerns of the state apparatuses are not so much on 

the incorporation of immigrants as citizens and the expansion and distribution of rights, 

but on the creation of conditions that allow populations to thrive while simultaneously 

maintaining those that sustain their precarity (Lorey, 2015). In other words, the homeland 

security state does not seek to fully incorporate people as citizens or to distribute rights, it 

is primarily concerned with managing insecurity.  

PRECARIOUSNESS, PRECARITY, PRECARIZATION, AND IMMIGRATION 
 Drawing on the works of Butler (2004; 2009), Standing (2011), and Lorey (2015), 

I provide a brief discussion of precarity, precariousness, and precarization, and their 

relationship to immigration before proceeding. Key to this relationship is labor since U.S. 

capitalism has historically depended on precarious labor often times as undocumented, 

racialized, and gendered forms to fuel its expansion and accumulation of wealth. 

Neoliberal restructuration, as was pointed out in Chapter 2, has had an impact in the 

displacement of people through out the world. In this study, all of the participants 

migrated to the United States along with their families post-1994 when NAFTA went into 

effect. NAFTA further decimated rural areas and displaced urban workers due to the shift 
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in the protectionist measures of the Mexican nation-state to one in more accord with the 

needs of global and regional trade agreements. Dire economic conditions gave rise to 

uncertainty and anxiety, which led to a rise of migration across the U.S.-Mexico border. 

In search of better levels of economic and social security, many people joined the global 

South-North migrant flows. According to sociologist Guy Standing (2011), in the United 

States, one in eight people is a migrant, the majority undocumented. This is not particular 

to the United States, it is a global phenomenon (Castles, de Haas, and Miller, 2014) as 

recently witnessed on the evening news coverage of thousands of migrants showing up 

on the coasts of Europe seeking refuge from the unending military and financial wars on 

regions that not so long ago where part of the so called Third World. 

 Undocumented migrants live a precarious existence due to not having rights 

before the laws of the receiving countries, other than the bare minimum protection of life 

accorded to everyone. The condition of the ‘precarious’ can be roughly described as 

living in unceasing insecurity, vulnerability, and endangerment (Lorey, 2015). The state 

in all its different manifestations through out history has been responsible for protecting 

the people within its delimiting borders from insecurity, from precarious conditions. 

However, it should be noted that in its drive to protect the population from insecurity, the 

state has, at the same time, engendered precarious conditions. Precarious conditions vary 

historically and geographically (Lorey, 2015). In the deportability regime conceptualized 

by De Genova (2002; 2005), undocumented immigrants live a precarious existence 

because the possibility of being forcibly removed from the entrails of the United States is 
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always latent. The possibility of deportation has always been present, but the historical 

context in which the deportability regime develops is grounded on the securitization of 

U.S. society post-9/11.  

 Precariousness, drawing from the work of Butler (2009; 2010), refers to 

conditions of existence and not as life itself. The precariousness of undocumented 

immigrants has been widely recorded by researchers and popularized by various media. 

Conditions of precariousness have been primarily explained and represented as insecurity 

in employment and everyday fear of being detained by the police. Due to precariousness, 

undocumented workers and students continue to be the most exploitable in the U.S. 

Because of their undocumented status, these workers and students are often pushed to 

seek employment and to live in dire and insecure conditions. The widely used metaphor 

of “living in the shadows” signals the precariousness of immigrants by portraying an 

image of the undocumented as people who live in hiding precisely because of this 

insecurity; it implies a way of life rather than conditions of existence. For Butler, 

precariousness as conditions of existence need to be understood in relation to historically 

specific social, political, and legal conditions. Precariousness understood in its social, 

political, and legal context reveals the ways in which people survive and generate life 

despite the state’s role in creating conditions of insecurity by securitizing society, 

particularly immigration control. This approach places the responsibility on the state for 

creating these conditions of existence; “fue (es) el estado” as the parents of the 
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Ayotzinapa35 43 disappeared student teachers reminded us the state’s responsibility, and 

denial, for this crime.   

Precarity, on the other hand, refers to conditions outside the subject’s control that 

puts them in harm’s way or in life threatening situations. These conditions of 

precariousness are distributed in relations of inequality through the establishment of 

social hierarchies (Lorey, 2015). Precarity raises the question of which forms of existence 

are worth living and which are disposable. In this sense, some forms of existence are 

worth safeguarding by providing security mechanisms for such purpose while other ways 

of life can be easily discarded, that is, in creating safeguarding conditions, precariousness 

is also created and distributed. In other words, this refers to a process of precarization that 

focuses on modes of governing insecurity. Governmental precarization centers on the 

state’s role of valuing and protecting some forms of existence while creating and 

maintaining conditions of exploitation for others. In post 9/11 U.S. society, the homeland 

security state sought to safeguard the nation-state by over policing its internal territories, 

including the establishment of stricter immigration controls through hyper- surveillance 

framed by xenophobia.  

                                                
 
35 On September 26, 2014, 43 students from the Escuela Normal Rural de Ayotzinapa on their way to 
Mexico City to commemorate the 1968 Tlatelolco Massacre in which hundreds of youth and students were 
massacred by the Mexican army, went missing. Reports are inconclusive as to who sequestered and 
disappeared the 43 male student teachers. However, the evidence indicates that state security forces (i.e. 
police and military) in conjunction with local drug cartels were involved. The slogan “fue el estado” seeks 
to remind civil society the complicity of the state in perpetuating this crime. 
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 According to Standing (2011), precarious existence is based on anger, anomie, 

anxiety, and alienation. Anger as a result of frustration from knowing that many 

opportunities for social advancement are blocked. Anomie results from the precarious 

experiencing feelings of passivity due to the despair of constantly being defeated or 

denied access to certain goods, services, and rights. Perhaps the main characteristic of 

precariousness, according to Standing, is anxiety that arises from what seems as never 

ending insecurity from fear of the possibility of losing what is already possessed and of 

knowing about limited opportunities for social mobility. Finally, alienation also defines 

precariousness, which according to Standing develops from knowing that what someone 

is currently doing is not necessarily for themselves or might not reflect their purpose. 

These are traits that characterize precariousness, and expressions of these can be 

observed in the extant literature about undocumented youth and students, particularly in 

Pérez’s psychology-based research (Pérez, 2009; 2012; Pérez et. al., 2009; Pérez and 

Cortés, 2011). In discussing the precariousness of undocumented immigrants, Standing 

equates their precariousness to that of the denizen of the Middle Ages. A denizen may be 

allowed to reside within a particular country but denied participation in political life. 

Undocumented immigrants may have some civil and human rights on account that they 

are human but may “lack economic, social or political rights” (Standing, 2011, p. 94).  

The Latina/o DACAmented in- and pre- service educators in this study expressed 

despair, uncertainty, and fear due to their undocumented status, which is, as Luibhéid 

(2013) reminds us, “imposed on or take[n] up by migrants in the context of multiple 
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forms of power. “Legal” statuses are not singular; rather, states offer diverse legal 

statuses for migrants, each with associated rights and restrictions that may change” (p. 

19). Luibhéid also reminds us that legal statuses do not describe people. To describe 

people based on their legal statuses is to fall in the trap of essentializing undocumented 

immigrants as being defined by living a particular way of life, such as “living in the 

shadows,” rather than focusing on the conditions of existence imposed upon them by the 

state. The state imposes and regulates illegality but also makes those who are categorized 

as non-citizens more easily disposable. The participants in this study expressed that every 

time they graduated from an educational institution they confronted the violence of the 

state and were reminded of their precariousness with the impossibility of being able, in 

this case, to practice their profession as educators. DACA, as Víctor expressed, is a “paso 

adelante” but it still maintains the generalized conditions of insecurity of the 

undocumented because it does not provide a path to residency or citizenship, and it is a 

temporary relief from deportation. Eduardo best expressed this condition when he 

narrated how he responds to his fraternity brothers when they ask him about his DACA 

status, 

My fraternity brothers don't even understand what it means to be undocumented 
and that's completely ok with me, I don't try to force it on them, but they 
understand there are differences. Even though we joke about it, sometimes they 
have actual questions like, "are you now or are you not documented?" And I'm 
like, I'm still illegal! I really am! (laughter).  
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Others expressed similar critiques of the precarious conditions they still live in even with 

DACA. In what follows, I present instances in which the participants experienced 

uncertainty, fear, and insecurity as expressions of precariousness. 

PRECARIOUSNESS & THE PERFORMATIVE ACTS OF HOPE, LUCHA, AND FAITH OF THE 
DACAMENTED  
 The Latina/o DACAmented educators in this study consistently raised the 

question, “y, ¿ahora qué?” (now what?) as they narrated their transitional experiences 

from high school to college and into the workforce. This question encapsulated anxiety 

based on the uncertainty and insecurity of knowing that without a social security number 

many of their aspirations would be cut short. After DACA, many recognized the 

limitations of the program but accepted it as a step in the right direction for changing the 

conditions of existence imposed on the undocumented. Some participants still felt that 

their future prospects were still uncertain because of the temporarily of the program even 

though they had started crafting long term plans, such as pursuing other degrees. Despite 

the uncertainty the participants felt pre- and post- DACA, they still found hope/esperanza 

for the possibilities that their conditions might change. As a way to face their 

precariousness, the participants engaged in performative acts of hope/esperanza, lucha, 

and faith as they continued their college trajectories despite, in most cases, having 

minimum financial support, and completing their degrees despite knowing that it might 

be near impossible to practice their profession.  

In the performative acts of hope, lucha, and faith, the participants expose the 

state’s drive to exclude them as members of society by disallowing them to enter the 
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work force as citizen workers, in this particular case, as public school teachers. Butler 

(2009) provides an instance during the 2006 immigrant marches when undocumented 

migrants assembled in the streets of Los Angeles and sang the national anthem of the 

United States in English and Spanish as an example of the link between performativity 

and precarity. Singing the national anthem in public, especially in Spanish, according to 

Butler, was a performance of the right of free assembly without having that right as non-

citizens, and the use of Spanish language simultaneously by thousands of people was a 

performance of presence that “exposes and opposes modes of exclusion through which 

the nation imagines and enforces its own unity” (p. 6). Similarly, acts of hope, lucha, and 

faith stake a presence, an existence, that reveals and opposes the exclusionary modes of 

operation of the deportation regime within institutions of higher education. The Latina/o 

DACAmented educators in this study generated new conditions of existence given the 

role of the state in shaping their educational, professional, and life trajectories. Hope is a 

performance of existence; it is life itself. Freire (2004) likes to remind us that “hope 

becomes a necessary component of one’s existential experience, of one’s radically being 

a presence in the world” (p. 100). Hope is a reminder that we exist, that we are in the 

world and as such, there is lucha with “the knowledge that changing is difficult, but it is 

not impossible” (p. 100). The participants narrated multiple ways through which they 

struggled to create change, others simply engaged in a lucha for survival and to live 

despite the precariousness in which they were placed by the state. 
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Activism, following Urrieta (2004), is understood as everyday “moment-to-

moment conscious practices” within specific contexts. As such, there is an element of 

performativity in this understanding of activism for it highlights the agency of Latina/o 

DACAmented educators, in this case, to reframe the meaning of their everyday and 

moment-to-moment practices based on their experiences as undocumented immigrants in 

conditions of precariousness. The activism in which Latina/o DACAmented pre- and in-

service educators are engaged in is conceptualized as performative acts of hope, lucha, 

and faith that, as expressed above, expose the state’s drive for exclusion while 

simultaneously allowing the participants to claim a presence in spaces where they are 

denied access through the enactment of moment-to-moment actions. Houston and Pulido 

(2002), in their study on the performativity of social justice by low-wage service workers 

engaged in a labor struggle with the University of Southern California, defined 

performativity as,  

a dialectical set of practices, which are enacted in specific historical and 
geographical contexts, and which expose the dynamics of power and exploitation 
while at the same time producing and rehearsing strategies for social and personal 
transformation (p. 403). 

These strategies for social and personal transformation are tangible and visible to an 

audience, and reveal both power dynamics and the agency of those engaged in 

performative acts.  

Irene’s narrative is illustrative of precariousness and performativity acts of hope, 

lucha, and faith as an undocumented student and as a DACAmented bilingual teacher. 

Irene mentioned that as a pre-service teacher on the verge of completing her teacher 
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certification in Central Texas, she did not attend the job fairs available for new teachers. 

She chose not to attend those events because she knew that her undocumented status 

would bar her from any employment opportunities. She stated,  

Ya vez que al último las profesoras también nos motivan para que vayamos a las 
job fairs en mi último semestre. Yo sí, en ese punto que ya me estaba graduando 
dije, pos ¿pa'que?, pa'que voy a ir, no tengo papeles ahorita. Yo se que era para ir 
a informarme pero al mismo tiempo nunca había escuchado de que alguien me 
podía dar un sponsor. No sabía en ese punto, no había escuchado de eso. Fue 
hasta después de eso que me puse a averiguar. Te digo, una profesora de bilingual 
education me entendía porque veía también mi frustración y me preguntaba que, 
¿qué vas hacer después de que te gradúes? Y yo, pos, ¿quién sabe?   
 

Irene pointed out that the anxiety of knowing the limitations imposed upon 

undocumented students might lead people to give up. She mentions the case of her best 

friend who decided not to take the required exams for obtaining teaching certification 

from the state of Texas because she argued that what was the point if she would not be 

able to practice her profession. Despite knowing this, Irene maintained the hope that 

some sort of relief for undocumented immigrants would be enacted and decided to take 

the exams. Upon passing the exams, she reflected on her emotions as graduation day 

approached,   

En ese punto no sabías por qué tenías tu carrera. Yo tuve una de mis mejores 
amigas que estaba en la misma situación mía pero ella sí se dejó caer. Sí se 
graduó pero no quiso nada que ver con los exámenes. Ya vez que te recomiendan 
que tu último semestre empieces a tomar los exámenes para que así salgas y ya 
tienes tu certificado y ya nomás imprimirlo. No, que pa'que, que no tengo trabajo, 
que mejor me espero a que encuentre y ya después que encuentre los empiezo a 
tomar y todo el rollo. Y dije, sabes que, a mi no me importa, no tengo papeles y 
como quiera voy hacerlos y ya cuando si llega haber algo pos ya tengo los 
exámenes hechos y ya nomas es de aplicar. Entonces, yo los hago, llené todo el 
papeleo, tomo los exámenes y los paso. A la job fair fue algo a lo que no fui 
porque sí se siente uno por más que quiera ser uno fuerte, como quiera te cai de 
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que, ok, es mayo, me voy a graduar, ¿qué voy hacer con mi carrera? No puedo 
hacer nada, pa'que voy a ir a escuchar de que te quieren contratar y pa'que luego 
te digan que no cuando les digas, "no tengo papeles". Como quiera sí fue algo, por 
más que pongas la cara de que sí estás bien y está bien, hay un punto en que te 
cala. Entonces, yo tomé mis exámenes y todo y salí graduada y ya certificada pero 
al último sí fue de que qué va a pasar con mi carrera, ¿qué voy hacer ahora con mi 
carrera?”  
 

Irene completed all the requirements for teaching certification but did not receive her 

permit because she could not legally work in the country. She was resilient in her pursuit 

of certification but, as she stated, at the end when the realization that the conditions 

imposed by the state are unsurmountable, she did feel defeated. Her sense of defeat, of 

anomie, was expressed by her constant wondering of “¿qué voy hacer?”  

 Fortunately for Irene, President Obama made the DACA announcement a month 

after her graduation ceremony from the university. She immediately started working in an 

assembly factory in her home town to save money to pay for her DACA application fees. 

DACA was a welcomed relief because it would provide her with the opportunity to 

practice her profession and eventually seek her certification as a counselor, 

Me gradúo en mayo y fue en junio cuando salió lo de DACA. Como quiera en mi 
familia somos cinco niñas y mis papás no ganan suficiente, o sea, era un dineral 
para poder arreglar a todas las cinco. Entonces, empiezo a trabajar en una 
maquiladora y pos a empezar a juntar. Para empezar, no era un trabajo en donde 
ganaba millones, entonces era de poquito y que ora me toca ayudar aquí en la casa 
o que mi celular. Me tomó varios meses acumular lo de DACA. Luego me decían, 
"llénala tu sola, tu puedes," pero ese tipo de cosas siempre han sido mi miedo. 
Mejor con un abogado porque luego que tal si pasa algo y pos quieres estar seguro 
que todo este lleno bien. Entonces ya junto dinero suficiente para meter los 
papeles y los meto en noviembre. En noviembre dos mil doce meto ya finalmente 
mi aplicación y pos ora sí, el juego de esperar. 
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This reveals and contradicts the exclusionary modes of operation of the deportability 

regime. On the one hand, Irene was denied the possibility of practicing in the teaching 

profession, and on the other, she was allowed to work in an assembly factory. It is known 

that certain regions in the state of Texas are aching to recruit and place bilingual teachers 

in their classrooms. North Texas, where Irene resides, is one of those places. School 

districts in North Texas recruit teachers from Spain and Mexico to cover those crucial 

positions. Rather than allow qualified people who have been socialized in U.S. schools 

and who may have a close affinity with the student populations of bilingual education in 

Texas, the state would rather sustain their exclusion and provide mechanisms for the 

recruitment and placement of teachers from abroad.  

 Soon after she was approved for DACA, Irene sought employment as a school 

teacher. At the beginning of her second year as a teacher, Irene needed to renew her 

deferred action. Even though she applied with plenty of time, Irene encountered problems 

with the application process that had a significant impact on her job security. The 

problems with her DACA renewal process brought forth her precarious conditions as a 

DACAmented teacher, 

Esperando, esperando, pasa todo diciembre, pasa todo enero, pasa todo febrero y a 
finales de febrero es cuando me empiezan a contactar de mi trabajo, del distrito, 
"Irene, tu permiso esta a punto de vencer, por favor danos una llamada para 
dejarnos saber cuando te va a llegar el nuevo." Y pues, ¡sí supiera le dijera! 
(risas). Esperando y esperando y súper nerviosa. Es lógico, más que nada, porque 
estoy pagando por mis clases ahorita de mi post-grado y saqué un carro nuevo 
porque tuve la oportunidad de juntar dinero. Entonces, no es solamente de que 
pierdo mi trabajo y ya, sino que tengo factura, el carro, el internet, a mi familia le 
ayudo con algo, tengo mis clases. Ya estaba nerviosa en el sentido de que ni 
siquiera voy a poder acabar mi maestría, otra vez, ¿qué va a pasar? 
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The uncertainty of not knowing whether her temporary relief from deportation was going 

to be approved gave rise, once again, to anxiety based on fear of losing what she had, 

which in her case, was a job as a bilingual kindergarten teacher who had enrolled in a 

master’s program for counseling and was paying for tuition out-of-pocket, and who had 

saved enough money to finance a new car. Her whole standard of living was at stake in 

this renewal process.  

Human resources informed Irene that if her situation was not sorted out she would 

have to resign because the school district could not, knowingly, have in its payroll an 

undocumented worker. Irene informed the principal and started calling immigration 

services daily to sort her case. Irene stated that she decided to call a Spanish operator 

because she felt that a Spanish speaker might have a stronger affinity to undocumented 

immigrants. Irene recalled her conversation with the principal, 

“¿Qué pasa Irene?" No pos que necesito hablar con usted. Ella pensó que iba a 
renunciar y que no iba a regresar al otro año, me dice, “¿qué pasó?” Le digo que 
lo que pasa es que mi permiso se vence en un mes y aun no se nada. Ya hablé con 
Human Resources, me dijeron que el día que se me venza el permiso yo tengo que 
ir a firmar mi renuncia. Y "no, yo no acepto eso. Primero te pongo en un absent 
leave pero yo no te voy a poner a que renuncies porque no te voy a perder como 
maestra." Le dije, es la única opción que me están dando. Me dijeron que no te 
tenia que avisar más que con dos semanas pero yo quiero que estés informada. Me 
dice, "¡ni me hubieras dicho!" (risas). Entonces, ahí queda y se viene el mes y yo 
marcando. Marco al siguiente día en español. Para eso hablé con mi mejor amiga 
y me dice, "sabes que wey, marca para hablar en español porque a veces la gente 
que habla español sabe más de lo que está pasando. 
 

The weeks passed and her renewal permit did not arrive. Irene had to take days off from 

work. However, to her good fortune, she was able to almost immediately return to work. 
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Irene points out the anxiety and anger she felt during this time. Irene’s experiences with 

the renewal process show the limitations of DACA. The time frame in which it operates 

might categorize beneficiaries as DACAmented one day and as an undocumented and 

deportable person the next day due to the slow processing of paperwork or some clerical 

error. Another limitation her experience reveals is the lack of knowledge in school 

districts as to what to do in the situation that a DACA employment permit expires in the 

middle of the school year; should DACAmented teachers be immediately discharged 

from their duties? Wait until their renewal permits arrive however long it takes? Irene 

continued narrating her travails,  

Llega el mes y mi única suerte fue que mi permiso se venció durante Spring 
Break aquí en en el distrito escolar de North texas. Mi permiso se vence, haz de 
cuenta, el martes de Spring Break y para eso yo había hablado con el señor de 
Human Resources el viernes antes de Spring Break y le digo, ¿sabes qué?, no me 
llegó nada, ¿qué pasa? Me dice, "desafortunadamente tienes que venir a resign." 
Le digo, ¿cuando? Me dice, "pues hoy." Y digo, ¿por qué hoy? Para empezar, es 
viernes y luego mi permiso se vence hasta el martes. Me dice, "entonces estas de 
surte porque el martes las oficinas van a estar cerradas. Técnicamente, tu tendrías 
que venir el lunes. Ojalá y te llegue esta semana de Spring Break ya así tu nada 
más llegando el lunes nos traes el papel, le sacamos copia y ya." Toda esa semana 
de Spring Break esperanzada a que algo va a llegar. Todos los días checando en 
línea mi caso y nada más decía que su caso fue recibido y esta en tramite. Se llegó 
el domingo y nada. Le marco a mi principal y le digo, ¿sabes qué?, nada llegó. Me 
dice, "no me digas eso, ¿qué va a pasar?" Y le digo, pos no se que va a pasar. Ella 
le marca a Human Resources y les dice, "¿qué rollo? Yo no quiero perder a mi 
maestra, no le ha llegado nada." Le dicen, ¿sabes qué?, dile que ponga personal 
days para en lo que le llega porque ellos tampoco sabían que iba a pasar conmigo. 
¿Me van a pagar mis sick days, me van a pagar mis personal days, me iban a 
dividir mi salario?, o sea, era algo nuevo también para ellos estar manejando lo de 
DACA. Ellos también haciéndose bolas y dicen que ponga mis personal days. 
Entonces yo pongo mis personal days regresando de Spring Break que iba a estar 
toda esa semana fuera pero yo seguí trabajando. Yo seguí yendo a la escuela. 
Tenía substituta en mi salón pero yo era la que estaba enseñando porque, o sea, no 
me sentía bien estando nomás esperando sin saber que va a pasar. Seguí 
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trabajando todo el lunes y el martes de alguna manera u otra la de Human 
Resources se entera que estoy en la escuela y me dice, “no es justo que la 
principal te haya puesto en esta situación regardless de como le vamos hacer con 
tu pago, esos son tus días personales y no deberías de estar ahí.” Y dice, "yo sé 
que es gacho pero deja que ella se las averigüe que tiene que hacer."  Yo le digo a 
la principal porque no la quiero meter en problemas y me dice, "déjame saber que 
va a pasar y si se tarda mucho tiempo yo voy a tratar de mantener tu posición 
abierta el más tiempo que pueda, pero déjame saber porque vamos a tener un sub 
permanente que venga por tu clase porque ya mero es fin de año escolar." Eso 
pasa un martes y ya me vengo a la casa bien achicopalada, ¿qué voy hacer?, ya no 
voy a regresar, voy a tener que ir a firmar porque la señora ya me había dicho que 
tenía que ir a firmar mi renuncia, pero yo lo tomé como que hasta que tu me digas 
yo voy a ir. Y como todavía estaba tratando de averiguar lo de Human Rsources 
de como le iban hacer con mi pago y estuvo hablando con pay roll y no se que y 
me dice eso y luego vas a tener que venir a firmar, a resign. A lo mejor 
inconscientemente es lo que quería escuchar pero yo en mi cabeza entendí que yo 
no iba ir a firmar, a renunciar, hasta que ella me llame y que averigüen lo del 
pago. Así quedó y eso fue el martes. Ya hablé con mis papás y les dije que pasó y 
ellos que, "no, mija, ojalá y algo te llegue."  El miércoles en la mañana ya me 
quedo aquí en la casa sin hacer nada. Estoy en la computadora y dije, voy a 
chequíar a ver que. Checo y el caso ya había sido aprobado en línea. ¡Nombre!, en 
friega me contacté con la de Human Resources, y le dije, tu dijiste que nomas 
tenia que ser aprobada en línea, te estoy mandando una foto del número del caso, 
ella tenia mi número de caso. Mételo y ya esta. Ella en friega checa y sí decía que 
el caso había sido aprobado desde ese lunes. Desde el lunes que yo regresé a 
trabajar ya había sido aprobado pero como el UCIS no había hecho refresh ni 
update their website, no había manera de saber porque yo en si, después de 
febrero, seguí marcando casi una vez cada semana y me seguían diciendo lo 
mismo, que están trabajando en el caso en septiembre siete. La de Human 
Resources me dice, “marca porque ahora lo que necesitamos saber es la fecha en 
que es valido de tal día a tal día.” Le dije, no me van a decir nada. Me dice, 
“¡márcales!” Marco y le digo, señorita, mi caso fue aprobado pero quisiera saber 
si me puede decir de que fecha a que fecha fue aprobado. No, pos tienes que 
esperar la tarjeta (risas). Y ya les dejo saber eso también a Human Resources de 
que tenia que esperar la tarjeta y le dije que no me podía decir. Gracias a eso la 
abogada también había estado involucrada y si la página dice que fue aprobada 
marzo 16, entonces es marzo 16, 2015 hasta marzo 16, 2017 y eso ponlo en el 
contrato. Dice, “ponlo en el contrato para que ella pueda regresar a trabajar y ya 
después que le llegue la tarjeta, hazla que traiga una copia.” Y ya después yo me 
contacto con mi principal y le digo, que ya me aprobaron, ya mañana regreso. 
Gracias a Dios fue como pude pero es la misma situación de estar siempre de 
nervios, que ¿qué va a pasar? Nunca me imaginé que me iba a poner en esa 
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situación pero fue como me di cuenta que todo depende de quien trabaje tu caso y 
cuanto tiempo quiere tenerte sufriendo (risas). 

 
Irene’s experiences with the renewal process reveal that even with DACA, the precarious 

conditions of the undocumented remain. However, the difference is that with DACA, the 

“documented undocumented” beneficiaries are closely linked to the homeland security 

state. Through out this process, Irene felt anxiety and fear at the possibility of losing 

everything she had been working to accomplish and that had become a reality because of 

DACA. To Irene’s good fortune, she had a supportive school principal that took on a role 

of advocate, and her case was approved in a nick of time. Yet, as the saying goes, “¿y el 

susto quién me lo quita?”  

 Irene’s case is not isolated. Other participants in this study expressed their 

precariousness. Julia, the pre-kinder bilingual teacher from Austin, stated the following 

regarding the productive and repressive aspects of DACA as governmental precarization,   

Ahorita aunque se nos presenten las oportunidades, estamos como en un lazo. No 
sabes que pueda pasar, solamente estamos caminando. Puede que de un de repente 
digan, "no más," te caes. Puede que digan, "continúa", pero estamos caminando 
en un lazo. No sabes que va a pasar. A veces sí se siente un poquito de 
incertidumbre porque, uncertainty, porque no sabes que va a pasar el día de 
mañana. Por ejemplo, tienes que estar al tanto de tu permiso, de renovarlo, tienes 
que estar al tanto de todas esas cosas a tu alrededor. Ahora, el dinero es una de las 
cosas importantes porque no sabes si el día de mañana vas a tener un trabajo, pero 
a la vez, a mi me da mucha valentía saber que otras personas caminan en un 
pavimento normal y yo estoy caminando en un lazo. If I'm still there is porque 
siento que Dios, yo lo veo así, siento que Dios me ha sustentado, El a puesto los 
medios. Otras personas tal vez podrán decir, "tenemos lo de DACA por los 
esfuerzos de lo que hicieron en las marchas y todo eso." Sí, no digo que no, pero 
también pienso que todo viene de parte de Dios, así que para mí es lo primordial. 
Y sí, a veces me siento insegura en el aspecto de que no sé que vaya a pasar el día 
de mañana pero por el momento lo que tengo lo sé aprovechar. Me gusta 
aprovechar al máximo cada momento y cada día estoy contenta de venir a trabajar 
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aquí. Tengo más metas. Aunque estoy caminando en ese lazo y no sabes si te 
puedes caer o no, pero, este, siempre miro para enfrente. Por ejemplo, ahorita 
quiero regresar a la escuela, como te había comentado para agarrar lo de 
counseling. Me gustaría trabajar en las high schools ayudando a los estudiantes a 
encontrar becas y todo eso. Y me encantaría agarrar un PhD en unos años ya que 
mis niños estén más grandes. Pero no, aunque estoy caminando en ese lazo no me 
impide seguir caminando. Veo mucho ahí en frente o será que soy ambiciosa, no 
sé. 

 
Julia explained her anxiety based on uncertainty as walking in a tightrope from which 

you may fall at any moment’s notice depending on social and political conditions beyond 

her control. In her precariousness, Julia found ways to live life at the fullest. It is as if it 

she was engaged in a life-or-death battle and every breathing second matters. Faith as a 

performative act sustains her conditions of existence, her vivencias. Through her faith, 

Julia found a balance in her uncertainty and to create long term plans, such as obtaining a 

degree in counseling or perhaps, in the near future, work towards a PhD degree. Like 

Irene and Julia, the other participants’ precariousness was matched by the performative 

act of hope, lucha, and faith.  

 Another way in which precariousness was manifested amongst the participants 

was in their career choices. Prior to DACA, some participants, despite being actively 

involved in local undocumented youth and student movements and in community 

organizing, felt anomie. They felt despair at the prospects of not being able to complete 

the charted trajectory of the American meritocratic ideal that a college degree was the key 

for social mobility due to their undocumented status. The possibility of relocating to 

another country was always prevalent either due to the deportability regime or through 

personal choice. The personal decision to relocate to another country, most likely the 
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country of origin, was seen by the participants as a way to practice a professional career 

and as the possibility to lead a more secure life free of the uncertainties imposed upon the 

undocumented.  

 Ernesto, the community college English and Ethnic Studies professor from 

California’s San Joaquín Valley, stated the following about his college degree and career 

choice,  

One of the things that led my decision to major in English was the reality of if 
things don't work out here, in this country, I'll still have my degree so I could 
always have an English degree from an American institution, and I figure I could 
always take that to the world and teach English, wherever. That's what really 
made a difference in majoring in Philosophy and in English. I decided to go with 
English, Creative Writing, and then I got into the Masters and again it was around 
English because at least I could take English and apply it throughout the world. 
The whole time I was sort of influenced in that regard, in terms about how I can 
use the most out of my education that doesn't limit me to this one space. 
 

Ernesto’s degree and career choice was conditioned by his precarious condition. For him, 

the possibility of self-relocating to another country was always present because of the 

obstacles that would have prevented him from ever setting foot in an educational 

institution as an educator due to his immigration status. Veronica, a graduate student in 

public policy from the San Joaquín Valley, also stated that her degree and career choices 

were conditioned by the precarious conditions of the undocumented. She stated the 

following in regards to her career choice, 

I never really took the time to really think about what I wanted as a career. I did 
not have that luxury. I did not have the privilege to say, “what do I want?” So, to 
me, it was always about, “what can I do?” I always thought, what if I have to go 
back to Mexico because I have nothing stable here, there's nothing secure here for 
me. So, I thought, a teaching career, and if I become a teacher and if I have to go 
back to Mexico, then I can teach over there. It's something that I can transfer, 
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English in Mexico, then I'll be fine. But that's not what I wanted to do. Maybe 
when I was in kindergarten I wanted to be a teacher. But that was never my true 
aspiration. I never had the time to really consider what do I want to do, I never 
gave myself that time to really think about that. It's new for me, like, the 
discovery and allowing myself to do that. It's very new to me. 

 
For Veronica, the insecurity faced by the undocumented shaped her degree and career 

choices. A teaching career, for Veronica, meant that if she was forcibly removed or if she 

chose to leave the U.S., she could use her degree in English to work as a language teacher 

in Mexico. However, her goal was never to become a teacher, in a sense, her precarious 

conditions of existence forced to strategize and follow this particular trajectory. She 

credits DACA as providing her some security but anxiety and fear of losing what she 

currently has are still present,  

With DACA I am able to work. It doesn't get any better than that. I am able to 
seek employment in what I want to do. It has allowed me to also have a better 
plan of what I want to do as a career, has allowed me to move up in my career, 
and think about what is it that I want to do with my life. I feel like I depend so 
much on that permit. I get nervous thinking, what if I don't get it for whatever 
reason? If I don't get it, what am I going to do? I think that DACA, more than just 
given me a job, it has also giving me tranquility and a peace of mind. That kindda 
reduces my stress levels and it allows me to focus in school and make long term 
plans instead of just worrying about work, because I have always worked, I've 
always had to work. 
 

As governmental precarization, in Veronica’s case, DACA has allowed her to make long 

terms plans, to make career changes, and the privilege to consider multiple professional 

and life prospects, while at the same time maintaining the ambivalence of insecurity 

because deferred action is temporary and needs to be renewed every two years.  

Conclusion 
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 This chapter features the educational, professional, and life trajectories of 

DACAmented Latina/o pre- and in-service educators. In highlighting these trajectories, 

three major themes are discussed: rationale for becoming educators; perspectives on 

education; and precariousness. These three themes reveal how the vivencias of the 

participants as undocumented students and as DACAmented influenced their degree and 

career choices.  

Whereas recent quantitative studies focusing on the impact of DACA on the 

trajectories of undocumented youth and students report changes in employment, this 

study sought to examine what compelled a group of DACAmented Latinas/os to pursue 

careers as educators in the first place. Experiences as “colonial/racial subjects of empire” 

framed their trajectories. First, the participants entered U.S. schools as immigrant and 

racialized students placed in classrooms where they had to learn the dominant language. 

In the majority of cases, language education was subtractive, especially for the 

participants in California due to the anti-immigrant and anti-Mexican political context of 

the 1990s. Secondly, as undocumented students, the participants realized that the 

meritocratic ideology crumbled before their eyes in the college application and selection 

process, and after college graduation because without documentation, it is near 

impossible to hold this ideology accountable. Seems as if only citizens and residents, 

event those that might be members of historically marginalized groups, are allowed to be 

the main characters of stock stories of success. The characters in these stories, in the 

context of the U.S., are racialized, classed, gendered, abled, and documented beings that 
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fit the dominant conception of what it means to be an American, and those that are still 

too foreign whether due to race, class, gender, ability, and undocumentedness, are 

presented under the “pulling yourself by the boot straps immigrant” stock story. Third, 

through out their narratives, the participants expressed multiple instances in which they 

felt uncertainty, fear, and insecurity about their future prospects. The precarious 

conditions of the participants, even after DACA, reveal the extent of the state’s drive to 

provide minimum protections to people living within its borders. The experiences of the 

DACAmented present a case study of the state’s current articulation and its tendency to 

precariatize citizens and non-citizens alike, especially after the demise of the welfare 

state.  

A structural analysis of their intersectional social positions as “colonial/racial 

subjects of empire” fuels the participants’ rationale for pursuing careers as educators. 

Altruistic motives are at the core of their rationales. The participants reported a strong 

desire to serve in communities they deemed as their own. These communities were 

defined by the participants as those where they lived growing up, or as predominantly 

Latina/o, recent immigrant, and working class neighborhoods. Based on their experiences 

with language education, the college application and selection process, and the 

difficulties presented to Latina/o working class students in general, and undocumented, in 

particular, the participants sought to position themselves as advocates for their students 

and communities. Another key factor in their rationale for becoming educators was the 

participants’ relationships to mentors, which included teachers, counselors, college 
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professors, and veteran activists. The participants had a clear understanding that much of 

what they had achieved was due to the advocacy of mentors. These mentors took interest 

in the well being of the participants and supported them through their educational 

trajectories. The participants sought to do the same for students they identified as 

“students like me,” that is, Latina/o immigrant working class students.   

The DACAmented Latinas/os in this study, due to the fairly recent enactment of 

DACA, are novice educators still developing their perspectives on education and the 

roles they seek to play in their schools and communities. This study provides an initial 

approximation to the study of experiences of professional DACAmented Latinas/os from 

a qualitative research approach, something that is missing in the extant research literature 

on undocumented immigrants, in general. The following concluding chapter elaborates 

on the implications of this study for further research with DACAmented Latina/o 

educators and possibilities for the recruitment, preparation, and retention of Latina/o 

educators, in general.    
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CHAPTER 6- CONCLUSION, IMPLICATIONS, & FINAL 
THOUGHTS 

Introduction 

 This study entitled DACAmented Educators: The Educational, Professional, and 

Life Trajectories of Latina/o Undocumented Education Students and Professionals 

focuses on the life histories of twenty Latina/o DACA beneficiaries pursuing careers as 

educators. The career choice of the participants is informed by their own previous 

schooling experiences, participation in immigrant rights social movements, and 

enrollment in Chicana/o and Ethnic Studies courses. The participants as novice 

educators36 articulate their perceptions of their roles as educators as well as their 

perspectives on education. Like their rationales for pursuing careers as educators, both 

their perspectives on their roles as educators and perspectives on education are informed 

by previous educational experiences in schools and social movements. Despite taking 

advantage of the opportunity to legally work in the country, which is perhaps the primary 

benefit of DACA, the participants expressed that they are still in a precarious position 

because of the temporary aspect of deferred action, the ongoing renewal processes, and 

the fact that they are still undocumented without a clear and viable path to obtaining legal 

residency or citizenship. The experiences of the participants at the intersections of 

                                                
 
36 Novice teachers are defined as recent graduates of teacher preparation programs entering teaching, with 
little classroom experience as lead teachers, and with two or less years of teaching experience (Gatbonton, 
2008; Rodríguez and McKay, 2010). In this study, the definition of novice teachers is used broad enough to 
encompass educators understood as teachers, counselors, community college professors, and cultural center 
education workers.  
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multiple social locations provide insight into the rationales of young college aged Latinos 

who are undocumented and who have been involved to various degrees in the 

undocumented immigrant rights movement, in general, and in the undocumented student 

movement, in particular, for consciously choosing to pursue careers as educators.  

In reporting the findings of this study I do not seek to generalize from the 

experiences of the participants because as was shown in the previous chapters, their own 

life histories are unique due to the specificity of their multiple social locations. Yet, there 

are patterns shared by the participants, especially in relation to the forced conditions of 

precarity imposed upon them by the state. However, undocumentedness was experienced 

differently by the participants depending on geographic and social location, and the 

access they had to advocates in the form of mentors, including teachers, counselors, 

professors, and veteran activists. Instead, it is my hope that the findings of this study 

generate discussions and implications around teacher education, particularly on the 

recruitment, preparation, and retention of Latina/o educators, especially DACAmented, in 

the ongoing development of Grow Your Own (GYO) teacher initiatives, and on the 

necessity of changing the discourse in support of immigration reform from one that gives 

primacy to labor to one that centers on the practice of democratic action. In other words, 

it proposes the need for researchers and allies to approach undocumented immigrant 

populations as subjects engaged in performative acts of freedom, including the 

articulation of dreams in the form of aspirations, and not just as abject laborers in the 

“shadows” of the informal sector.  
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This concluding chapter includes two sections outlining the implications of this 

study and a third section with my final thoughts. The first section details implications for 

teacher education, specifically on recruitment, preparation, and retention. By drawing on 

the knowledge shared by the participants of this study, I provide suggestions for Colleges 

and Schools of Education and for school districts to best support Latina/o DACAmented 

pre- and in- service educators. A sub-section includes a discussion of GYO initiatives, 

which have developed in close collaboration with Colleges and Schools of Education and 

school districts. The findings of this study provide an anchor for possible routes these 

initiatives might take by also recruiting DACAmented Latinas/os to teacher career 

pathways. Latina/o DACAmented educators are in a special position of “epistemic 

privilege” (Moya, 2001) that could potentially serve to articulate the notion of teaching 

from experience to the benefit of all students, particularly undocumented Pre-K-12 

students. The second section provides theoretical implications of this study. I elaborate on 

the notion of teaching from experience in the context of GYO initiatives and the Latina/o 

teacher pipeline. I also provide an approach to notions of activism and advocacy based on 

the study’s participants’ perceptions of the roles of educators. This section concludes 

with an analysis of the conceptual framework of vivencias advanced in this study, which 

might also provide methodological implications. I conclude in the third section with my 

final thoughts on the research process.   

Implications for Teacher Education 
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 Recent news coverage, including an annual U.S. Department of Education list, 

reports that various states across the country are facing teacher shortages (Darling-

Hammond et al., 2016; Strauss, 2015; 2016; Tuan, 2016; Office of Postsecondary 

Education, 2015). The reasons for teacher shortages, are due to various factors, including 

decreasing numbers of enrolled students in Colleges and Schools of Education as well as 

increasing attrition rates amongst in-service teachers due in part to low salaries, lack of 

classroom resources, dreaded teacher efficacy measures based on test scores, and high 

stakes testing. These two trends are combining to create the current teacher shortages. 

Darling-Hammond and colleagues (2016), in a recent policy report on the emerging 

teacher shortage in California, recommend the establishment of incentives to recruit and 

retain diverse and talented individuals to enter the teaching profession and to work in 

high need areas and fields. It should be noted that in 2015 California’s Latino population 

surpassed whites as the largest ethnic group, and this seems to be the direction the 

country is going. This has serious implications for schools as the majority of the Latino 

population is relatively young. However, as other policy reports have found, nationally, 

there is a “diversity gap” (Ahmad and Bosser, 2014; Bosser, 2014) between teachers and 

students, and California is no exception. 

 Organizations like Teach For America, who provide an alternative route for 

college students and recent graduates to enter the classroom, have shifted their 

recruitment efforts to meet the challenge of bridging this diversity gap and to reduce 

teacher shortages in critical areas and fields. Teach For America’s approach is 
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controversial amongst Education scholars and communities and has been critiqued as an 

organizational effort to deprofessionalize the teaching profession, dismantle public 

education, and most importantly, for further aggravating the “achievement gap” by 

recruiting and placing recent college graduates, the majority from affluent backgrounds, 

elite universities, and majoritarian communities with minimum preparation, in high needs 

areas and fields. However, as a result of various critiques (see Darling-Hammond et al., 

2005; Laczko-Kerr and Berliner, 2002; Lahann and Reagan, 2011; Veltri, 2008), Teach 

For America, as reported in press releases by the organization, has shifted its recruitment 

efforts to focus on college students and graduates of color, to how it prepares and 

supports the professional development of its teachers, and of the perspective to teacher 

placement. For instance, in the most recent issue of One Day, Teach For America’s 

alumni magazine, a series of articles make a call for placing recruits in their communities 

under the premise that teachers who share similar backgrounds as their students may have 

a stronger influence on their students’ in the long and short term.  

A recent area of focus in Teach For America has been the recruitment of 

DACAmented college students and graduates to be placed in communities with 

historically high numbers of recent immigrants. Teach For America reports an increment 

in the numbers of DACAmented teachers from two in the 2013-2014 corps to more than 

90 in the 2015-2016 school year, a move that should be applauded for providing 

undocumented recent graduates with in-roads to employment in the educational sector. 

According to a press release issued during its national summit commemorating the 
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organization’s 25th anniversary, TFA has partnered with national Latino and 

undocumented immigrant advocacy organizations such as United We Dream, the League 

of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC), and the Congressional Hispanic Caucus 

Institute (CHCI) (Teach For America, 2016) to increase the number of Latinos amongst 

its corps; the DACAmented play a significant role in these efforts. Being DACAmented 

crisscrosses multiple social locations. Beyond undocumented status, DACA recipients are 

people of color, predominantly from non-affluent backgrounds, and first generation 

college students. The recruitment of DACA beneficiaries will not only improve the 

diversity of TFA’s corps but will also place teachers that might have stronger affinity 

with students in predominantly Latino schools.  

Teach For America’s efforts should also be examined critically especially since, 

as its critics argue, it is at the forefront of the neoliberal advance to dismantle public 

education. As a neoliberal multicultural37 organization, Teach For America supports and 

embraces differences and a social justice agenda compatible with market logics of capital 

accumulation. The social justice agenda in education embraced by this organization, as it 

                                                
 

37 William Kymlicka (2013) advances the concept of neoliberal multiculturalism to define the 
contemporary “belief that ethnic identities and attachments can be assets to market actors and hence that 
they can legitimately be supported by the neoliberal state” (p. 109). In other words, differences (i.e. race, 
ethnicity, gender, immigration status) are seen as forms of social capital that enhance the participation of 
individuals in the market economy. According to Kymlicka, states and organizations that spouse neoliberal 
multiculturalism support the rights of the oppressed only as a way to give them a competitive edge in a 
cutthroat capitalist society. However, if the oppressed aren’t unable to compete, Kymlicka states, they’re 
pushed to the sides but there is no remorse because now they are equals, they have rights, and the system of 
exploitation goes on.  
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has been widely discussed (see Cochran-Smith and Fries, 2001; Barnes, Germain, and 

Valenzuela, 2016; Crawford-Garrett, 2013; Kumashiro, 2012; Ravitch, 2010), includes 

the deregulation of teacher preparation and the marketization of public schools by 

partnering with venture philanthropists looking to invest in education with the 

expectation of high financial returns. The efforts to recruit increasing numbers of People 

of Color, whose difference is seen as social capital, legitimate these efforts while 

simultaneously counter criticism that it’s project is part of a neoliberal project that creates 

conditions for the dispossession of communities of color and for further capital 

accumulation of the elites.  

Irizarry and Donaldson (2012) found that Latinos in Teach For America counter 

the narrative of the white teachers within the organization because they reported entering 

the teaching profession as a long-term career. In the context of this study, TFA has been 

effective at tapping into the desire of Latina/o DACA beneficiaries vocación for the 

teaching profession. For instance, Silvia, the kindergarten teacher from the South Bay 

Area reported that her career goal was to work in a low-income and minority-majority 

school like the ones she attended as a child, and that she intends to teach as a long-term 

career. Silvia already held a teaching credential when she joined TFA. Silvia joined the 

organization soon after being approved for DACA because she saw a secure opportunity 

to obtain employment through TFA, and she also liked the organization’s mission of 

redressing educational inequities in low socioeconomic status schools, something that she 

strongly aligned with. DACAmented TFA corps members are a relatively new group in 
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the organization. More reaserch needs to be conducted on their experiences with 

recruitment and retention in the organization. It is yet to be seen what role DACAmented 

corps members will play as TFA alumni and the types of educational reform they will 

push and support after their two-year involvement with this organization; will they align 

with TFA's neoliberal agenda or will they develop a critique of the organization from 

their vivencias?   

Yet, besides Teach For America, only one school district, the Denver Public 

Schools, has made open calls to recruit the DACAmented to cover in-district teacher 

shortages, especially in positions serving bilingual students. In May 2015, the Nevada 

Legislature unanimously passed Assembly Bill 27 (AB 27), a bill that changed the state’s 

Education Code to allow the issuance of emergency teaching licenses to DACA 

recipients to cover teacher shortages in critical areas and fields in the state. The Nevada 

Department of Education sponsored this bill as a way to recruit teachers for hard to staff 

areas. Prior to AB 27 only legal residents or citizens could obtain a teaching license; non 

legal citizens or residents could obtain one only if the state superintendent granted them 

one (Christiansen, 2015). AB 27 was signed into law by Republican governor Brian 

Sandoval, the first Hispanic to hold Nevada’s statewide office. The state’s department of 

education reported that many school districts were understaffed. The Clark County 

School District reported that for the 2014-2015 school year it was 600 teachers short. 

These efforts have not been taken by other states, school districts, or Colleges and 

Schools of Education. Needless to say, given the generalized anti-immigrant discourse of 
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contemporary times, these efforts have encountered resistance. For instance, the Denver 

Public Schools were criticized for taking away jobs from “Americans” (Lee, 2014). The 

opposition about these measures has come from expected sources, that is, from neo-

nativist right wing organizations, such as the Breitbart News Network (Hope, 2015), and 

the Colorado Alliance for Immigration Reform (CAIR, 2015).    

 By drawing on the analysis of the data in this study on the educational, 

professional, and life trajectories of Latina/o undocumented education students and 

professionals, I offer a set of recommendations for Colleges and Schools of Education, 

and school districts. These recommendations are aimed at recruiting, preparing, and 

retaining Latina/o DACA recipients but also have implications for Latinas/os in general; 

they are practical and for the most part can be implemented immediately. These 

recommendations are primarily concerned with the dissemination of information. As 

discernible from the life history interviews of the participants in this study, the primary 

issue for DACA beneficiaries, and for undocumented immigrant students, for that matter, 

revolves around access to information. For example, Víctor and Lucía initially wondered 

if they would be able to work as public school teachers given that the public schools are a 

branch of the state. They also wondered what would be the hiring process for them given 

the temporary benefits afforded to them by DACA. Lucia, for instance, questioned 

whether the school district in the Central Texas city where she currently resides would 

give her a temporary contract that aligned with the timing of her Employment 

Authorization Document (EAD) instead of the two-year standard contract for resident 
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and citizen teachers. Silvia, a kindergarten teacher in San José, reported that her decision 

to join Teach For America after obtaining her teaching credential and deferred action was 

due to not knowing whether she would have been able to secure a teaching position due 

to her status if she had gone, as she stated, “the regular route.” Silvia was attracted to 

Teach For America for two reasons, one, it provided a sure route to employment, and 

two, the organization’s self-branding as a social justice education movement. More 

publicity in various media, including social media and traditional news outlets (i.e. TV 

and newspapers), in general, about recruitment and preparation efforts by Colleges and 

Schools of Education and school districts specifically geared towards DACA recipients 

and career prospects and choices afforded to them are needed.  

COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS OF EDUCATION 
 All the participants reported that their Colleges and Schools of Education and 

mentors did a very good job about steering them to careers in Education, exposing them 

to career fairs, and in some cases, even invited school principals and school board 

members to their classes to recruit prospective teachers. However, the participants 

reported a lack of information specifically geared towards DACA beneficiaries being 

provided to them by the Colleges and Schools of Education they attended as exemplified 

in the examples of Víctor, Lucía, and Silvia mentioned above. It is of the utmost 

importance for Colleges and Schools of Education to provide information about 

recruitment and the hiring process for DACAmented pre-service teachers.  
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 One recommendation for Colleges and Schools of Education offered by the 

participants was to organize periodic panels led by DACAmented teachers. These panels 

would help pre-service teachers to learn from first hand accounts about the experiences of 

in-service DACAmented educators with hiring, adjustment to their new roles as 

educators, and the DACA renewal process while on the job. Also, these panels would 

provide professional opportunities for teacher educators to learn more about DACA and 

to be informed about the benefits and limits of DACA. Some participants, like Irene and 

Cecilia, reported that their professors did not know much about DACA or that 

undocumented immigrants could attend institutions of higher education. A key piece of 

information that needs to be relayed to teacher educators is that the primary benefit of 

DACA in regards to employment is the access to the Employment Authorization 

Document (EAD) and a social security number. The EAD and the social security number, 

using the metaphor articulated by, amongst others, Manuel and Julia, are a llave que abre 

muchas puertas, they are the key that opens the route to professional careers. As of the 

writing of this dissertation, there have not been any reported incidents in which a 

DACAmented person was denied employment in a public school. On the contrary, news 

coverage has been positive. In fact, some states, including Nevada, California, and New 

York, have changed their laws on the issuance of professional licenses for multiple 

professions to allow the DACAmented to seek employment opportunities as nurses, 

teachers, doctors, lawyers, dentists, pharmacists, amongst others (see Basilan, 2016; 

Glum, 2016; Huang, 2014; Ross, 2015). These states have opted to change their laws on 
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the issuance of professional licenses because even though DACA is a federal program, 

ultimately states have the last say in how to administer the program. The initial refusal of 

some states, like Arizona, Nebraska, and Georgia, to extend the denial of driver licenses 

to undocumented immigrants to include DACA beneficiaries was based on the power 

vested on states for administering the program (Escalante, 2015). These state efforts were 

challenged in the courts. Ultimately, the piece of information that needs to be highlighted 

for university faculty and administrators in Colleges and Schools of Education is that the 

EAD and the social security number are the keys that open the door for DACA 

beneficiaries to professional careers and to the income brackets of the U.S. middle class.  

 While conducting this project, in my visits to participants in their colleges and 

universities or at their work places, I noticed very little visibility of support for 

undocumented students and their families, even though the participants were quick to 

name people and student organizations within those institutions who were allies of 

undocumented immigrant students. Another recommendation for Colleges and Schools of 

Education is to become open allies of undocumented immigrant students. It is understood 

that Colleges and Schools of Education are comprised of many constituencies that might 

not be in complete agreement over social and political questions. Yet, many faculty 

members within Colleges and Schools of Education are sympathetic to the plight and 

struggles of undocumented immigrant students, while others have active research 

agendas based on the educational experiences of this population. Teacher educators and 

other faculty members could make broader efforts to declare Colleges and Schools of 
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Education, or sections of them, as “safe spaces” in order to weave “geographies of 

undocumentedness” (Bloch, Sigona, and Zetter, 2014) into institutions of higher 

education. Geographies of undocumentedness are shaped by notions of safe, accessible, 

and forbidden spaces that emerge based on experiences and relations with institutions, 

organizations, and individuals. Officially sanctioning these spaces would convey the 

message that Colleges and Schools of Education, or sections of them, are safe spaces and 

that the DACAmented and undocumented are welcomed, and that they can count with 

stakeholders within these geographies as allies and as resources. Since one of the primary 

issues of the undocumented student movement is over representation and visibility as 

exemplified by the “Undocumented and Unafraid” campaign, teacher educators and 

faculty can visually represent their solidarity by displaying a small sign, such as the 

widely circulated and recognized “Migration is Beautiful” poster by Chicana artist 

Favianna Rodríguez (2013) that announces their solidarity with undocumented students 

and their families. As the primary institutions with the task of preparing teachers for an 

increasingly diverse society, Colleges and Schools of Education must be at the vanguard 

in modeling inclusivity for all people.  

 Along these lines of safe spaces, visibility, and geographies of 

undocumentedness, the K-16 experiences of Latina/o undocumented immigrant students 

and of immigrants, in general, need to be explicitly incorporated to teacher education 

because this is yet another reality prospective educators will encounter in their schools 

once they begin their professional trajectories. Incorporating the K-16 experiences of 
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Latina/o undocumented immigrant students and of immigrants, in general, will be 

beneficial for DACAmented and resident and citizen pre-service educators alike. The 

participants in this study reported that they sought classes outside the Colleges and 

Schools of Education where Latina/o experiences, specifically with immigration, were 

covered. The participants in this study primarily enrolled in classes offered in Mexican 

American, Chicana/o, and Ethnic Studies, and Spanish departments and programs. The 

reported reason for seeking these classes was to gain a better understanding of 

immigration, their position as undocumented immigrants in the United States, and the 

experiences of Latinas/os, in general. The Mexican American/Chicana/o/Ethnic Studies 

classes served as spaces where the participants, in this case, Latina/o DACAmented pre- 

and in-service educators, acquired the tools for developing a critical structural analysis of 

inequality and a social justice orientation instrumental in informing their perspectives on 

education and roles as educators. Learning about the K-16 experiences of Latina/o 

undocumented immigrant students and of immigrants proved beneficial for my study 

participants. Resident and citizen pre-service teachers could also benefit from this content 

by learning about the multilayered experiences of Latinos to be prepared to meet the 

needs of all students, and to better support undocumented K-12 students by knowing 

more about immigration and education policy that specifically impacts them. 

Another recommendation based on the participants’ experiences, is for Colleges 

and Schools of Education to work closely, and perhaps intermesh, with Mexican 

American/Chicana/o Studies departments and programs. Colleges and Schools of 
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Education offer courses in multicultural education and in the social foundations of 

education that incorporate issues of social justice in education. However, for the most 

part, these are one semester courses while seeking to embed issues of multicultural and 

social justice education within other courses, including the student teaching phase. Rather 

than providing a single course in multicultural and social foundations of education, 

Colleges and Schools of Education could partner with Mexican American/Chicana/o 

Studies departments and programs to provide multiple courses based on these pedagogies 

throughout a student’s trajectory in teacher preparation. In his research with first year 

college students from nineteen universities and colleges on the benefits of diversity 

coursework (i.e. courses focused on racial/ethnic and gender diversity content) on 

positive diversity orientations and well-being, Bowman (2009; 2010) found that students 

who take one diversity course do not experience greater positive orientation towards 

diversity or well-being as those that do not take any of these courses. On the other hand, 

students who took two or more diversity courses reported “greater well-being, are more 

comfortable with differences, have a greater appreciation of others’ similarities and 

differences, and are more likely to interact and intend to interact with diverse others” (p. 

558). Interestingly, white males from affluent backgrounds (households with $100,000 or 

more income) reported greater well-being and positive orientation towards diversity after 

taking two or more diversity coursework classes.  In a research review on the academic 

and social value of ethnic studies, Sleeter (2011) reported that these type of courses had a 

positive impact in the students’ academic attainment and in their sense of agency. 
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Providing students with multiple courses on multicultural education and social 

foundations of education where issues of race, class, gender, immigration, and social 

justice are covered would ensure that Latina/o DACAmented educators, along with 

resident and citizen Latinos and non-Latinos, gain better perspectives and understandings 

of the changing school demographics, critical analysis of inequality, and a social justice 

orientation to their practice. 

In setting these courses, faculty from Mexican American /Chicana/o/Ethnic 

Studies and Colleges and Schools of Education must keep in mind the particular contexts 

of the communities where they work. In the case of California and Texas, the study of 

Education needs to keep in mind the needs and aspirations of local Mexican American 

and Latina/o communities as these are the fastest growing groups in both states. Linking 

Colleges and Schools of Education with Chicana/o and Mexican American Studies will 

provide ample opportunities for pre-service educators to gain a better perspective into 

Latina/o communities through a study of its histories, literatures, arts, epistemologies, 

and ontologies. In the past, there have been numerous projects that have sought to 

integrate teacher education and Chicana/o Studies, such as the Operation Chicano 

Teacher (OCT) program established by Chicana/o Studies at CSU Northridge (Acuña, 

2011), and the efforts of alternative universities in the 1970s, such as the Juárez-Lincoln 

University in Austin, Texas and Colegio César Chávez in Mount Angel, Oregon to 

credential teachers in bilingual and bicultural education. The purpose of such projects 

was to benefit the local Mexican American communities by providing them critically 
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conscious, bilingual, and bicultural teachers. The proposal to link teacher preparation and 

Mexican American/Chicana/o Studies is not new; it has been a historical demand in the 

quest for quality education of Mexican Americans. This proposal matters today more 

than ever given that we live in an increasingly diverse society and appreciation of 

diversity is highly coveted for the practice of democracy in a multiracial and multiethnic 

society. Despite gains in access to higher education for people of color, particularly 

Latinos, there is more that needs to be done; the numbers of high school non-completion 

are high and the numbers of college enrollment and completion remain relatively low as 

compared to demographic increases. Educational research has shown time and time again 

that students who have access to curricula and pedagogies as well as to teachers who 

share their backgrounds tend to have higher levels of educational attainment and achieve 

a stronger sense of self (Cabrera et al., 2014; Sleeter, 2011). In that sense, close 

collaborations between Colleges and Schools of Education and Mexican 

American/Chicana/o/Ethnic Studies would serve as an intervention for preparing 

educators well versed in the practices of culturally relevant curricula and pedagogies to 

the benefit of all K-12 students, but especially Latino students.  

    
SCHOOL DISTRICTS 

The Denver Public Schools (DPS) are, as of the writing of this report, the first and 

only school district that has openly issued national calls to recruit DACA recipients to fill 

much needed teaching positions. The DPS, as noted earlier, is working with Teach For 

America to achieve this goal. Other than issuing the recruitment efforts, it is not known 
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how DPS is supporting its DACAmented educators. It does, as many school districts with 

sizable Latina/ populations, provide multiple resources for its undocumented students and 

families, including information regarding scholarships and the DACA application 

process. Of particular interest is job security, as articulated by most participants, given 

the two-year renewable residence permit and reprieve from deportation. As recalled from 

the previous chapter’s section on precariousness, Julia expressed that even though she is 

able to work as a teacher due to DACA, she feels like she’s “caminando en un lazo,” 

walking on a tightrope, because she is still undocumented and if DACA is revoked, she 

will lose her job and the financial stability it has afforded her family. 

 The participants in this study expressed concern about the likelihood of being 

dismissed from their jobs due to the possibility of not being approved for or not 

reapproving their renewal on time. On the one hand, the in-service educators reported 

that their school districts did not provide any information to DACAmented teachers about 

job security, renewal process, and the procedures to follow in the eventuality that they did 

not receive their two-year permits on time. The school districts in which the participants 

in this study work or intend to work do provide resources and information for their K-12 

students as clearly listed on their websites. On the other hand, the pre-service educators 

reported that in school district recruitment events, the issue of DACA had not been 

brought up by their prospective employers. School districts must take a more proactive 

course of action in making it well known that DACA recipients who have the 

qualifications are welcomed to apply to any and all open positions, and to communicate 
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the procedures to be followed in the eventuality that their DACAmented employees do 

not renew or do not receive their renewal on time. 

As a rule of thumb, DACA recipients are urged by the U.S. Citizenship and 

Immigration Services (USCIS), lawyers, and pro-immigrant organizations to submit their 

renewal applications between 150 to 120 days before the expiration date listed on their 

most current DACA acceptance notice. However, despite submitting the renewal 

application at least four months before its expiration date, there is still the possibility that 

it might not be renewed on time. USCIS states in its website that its goal is to process 

renewal requests within 120 days of being received. Irene, as narrated in the previous 

chapter, followed the renewal procedures and yet her application was delayed. Irene 

recounted that Human Resources at her school district did not know how to exactly deal 

with her case. On the one hand, the school principal did not want to lose Irene, and on the 

other hand, the district could not knowingly have an undocumented person on their 

payroll. Irene was asked to resign from her position while the district’s Human Resources 

personnel figured out how to pay her salary at a prorated rate. Fortunately, for Irene, 

some of the Human Resources workers were Latinas and had some knowledge of 

deferred action. They reassured Irene that they were there to support her even though 

they did not exactly know how to deal with her case as a similar situation had never 

occurred. These Latina Human Resources workers proved to be instrumental for Irene to 

maintain her job by encouraging her, with the consent of the district’s lawyer, to take 

personal days off to extend the resignation date hoping that her renewal letter arrived in 
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her allocated teacher sick and personal days. Irene’s renewal acceptance arrived a day 

after its due date; she only missed one day at the helm of her classroom and was sparred 

the trauma of signing her resignation due to a process that to an extent was beyond her 

control.   

Irene’s experience reveals a couple of issues. One, school districts do provide 

information about DACA to their students and families but remain silent, for the most 

part, as it concerns their DACAmented educators. This could be due to DACA being 

relatively new and in its fourth year of life. Secondly, due to DACA being a relatively 

new change in immigration policy, school districts do not seem to have a contingency 

plan in the eventuality that a DACAmented educator does not receive their renewal 

permit on time or that the deferral from deportation is revoked by future presidential 

decrees. Would Human Resources ask these workers to resign immediately? If so, how 

would they be compensated? Would these teachers be allowed to return to their positions 

as soon as they receive their renewal? Is it open to the discretion of the Human Resources 

personnel of each school district? In the case of Irene, as highlighted throughout, the 

decision to keep her as a district employee for as long as possible was left to the 

discretion of the Human Resources personnel in consultation with the school district 

lawyer. A third issue that Irene’s incident revealed was the reliance on advocates and 

sympathizers. Her school principal was willing to hire a substitute for as long as possible 

while Irene’s situation was sorted out, and the Latina Human Resources workers, who 

knew something about DACA, advocated for her to stay in her job as long as possible. 
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Information about the intricacies of the two-year renewal residence permit held by the 

school principal and the Human Resources workers was essential in her case; it allowed 

Irene to remain hired until her case was sorted out. As with the Colleges and Schools of 

Education, information for school districts regarding the implications of DACA for their 

current and potential DACAmented employees is essential. 

The American Federation of Teachers (2014) has a guide for educators and school 

support staff with tools and resources to help their undocumented students. A similar 

guide is necessary specifically addressing the needs of DACAmented educators, and 

workers, in general. DACAmented educators, like their DACAmented and undocumented 

students, are in a similar precarious position as expressed by the participants in this study. 

This guide could be useful for Human Resources personnel for deciding the proper 

course of action if a situation similar to Irene’s ever arises. In her case, she counted with 

Latina workers sympathetic to the cause of DREAMers. However, this might not be the 

case in an anti-immigrant context. Perhaps providing a detailed explanation to 

DACAmented employees of the school district’s procedures in cases in which renewal 

permits do not arrive on time might be useful for both parties, the employee and the 

employer, and might help to reduce the insecurity already involved in a temporary legal 

status. In short, school districts have very little information for their DACAmented 

employees. 

Opposed to the school districts’ seemingly lack of information for its educators, 

Teach For America provides multiple forms of support for its DACAmented corps 
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members. For instance, Silvia, the kindergarten teacher, stated that TFA has a person in 

charge of providing support for DACA corps members nationally. This person makes 

sure that all DACAmented TFA teachers apply with plenty of time to renew their DACA 

status. Silvia reported that TFA provides corps members with lawyers to review their 

renewal applications free of charge; corps members are still responsible for paying their 

own application fees. Another form of support provided by TFA to corps members is 

through transitional grants and loans based on need that allow first year corps members to 

offset any expenses that might arise before they receive their first pay check. Whereas all 

TFA corps members are eligible to receive an AmeriCorps education award, 

DACAmented teachers, due to their non-resident status, do not qualify for such federal 

monies. However, TFA (2014) reports in its website that in 2014 the organization was 

able to provide these awards to its DACAmented corps members from its own coffers 

and that it would do the same for the 2015 and for subsequent corps. TFA, despite its 

critics, is taking the lead in supporting DACAmented educators and it highly publicizes 

its efforts. Ernesto, a bilingual 5th grade teacher from North Texas and a Champion of 

Change honoree, pointed out that out of the nine honored DACAmented teachers, six 

were TFA corps members. He believed that the initiative to recognize DACAmented 

teachers as Champions of Change was spearheaded by TFA. School districts with a TFA 

presence could seek out information from the organization on how to best support 

DACAmented educators in order to develop and provide support for its DACAmented 
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employees, similarly, TFA could make this information widely available to school 

districts and immigrant rights organizations.   

GROW YOUR OWN (GYO) INITIATIVES AND TEACHING FROM EXPERIENCE 
 The quest for quality education has been central to the Mexican American 

experience in the U.S. Along with the demand for quality education, Mexican American 

communities have also demanded the hiring of teachers that resemble their children under 

the premise that these teachers will better understand their educational needs and 

aspirations. One of the primary demands of the Chicana/o student movements of the late 

1960s was the hiring of more Chicana/o teachers. El plan de Santa Bárbara: A Chicano 

plan for higher education (1969), a document that calls for the establishment of 

Chicana/o Studies programs and departments in universities and colleges, also makes the 

argument for the need of more Chicana/o teachers and school administrators, especially 

in K-12 schools and communities where Chicanos are the majority. Most recently, 

programs that have sought to recruit, prepare, and retain teachers from underrepresented 

groups to teach in their own communities, such as Grow Your Own Illinois, have 

sprouted throughout the country. These types of teacher recruitment and preparation 

initiatives are not new amongst Mexican American and Latino communities; the histories 

of these programs, as the majority of Latina/o educational history, await to be written and 

retold.  

One such program that was highly successful, as already mentioned, but that 

younger generations know very little about, was the Operation Chicano Teacher (OCT). 
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OCT was in existence from 1973 to 1998, and was established at the onset of the 

Chicano/a Studies department at California State University Northridge (CSUN) (Acuña, 

2011; Sánchez, 2016). The program addressed the discrepancy between a growing Latino 

student population in Los Angeles public schools and its predominantly white teachers by 

recruiting, preparing, and placing Mexican Americans as teachers of record in K-12 

schools throughout Southern California. In doing so, OCT sought to address one of the 

primary demands of the 1968 student walkouts, that is, it sought to increase the numbers 

of Mexican American educators. An underlying premise of OCT was the understanding 

that well prepared Chicana/o teachers might have a greater impact in addressing 

educational disparities in Chicana/o majority schools. The OCT sought to prepare and 

increase the ranks of bilingual and bicultural teachers with a knowledge base of 

Chicana/o and Latino educational needs and aspirations by recruiting and supporting 

Chicana/o students and teacher assistants with financial stipends while they completed 

their teacher preparation program. Sánchez reports that by the time the program was 

terminated in 1998, over 3,000 students had earned their teacher certification through 

OCT. OCT was not an alternative teacher certification program, it was an initiative led by 

Chicana/o Studies at CSUN in collaboration with the School of Education, especially 

with its bilingual education program. This type of departmental collaboration is needed 

today, especially with recent developments in various states throughout the U.S. 

Southwest seeking to incorporate Mexican American and Ethnic Studies to the K-12 

curriculum.  
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Most recently, various community organizations in partnership with school 

districts, and Colleges and Schools of Education have started initiatives to foment teacher 

pipelines as career pathways by developing what is widely known as the “grow your 

own” model (Jenlink, 2012). These initiatives initially began as ways to address teacher 

shortages in different regions throughout the United States, particularly in hard to staff 

areas and fields (Bragg, 2007; Locklear, Davis, and Covington, 2009). These initiatives 

have sought to recruit, prepare, and retain historically underrepresented students to 

become teachers in their own communities. The primary objectives of the programs 

aligning with the GYO model is to increase the numbers of pre-service teachers who 

want to teach in low socioeconomic status schools, address the inadequate representation 

of students of color in teacher preparation programs, and reduce the high teacher turnover 

in low income communities (Hallett, 2012; Voltz, 2012; Ware, 2012). The mission of this 

model is to prepare “teachers for hard-to-fill positions who share the culture, language, 

and community of the students” (Hallett, 2012, p. 65). Like the OCT program, GYO 

initiatives function with an underlying premise that teachers that share a close affinity 

with their students have a greater impact in addressing educational disparities. Similarly, 

GYO initiatives are not alternative teacher certification programs. GYO initiatives, like 

OCT, are grounded on the notion of teaching from experience. 

The implication of this study to the further development of GYO initiatives, based 

on the experiences of Latina/o DACAmented pre- and in-service educators, are for 

Colleges and Schools of Education to take a more proactive role in recruiting DACA 
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recipients, and preparing them to work in communities with students “like them.” It 

should be noted that the specificity of this initiative responds to recent developments in 

relation to Teach For America’s partnerships with Latino organizations with national 

clout, including United We Dream, the largest immigrant youth organization with 

presence in twenty-six states, as a way to increase the numbers of Latino teachers in K-12 

schools. Colleges and Schools of Education could lead an initiative specifically geared 

towards DACAmented undergraduate students in collaboration with the on-campus and 

local undocumented immigrant student organizations, and with Mexican 

American/Chicana/o Studies. The reason for these collaborations serves two purposes. 

One, by reaching out to on-campus and local undocumented immigrant student 

organizations, Colleges and Schools of Education will be providing crucial information to 

undergraduate students that might be considering careers as educators. It would also 

serve as an opportunity for teacher educators to provide students within these 

organizations with a counternarrative to Teach For America’s recruitment materials and 

message. For example, Silvia, the TFA kindergarten teacher from California’s Bay Area, 

already had her teaching credential and decided to join TFA because of the reassurance it 

provided her of finding employment. In Silvia’s case, the teacher preparation program did 

not provide her with information specific to DACA recipients regarding employment 

prospects upon graduation. Whether DACAmented students decide to join TFA is up to 

them, however, they should be exposed to a counternarrative of the organization, the 

politics involved in many of the TFA led initiatives, and to information regarding career 
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paths offered by Colleges and Schools of Education. Secondly, by partnering with 

Mexican American/Chicana/o Studies, Colleges and Schools of Education would provide 

DACAmented students with multiple opportunities to develop a critical consciousness for 

“teaching for social justice pero con ganas” (Urrieta, 2007, p. 133) that could potentially 

be critical of the neoliberal multicultural-progressive message of Teach For America. 

This latter collaboration could serve as an opportunity to prepare Latino educators with 

the necessary pedagogical background to teach Mexican American and Ethnic Studies 

classes in K-12 classrooms. This could potentially increase the pool of qualified Latino 

educators essential to ensure that a growing Latino K-12 student population has access to 

teachers who might share similar backgrounds as them and that approach their practice 

with a social justice lens.  

Educational research has consistently demonstrated that teachers from similar 

backgrounds as their students or that have close affinity with them based on shared 

experiences tend to be more effective in promoting school success and positive 

orientations towards schooling amongst historically disenfranchised students. Ladson 

Billings (1994), in her seminal book on successful teachers of African American children, 

reported that teachers that saw themselves as being embedded in the school’s community 

and that lived within those communities were better positioned in ensuring the academic 

success of their students. The teachers in her study included both African American and 

white teachers. Quiocho and Rios (2000) found in their comprehensive analysis of 

research reports on minority pre- and in-service teachers that there is power in having a 
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strong presence of teachers of color in all schools for the benefit of students of color and 

to show white students that people of color can be professionals in positions of power and 

authority. They found that the research has consistently shown that pre- and in-service 

teachers of color are “more likely to bring a critical, social justice orientation and 

consciousness that stems from their real, lived experiences with inequality” (p. 522). 

These teachers, Quiocho and Rios also found, are more willing to develop and enact 

culturally relevant curriculum and pedagogies as well as to develop closer relationships 

with their students akin to what Valenzuela (1999) conceptualizes as authentic care. 

Valenzuela reports that the students in her study developed a positive orientation towards 

school when their teachers were familiar with and practitioners of educación. These 

teachers were perceived as bien educados and as sharing a very important cultural trait of 

Mexican and Mexican American students. Others have also reported that Latino teachers 

are more likely to reaffirm and support Latino students’ home languages and cultures 

(Achinstein and Aguirre, 2008; García-Nevarez et al., 2005). Smashing the “diversity 

gap” between teachers and students is urgent, given the rapidly changing demographics 

of the United States, particularly in the regions with a long history of Latino presence. 

Colleges and Schools of Education, school districts, and community-based organizations 

must take the lead in making this change otherwise organization such as Teach For 

America might take on this task and the processes and end result might not be in the best 

interest of communities.  
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The participants in this study expressed a strong desire to teach in their own 

communities. When speaking of their communities, the participants referred to 

neighborhoods, cities, and schools where they grew up but also to people who shared 

similar backgrounds as them as Latinos, working class, and recent immigrants, both 

undocumented and undocumented. In some instances, the participants where successful 

in gaining employment within the school districts and community colleges they had 

attended. Others practiced as educators in communities they defined as their own based 

on similarities they identified as similar to the ones they encountered in the 

neighborhoods where they grew up. The Latina/o DACAmented educators in this study 

articulated the importance of working in neighborhoods they lived in and in schools they 

had attended. All of the participants, without hesitation, expressed that due to their 

experiences as undocumented students, they were in a better position to support K-12 

undocumented students and their families. They saw the power a teacher who took on 

roles of advocate and mentor had in their achievement that they wanted to replicate these 

actions by working in underserved schools and communities. These experiences inform 

the notion of teaching from experience. 

Theoretical Implications 

The following section provides a discussion of theoretical implications based on 

the data in this study and in the research process. In the first sub-section, I begin by 

elaborating on the notion of teaching from experience by drawing on Moya’s (2002) notion 

of learning from experience in the context of GYO initiatives and the Latino teacher 
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pipeline. Experiences and the “readings” of such experiences inform the participants’ 

approaches to education and of the roles of educators; we begin from what we know and 

somos lo que hacemos. The second sub-section on theoretical implications concludes with 

an analysis of the conceptual framework and whether its multiple theoretical parts were 

useful in examining the vivencias of the study participants.   

TEACHING FROM EXPERIENCE 

The idea of teaching from experience arises from Moya’s (2002) notion of learning 

from experience. Moya asserts that by studying the texts and lived experiences of 

Chicanas/os and other historically marginalized people, we can get a better sense of the 

social, political, and economic world we live in. According to Moya, the texts and lived 

experiences of historically marginalized people “are rich sources of frequently overlooked 

information about our shared world” (p. 3). Moya’s approach to experience is very similar 

to one of the five tenets of Critical Race Theory in Education identified by Solórzano 

(1997; 1998) that recognizes the centrality of the experiential knowledge of people of color 

in the analysis and teaching of racial subordination (Yosso, 2005). However, for Moya, not 

all people in similar positions will necessarily have similar experiences of oppression or 

understandings of their identities. For example, a straight Mexican American male with 

“white” racial features from an affluent background will not arrive at the same conclusions 

about the homeland security state’s immigration regime or Donald Trump’s xenophobic 

rhetoric in the same way as an undocumented gay poet born in the state Guerrero currently 

residing in California’s Bay Area. Both persons share membership in a group (i.e. 

Mexican), however, the way they will see themselves, that is, the way they will come to 

identify, will depend on the multiple lenses through which particular experiences are 

mediated, interpreted, and learned.  
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Moya further proposes that experiences give way to what she calls epistemic 

privilege. Historically marginalized groups’ claim to epistemic privilege,  
stems from an acknowledgment that they have experiences-experiences that 
people who are not oppressed in the same way usually lack- that can provide them 
with information we all need to understand how hierarchies of race, class, gender, 
and sexuality operate to uphold existing regimes of power in our society (p. 38). 

 
Historically marginalized people first acknowledge that they are in fact marginalized in 

ways that others might not and that these experiences of marginalization, once examined, 

can be useful in understanding how multiple forms of marginalization function to 

maintain domination. All the participants in this study became aware of their 

undocumented status in high school and the limitations that might present for their 

college and professional trajectories. Their participation in university courses where they 

studied the histories of marginalized people allowed them to read their experiences 

through those lenses and to arrive at a structural analysis of inequality particularly in 

regards to the experiences of undocumented immigrants in the United States. This 

analysis of inequality informed their rationales for pursuing careers as educators and to 

articulate the notion of teaching from experience, that is, the idea that because they have 

certain experiences they might be able to have a stronger and closer affinity to Latino 

students, especially those who are undocumented.  

For Moya, the claim to epistemic privilege and her notion of learning from 

experience speak to the need for members of dominant groups to listen closely and learn 

from the experiences of the oppressed. She proposes emphasizing the views of the 

historically marginalized not so much to “give them voice” but “rather to facilitate the 
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emergence of alternative perspectives and accounts” (p. 169). Latina/o DACAmented 

pre- and in-service educators have so much to teach us but also to their students and their 

families as they are articulated a desire to work with students “like me.”  

Participants, such as Cecilia, expressed this notion of teaching from experience 

when she stated the following, “siento que las maestras te dicen que sí se puede pero ellas 

no han pasado por eso, ¿cómo saben? Si ni siquiera saben por lo que pasaste o lo que 

tienes que pasar. Yo quiero poder decirles que yo ya pasé por eso y que sí se puede.” For 

her, even though teachers might be supportive of their students, there might be limitations 

due to them not having similar experiences as their students. Other participants expressed 

a similar notion when they expressed their desires to work with “students like them.” 

They felt their experiences as undocumented students provided them an advantage when 

working with Latina/o students, especially undocumented students, because they 

understood what it meant to be in that position. This raises questions of whether non-

members of particular groups could be successful educators of those students. For 

instance, could a white male English dominant teacher be a successful teacher of Latina/o 

undocumented students? Irene’s relationship with her high school college and career 

counselor demonstrates that they can. As teacher educators we must ask, what sort of 

educative experiences could we provide pre-service teachers who are members of 

majoritarian groups so that they too develop notions of teaching from experience in order 

to create the conditions Elenes (2001) points out of standing on the same side of the river 
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“where we can find a ‘common language’ where multiple and even contradictory 

discourses can be discussed, respected, and understood” (p. 693). Is this even possible? 

 The participants in this study, because of their experiences as Latino 

undocumented students and as DACAmented professionals from working class 

backgrounds, are in a position of epistemic privilege due to the structural analysis of 

inequality they have developed through their interactions in academic spaces in 

universities and activist organizations. The participants in this study expressed that they 

specifically wanted to work in communities they identified as their own because they felt 

they had a better understanding of what it meant to attend such schools as students based 

on their experiences. Teaching from experience arises from the epistemic privilege 

historically marginalized people who choose to pursue careers as educators ground their 

pedagogical and curricular repertoires.  

Teaching from experience, in this case, is not simply a call to provide DACA 

recipients with paths to careers in education but also to facilitate the generation of 

alternative approaches to education. In some instances, as exemplified by Emilio, the 

Champion of Change honoree, these approaches to education, such as parental 

involvement, are alternative in the sense that they occur in the context of high-stakes 

testing and accountability that seek to minimize school-community collaboration by 

keeping parents at bay and positioning teachers as the only experts. Colleges and Schools 

of Education and GYO initiatives, for that matter, have much to gain by improving their 

efforts to recruit and prepare Latina/o DACA recipients, who because of their epistemic 
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privilege, as the research has shown, are more likely to take on culturally relevant 

curricula and pedagogy if given the appropriate conceptual tools during their teacher 

education to critically analyze their own schooling experiences in relation to the overall 

history of American Education. Colleges and Schools of Education must take a more 

proactive role in recruiting and preparing students that might share similar experiences 

with an increasingly diverse pre-K-12 population to teach in those communities. 

Taking these actions could serve as a buffer to Teach For America’s recruitment, 

training, and placement of people of color amongst its ranks. TFA’s shift in recruitment, 

as pointed above, to focus on increasing the numbers of its corps members from 

historically marginalized groups is a step in the right direction. It demonstrates that the 

organization takes seriously its critics and that it does take proactive steps in addressing 

what are perceived as its drawbacks. TFA’s self-positioning at the forefront as an allied 

organization of undocumented college students and graduates by highly publicizing its 

efforts to recruit and place DACAmented college graduates in teaching positions 

throughout the country is laudable. However, despite making these changes and 

especially providing multiple opportunities for DACA recipients to enter the classroom, 

its organizational model, for the most part, remains the same. For instance, TFA is still 

closely aligned to venture philanthropists that seek to turn public education into a 

consumable good through the promotion of market values and remedies (Lipman, 2013; 

Saltman, 2009).  
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VIVENCIAS AS CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The conceptual framework employed in this study that I call vivencias is rooted in 

lived experience and the ways of knowing and being that arise from such experiences. 

These vivencias as ways of knowing and being, in the case of this study, inform the 

rationales of the participants for pursuing careers as educators, their perspectives on 

education, their self-ascribed roles as educators, and their performative acts of hope, lucha, 

and faith in conditions of imposed precarity. In what follows, I discuss the multiple theories 

and concept that allowed to articulate my framework and whether these theories were 

appropriate or not.  

In chapter two I presented my framework in the shape of an avocado with three 

layers: the outer layer, the flesh, and the heart. Each layer is informed by a set of theories 

and concepts that in shaping my framework of vivencias took on the function of 

methodologies, that is, as tools that allowed me to see the participants’ experiences in 

particular contexts. For instance, the outer layer connected the coloniality concept to the of 

study of Latina/o migration and incorporation to the United States with the notion of the 

the homeland security state firmly established in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks. 

CRT and LatCrit further allowed me to examine in the narratives of the participants the 

contexts in which they migrated to the United States, and the processes by which they were 

incorporated as racial/colonized subjects of empire. In other words, it allowed me gauge 

multiple forms of oppression they encountered due to their position in the hierarchies of 

raca, class, gender, language, and immigration status; it provided the context in which their 

vivencias take place.  

The flesh, the second layer, details the participants’ familial backgrounds, 

educational trajectories, professional and employment experiences, and participation in the 
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undocumented immigrant student movements. These compose what I call vivencias as the 

social locations, everyday experiences, and situated knowledge that arise from the 

intermeshing of multiple social identities. The concept of figure worlds allows me to 

examine how the participants narrate their roles and experiences in between the interactions 

of micro figured worlds of their families, schools, workplaces, and activist and social 

organization in a context of imposed precarity due to their position as racial/colonial 

subjects of empire. In this sense, the concept of figure worlds as utilized in this study 

functions as a methodology that allowed me to gain insight as to how the participants saw 

themselves in particular relational settings and contexts. Finally, the core of the framework 

is composed of the participants’ life histories. It is through their narratives that their 

understandings of their contexts and their social positions within them become visible.  

Vivencias allows for the narratives of the participants to be held as situated truths 

that arise from particular experiences. In the case of this study, all the participants shared 

the commonality of being undocumented immigrant students who benefited from deferred 

action and that, in turn, provided them an avenue to pursue a career as educators. Yet, how 

each of the participants understood their experiences as undocumented students and as 

DACAmented educators varied. The ‘readings’ of their experiences as undocumented 

immigrant students and DACAmented educators were informed by their multiple levels of 

consciousness. For instance, on the one hand, Víctor read his experience as an 

undocumented immigrant student and DACAmented educator from the lenses he acquired 

through his experiences in Chicana/o Studies courses, and as a labor and community 

organizer informed by radical political thought. On the other hand, Julia’s understanding 

of her social position was based on her participation in bilingual education courses with 

splashes of critical pedagogies and curriculum, and her leadership position in her church 
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and religiosidad. Both vivencias are just as valid eventhough they are rooted in very 

different ways of knowing and being that arise from very particular experiences. The 

vivencias featured here disrupt dominant narratives of the abject immigrant and of 

deservingness in the sense that not everyone arrives about the same conclusions about 

particular issues at the same time; lived experiences mediate such understandings. 

Vivencias, like capirotada38, even though they might seem similar, must be distinguished 

by looking at the particular experiences from which the participants narrate their lives.  

The theories and concept I draw from to propose the notion of vivencias allow me 

do distinguish the experiences of Latina/o DACAmented pre- and in-service educators by 

focusing on the locations from which they narrate their experiences. The theoretical 

implications of vivencias allow for shifts in focus from narratives of oppression/resistance 

to ones where the focus is on the narrators’ readings of particular experiences from their 

social locations at given point and time. These vivencias rather than being categorized as 

expressions of oppression or resistance must be positioned as situated truths that can 

change given participation in various figured worlds and through relationships. For 

example, the case of Lucía, the pre-service bilingual teacher from Central Texas, provided 

in chapter 4 is illustrative of a narrative of vivencias that disrupts oppression/resistance 

narratives and instead gives us insight into the conditions of existence she has generated in 

                                                
 
38 Capirotada is a traditional Mexican food prepared during Lent. It is prepared with multiple ingredients 
that normally range from household to household. The end of product, in general, looks the same and 
carries the same religious symbolism of being consumed during Lent but upon taste is distinguished based 
on the mix of ingredients used to make capirotada. Capirotada is primarily made of a mix of old and new 
bread, and the addition of other ingredients such as peanuts, raisins, onions, and other leftovers are left to 
the discretion of the cook. Mario Suárez described El Hoyo, Chicano barrio in Tucson, Arizona, as a 
capirotada. Suárez elaborated that where many saw sameness amongst the Chicanos of El Hoyo because 
they refered to themselves as such, he argued that like capirotada they must be individually distinguished 
(see Meeks, 2007). 
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a context of precariatization. She encounterd roadblocks in her pursuit of higher education, 

however, through relationships with mentors (i.e. counselors, teachers, professors) she 

arrived at critical understandings of her position as an undocumented immigrant and of the 

U.S. immigration regime. Lucía’s critical analysis of inequality is ongoing and changes 

through her relationships and experiences. Emilio, the fifth grade bilingual teacher from 

North Texas, for instance, is an active participant in a car club. Car culture, it could be 

argued is a quintessential featured of consumerist American culture because participation 

in a club requires a hefty investment in a show car, in accessories, and gasoline to go out 

cruising. Yet, he truly enjoys the activities associated with car culture and has invited club 

members to showcase their cars in his school during fundraising events. Where do Emilio’s 

experiences as an undocumented student, and now as a DACAmented educator, fit in the 

oppression/resistance binary? Vivencias accounts for a holistic view of the multiple 

experiences of Latina/o DACA beneficiaries and the theories and concepts I utilized allow 

me to approach the research the research process from this lens.  

Concluding Thoughts 

 I conclude this work with a reflection on personal experiences that, at the end, 

very much informed the direction of this study. But first and foremost, I am very indebted 

to the Latina/o DACAmented pre- and in-service educators que me regalaron sus 

historias de vida and for giving me the opportunity to reconnect with my commitment for 

social justice, especially in rearticulating my rationale for deciding to pursue doctoral 

studies in the first place. Doing time in graduate school takes its toll in different aspects 

and I for one contemplated more than once if this trajectory was worth it. As I moved in 

different scholarly and intellectual spaces, I often pondered if I was competent in the 
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communicative skills necessary to “do graduate school” or if I really wanted to be in 

those spaces, to begin with. One particular summer Saturday night in Chicago after 

dinner with my fellow participants in a Spencer Foundation initiative, I decided to take a 

lonely stroll through the downtown streets. As I walked past stores with shiny displays, 

people with nice looking shoes coming and going to bars and restaurants, I reflected on 

the dinner and conversations around educational and philosophical issues I had moments 

before. Fanon’s (2011) words on the settler town resonated as I crossed intersection after 

intersection,  

His (the settler’s) feet are protected by strong shoes although the streets of his 
town are clean and even, with no holes or stones. The settler's town is a well-fed 
town, an easygoing town; its belly is always full of good things (p. 39).   

 
And I remembered Saturday nights filled with KFC picked up by my father and I on our 

way home after doing el jardín for affluent white families throughout West Los Angeles. 

Those fried chicken thighs and legs were accompanied with my parents’ stories and the 

occasional visit of tías and tíos. I was convinced that we need to be in these spaces of fine 

dining, scholarly production, and decision-making for there is much at stake in the 

education of our children and in their dreams of a better future, a better life. I looked at 

my shoes and went back to my room to catch up on institute readings. I needed to see the 

doctoral trajectory to the end.   

 I very much enjoyed seating in the small chairs of a pre-kindergarten classroom in 

Central Texas that immediately transposed me to room K-1 in Gilroy. Listening to Julia 

share her story and experiences as a teacher triggered memories and reminded me of my 
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former elementary school students, especially Armando the critical five-year-old theorist 

born in Apatzingán. Julia’s love for her students grounded in her religiosidad informed 

her rationale for becoming a teacher and her commitment for social justice; it was 

beautiful to bare witness to that love. Going “down the 99/up the 99/ ahi, por todo el 99” 

(Montoya, 1992, p. 50) to visit pre- and in-service educators in California’s San Joaquin 

Valley allowed me to revisit empty stretches on the side of Highway 99 carved by the 

marching feet of farm workers on their peregrinaciones to Sacramento for their dignity 

and rights, and on their everyday early morning walks into the files. Walking on the 

community colleges and State Universities campuses, observing the students, and 

meeting with my parientes reconnected me with my initial experiences in higher 

education. Meeting and listening to each storyteller was a humbling experience.  

 Working as an elementary teacher I thought of the necessity of recruiting college 

students with an activist and social justice orientation to become teachers. I was very 

passionate about it and often questioned my peers in the Mexican American Studies 

master’s program at San José State that had research interests in education; the majority 

were involved in student and community activism. Amongst the majority there was a 

staunch refusal to the suggestion of pursuing careers as teachers. My position was, and 

still is, that if we are to do research on education, especially curriculum and pedagogy, 

we also need to experience schooling from the position of educators and not solely rely 

on our experiences as students. As raza we have the commonality of experiencing 

subtractive schooling processes (Valenzuela, 1999) as K-12 students but not many of us 
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have participated in this process as educators. At the time, I contended that as educators 

grounded in an ethic of care we could work within the schools like ghosts in the machine 

and engage in curricular and pedagogical subversive acts to the high-stakes regime in 

order to improve the educational achievement of our students while promoting social 

justice and critical thinking. The promotion of academic achievement within the schools 

as they currently exist and critical approaches to education are compatible (Duncan-

Andrade and Morrell, 2008). Yet, often times I felt at a loss and questioned whether I 

was, in fact, damaging rather than uplifting my students as I intended to do. Then, I 

stumbled upon the findings of Urrieta (2009) in Working form within and his work with 

Chicana/o activist teachers. His work gave me peace of mind but I still wanted to see 

more Chicana/o activist teachers in my school and in my district.  

 I started my career as a teacher with Teach For America. I was attracted to the 

idea of working with an organization that sought to remedy educational disparities in the 

country. A few months into my first year as a teacher taking evening classes in the 

College of Education at San José State I realized that the idea of closing the achievement 

gap boiled down to keeping track of student data on Excel spreadsheets for two years. 

Every morning as my students walked into my classroom they reminded me that 

education extended beyond gathering data to fill the cells of a spreadsheet. I stayed 

beyond the two years in the same school and community. Deciding to leave to pursue 

doctoral studies was painful and ever so often I long to stand in front of a group of young 

Latinos in the playground in the early morning with the Santa Cruz mountains as a 
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backdrop excited to start a new day of learning and playing. Listening to my participants’ 

stories, especially their rationales for pursuing careers as educators, reconnected me to 

my own motivations for pursuing the doctoral trajectory: to recruit and prepare Latina/o 

college students, specially those who are civically engaged, to become educators in 

different capacities.  

 This study showcases the impacts of changes in immigration policy from in-state 

tuition initiatives for undocumented students to reprieve from deportation and access to a 

work permit provided by DACA in the educational and professional trajectories of a 

small group of undocumented Latinas/os. As Víctor stated, the current immigration 

reforms are “un paso adelante” but a comprehensive immigration reform plan that 

provides a path to residency and citizenship to all undocumented immigrants, regardless 

of whether they are college educated or not, is urgently needed. Yet, my primary aim in 

this study was not necessarily to highlight the impacts of changes in immigration policy 

or the obstacles encountered by undocumented students in their trajectories but rather to 

highlight border struggles (Mezzadra and Neilson, 2013), that is, the everyday practices 

undocumented immigrants engage in negotiating and contesting the pervasive border 

regimes that regulate mobility, whether physical, social, or economic, through the 

ongoing expansion of walls and multiple forms of detention, such as the infamous Texas 

immigration detention centers and administrative detention processes that provide 

differential inclusion for undocumented immigrants. This study positions and celebrates 

the participants of this study as protagonists critically engaged in the everyday generation 
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of life within conditions of imposed precarity by the state. It is about agency, 

experiences, life, vivencias.   

 

EPILOGUE 

 As a way of closing this study, I provide the following updates on Amanda, 

Manuel, Víctor, Lucía, and Emilio, the five pre- and in-service educators whose 

educational autobiographies were featured in chapter 4. Amanda, the math high school 

teacher from Southern California, continues to work in the same charter school that 

initially hired her. Amanda’s family awaits the Supreme Court’s decision on DAPA, 

which, if implemented, would provide relief from deportation and the right to legally 

work to her husband. Manuel, the Spanish high school and community college adjunct 

professor in the San Joaquín Valley, continues to juggle and enjoy both jobs. After 

attending an academic conference on Latino and Latin American literature and culture, 

Manuel entertained the idea of applying to a doctorate program in the near future. Víctor 

is a few months shy from completing his first year as a Social Studies and Ethnic Studies 

high school teacher in the South Bay Area. Aside from working as a teacher, Víctor 

serves as president of the executive board of a recently established co-operative for and 

by undocumented workers who are set to benefit from DAPA. Lucía, the pre-service 

bilingual teacher from Central Texas, graduated from her teacher preparation program in 

December of 2015. She works as an afterschool instructor and is applying for teaching 

positions for the fall of 2016. Emilio, the 5th grade bilingual teacher from North Texas, 

continues to work in the same school. He continues to get his students’ parents involved 

in the school, and stays busy coaching a soccer team and in establishing a local chapter of 
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a Latino national advocacy organization. These teachers’ commitment to their students, 

communities, and education give us hope that our children están en buenas manos.   
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Consent Form for Participation 

Consent for Participation in Research 
 
Title: Educational, Professional, and Life Trajectories of Immigrant College Students and 
Graduates Pursuing Careers in Education After DACA 
 
Introduction 

The purpose of this form is to provide you information that may affect your decision 
as to whether or not to participate in this research study.  The person performing the 
research will answer any of your questions.  Read the information below and ask any 
questions you might have before deciding whether or not to take part. If you decide to 
be involved in this study, this form will be used to record your consent. 

 
Purpose of the Study 

You have been asked to participate in a research study about the educational, 
professional, and life trajectories of undocumented immigrant college students and 
graduates that have applied for Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) who 
are pursuing careers in education. The purpose of this study is to investigate how has 
DACA impacted the educational, professional, and life trajectories of DACA 
educators. 

 
What will you be asked to do? 

If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to: 
•   Participate in two one-on-one interviews where you will be asked questions 

regarding your educational, professional, and life trajectories as an 
undocumented immigrant student and college graduate, the application 
process for DACA, and your experiences as an educator. The interviews will 
be conducted between March 1st, 2015 and February 1st, 2016. 

•   Your participation in the interviews will be audio recorded. 
This study will take no more than two hours; about one hour for the first formal semi-
structured interview, and about one hour for the second formal semi-structured 
interview. This study will include approximately twenty study participants.   

 
What are the risks involved in this study? 

There are no foreseeable risks to participating in this study. 
 
What are the possible benefits of this study? 

You will receive no direct benefit from participating in this study; however, your 
participation will benefit U.S. society by explaining through your life history how 
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changes in immigration policy could potentially increase the educational attainment 
of undocumented immigrant youth, and improve the life aspirations of immigrants, 
which comprise a sizable sector of American society.  

 
Do you have to participate? 

No, your participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate at all or, if you 
start the study, you may withdraw at any time.  Withdrawal or refusing to participate 
will not affect your relationship with The University of Texas at Austin (University) 
in anyway.  

 
Will there be any compensation? 

You will not receive any type of payment for participating in this study.  
 
What are my confidentiality or privacy protections when participating in this 
research study? 

This study is anonymous. Your privacy will be protected using pseudonyms that will 
be assigned to all participants, and any names of people, schools, and institutions 
mentioned by the participants in their responses. Interviews, life maps of educational 
experiences, and narratives of life maps will be coded using pseudonyms. All efforts 
will be made to make sure the privacy of the participants is protected.  
 
If you choose to participate in this study, you will be audio recorded. Any audio 
recordings will be stored securely and only the research team will have access to the 
recordings.  Recordings will be kept for one year from the date of the recording and 
then erased. The data resulting from your participation may be used for future 
research or be made available to other researchers for research purposes not detailed 
within this consent form. 
 
If it becomes necessary for the Institutional Review Board to review the study 
records, information that can be linked to you will be protected to the extent 
permitted by law. Your research records will not be releases without your consent 
unless required by law or a court order. 

 
Whom to contact with questions about the study?   

Prior, during or after your participation you can contact the researcher José García at 
(408)580-7721 or send an email to garcia.jose@utexas.edu.  
 

Whom to contact with questions concerning your rights as a research participant? 
For questions about your rights or any dissatisfaction with any part of this study, you can 
contact, anonymously if you wish, the Institutional Review Board by phone at (512) 471-
8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. This study has been reviewed and approved by 
The University Institutional Review Board and the study number is 2012-12-0004.   
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Participation 
 If you agree to participate please verbally inform the researcher, José García, once 

you set up a meeting to discuss the goals, procedures, and schedule for this research 
project. Your signature will not be collected.  

 
Consent to Participate   

You have been informed about this study’s purpose, procedures, possible benefits and 
risks, and you have received a copy of this form. You have been informed about this 
study’s purpose, procedures, possible benefits and risks, and you have received a 
copy of this form.  You have been given the opportunity to ask questions before you 
agree to participate.  You have been told that you can ask other questions at any 
time.  If you agree to participate, please provide your verbal consent to the 
researcher.  

 
As a representative of this study, I have explained the purpose, procedures, benefits, and 
the risks involved in this research study. 
 
_________________________________      
Print Name of Person obtaining consent      
 
 
_________________________________    _________________  
Signature of Person obtaining consent     Date 
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Appendix 2: Recruitment to Participate in Study 

Initial Contact email 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
I hope you and your loved ones are doing well. My name is José García and I am a 
doctoral student in Cultural Studies in Education at the University of Texas at Austin. I 
am working on my dissertation focusing on Latina/o Deferred Action for Childhood 
Arrivals (DACA) beneficiaries and their academic, professional, and life trajectories 
pursuing careers in education. I am contacting you to ask for your assistance in 
conducting this research project. 
 
First, I would like to commend you for your decision to pursue a career in education. 
Recent research on the changing demographics of schools suggests that children of color 
comprise about 51% of the student population, and yet only 17% of the teaching force are 
people of color. Your decision to pursue a career in education will contribute to balancing 
the ethnic and racial composition ratio between students and teachers. Second, I would 
like to extend you an invitation to participate in my dissertation study. Your participation 
is strictly voluntary, and I will do my best to protect your anonymity. Also, if at any stage 
of the project you do not wish to continue participating in the study, you may opt out 
without any consequences.  
 
If you decide to participate, I will be interviewing you about your academic, professional, 
and life experiences informing your decisions pursuing a career in education, as well as 
your current experiences as an educator. The interviews will take place either in a place 
of your choosing or in SZB 528E in the George I. Sánchez Building located in the 
campus of the University of Texas at Austin. Each interview will last between one to two 
hours, and will be audio recorded.  
 
If you decide to participate, please reply to this email. Prior to the interview, we will sit 
together to discuss the goals, procedures, and schedule for the research project. 
Regardless of your decision, in order to ensure your privacy, you are asked to delete all 
email communication between us within two weeks. 
 
If you have any questions regarding this project, you may reach me via email at 
garcia.jose@utexas.edu or by phone at (408)580-7721. I hope you are interested in 
participating in this project. I look forward to our collaboration. Thank you and have a 
wonderful day! 

José García 
Doctoral Student 
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Cultural Studies in Education 
The University of Texas at Austin 
 
 
Follow-up email  

Dear ________, 

I hope you and your loved ones are in good health. Thank you for your interest in 
participating in my study on the academic, professional, and life trajectories of DACA 
beneficiaries pursuing careers in education. The purpose of this is email is to schedule a 
time for us to meet to go over the goals, procedures, and schedule of the research project.  

Please let me know at your earliest convenience when is a good day and time, and 
location, for us to meet. Once we schedule our meeting, you are asked to delete all email 
communication between us to ensure your privacy. 

If you have any questions or concerns prior to our meeting, do not hesitate to contact me 
via email at garcia.jose@utexas.edu or by phone at (408)580-7721. Again, thank you in 
your assistance.  

Respectfully,  

José García 
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Appendix 3: Interview Protocols 

1st Interview Protocol 
 

All interviews will be digitally audio recorded.  
 

1.   General Information 
a.   Script: I will maintain your anonymity during this research project. That 

said, I am going to ask you some initial questions regarding personal 
information but I will not ask or use your name.  

b.   How old are you? 
c.   Where do you live? How long have you lived there? Who do you live 

with? Do you have any kids? 
i.   Note: If married: How long have you been married? Where did 

you get married? 
ii.   Note: If mother/father: How many kid(s) do you have? Where 

were your kids born? Do they go to school? If so, what grades 
is/are he/she/they in? 

d.   Where did you go to college and what degrees do you hold?  
e.   Where were you born? How long have you lived in the United States? 

Could you tell me about your immigration experience to the United 
States? How old were you when you immigrated?  

f.   Do you recall any significant first experiences in the United States?  
2.   Experiences as a Student in U.S. Educational Institutions 

a.   Please tell me about your initial educational experiences in U.S. schools.  
b.   Could you tell me about your K-12 educational experiences in US 

schools? Did you have any major challenges? If so, how did you resolve 
them? Did you have positive educational experiences in your K-12 
experiences in US schools? What were some of your major achievements 
in K-12? 

c.   Could you tell me about your college experiences? What was your college 
like? Did your immigration status impact your college education? If so, in 
what ways? How did you negotiate the demands of college as an 
undocumented student? How did you finance your education? How did 
you feel after you completed your undergraduate degree?  

d.   Do you have another degree besides your BA? Why did you decide to 
pursue a graduate degree? Could you tell me about your graduate college 
experiences? Did your status as an undocumented immigrant student 
impact your graduate school experience? If so, in what ways? How did 
you finance your graduate school education? How did you feel after you 
completed your graduate degree? 
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e.   Could you tell me about your decision to pursue a career in education? 
Why did you choose this profession? What significant experiences led you 
to make this decision? 

3.   DACA 
a.   How did you find out about Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals 

(DACA)? Could you tell me about your initial reactions after finding out 
about DACA? How did you feel? 

b.   Could you tell me about your experiences with the application and/or 
renewal process? 

c.   Have you encountered any problems during the application and/or renewal 
process that you would like to share?  

d.   In what ways do you feel you have benefited from DACA? What have you 
been able to do now that you could not do before the passage of DACA? 

e.   Did DACA have an impact on your decision to pursue a career in 
education? If so, in what ways? 

4.   Closing 
a.   Is there something you would like to add that we did not cover in the 

interview? 
 
Thank you for taking time to conduct this interview. Do you have any questions for me 
about the project, the interview process, or anything else? I’m going to transcribe this 
interview and provide you with a copy of it for your records. Again, thank you and I will 
be in touch with you.  
 

2nd Interview Protocol 
1.   Activism in the DREAM Movement 

a.   Would you consider yourself a DREAMer? If so, what does it mean to be 
a DREAMer? If not, why don’t you consider yourself a DREAMer? 

b.   Have you ever participated in activist organization or actions? Could you 
tell me about them? 

c.   Have you been involved in the DREAM Act movement? How would you 
define your participation in the movement? 

d.   In what ways has your participation in the DREAM Movement and/or in 
activist organizations impacted your educational, professional, and life 
experiences? 

e.   Does your activism inform your decision to pursue a career in education? 
In what ways does it inform your everyday experiences as an educator?  

2.   Careers in Education 
a.   Why did you decide to pursue a career in education? 
b.   If employed: How did you find out about this position? Could you tell me 

about the application process? 
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c.   Could you tell me about your current experiences as an educator? What do 
you like the most about your job? What do you like the least? If you could 
change something about your current position, what would it be? 

d.   What does it mean to be an educator? 
e.   What have been your major accomplishment and/or challenges as an 

educator so far? 
f.   How do your experiences as an undocumented student and activist impact 

what you do as an educator? 
g.   As a new educator, did you encounter any problems or challenges? How 

did you resolve them? 
h.   Have your colleagues been supportive of you? In what ways? What do you 

wish your colleagues, and the school in general, could do to ease your first 
year experience as a teacher? 

i.   Could you tell me about your support systems? 
j.   Does the school, or school district, offer support for DACA recipients 

pursuing careers in education? Could you tell me about these support 
systems? 

k.   Are you involved with, or know of, other DACA recipients pursuing 
careers in education? Could you tell me about your interactions with these 
teachers? 

l.   Could you tell me about your philosophy of education? 
m.   In what ways is your philosophy of education informed by your 

educational, professional, and life experiences? 
n.   As an educator, do you get a chance to create curriculum? If so, could you 

tell me about this process? What are major tenets covered in your 
curriculum? 

o.   Could you tell me about your approach to education?  
p.   What does education mean to you? 

3.   Closing 
a.   Is there something you would like to add that we did not cover in the 

interview? 
 
Thank you for taking time to conduct this interview. Do you have any questions for me 
about the project, the interview process, or anything else? I’m going to transcribe this 
interview and provide you with a copy of it for your records. Again, thank you and I will 
be in touch with you.  
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